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Preface

The English language as it is spoken in Wales is a somewhat different entity de-
pending on one’s perspective and choice of terminology. The label (WelE), used
by linguists, indicates a membership in the family of World Englishes and linguis-
tic characteristics and geographically defined borders that differentiate the vari-
ety from the neighbouring British and Irish ones. It also implies that there is a
Welsh English, displaying some degree of internal consistency, and furthermore
that this variety has some national and cultural significance in Wales.

This book aims to show that instead of a single variety, Welsh English is a
cover term for diverse accents and dialects used in Wales. The geographic borders
of Welsh English are also somewhat hazier than those of Wales itself: the borders
and coastal areas have been highly permeable to linguistic influence for centuries
and language always travels along with its speakers. In other respects, the aspects
mentioned above apply: Welsh English does belong in the family of World Eng-
lishes. It is a British variety, yet it has both first and second language speakers
and contains considerable cross-linguistic influence from the Welsh language. It
therefore sits rather ill at ease with broad categories such as the Inner Circle (Ka-
chru 1992) or high-contact L1 varieties (Kortmann, Lunkenheimer & Ehret 2020).
Welsh English can, however, be defined as a language-shift variety, in accor-
dance with Mesthrie and Bhatt (2008: 6). Complementing the impact of historical
language shift and present-day bilingualism is the dialect influx from England,
connecting Welsh English to the British territory, culture and history. The combi-
nation of these streams of influence is what creates both the diversity and the dis-
tinctiveness.

As regards national and cultural significance, Welsh English cannot compete
with the indigenous minority language of Welsh. However, as shown by numer-
ous studies discussed in this book, the English accents and dialects of Wales are
not devoid of such significance either. It is not our intent to make a case for Welsh
English any more than to deflate or promote Welsh; indeed, if anything, the chap-
ters and linguistic descriptions in the present volume testify of the interconnect-
edness of the two languages in the minds and communities of their speakers. The
study of the dialects and sociolinguistics of Welsh has a longer history than that
of Welsh English (e.g. Durham & Morris 2016), which reflects the seniority of
Welsh as a local vernacular. Despite its medieval roots, Welsh English as we know
it today is young, also in comparison to many other World Englishes.

The present book is intended to provide an update on the current knowledge
of the variety. The previous major publications on the subject include three regio-
nal volumes of the Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects written by David Parry (1977,
1979) and Rob Penhallurick (1991), and the fourth compilation volume (Parry
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1999). Apart from Penhallurick’s North Welsh English volume, however, these
books have enjoyed limited circulation. Another major, book-length publication
on Welsh English is English in Wales, edited by Nikolas Coupland (1990b) in asso-
ciation with Alan Thomas. These publications have been instrumental in putting
WelE on the map in English linguistics, offering an exhaustive account of the tra-
ditional rural dialects as well as of certain aspects of sociolinguistic variation. Re-
cent decades have witnessed an increase of interest in the Welsh dialects of Eng-
lish in the form of several PhD theses (e.g. Paulasto 2006, Podhovnik 2008,
Quaino 2011, Hejná 2015, Roller 2016, Jones 2018) utilizing more recent data and
sociolinguistic methods of research. Our aim is to bring these data and studies to-
gether for a comprehensive description of the present-day status of Welsh English
in various parts of the country.

As a result of the authors’ fields of expertise, we are especially utilizing the in-
terview corpora collected by Heli Paulasto in the Southwest, Southeast and North
Wales in 1995–2000 and 2012, the Millennium Memory Bank data from 1998–1999
and BBC Voices survey from 2004–2005, which Rob Penhallurick is well ac-
quainted with, and the survey of English in Gwent conducted by Benjamin A.
Jones (2016b). Further information on the corpus data is presented in Section 1.6
and in association with the related results. The Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects re-
cordings and publications are consulted as well, but the focus of the book is on
the recent research materials.

In addition to new materials, we are taking a more variationist and quantita-
tive approach to Welsh English than the traditional descriptions of the variety.
Although we have an excellent overview of the structural and lexical characteris-
tics of (traditional) Welsh English, few of the structural characteristics have been
studied quantitatively, in order to see to what extent the features in fact emerge in
regional varieties, who uses them, or how the usage patterns compare across dif-
ferent areas. Chapter 3 on morphosyntax, in particular, takes full advantage of
Heli Paulasto’s interview corpora, which involve speakers of different ages and
linguistic backgrounds in different parts of the country. In this sense, the present
volume wishes to exceed the expectations of a typical handbook and provide
fresh research on language variation within Welsh English. The same applies to
Chapter 4 on lexis and discourse features, which avails of recent lexical surveys in
the southeast of Wales by Paulasto and Jones as well as corpus-based analyses of
invariant tags and discourse-pragmatic markers.

To be able to contextualize Welsh English as a variety of World Englishes, we
furthermore pay attention to the neighbouring British and Irish varieties as well
as to the global spread of specific features. The study of English language mor-
phosyntax on a global scale has benefited enormously from endeavours such as
the electronic World Atlas of Varieties of English (eWAVE; Kortmann et al. 2020)

XII Preface
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and dedicated research across the English language complex. These diverse mul-
tilingual settings of present-day English form the broad framework also for the
study of Welsh English.

As to the division of labour in the book, Heli Paulasto has been responsible
for Chapters 3 and 4, Rob Penhallurick for Chapters 2 and 6, and Ben Jones for
Chapters 5 and 4.5. Ben Jones and Heli Paulasto contributed to Chapter 7, and
Chapter 1 is a joint effort.

Preface XIII
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1 Geography, demography, cultural factors, and
variation

1.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the backdrop for Welsh English (WelE). It is a variety with
considerable internal variation, largely as a result of the geography of the coun-
try, which has guided the Anglicization process along specific pathways during
the centuries. Between the two main forces of the indigenous Welsh language cul-
ture and the neighbouring English language one, WelE has been forged differ-
ently according to the historical phase in question, the geographic region, the de-
mographic factors at play, and the linguistic elements that these factors have
brought into the mix.

We will begin by describing the geography of Wales and its impact on pat-
terns of demography and language shift. Section 1.3 presents demographic
changes in Wales over time, particularly in terms of numbers of Welsh and Eng-
lish speakers, in and out-migration, and the shifting sociolinguistic roles of the
two languages to their speakers. Section 1.4 focuses the discussion on the Welsh
varieties of English and the linguistic result of the geographic and demographic
factors, in other words, on models of regional variation within WelE based on lin-
guistic and perceptual evidence. The section also describes the main forces in op-
eration in the regional varieties and presents an overview of research conducted
on different regional varieties. Section 1.5 contains a similar overview of the socio-
linguistics of WelE and sociolinguistic research on the subject, including dialect
attitudes and perceptual dialectology as well as variationist research. We will also
briefly consider the role of WelE as a symbol of Welsh national and cultural iden-
tity in light of the thoughts and opinions that our informants have presented on
the subject during the sociolinguistic interviews. The final section of this chapter
describes the WelE corpora and surveys that have been utilized in the linguistic
analysis of this book. Other corpora and resources on WelE are described in Chap-
ter 6.

1.2 Geography

There is a conservation charity called Size of Wales whose aim is “to raise funds
for forests and raise awareness of the importance of forests in tackling climate
change” (Size of Wales website). The charity chose its name because the phrase
“an area the size of Wales” has been frequently used to depict rates of forest de-
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struction. In fact, the phrase has been used in various contexts since the 1840s: to
help us picture the size of other (apparently less well-known) territories; to de-
scribe a huge Antarctic iceberg called A-68 (actually only a quarter the size of
Wales); and to estimate the zone that an asteroid or a nuclear bomb could devas-
tate (Frampton 2019). The subject of the present book, Welsh English, is, we can
safely claim, spoken in an area larger than the size of Wales, for the reason that
not all speakers of Welsh English spend all of their lives domiciled in Wales. We
can also state with certainty that the Urheimat of Welsh English is Wales, and that
Wales is an area the size of over two million hectares (or 21,000 square kilo-
meters) located at the west of the main island of the British Isles. From north to
south it measures some 320 kilometers, and from east to west about 190 kilo-
meters at its broadest, 80 kilometers at its narrowest.

In this section, we give an overview of the geography and geology of Wales,
offering also some introductory analysis of the effects on demography and lan-
guage use, which leads us to propose our basic model of the regional divisions of
Wales.

Wales is known as a land of mountains and hills, but there are low-lying
areas too, and the lowlands are the most populated areas. The majority of Wales
is over 180 meters above sea level, and this central highland mass rises to a peak
of just beyond one thousand meters at Mount Snowdon in the northwest. The west
and northwest are dominated by the Cambrian Mountains and the south by the
Brecon Beacons. In addition, there are the Clwydian Hills in the northeast, on the
east flank of the River Clwyd, and the Black Mountains at the eastern edge of the
Brecon Beacons. The highlands can be divided into the mountains, above 600
meters, mostly restricted to the northwest, and the moorlands, between 180–600
meters, characterized by rounded hills, damp soils, and coarse pasture. Fringing
the central highland mass on all sides are the lowlands, that is, those areas below
180 meters. These are the coastal areas to the north, south, and west, and the bor-
derlands with England to the east.

The west coastal strip is comparatively narrow and less populated, contain-
ing a scattering of small towns, the largest being Aberystwyth, which recorded a
population of just under 16,500 in the 2011 UK census. The most densely popu-
lated and urbanized areas are the southeast and northwest. The southeast con-
tains Wales’s three biggest cities: the capital, Cardiff (the city authority area has
a population of nearly 350,000), Swansea (240,000), and Newport (145,000).
(Precise figures are provided in Section 1.3 below.) We should mention that many
would dispute our putting Swansea into the southeast, for in terms of traditional
rivalries in the national sport, rugby union, Swansea belongs to the southwest, in
contrast to the eastern clubs of Cardiff and Newport. To be more geographically
accurate, then, Swansea and its neighbour, Llanelli, are located pretty much mid-
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way along the south coast of Wales. Wales is also home to the two smallest cities
in Britain: the cathedral communities of St David’s in the far southwest and St
Asaph in the north. There is one more city in Wales, Bangor in the northwest cor-
ner (population 19,000, over 50 per cent of this number made up by students at
the University). The fourth largest urban area in Wales is Wrexham (60,000) in
the northeast, only 20 kilometers from the historical English city of Chester, and
within the sphere of influence of the great northwestern English conurbations of
Merseyside and Greater Manchester.

The coastline of Wales runs for 1,200 kilometers in total. The north coastal
plain is narrower than that of the south, and it is only since the completion of the
Chester to Holyhead railway in 1848 that it has been used for a major routeway.
The lowlands of the south are broader, and are not unvaryingly flat but undulat-
ing with their own hills and valleys. The Gower Peninsula in particular is re-
nowned for its stunning sandy beaches and limestone cliffs with their sea caves,
including Paviland Cave, site of one of the first discoveries of modern archaeol-
ogy, the oldest anatomically modern skeleton found in Britain, that of a young
man ceremonially buried 34,000 years ago. The southern lowlands allowed the
Romans and later the Normans to penetrate westwards across Wales, and pro-
vided the location in the 1850s for the railway that linked Newport in the east with
Milford Haven in the west. The most extensive stretch of motorway in Wales, the
M4, completed in 1993, also runs east–west through the southern lowlands. Com-
munication routes in Wales have historically been located much more along the
east–west axis afforded by the southern and northern coastal plains than on the
north–south axis across the lightly populated central highland mass. This is an
important factor in the development of the chief north–south dialectal divisions
in both Welsh and Welsh English.

The central mass is itself not uniformly elevated. There are also many low-
lying valleys following river courses radiating outwards from the highland. Along
the eastern border with England, for example, three expanses of lowland issue re-
spectively from the River Dee in the north, the River Severn in the centre, and the
Rivers Wye and Usk in the south. These too have been historical routeways into
Wales from the east. The boundary between Wales and England corresponds gen-
erally to the linear earthwork Offa’s Dyke, constructed in the late eighth century
probably by the Angles who had settled east of it, and which therefore denotes ap-
proximately the western limit of an English-speaking population at that time. The
border runs north–south for over 200 kilometers. The Local Government Act of
1972 confirmed that Monmouthshire in the southeast was considered to be part of
Wales, having enjoyed a rather ambiguous nationality previously.

As can be gathered from the above, Wales is surrounded on three sides by the
sea: the Bristol Channel to the south, and St George’s Channel and the Irish Sea to
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the west and north. Like the other western coastal territories of Europe, Wales en-
joys (if that is the right word) a North Atlantic climate carried by prevailing wes-
terly winds, and temperatures tend to be mild and precipitation plentiful. Mari-
time contact across the Bristol Channel with the southwest of England was
involved in the early Anglicization of the Gower Peninsula and south Pembroke-
shire. The southwest coast of England is just 50 kilometers away from Gower. In
the twelfth century, following Norman intrusions, communities of English speak-
ers were planted in the Gower Peninsula and Pembrokeshire, which to this day are
known as “Little Englands beyond Wales”. Further east, the Vale of Glamorgan, a
low plateau generally about 60 meters high with a geology favourable to agricul-
ture, was also subject to early Anglicization, as were the eastern border areas of
Wales. While the Celts of Wales had already experienced invasion from the first to
the fifth century AD by the Romans, from the seventh century onwards by the Sax-
ons and Angles (the English), and from the ninth century by the Vikings, it was the
Normans in the eleventh century who made the most telling inroads up to that
point. In the late eleventh century, there were Norman assaults all along the bor-
derlands and also deep into the northwest and southwest of Wales. Marcher Lord-
ships (the name derives from the noun march ‘border, boundary, frontier’) were
established by the Normans in the border areas and throughmost of the south dur-
ing the twelfth century, and with the Anglo-Normans came English speakers. (See
Chapter 5 of the present book for more detail on history.)

Between the southern lowlands and the borderlands are the famous South
Wales valleys (such as the Tawe, the Neath, Rhondda Fach and Fawr, the Taff,
and the Ebbw), known colloquially simply as “The Valleys”, whose rivers cut into
a coalfield which extended nearly 145 kilometers from Pembrokeshire in the west
to Monmouthshire in the east at an average width of 24 kilometers. This coalfield
contained several types of coal as well as iron ore, and was underlain and ringed
by carboniferous limestone, and by the early nineteenth century this combination
of resources had become important to the growing iron smelting industry. By the
end of the nineteenth century, the Industrial Revolution had transformed South
Wales, which now added steel and tin production to its coal, iron, and copper in-
dustries. Major urban ports were constructed in Llanelli, Swansea, Barry, Cardiff,
and Newport.

Similar developments on a lesser scale occurred in North Wales, where a nar-
row outcrop of coal measures ran south–north from near Oswestry at the English
border to Point of Ayr at the mouth of the Dee Estuary on the north coast. Further
west in North Wales, slate mining and quarrying had become a significant indus-
try by the 1870s, though the numbers employed were small compared with the
hundreds of thousands of coal miners in Wales, reaching a peak of over 270,00 in
1920 (BBC Wales History 2008). Gold mining also featured on a small scale in the
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northwest and southwest, especially in the late nineteenth to early twentieth cen-
tury.

As a result of the Industrial Revolution, the population of Wales grew enor-
mously, particularly in the urbanized south. In 1851, the population of Wales was
approaching 1.2 million; by 1914, it was over 2.5 million (John Davies 2007: 387).
The percentage of people employed in agriculture declined markedly in propor-
tion to the huge increase in those working in industry (although even in the early
twenty-first century over 80 per cent of the land area of Wales remains in agricul-
tural use). The rural districts experienced depopulation, while people moved in
copious numbers to Glamorganshire and Monmouthshire, not only from other
parts of Wales but also from England, Ireland, and Scotland, and there were im-
migrants from mainland Europe and other parts of the world too. Between 1901
and 1914, the population of the southeast increased by over 650,000 and at this
time “only the United States excelled Wales in the ability to attract immigrants”
(John Davies 2007: 475). By 1911, nearly two-thirds of the population of Wales
lived in Glamorganshire and Monmouthshire, which also boasted higher numbers
of non-Welsh-born residents than other parts of Wales. There was a consequent
upheaval in the linguistic character of the country. Janet Davies (2000: 89) states
that between 1801 and 1891 the number of English monoglots in Wales increased
seven-fold, and the number of inhabitants with some knowledge of English in-
creased seventy-fold. By the census of 1901, nearly 50 per cent of the population
of Wales spoke English only, 15 per cent Welsh only, and nearly 35 per cent were
bilingual in English and Welsh; in the census of 1911, these figures become 54 per
cent English only, 8.5 per cent Welsh only, and no change in bilinguals (the num-
ber of “no statements” was higher in 1911; census data here obtained via A Vision
of Britain Through Time website, 2009–2017, especially Table 127).

A regional breakdown of the 1911 census data (Local Distribution 1913) shows
Wales divided down the middle into a west half of predominantly Welsh-speaking
counties, with the exception of Pembrokeshire, which is an extension of the pre-
dominantly English-speaking east half of the country. (See Ellis [1882] and South-
all [1892: 33] for further insight into this.) In summary, this linguistic division is
causally related to two phases of population migration: the first due to the An-
glo-Norman invasion from the eleventh century onwards; and the second due to
the industrialization of the south and northeast in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Each of these phases is associated with the geography and geology of
Wales – in the routeways provided by the lowlands and the Bristol Channel, in
the interest of the Normans in the more fertile agricultural land, and in the exploi-
tation of the mineral resources of the south and northeast.

Consideration of the geography and geology in this context offers us a bed-
rock model of the internal demarcations of modern Wales, a basis upon which we
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can interpret the shifting social patterns of cultural, political, and linguistic iden-
tity. As Lewis Dartnell puts it in his Origins: How the Earth shaped human history
(2019: 4): “Cultural, social, economic and political influences are of course impor-
tant – but planetary processes often form a deeper layer of explanation.” The in-
fluential “Three-Wales Model” proposed by Denis Balsom in 1985 with reference
to “the interrelationship of language and chosen national identity” (Balsom
1985: 6) bears a clear correlation to this bedrock division. Balsom talks of three re-
gional social groupings as follows: Y Fro Gymraeg or “The Welsh-speaking Area”,
running down west Wales with the exception of Pembrokeshire; Welsh Wales, a
Welsh-identifying but non-Welsh-speaking set, centred in the Valleys of the
south; and British Wales, a British-identifying and non-Welsh-speaking group in
the areas of longer-term Anglicization in the borderlands and southern lowlands.
The voting patterns in the unfortunate referendum on European Union member-
ship of June 2016 revealed an interesting geographical and social perspective in
Wales, as elsewhere in Britain, and an interesting spin on the models mentioned
above. Overall in Wales, the outcome was narrowly in favour of “leave”, by 52.5 to
47.5 per cent. But regionally most constituencies had either bigger “remain” or
“leave”majorities: most of the west, with the exception of Pembrokeshire and An-
glesey, had clear results in favour of remaining; the formerly industrialized south
and northeast had clear leave majorities; as did most of the rural parts and urban
areas of the borderlands and south, with the exception of the Vale of Glamorgan,
very narrowly remain, and Cardiff, 60 per cent remain. (See BBC News online: EU
Referendum 2016 results.) Thus it seems that Y Fro Gymraeg and the capital had
the most pro-European outlook, while the agricultural and deprived post-indus-
trial areas registered a protest vote. (If one wanted an even more concise summary
of the geography of Wales than that delivered in the present section, one could
turn to The Cockroach, Ian McEwan’s satire on Brexit: “Wales? A small country far
to the west, hilly, rain-sodden, treacherous.” [2019: 14–15])

The following sections look in more detail at the demographic, cultural, and
linguistic patterns introduced briefly here, which we conclude with a short sum-
mary of the principal locations of more recent immigration into Wales. From the
late nineteenth into the mid twentieth century, there was significant Italian and
Jewish immigration, for the most part into South Wales. In the mid-to-late twenti-
eth century, thousands of British Commonwealth citizens (especially from the In-
dian subcontinent) settled in the main Welsh cities, and after Britain joined the
European Union in 1973, the EU’s freedom of movement policy enabled fellow
European citizens to reside in Wales, again mostly in the chief urban areas. Car-
diff especially became known for its multicultural population. The UK census of
2011 showed that Cardiff had 45,000 foreign-born residents (13 per cent of its total
population). In the early years of the twenty-first century, Swansea has become
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increasingly cosmopolitan, with 150 languages represented among the city’s
schoolchildren (Cheesman and Çelik 2017: 11). In 2011, 5.5 per cent of the usual re-
sident population of Wales as a whole (that is, just over 168,000 people) had been
born outside the UK (Office for National Statistics, 2012: 12), a low figure com-
pared with England.

1.3 Demography

This subsection covers a range of topics surrounding the demography of Wales
with a focus on the Welsh and English languages, Anglicization, and ethnolin-
guistic identity of Welsh people. It begins with a discussion of the makeup of the
population, then investigates the Anglicization patterns and population move-
ment throughout the centuries. We then focus on the present-day status of Welsh
and English and the distribution of bilingual Welsh and monoglot English speak-
ers and the socio-economic significance of bilingualism in the nation. We con-
clude with a discussion on the current in-migration and out-migration within
the country, and the ethnographic identities of majority and minority groups in
Wales. Wales is a country with two core languages, as well as being home to a
multitude of minority languages. This must be borne in mind also when discuss-
ing Welsh English.

1.3.1 Major cities and towns

All of the succeeding demographic data comes from the report 2011 Census: Key
statistics for Wales (Office for National Statistics 2012; hereafter ONS 2012). At the
last U.K. census in 2011, the population usually resident in Wales was 3.1 million,
marking a five per cent increase since 2001 (ONS 2012). Nearly a fifth of the popu-
lation (563,000) were aged 65 and over, with an increase of one percentage point
since 2001, whilst six per cent (178,000) were under five years of age.

Of the twenty-two unitary authorities in Wales, nine are categorised as coun-
ties (Carmarthenshire, Flintshire, Powys, Pembrokeshire, Gwynedd, Denbigh-
shire, Monmouthshire, Ceredigion and the Isle of Anglesey), three are cities (Car-
diff, Swansea, and Newport), and ten are county-boroughs (Rhondda Cynon Taf,
Caerphilly, Neath Port Talbot, Bridgend, Wrexham, the Vale of Glamorgan, Con-
wy, Torfaen, Blaenau Gwent, and Merthyr Tydfil).

Prior to 1996 and between 1974 and 1996, Wales was divided into eight coun-
ties: Gwent, South Glamorgan, Mid Glamorgan, and West Glamorgan, Dyfed, Po-
wys, Gwynedd, and Clwyd. These names were chosen at the time to reflect the his-
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toric regions. This was later changed in 1996 and, consequently, figures between
areas are not always easily comparable.

In 2011, the three unitary authorities with the largest populations in the coun-
try were the capital city Cardiff (346,090), the second largest city and county of
Swansea (239,023), and Rhondda Cynon Taf (234,410). All these principal areas
were in the south of the nation. Other largely populated urban areas in the south-
east were Caerphilly (178,806), Newport (145,736) and Neath Port Talbot and
Bridgend (139,812 and 139,178 respectively).

By area, the largest region of Wales is the central region of Powys (5180.37
km2), it is also the least densely populated with an average of 26 people per
square kilometre. Comparatively, the smallest region is Blaenau Gwent (108.76
km2) although it is the fifth most densely populated region. Much of the west and
north of the nation is sparsely populated. In order, the least-densely populated re-
gions are Ceredigion, Gwynedd, Pembrokeshire and Carmarthenshire, the Isle of
Anglesey and Conwy, the majority of which (excluding southern Pembrokeshire)
are regions of the “Welsh heartland”, that is, areas with significant Welsh lan-
guage populations. Areas in North Wales that are more densely populated are
Denbighshire, Wrexham and Flintshire, Anglicised regions close to the English
border. See Table 1.1 for a detailed breakdown of the population statistics as of the
2011 census.

Table 1.1: 2011 Census: Usual resident population by unitary authority in Wales

Unitary Authority Persons Number Percentage of
population

Area in km2 Persons
per km2

Total 3,063,456 100 % 20,735.11 148

Cardiff * 346,090 11.3 % 140.38 2465

Swansea * 239,023 7.8 % 379.74 629

Rhondda Cynon Taf - 234,410 7.7 % 424.13 553

Carmarthenshire † 183,777 6.0 % 2370.35 78

Caerphilly - 178,806 5.8 % 277.45 644

Flintshire † 152,506 5.0 % 437.54 349

Newport * 145,736 4.8 % 190.52 765

Neath Port Talbot - 139,812 4.6 % 441.26 317

Bridgend - 139,178 4.5 % 250.75 555

Wrexham - 134,844 4.4 % 503.77 268
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Unitary Authority Persons Number Percentage of
population

Area in km2 Persons
per km2

Powys † 132,976 4.3 % 5180.37 26

The Vale of
Glamorgan -

126,336 4.1 % 330.95 382

Pembrokeshire † 122,439 4.0 % 1618.74 76

Gwynedd † 121,874 4.0 % 2534.94 48

Conwy - 115,228 3.8 % 1125.83 102

Denbighshire † 93,734 3.1 % 836.74 112

Monmouthshire † 91,323 3.0 % 849.15 108

Torfaen - 91,075 3.0 % 125.64 725

Ceredigion † 75,922 2.5 % 1785.45 43

Blaenau Gwent - 69,814 2.3 % 108.76 642

Isle of Anglesey † 69,751 2.3 % 711.24 98

Merthyr Tydfil - 58,802 1.9 % 111.39 528

Marked * are cities, marked † are counties, and marked - are county boroughs.

Source: Office for National Statistics (2012)

1.3.2 Historical settlement and patterns of Anglicization

The following is a brief overview of the historical settlement of the nation and the
processes that have led to Anglicization (see Williams 1990 for detailed discus-
sion). For more on the specific historic development, history and perceptions of
the Welsh English dialect, see Chapter 5 of the current work.

Since the early medieval period, the region today known as Wales, and its
Brythonic Celtic peoples speaking various forms of “Welsh” (or Cymraeg), have
undergone continued Anglicization pressures from the east of the British Isles.
Whether by annexation of lands or through partial political alliances, Wales has
aptly been described as the “first colony of an expanding English state” (Williams
1990: 19). The Anglicization began with the Norman invasion of Wales, which saw
the re-settlement of English peoples along the borders and along the southern
coast on the Gower Peninsula and southern Pembrokeshire (Williams 1990: 21–
22). Invasions and administrative reforms in later centuries, such as the Conquest

Table 1.1: (continued).
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of Wales in 1282 by the English king Edward I, and the eventual annexation of the
Normans’ Welsh Marches and Welsh principality into England proper with the
Laws inWales Act of 1536 and 1543, stripped theWelsh of many legal and political
rights. These Acts of Union made English the only official legal language of use in
Wales. Welsh was not proscribed by the act, but emphasis was placed on English
as the “language of [a] civilised future” (Aitchison and Carter 2000: 27). Effec-
tively, Wales was annexed into the English state. Despite such legal obstacles, the
Welsh language was still the language of the majority of people. Though Catholi-
cism (a denomination long-associated with early Wales) had waned in Wales, the
part religion played in preserving the Celtic language cannot be understated. The
translation of the Bible into Welsh in 1588 and the new movement of nonconfor-
mism in Wales helped create a largely literate population where ideas of “Welsh-
ness” were capable of being transmitted (Williams 1990: 22).

Anglicization data from before the first census of 1891 can be pulled from the
noted language of religious sermons in Welsh parishes (e.g. the Church in Wales
archive in the National Library of Wales; Aitchison and Carter 2000: 25). Pryce
(1978) presents maps from 1750–1900 to illustrate the divide between parishes
that were overwhelmingly monoglot Welsh, “bi-lingual” (i.e. areas where two
monolingual language groups resided, not areas that spoke both languages), and
dominantly English. The English zones reflected early penetration of English from
the border counties, southern Gower and Pembrokeshire, the bilingual zone re-
flected English settlers slowly penetrating Welsh-speaking regions like coastal re-
sort towns where there was urbanization and economic development, and the
Welsh “core” in the mountainous west and north of the nation had Anglicised
zones surrounding ports such as Pwllheli and Aberystwyth.

It was not until the Industrial Revolution that the rate of Anglicization in-
creased significantly. The second half of the 1800s saw Wales undergo an indus-
trial expansion. Thomas (1987) suggests that one way of simplifying the Indus-
trial Revolution of Wales is through a three-act narrative. The first era of 1780–
1800 saw Wales as the “vanguard of the Industrial revolution”; here ideas of re-
ligious dissent, cultural renaissance and political radicalism were sown (Thomas
1987: 425). The second era of 1800–1846 saw the beginnings of a Welsh urba-
nised entity. There was a huge population increase, the numbers in South Wales
rising from 315,000 to 726,000, with an overwhelming allegiance to nonconfor-
mist Christianity. Also, the formation of working-class ideologies that sought
political reform saw aggression against British capitalists (e.g. Merthyr and
Newport risings in 1838; Thomas 1987: 426–428). The final “act” was during
1846–1900, when the combination of free trade economies and exploitation of
coal transformed the Welsh coalfield. For Glamorgan, the population soared to
half a million. Thomas (1987: 430) argues the growth of the Welsh-speaking
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population was due to both in-migration and the “bountiful number of children
raised”.

There is some debate regarding the effect that the Industrial Revolution had
on the linguistic forces in Wales (Williams 1990: 32). One argument suggests that
it had a positive impact on the Welsh language. Both Thomas (1959, 1987) and
Williams (1971, cited in Williams 1990) suggest that because the Welsh, unlike the
Scottish and Irish, were able to in-migrate from rural areas to the southern urba-
nised coalfield rather than leave their nations, this created strong Welsh-lan-
guage communities and institutions. This argument is often contested on two ac-
counts, the first being that out-migration devastated the socio-cultural dynamic
of rural communities, and second, that large numbers of non-Welsh migrants
from England, Scotland and Ireland moved to the coalfield, in turn creating an In-
dustrial Culture that was “Anglo-Welsh” in composition (Williams 1990: 33–34).

Regardless of the effect of in-migration on Welsh within the coalfield, the so-
cial integration of Wales into England was a continued fixation of the British gov-
ernment. Evidence of this can be seen in the Report of the Commissioners of In-
quiry 1847 (infamously dubbed later as the “Treachery of the Blue Books”) that
condemned use of Welsh for educating children (along with the moral worth of
Welsh-speaking people; Aitchison and Carter 2000: 34). The controversial Educa-
tion Act of 1870 later emphasized that English should be the sole language of in-
struction in schools (Williams 1990: 35).

Between 1914–1945, modernist attitudes, such as liberation from traditional
values in the pursuit of “progress”, coupled with the devastation of the World
Wars, led to English being advertized as the language of rational change for
Welsh people. Parents were less likely to pass the Welsh language to their chil-
dren, and the rapidly advancing modernization of the communication and trans-
port systems brought Wales and England ever closer (Williams 1990: 36).

Due to census results, we have a thorough socio-demographic profile of this
change in usage of theWelsh language (see Table 1.2). At the beginning of the per-
iod (1891), 54 % of usual residents were Welsh-speaking, with 30.1 % being mono-
glot Welsh-speakers; ten years later (1901) this monolingual reserve dropped to
15.1 %, though bilingualism (i.e. this time in the sense of one individual in com-
mand of two languages) was flourishing (Williams 1990: 37). By 1911, the mono-
lingual reserve was at 8.5 % and bilinguals went from a peak of 35 % to 30.8 % be-
tween 1911 and 1921. By 1921 there were 155,990 monoglot Welsh-speakers,
766,103 bilinguals and 1,446,211 monoglot English (Williams 1990: 38). Aitchison
and Carter (2000: 38–42) add that 1911 revealed for the first time that Welsh was
no longer the majority language of the Welsh people. The mid-war economic de-
pression of the First World War continued to speed Anglicization as class wars led
to unemployment and emigration of Welsh people. The bilingual character of the
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Welsh was promising but short-lived – a generational rest-stop for Anglicization
rather than a chance for the nation to grasp command of two languages.

The introduction and development of mass communication transmissions
and resultant dissemination of mass media such as radio and television through-
out the 1920s and 1930s had their own effects on the Anglicization process, as
monoglot Welsh speakers were directly exposed to English for the first time
(Aitchison and Carter 2000: 40). Figures from 1951 suggest that numbers of Welsh
speakers had fallen by 21.4 % since 1931 (and of those, monolinguals had fallen by
58 %). From 1911 until 1981, there was a proportional loss of 24.6 % (Williams
1990: 39). In 1981, a mere 0.8 % of the population were estimated to be monolin-
gual Welsh speakers.

There were small legal successes for the language in the twentieth century.
For example, the Welsh Courts Act of 1942, the Welsh Language Act 1967 and
Welsh Language Act 1993 progressively gave legislative import to the Welsh lan-
guage, gradually securing equal status with English (Aitchison and Carter 2000:
46). It could be argued that the Welsh language is no longer rapidly declining.
About 18 % of the population had command of the language in 1991, and this rose
to 20.5 % in 2001 (Aitchison and Carter 2004: 89, 49). That being said, this about-
turn may be due to a change in the formulation of the question. Whereas the 1991
census asked whether the respondent spoke, read, or wrote Welsh, the 2001 cen-
sus reworded this as “Can you understand, speak, read, or write Welsh”. Higgs,
Williams and Dorling (2004: 190–191) suspect that the additional “understand”
may have led to a more positive response as a result of respondents overestimat-
ing their abilities. Today all Welsh speakers (excepting some cognitively impaired
users) are functionally bilingual, though census data only records potential
usage, not which language a speaker predominately uses. It is worth mentioning
too that children in rural West Wales taught through the medium of Welsh may
have minimal English language skills until early teenage years. However, more
research is required to construct a fuller picture of English L2 skills in these predo-
minantly Welsh language communities.

Table 1.2: Proportion of population speaking Welsh, by county, 1921–2011 (All speakers)

Percentage of all persons speaking Welsh

1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011

Wales 37.1 36.8 28.9 26.0 20.8 18.9 18.7 20.8 19.0

Counties

Clwyd 41.7 41.3 30.2 27.3 21.4 18.7 21.2 21.2 19.5
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Percentage of all persons speaking Welsh

1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011

Dyfed 67.8 69.1 63.3 60.1 52.5 46.3 44.1 41.4 36.8

Gwent 5.0 4.7 2.8 2.9 1.9 2.5 3.0 10.2 9.6

Gwynedd 78.7 82.5 74.2 71.4 64.7 61.2 67.1 64.5 61.3

Mid-
Glamorgan

38.4 37.1 22.8 18.5 10.5 8.4 8.3 11.2 10.3

Powys 35.1 34.6 29.6 27.8 23.7 20.2 20.7 21.1 18.6

South
Glamorgan

6.3 6.1 4.7 5.2 5.0 5.8 6.7 11.2 11.0

West
Glamorgan

41.3 40.5 31.6 27.5 20.3 16.4 15.6 15.7 13.4

Source: Data for 1921–1981 adapted from Census 1981 Language in Wales, Table 4, p.50
(Williams 1990: 41), with added data for 1991–2011. Note that in 1996, all preserved counties
except Powys were divided further into new principal areas (e.g. Dyfed became Carmarthen-
shire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire). Slight boundary changes will mean these decades’
results are not completely analogous with prior regions. The data for 1991 are from Jones (2012:
16) and the data for 2001 and 2011 from StatsWales (2012). The data have been tallied and
averaged from the newly formed counties to match the prior preserved counties.

1.3.3 The Welsh and English languages today: 2011 census and new legislations

The most recent 2011 census reports indicate that 19 % of usual residents
(562,000) had some command of Welsh and that 30 % of these were children be-
tween 3 and 15 years old. This marks a decrease of 1.8 percentage points since
2001. There was an increase in residents aged three and over who said they had
no skills in Welsh (73 % or 2.2 million; ONS 2012).

These regional statistics are perhaps best presented bymaps. Figure 1.1 shows
the Welsh language results laid over 1909 LSOAs (Lower Layer Super Output
Areas), thereby being as “consistent in population size as possible” and allowing
us to view the distribution of Welsh speakers for areas smaller than electoral divi-
sions and communities (Jones 2013: 7). Here we can see that there are still 49 re-
gions that are over 70 % Welsh-speaking, with the majority in Gwynedd, Conwy
and the Isle of Anglesey. Ceredigion, Carmarthenshire, Denbighshire and northern
Pembrokeshire then contribute to 131 locales that are 50–70 %Welsh-speaking.

Table 1.2: (continued).
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Figure 1.1: Proportion of people (aged 3 and over) able to speak Welsh by LSOA, 2011
(Llywodraeth Cymru / Welsh Government 2017: 8).
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Another way of observing the data is by the proportional difference of those able
to use Welsh between 2001 and 2011 (Llywodraeth Cymru / Welsh Government
2017: 9). The results indicate that English continues to exert influence on the dom-
inantly Welsh-speaking regions through factors such as Welsh speakers emigrat-
ing from Wales (see Section 1.3.5 below), the death of elderly speakers, and the
immigration of monolingual English speakers from within or outside of Wales
(Jones 2013: 9). More surprising is the increase of 2 % or more in the southeast of
the country. This could be explained through migratory movement from the
northwest and west of the nation to these urban locales such as Cardiff (and the
Vale of Glamorgan; as was reported by Aitchison and Carter 2000: 119).

Monmouthshire, though historically a well-established Anglicized zone, has
made gains of over 2 % in its speakers throughout the county. Williams (1990:
40) reported that the only county with proportional Welsh language growth be-
tween 1971–1981 was also Gwent / Monmouthshire. Aitchison and Carter (2000:
119) report the county being the only border county in 1991 to have more Welsh-
speaking migrants outnumber resident speakers of Welsh.

Today, we cannot dismiss a new twenty-first-century sense of Welsh cultural
renaissance in the county, and indeed, throughout the country. Monmouthshire’s
council reports that significant public interest in Welsh has led to the formation of
Welsh language schools and courses throughout the county (Monmouthshire.gov
2019a, Monmouthshire.gov 2019c). Emphasis appears to be placed not just on cul-
tural ties to the Welsh language but also on the psychological benefits of being bi-
lingual.

This revival of Welsh language enthusiasm in predominately Anglicized areas
of the southeast will be of continued interest for the English dialect research of
Wales. Some early reports suggest that Welsh loanwords form a component of a
“Gwent English” for young people (see Jones 2016b), and future developments
will be of interest to English and Welsh language sociolinguistics going forward.

These increases in the southeast could well be preliminary outcomes of the
language planning that the Welsh Government are now constructing, one of
which being Cymraeg 2050, an initiative that wants the Welsh-using population
to rise to one million speakers by 2050 (Llywodraeth Cymru / Welsh Government
2017: 2). The government wishes to “renew energy”, but insists it will not force the
issue, suggesting it is in the hands of Welsh citizens to take responsibility for the
use of English as well as Welsh.
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1.3.4 Migration today within the country and outside

This leads us into a larger discussion on the current migratory trends within
Wales. Between 2001 and 2011, the population grew by 5 % (153,000) and 92 % of
this figure (141,000) were due to immigration to Wales from other regions of the
U.K. and abroad (ONS 2012). Five per cent of the people in Wales were born out-
side the U.K., an increase of two per cent since 2001 (ONS 2012: 3). It should be
noted that less than three quarters of the population were born in Wales (73 % in
2011, 75 % in 2001). By far the greatest demographic of non-Welsh residents are
those born in England, demonstrating the close connection the two nations have:
in 2001 this was 20 % and in 2011 21 % (636,000; ONS 2012). In comparison, 84 %
of usual residents in England were born there. Understandably, this influx of mi-
grants affects the language situation both for the Welsh language in the westerly
and northwesterly regions as well as for Welsh English varieties in southern cities.

Table 1.3: Country of birth: Wales and England, 2001 and 2011, all usual residents (thousands /
per cent)

Country of birth Wales England

2001 2011 2001 2011

Number % Number % Number % Number %

Wales 2,189 75 2,226 73 610 1 507 1

England 590 20 636 21 42,969 87 44,247 83

Rest of U.K.1 32 1 33 1 1,010 2 922 2

Outside of U.K. 92 3 168 5 4,551 9 7,337 14

Source: Office for National Statistics (2012)

Notes:
1. Rest of United Kingdom includes “United Kingdom not otherwise specified”.

How the resident population of Wales migrate within the country itself is also
worth mentioning in regards to the language situation. Aitchison and Carter
(2000: 115–122), for example, divide Wales up into five “language zones” based
on the 1990s statistics: the Welsh-speaking core, the borders, the transitional
zone, the old industrial regions, and conurbations (see also Section 1.2).

In the core, over 80 % of in-migrants are from outside Wales and are unlikely
to have anyWelsh language skills. Coupled with this is the fact that out-migration
is also high with 72 %moving to areas outside Wales (n.b. not all Welsh speakers).
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At the borders, the Welsh speakers are scarce, however, the region’s similarity to
the core is in in-migration. The highest figures are found in Alyn and Deeside,
where 94 %of in-migrants were from outsideWales . The “ill-defined” transitional
zone is that between the core and the Border country. Here, figures for in-migrants
from outside Wales are lower, and of all these migrants, Welsh speakers are fewer
in number than the usual Welsh-speaking residents, which the authors conclude
as evidence of a sort of language frontier.

The Anglicized post-industrial southern valleys have the largest percentage
of Welsh-born residents (90 % average), and in-migrant numbers are very low. Mi-
gration does not play a significant role in language change here. Indeed, Paulasto
(2006: 30) asserts that this area could be defined as the “core” of English-speak-
ing Wales. Of the southern conurbations, Newport has a greater number of in-mi-
grants from outside Wales and lower proportions of Welsh-born than its environs
(Borders and Valleys) and the lowest proportion of Welsh-speaking in-migrants of
all districts in Wales. Swansea is similar in its demographics to the western Val-
leys except with a larger number of in-migrants and non-Welsh migrants. Cardiff
is the outlier in that it has attracted larger percentages of Welsh-speaking in-mi-
grants in the last decades (Aitchison and Carter 2000: 122). Although these statis-
tics reflect late 1990s, Swansea today is a major University town in the U.K. and
continues to attract migrants from around the world.

1.3.5 Ethnic and cultural communities in Wales

The usually resident population of Wales in 2011 was 96 % (2.9 million) White,
which was a higher percentage than in any English region (ONS 2012). Of the min-
ority groups, Indian and “other Asian” accounted for 2.2 %, Mixed or Multiple eth-
nicities accounted for 1.0 %, African ethnicities accounted for 0.6 %, and Arab and
Other accounted for 0.5 % (ONS 2012).

Statistics for national identity (i.e. Welsh, English, British, etc.) are also of in-
terest. Unlike migration data, these figures cannot be used as an indication of
continued Anglicization of Wales (and Welsh English) per se, but do tell us about
the social complexities of cultural identity and possible language loyalties in
modern Wales, especially following the 1997 public vote for the devolution of par-
ticular law-making powers in Wales and the creation of the Welsh Assembly (as of
2020, re-stylized as the Senedd Cymru / Welsh Parliament). We cannot compare
this with previous census data (as identity is a new marker), but it gives us an in-
dication of how individuals in Wales that use Welsh English may construct their
own cultural identity, which may have effects on their usage of Welsh English
(e.g. discussions of enregisterment).
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Nearly two-thirds (65.8 % or 2,017,681 million) of the residents in Wales iden-
tified as “Welsh” in 2011, and of these, 7.1 % (218,000) also identified as “British”.
There were also 16.9 % (519,165) who solely identified as “British”, whilst 1.2 %
(38,128) responded that they also had “other” background identity (ONS 2012).
Although in England more people identified as having an English national iden-
tity (up to 70 %), we must bear in mind that in Wales, 21 % of the population con-
sists of English-born residents; in England only 1 % the resident population is
Welsh-born.

As previously noted, one distinct quality of the former “White” Welsh iden-
tity, especially in the nineteenth century, was the cultural attachment to religious
nonconformism. By the twenty-first century, not only Christianity but religious
identification has significantly declined and arguably no longer composes a typi-
cality of “Welshness”. Between 2001 and 2011, those identifying as Christian ex-
hibited a 14 percentage point drop throughout Wales from 72 % to 58 %, a larger
decrease than in any English region (ONS 2012). Now, almost a third of Welsh peo-
ple identify as having no religion (32 %; 983,000 people).

We can also compare national identity with ethnic identity using the census
results. Harries, Byrne and Lymperopoulou (2014: 2) found that ethnic groups
with immigrant backgrounds in Wales were less likely to identify Welsh as their
sole national identity than respective populations in England or Scotland. Of
those who did, a quarter of Black Caribbean and a fifth of Other Black groups re-
ported only a Welsh identity, whilst Pakistani and Bangladeshi groups reported
14 % and 8 % respectively. All these groups only make up 0.5 % of the population,
but as Black minorities have been established in Wales for a century or more, this
could explain their adherence to markers of Welshness. More commonly, how-
ever, these groups identified as British only (e.g. Bangladeshi 64 %, Pakistani
56 %, and Black Caribbean 41 %), possibly reflecting a historical relationship with
multiple British urban/industrial regions. All mixed ethnic groups were more
likely than any other ethnic minority to identify as Welsh (47 %), a higher propor-
tion than among the equivalent populations with English and Scottish identities.

1.3.6 Language and identity

The 2011 census collected data on the main languages of Welsh citizens for the
first time. Usual residents in 96.7 % of households spoke either English or Welsh
as a main language, with a further 1.4 % of households having at least one adult
who spoke English or Welsh as their main language and 0.2 % of households hav-
ing no adults using either language, but at least one child. 1.7 % of households
noted no residents using English or Welsh (ONS 2012).
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There is a longstanding cultural debate about whether someone is “more
Welsh” if they use the Welsh language. The latest census results shed some light
on this (Harries, Byrne, & Lymperopoulou 2014: 3). Welsh speakers are more
likely to report singular Welsh national identity (77 %), whilst a little over a half of
those who could not speak Welsh identify solely as Welsh (53 %). Despite this,
there is no direct association between those who claim Welshness and those who
use Welsh, as for example in Merthyr, in the “Anglo-Welsh heartland”, 77 % of
people claim a Welsh-only identity despite a low percentage of 8.9 of Welsh
speakers (second to last among local authorities). These findings align well the
“Three-Wales model” discussed in Section 1.2 and in the sociolinguistic studies
examined in Section 1.5.

We must also consider the impact that migration from beyond the United
Kingdom has on the language makeup, especially how immigrant languages
might be affecting the English varieties of Wales, notably in Newport, Cardiff, and
Swansea. Languages as diverse as Panjabi, Bengali, Japanese, Somali and Gujar-
ati all have established speech communities in Wales, bringing with them new
languages and new varieties of L2 English. We are starting to see some of the re-
sults of the interaction between these L2 Englishes and WelE already. For exam-
ple, in a project curated by Museum Wales, Wales’ other languages (Museum
Wales 2010), volunteers were interviewed about their concept of language use in
Wales. One settled L2 English speaker from Japan, for example, had acquired a
marked intonational shift towards a WelE. This acquisition of a Welsh accent had
been observed by other British English users, although the speaker could not dis-
cern the accent themselves. There is still much to learn about what other phonolo-
gical, lexical, and morphosyntactic elements are being shared between speech
communities in twenty-first-century Wales.

The idea that Wales and Welshness is malleable and an identity for all who
live in the nation (i.e. civic nationalism) is an ideology that politicians and institu-
tions surrounding the Welsh Government are keen to support. For example, the
One Wales initiative fom 2007, a politically cross-party venture, reflected on the
future of Welsh culture (One Wales 2007). It emphasized that Welsh language,
arts, culture, and sport have all done much already to place Wales on the world
stage and that future generations would do well to continue this. One statement
read:

We celebrate Wales as a community of diverse cultures: united for our common good, cele-
brating our many traditions, ensuring that Wales uses its two national languages to their full
potential, and bringing people of all origins together. (One Wales 2007: 34)

The Welsh language was described as being part of the “common national heri-
tage, identity and public good” (One Wales 2007: 34–35). Two of their proposed
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measures have since come to pass: further legislation on the Welsh language has
secured a Welsh Language Commissioner in 2011 and a Welsh internet domain-
name was created in 2014 (.wales and .cymru). Certain measures in the document,
especially those that distinguish themselves from English practices, may now be
identifiers of Welsh national identity and pride, one example being the idea that
low income should not be a barrier to museums and galleries (all of which have
free admission), whilst others are likely still a matter of debate (e.g. encouraging
sports teams to be Welsh rather than British).

1.4 Regional variation

Although the English continue to see Welsh English as a fairly monolithic variety
(e.g. Montgomery 2016), linguists and the Welsh themselves have long recognized
different local accents and dialects within the country. The evidence is both lin-
guistic and sociolinguistic, that is, based on structural and lexical characteristics
on the one hand, and on speaker perceptions on the other. The different varieties
are the outcome of multiple factors: varying histories and patterns of Angliciza-
tion, different modes of acquisition, the roles of Welsh language contact and Eng-
lish English (EngE) dialect contact, and the position and history of English as a
community language.

Scholars identify somewhat different Welsh Englishes based on which of the
above factors weigh most in their model. Before presenting our own views on the
matter, let us briefly describe the shoulders we are standing on. Much of what we
know about traditional dialects of WelE rests on the Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dia-
lects (SAWD), starting with David Parry’s work in the 1970s (e.g. Parry 1977,
1979, Penhallurick 1991). Thomas (1984: 178–179; 1994: 112–115), using SAWD as
his primary source, divides WelE into three main varieties – northern, southeast-
ern and southwestern – on account of the impact of the Welsh language and EngE
dialects in different areas. In his view, Englishes in the north(west) and southwest
of Wales are subject to contemporary Welsh language transfer in bilingual speak-
ers’ English and thus “more dependent on the structure of Welsh” for their dis-
tinctive characteristics, whereas in the southeast (and northeast) the influence is
“essentially substratal” and likely to dwindle further (Thomas 1984: 178). Conver-
sely, the industrial southeast (and northeast) have established indigenous Eng-
lish dialects, which are closely related to the bordering EngE dialects.

The starting point for another trichotomy, by Gwen Awbery (1997: 86–88), is
the Anglicization of Wales, leading first of all to the settlements and dialects of
the longstanding English regions in south Pembrokeshire, the Gower, and the
Border country. These regional varieties resemble transported dialects in the
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sense that they owe their distinctive characteristics solely to varieties of EngE.
From the twentieth century onwards, however, the southern pockets have more or
less integrated with Welsh Wales, the second region and phase in Awbery’s mod-
el. This area covers all parts of Wales where Welsh either continues to be spoken
as an important community language or where it held a firm position until the
early twentieth century, that is, encompassing the rural southwest and north as
well as the southeastern Valleys. Welsh contact influence is a common denomina-
tor in the English language spoken throughout this region, which is why Awbery
(1997: 88) associates the termWelsh English primarily with Welsh Wales. Thirdly,
Awbery singles out the conurbations in the Cardiff-Newport-Barry area and close
to Liverpool in the northeast. The dialects of these regions are the outcome of ra-
pid population growth and urbanization, and hence, to a great extent, indepen-
dent developments similar to other urban dialects in Britain.

Perceptual dialectology is concerned with the outcomes of the above pro-
cesses, in other words, the speakers’ own perceptions of dialect boundaries and
evaluations of the characteristics of regional dialects. These perceptions are typi-
cally multidimensional, guided by linguistic criteria but also by affective atti-
tudes, stereotypes, and conceptions of national identity. Studies conducted in
Wales show that the respondents identify several distinct dialect regions within
the country, distinguished along the dimensions of linguistic form, positive or ne-
gative affective qualities, status and social norms, geo-social belonging (i.e.
Welshness), and rural/urban character (Williams et al. 1996: 186; also Coupland
et al. 1994, Garrett et al. 1999). The six main regions (see Figure 1.2 from Garrett et
al. 1999: 325) are the Northwest (rural and North Welsh speaking); the Northeast
(more urban and Anglicized); the Southwest (rural and South Welsh speaking);
Mid-Wales (rural and English-speaking); the Southeast Wales Valleys (industrial,
mainly non-Welsh-speaking); and the southeastern Cardiff conurbations (highly
urban and Anglicized). The regions align quite well with the descriptions by Tho-
mas and Awbery, excepting that south Pembrokeshire and the Gower are in-
cluded in the Southwest (see, however, Williams et al. 1996), and Mid-Wales re-
presents the Border country dialects. Although the respondents also mention
accent characteristics (e.g. open, rounded, full, clipped, biting, nasal; Williams et
al. 1996: 186), their descriptions overwhelmingly lean towards the above-men-
tioned non-linguistic dimensions (see Section 1.5).
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Figure 1.2:Map of Wales showing main dialect regions (Garrett et al. 1999: 325; reproduced with
permission).

There is no reason to believe that the above dialect regions are the sole and final
truth about the matter. The proximity effect leads speakers to be able to draw fi-
nely tuned dialect distinctions close to their home region, and, unlike the lines in
the map might suggest, there are no clear and absolute differences between dia-
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lect areas; they tend to be more or less fluid instead. They are also dynamic: one
of the most influential processes in present-dayWelE is the levelling of highly dis-
tinctive contact-induced characteristics of grammar on the one hand and the con-
tinuing input of EngE dialects, for example, London English, on the other (see
Chapter 3 and Section 4.4; Paulasto 2016). However, as the chapters in this book
demonstrate, we do find structural and lexical support for the broad categories
described above. Factors which operate in the context of regional variation in-
clude the following:

a) Type of language contact. Dialects spoken in the present-day Welsh-speak-
ing areas (and to some extent in Anglicized Welsh Wales) maintain structural
characteristics that arise from Welsh language contact. The main difference be-
tween the northern and southwestern varieties lies in the accents, which are influ-
enced by the phonologies of North and South Welsh, respectively, and in the
greater presence of English in the south. English has become a widely spoken
community language even in those parts of the country, where the percentages of
Welsh speakers are high. Hence, when talking about the morphosyntax of L1
Welsh bilinguals, it is often difficult to distinguish between individual, synchro-
nic L1 transfer and community-based, diachronic substrate influence (cf. indigen-
ized L2 Englishes; see, however, Mayr et al. 2017 and the discussion on lexical
code-switching vs. borrowing in Section 4.2). In phonology and in the grammar of
primarily English-speaking areas, the contact input is largely substratal. Studies
which focus on linguistic features of the bilingual north and southwest are, for ex-
ample, Parry (1979, 1990a), Penhallurick (1991, 1996), Pitkänen (2003), Paulasto
(2006, 2009, 2016), Morris (2010, 2013), and Hejna (2015).

b) English as a community language and the mode of acquisition. Despite the
above, the degree of Welsh contact influence in a locality does not necessarily
correlate with the percentage of Welsh speakers. The depth and role of English in
the community and, associated to this, the speakers’mode of English acquisition
are highly significant factors as well. Paulasto (2009: 220) shows that in regional
corpora from elderly informants born in the first decades of the twentieth century,
the highest frequencies of Welsh-induced syntax (focus fronting and extended
uses of the progressive form) can be found in Ceri George’s corpus data from the
southeastern Rhondda Valleys, although none of the informants are Welsh-
speaking (see also Paulasto 2006: 154). L1 Welsh speakers from north(west) Wales
produce a mere 11 % of the Rhondda frequencies, while L1 Welsh speakers from
Llandybie in the southwest display frequencies that are midway between the two
end points. Paulasto argues that the main reason for the vast differences is the
mode of acquisition of English, informal, interpersonal transmission having
played a greater role in the south than the northwest. Paulasto (2009: 221–222)
also indicates that, as regards grammatical variation in the use of the two fea-
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tures, it is the Llandybie informants whose English is most distinctively Welsh,
with high percentages of object and adverbial fronting and habitual extension of
the progressive form. In this data set, a strong position of Welsh combines with a
relatively long history of using English as a community language. It should be
noted that real and apparent time research shows considerable levelling in both
features and both southern localities (see Chapter 3). The significance of the type
of language community is examined also in Paulasto (2006).

c) Feature-based differences. Not all contact-induced features share the same
geolinguistic distribution. Corpus evidence in Paulasto (2006, 2016) shows that
focus fronting and invariant question tags isn’t it and is it are widespread in the bi-
lingual areas as well as in the primarily English-speaking south and east. How-
ever, habitual extension of the progressive form and extended uses of with are
mainly found in the present-day bilingual areas. The former was previously com-
mon in the southeast Valleys, as stated above, but has since disappeared, while
the latter does not emerge in Welsh-induced functions beyond the north and
southwest. Roller (2016: 123-124) does not find equally clear geographic distinc-
tions for different WelE features in the Radio Wales Corpus, but her data is some-
what limited in size for the study of regional distribution (personal communica-
tion 14 March 2018). In dialect lexicon there is obviously more variation still,
examined in detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In phonology, it seems that the impact
of Welsh is most widespread in WelE prosody, with its characteristic lengthened
consonants and intonation patterns occurring also in the southeastern Valleys
area. Segmental phonology displays clearer geographic variation, Welsh-induced
features being particularly common in the bilingual southwest and North Wales
(see Chapter 2).

d) English English dialect contact. Dialects spoken in the southeast (the Val-
leys as well as the conurbations), in the Border country / Mid-Wales, and in the
northeast have a higher degree of EngE dialect input than the northwestern and
southwestern dialects. This applies to phonology, grammar, and lexicon. Tradi-
tional dialect lexicon, as described in SAWD, reveals diverse patterns of dialect
contact and Anglicization in the longstanding English regions as well as along the
English border and southern and northern coastlines (Section 4.3). The same
areas display prominent and systematic similarities to neighbouring EngE dia-
lects in their grammar. Although the traditional dialects are hardly spoken today
and have been replaced by modern dialects (see Trudgill [1990] 1999), the same
areas continue to share most of their dialectal grammar with EngE rather than
with the Welsh-speaking areas (e.g. verbal inflection features, unmarked manner
adverbs, certain preposition replacement features, loss or reduction of articles).
Northeastern WelE belongs to an extent to the Liverpool dialect area, while south-
ern WelE is likelier than northern WelE to adopt linguistic influence from London
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English. This is especially clear in the case of the Welsh-induced invariant tag
isn’t it, which has increased in frequency in southern WelE (see Section 4.4). It ap-
pears to be reinforced by the London English tag innit while also going through a
functional realignment with EngE usages.

Regional studies on longstanding English areas have been conducted on the
Gower (Penhallurick 1994), south Pembrokeshire (Charles 1982, Parry 1990b), and
Gwent (Matthews 1913, Parry 1977, Jones 2013, 2016b; see inside the publications
for older sources). The Survey of English Dialects (SED) (Orton et al. 1962–1971) in-
cludes Monmouthshire, whose status on the border of Wales and England has
varied. Most studies on the Border country, apart from Parry (1964), date even
further back and hence concern the traditional dialects of the area; see Awbery
(1997: 93) for a review.

e) Dialect focusing. The southeast Welsh dialects, particularly in the Valleys,
are distinctive in having Welsh-induced substrate features in phonology but few
Welsh-induced features of grammar. Rather, these dialects contain grammatical
features not attested elsewhere in the country (e.g. periphrastic do, by here/there,
where to, absence of -s with a 3SGSG subject). The urban dialect of the Cardiff area
shares many of these features in its morphosyntax, but phonologically, it consti-
tutes a regional accent of its own. Studies with a focus on the Valleys dialects are,
for example, Windsor Lewis (1964, 1990), George (1990), Connolly (1990), Tench
(1990), Walters (1999, 2001, 2003), Williams (2000, 2001, 2003), Mayr (2010) and
Podhovnik (2008, 2010). Most studies on Cardiff English are sociolinguistic rather
than strictly linguistic, but valuable descriptions can nevertheless be found in, for
example, Coupland (1988), Mees (1983, 1990), Collins and Mees (1990), Mees and
Collins (1999), and Campbell (forthc.).

1.5 Sociolinguistics

The book Sociolinguistics in Wales, edited by Mercedes Durham and Jonathan
Morris, was published in 2016. The chapters of the book examine varying aspects
of sociolinguistics in Welsh and English as well as multilingual practices, includ-
ing ones that involve immigrant languages like Arabic. The balance of Welsh and
English in the book is a valuable reminder that all studies and discussions on the
sociolinguistics of WelE are positioned in some way in relation to the indigenous
language of the country. In our previous work, Penhallurick (1993) discusses
the intertwining discourses on the two languages and the consequent need to
see WelE as a “national language” in the country next to Welsh. Paulasto (2006:
30–35) touches upon a number of issues which concernWelE in Welsh society, in-
cluding Welsh and English language culture regions and ethnolinguistic commu-
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nities, changes in the prestige of the two languages, language and dialect atti-
tudes, and questions of national identity. Some of these will be examined in this
section as well. Based on our observations and the research below, WelE in its
many forms has a significant role in creating and maintaining experiences of na-
tional and cultural identity in present-day Wales, complementing rather than op-
posing the Welsh language.

As pointed out by Garrett et al. (2003: 20), the common denominator for re-
search into the sociolinguistics of Wales is the Anglicization of the country, both
as a language shift (i.e. the societal marginalization and consequent decline of
Welsh) and a cultural process, and the ways in which it has shaped the sociolin-
guistic territory of the country. On the Welsh side are, for example, minority lan-
guage politics, revitalization, educational policies, bilingualism, and the national
significance of Welsh language culture and history. Other issues can be examined
from the direction of either English or Welsh, including language attitudes, ideol-
ogies and enregisterment, folklinguistic perceptions, questions of national, social
or linguistic identity, regional or sociolinguistic variation in language, or cross-
linguistic influence. The breadth of research on the above subject areas is vast
and extends relatively far back, as a result of the salience of this bilingual setting
in Britain during the time when sociolinguistics was emerging as a major field of
study. Garrett et al. (2003: 18), for example, mention that attitude studies in the
context of Welsh language education were begun in the late 1940s (Jones 1949)
and in the context of Welsh English accents and dialects in the 1970s (Giles
1970). This section aims to present a concise summary of perspectives and find-
ings relevant for the sociolinguistics of Welsh English and highlight some of the
more recent studies. Subsection 1.5.3 focuses on the subject of national and lin-
guistic identity as described by the informants of the Urban Survey of Anglo-
Welsh Dialects corpus (Urban SAWD) as well as the Llandybie Corpus (LC), North
Wales Corpus (NWC) and Tonypandy Corpus (TC; for the corpora, see Section 1.6).

1.5.1 Dialect attitudes and perceptions

There is a sizeable body of work on WelE dialect attitudes, paving the way and
contributing in significant ways to this field of sociolinguistic research in general.
Much of the early research in the 1970s and 1980s was conducted using indirect
methods, such as experiments and the matched-guise technique, with a focus on
accent variation (for reviews, see Giles 1990, Coupland et al. 1994, Garrett et al.
2003). Several studies indicate that (South) Welsh respondents rated Welsh-ac-
cented speakers less favourably than RP Speakers in terms of qualities associated
with overt prestige, that is, as less intelligent, active, happy, ambitious or self-
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confident. The Welsh accent was however associated with positive qualities such
as honesty, trustworthiness, good-naturedness and sense of humour, which im-
ply in-group solidarity and covert prestige (see, e.g. Giles 1971, Bourhis et al.
1975, Bourhis 1977, Bourhis & Giles 1977). Matters were made more complicated
with the addition of the Welsh language as a variant. The participants’ first lan-
guage would affect the results in varying, sometimes contradictory ways. In Bour-
his et al. (1973), bilingual as well as monoglot English-speaking respondents from
Pontypridd considered the Welsh accent to be on par with Welsh in positive traits,
while Price et al. (1983) found bilingual Welsh adolescents from Carmarthenshire
to favour RP as well as the Welsh language over Welsh-accented English, which
they associated with unintelligence and selfishness. The studies, in other words,
reflect regional as well as L1-based variation on whether people consider the
Welsh accent of English to suffice as a symbol of Welsh in-group identity. These
two factors have been found to influence perceptions of dialect regions as well
(Coupland et al. 1994). In addition to cognitive responses, Bourhis & Giles (1976)
observed that the choice of accent or language affects individuals’ behaviour: the
audience of a Welsh language theatre performance in Cardiff were more compli-
ant with a request voiced through the loudspeakers in Welsh than in RP or either
mild or broad WelE. The audience of an English language performance, on the
other hand, were persuaded best by a broad Welsh-accented request.

English participants’ assessments of WelE accents in comparison to RP were
generally quite negative (Giles & Marsh 1979, Giles et al. 1981, Brown et al. 1985),
although in Giles’s (1970) early attitude study involving several British English
(BrE) accents, southwest English pupils rated it very favourably. More recent opi-
nions have been gleaned from a BBC Voices survey, conducted in the UK in No-
vember 2004, and a YouGov survey from 2014. The BBC survey, examined by
Coupland and Bishop (2007), asked respondents to rate 34 accents, including
Welsh, Cardiff and Swansea. In pleasantness, the Welsh accent was rated 14th and
in prestige, 18th, that is, a mid-position rating on both accounts. The urban ac-
cents received a lower rating, positioned 24th–27th in both pleasantness and pres-
tige. The YouGov survey, then, requested simple positive or negative ratings,
which were used to calculate a net score for each accent (Dahlgreen 2014). Of the
twelve British and Irish accents included, the Welsh accent was rated as the third
most popular. Attitudes towards the Welsh accent seem to have become more po-
sitive during the past few decades.

From the 1990s onwards, the matched-guise technique has given way to folk-
linguistic and perceptual approaches, where the respondents themselves have
the possibility to define language varieties and dialect areas as well as their atti-
tudes towards them (e.g. Williams et al. 1996: 172). One of the central outcomes of
these studies (e.g. Coupland et al. 1994, Williams et al. 1996, Garrett et al. 1995,
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1999) is the identification of several distinct dialect regions within Wales along
the dimensions of “perceived linguistic features, affective qualities, prestige, ur-
ban/rural character, and, in particular, perceives Welshness” (Garrett et al. 1999:
324). The studies indicate that the main dialect regions are (at least) six: the
Northwest, the Northeast, the Southwest, Mid-Wales, the Southeast Valleys and
the Urban Southeast. The linguistic characteristics of WelE dialect regions are dis-
cussed in subsection 1.4. above, but as these studies show, conceptions of a dia-
lect region are the sum total of many aspects beyond language features. In Coup-
land et al. (1994: 480), schoolteachers from across the country evaluate the
Northwest, Southwest and Southeast Valleys accents as Truly Welsh, while these
areas receive varying scores on the attributes of Prestige, Pleasantness and Dyna-
mism. The Southwestern accent fares best on all accounts, while the Urban South-
east and the Northeast are rated poorly across the board. Garrett et al. (1999) con-
trast teachers’ responses with those of teenagers, showing that young people find
the Northeastern and Cardiff accents most attractive in affiliative terms but agree
with the teachers on the Welshness of the Southwest and Valleys accents. The
authors conclude (1999: 345) that Welshness continues to be associated with the
Welsh-speaking areas (and culturally significant Southeast Valleys) even in the
regional dialects of English.

Montgomery (2016) carries on the map-based tradition of folklinguistics in
Wales by studying the dialect perceptions of A-level students in localities along
the Welsh border. The study confirms the proximity effect, that is, respondents
distinguishing a greater number of dialect areas closer by than further away, and
the associated significance of the border: the English respondents only identify
“Welsh” and “Cardiff” accents, while the Welsh ones differentiate between North
and South Wales as well as assorted other dialects, such as the southeast Welsh
Valleys. The Welsh students also identify numerous EngE dialects, which is tell-
ing of the relative salience and familiarity of EngE dialect variation as opposed to
that of WelE (see also Montgomery 2014). The study reveals that the South Welsh
accent is viewed more positively than others and described, for example, as “Gen-
tle” and “Friendly” as opposed to the “Harsh” and “Scouse” north(east) or “Com-
mon” and “Chavvy” Valleys accents (Montgomery 2016: 165, 170–174). The south
Welsh and Valleys accents are also considered “Patriotic” or “Welshy”, which
Montgomery (2016: 173–174) interprets as symbolizing a strong Welsh identity.

A different kind of approach to dialect perceptions is taken by Durham (2015,
2016), who uses Twitter as her source of data to investigate salience and enregis-
terment of WelE dialect features on the one hand and dialect attitudes on the
other. Durham (2016) finds that British tweeters’ attitudes towards the Welsh ac-
cent are mostly positive, which aligns with recent survey results (see above).
However, of the three dimensions of language attitudes outlined by Zahn and
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Hopper (1985), the positive tweets relate almost exclusively to that of social attrac-
tiveness (with keywords such as love, want, hot, sexy, amazing, cute, attractive,
marry) rather than superiority (e.g. education, class, intelligence) or dynamism
(e.g. strength, enthusiasm, talkativeness; Durham 2016: 184, 192–198). This im-
plies that in terms of overt prestige, attitudes towards WelE have not necessarily
changed a great deal since the 1970s. The Welsh accent is, however, increasingly
associated with other Celtic accents and its growing TV-visibility has raised its
profile among dialects of English in general.

The concept of salience, then, is central in the studies by Durham (2015) and
Roller (2016). Durham (2015) focuses on dialect performance tweets and picks out
recurring dialect and accent characteristics, which can hence be considered sali-
ent to the tweeters. At the top of the list of morphosyntactic features are right dis-
location (i.e. emphatic tags), verbal / extension of -s, and clause-final like, none of
which are, in fact, restricted to WelE. They are, however, features used in south-
east and Valleys English, and, as Durham suspects, they have risen in promi-
nence through TV series like The Valleys or Gavin and Stacey. More characteristi-
cally Welsh features, exclamative there, invariant tag isn’t it and focus fronting,
make a few rare appearances. Phonological features and prosody are also com-
mented on and mimicked through respelling, more or less on point. WelE lexis in
this study is commented on in Section 4.3.2.

Roller’s (2016) doctoral thesis focuses on the relationship of salience and fre-
quency, that is, the perceptions of Welsh and English respondents of features of
WelE morphosyntax and their respective frequencies in corpus data. As her cor-
pora, she uses the Freiburg English Dialect Corpus (FRED) and the Radio Wales
Corpus, which consists of fully transcribed discussions in the Millennium Memory
Bank (MMB) and BBC Voices surveys. The six features in question are focus front-
ing, invariant tag isn’t it, extended habitual progressive, embedded inversion,
zero past tense of regular verbs, and that-clause replacing infinitival subclause
(e.g. I wanted that I should get leave, IndE & PakE; Mesthrie 2008: 629). The first
four are typical of WelE and their frequencies in Roller’s study are examined
against Paulasto’s corpus data in Chapter 3 and Section 4.4 of this book. The final
two features have been selected on the basis of their rarity across Englishes, yet
attested presence in WelE according to the eWAVE (Kortmann et al. 2020). How-
ever, Roller (2016: 47, 103) does not find a single instance of a that-clause repla-
cing the infinitive in her corpora, and this feature is equally non-existent in all the
corpora examined for the present book, which suggests that the information in
eWAVE is inaccurate. Zero past tense forms of irregular verbs are found but their
frequencies are low (see Section 3.5.3).

Roller’s (2016: 98–101) informants in Wales as well as in London identify fo-
cus fronting and invariant isn’t it as the most salient WelE features. The difference
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from the other four is statistically significant, although the features next in line
are different in the two groups: zero past tense marking in London, the habitual
progressive (and embedded inversion) in Wales. The Welsh hence prove to be
more perceptive of their own dialect than the Londoners. Roller finds that the le-
vels of salience broadly correlate with the corpus-based frequencies, except in the
case of invariant isn’t it, which is not particularly frequent in either FRED or RWC
(for further details and comments, see Section 4.4). The study explores other ave-
nues as well, such as the interaction of salience and pervasiveness in eWAVE,
perceived non-standardness of the WelE features, and the impact of social factors
and incomers on dialect perceptions.

1.5.2 Variationist linguistics

In the study of WelE dialect variation, the central pillar is the Survey of Anglo-
Welsh Dialects published in three regional volumes by Parry (1977, 1979) and Pen-
hallurick (1991), and finally as a compilation volume (Parry 1999). Encompassing
phonology, grammar, and lexicon, SAWD is referenced throughout the present
book, which testifies of its continuing relevance in WelE dialectology. It follows in
the footsteps of the Survey of English Dialects (Orton 1962, Orton et al. 1962–1971),
focusing on traditional dialect speakers of English and presenting a detailed qua-
litative cross-section of dialect variation throughout the country. Many general
descriptions of WelE, which also comment on regional distinctions, are to a great
extent based on the results of SAWD (e.g. Thomas 1984, 1985, 1994, Penhallurick
1993). More recent descriptions avail of other work as well (e.g. Penhallurick
2008a, 2008b, 2007, 2012; Paulasto 2013c).

Studies describing the phonological, grammatical or lexical features of speci-
fic regional dialects of WelE are presented in Section 1.4 above and discussed in
the relevant sections of this book. Some of them take a variationist perspective,
combining regional and social variables. Mees (1977, 1983, 1987, 1990) studies the
development of sociolinguistic competence in Cardiff schoolchildren’s English,
observing, for example, that social stratification in phonological variables can be
observed at an early age, working class children using, for example, H-dropping
or alveolar realization of -ing significantly more than middle class children. Inter-
estingly, the glottal stop is a high prestige variant for /t/, however. Jones (1990a)
examines the impact of Welsh in the English of five to seven-year-old children
across Wales along the dimensions of region/type of school, gender, and the lin-
guistic and social background of the parents. Welsh-induced features are found to
occur most frequently in Welsh-speaking areas and mixed schools, while other
variables are less influential. Paulasto’s (2006, 2009, 2016, Pitkänen 2003) re-
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search on the morphosyntax of WelE is concerned with regional variation and
(apparent-time) diachronic change in a number of contact-induced dialect fea-
tures. Podhovnik (2008, 2010) examines variation based on age, gender and edu-
cation in the phonology of Neath English. She finds that age is probably the most
influential factor, but the direction of the shift may depend on the phoneme in
question; in some cases the distinctive Welsh pronunciations are strengthened in
the youngest generation’s speech. Morris (2013) investigates cross-linguistic con-
vergence in the phonology of Welsh–English bilinguals in North Wales through
the variables of region (Caernarfon vs. Mold), home language (English vs. Welsh),
and gender. Hejna’s (2015) study on consonantal pre-aspiration in Aberystwyth
English shows that this feature is not only affected by phonetic and phonological
conditioning, but also by the gender and age of the speakers.

Some of Nikolas Coupland’s extensive work on WelE dialect attitudes is dis-
cussed above, but another important streak in his research concerns variationist
sociolinguistics in the Cardiff–southeast Valleys dialect areas. In Coupland
(1988), he describes the linguistic features of Cardiff English but the real focus of
his work is on the social significance of accent and dialect variation, which he ar-
gues should rather be seen as active social practice. He therefore examines how
WelE speakers use stylistic shifting, stylization, and accommodation for the pur-
pose of expressing, for example, solidarity, status, class, identity, or ethnicity.
The contexts vary from local community settings, such as a Cardiff travel agency
(1980, 1988, 2006), to more or less performative situations, for example, radio
broadcasting (1985, 1988, 2001), political discussions (1990a), and a Christmas
pantomime performed in the Valleys area (2006, 2009). The pluricentricity of
post-devolution English in Wales, and the social semiotic and identity-forming
resources of Valleys English, in particular, are also discussed by James (2011),
who describes processes of codification (in the form of Lewis 2008) and mediati-
zation (in the radio show by Chris Needs) as well as literary representations of the
variety.

1.5.3 The Welshness of Welsh English

Coupland et al. (2006) present the results of a survey investigating the ethnolin-
guistic identification of the Welsh, that is, how strongly they affiliate with Wales
and Welshness, with regard to their home region and self-assessed Welsh skills.
The regions in this study are fourteen in total, but the authors also analyse their
results with respect to previous cultural models of Wales, specifically those of Bal-
som (1985) and Aitchison and Carter (2004). Balsom’s widely known “three-Wales
model” distinguishes between Y Fro Gymraeg (the Welsh-speaking “heartlands”),
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Welsh Wales (English-speaking and Welsh-identifying, the southeast Valleys and
wider Swansea-Llanelli area) and British Wales (English-speaking and British-
identifying, eastern Wales and south Pembrokeshire). Aitchison and Carter’s
two-cluster model divides the country into “inner” and “outer”Wales, in the foot-
steps of Bowen (1959 and 1964, cited in Pryce 1978). Coupland et al. (2006: 12–13)
find, firstly, that any regional categorization of their results produces quite small
differences between the respondents: they all affiliate positively with Welshness,
the differences being merely a matter of “relative degrees of positivity”. The
authors therefore conclude that “all of Wales can plausibly be described as ‘Y Fro
Gymraeg’, which might be to say that ‘all of Wales is the real Wales’” (Coupland et
al. 2006: 22). A comparison of Welshness andWelsh language competence, on the
other hand, shows that there is a clear but not straightforward correlation be-
tween the two, as, for example, Carmarthenshire is both highly Welsh and highly
Welsh-speaking, but Newport and Monmouthshire are highly Welsh despite
being low in the informants’ self-assessed Welsh competence (Coupland et al.
2006: 16–17). This variation is levelled when comparing competence groups in-
stead of specific regions: high competence generally correlates with higher scores
of ethnolinguistic identification and vice versa. The impact of region on national
identification is also the subject of Evans (2007).

The perceived Welshness of regional varieties of WelE has been examined in
dialect attitude surveys discussed in Section 1.5.1. above. There are few qualitative
studies, however, where WelE speakers describe their affiliation towards the dia-
lect. Paulasto (2014b) conducts a content analysis of a sample of the interviews
that form the basis for the Llandybie, North Wales and Urban SAWD corpora
(18 / 8 / 8 informants, respectively) with the aim to assess the impact of first lan-
guage, region, and time (or age of the informants) on the emerging views. The Ur-
ban SAWD interviews, which Rob Penhallurick conducted in four Welsh cities in
1986, consist of phonological questionnaires as well as lengthy sociolinguistic in-
terviews on the topics of local community and the Welsh and English languages.
This inspired Heli Paulasto to use similar discussion topics in her own interviews
in Llandybie and North Wales in 1999 and 2000. The analysis is based on a cate-
gorization used in dialect attitude research: cognitive, affective and behavioural
factors (Garrett et al. 2003: 3), which in social identification research are known as
knowledge, affiliation and practice (Coupland 2006: 23). Of these, we will here fo-
cus on affiliation, which emerges in the interviews under the topics of language
and dialect attitudes. Here, unlike in the 2014 study, we will also be able to avail
of the Tonypandy Corpus interviews.

An overarching conclusion is that the linguistic identification of both L1
Welsh and L1 English-speaking informants is in some way connected to theWelsh
language. Informants in the first category identify Welsh as essential and consti-
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tutive to their linguistic identity, while their affiliation to English is instrumental:
knowledge of English is appreciated and seen as useful although also as a threat
to the Welsh language. If the informants do not speak Welsh, they nevertheless
acknowledge its existence and hence usually explain why they do not speak it
and how they feel about not speaking it. This is the case in the bilingual Llandybie
and North Wales localities, at any rate. The Urban SAWD interviews from the
1980s stand out in displaying rather negative views towards the Welsh language,
particularly in Grangetown, Cardiff. There are monoglot English informants in
Grangetown as well as in Llandybie, who express the very same opinion: “I think
every Welsh person should be able to speak their own language” (Urban SAWD,
Grangetown: MR). The difference is that the middle-aged Cardiff informant is re-
ferring to English, while the young Llandybie informant recorded 13 years later is
talking about Welsh. In TC (from 2012), on the other hand, Welsh has historical or
school-related rather than present-day community-based relevance for the infor-
mants.

As for Welsh English, it is quite common that the informants do not know ex-
actly how to interpret the term, when the interviewer introduces it into the conver-
sation. It is not known to them, because it is barely used outside English linguis-
tics, and so they will offer various interpretations. The Welsh accent is a familiar
concept, of course, and tends to subsume grammatical and lexical features. The
following extract from TC illustrates the informants’ association of WelE with
Welsh lexical influence, which they then proceed to discuss in more detail:

(1) [Well what about Welsh English then is there such a thing as Welsh English?]
A: I think so yeah . I think we sound differently and we got different phrases
too.
B: We’ve got different words haven’t we that originated in Welsh. (TC: 6b, 3c)

Some informants bring up the term Wenglish, describing it as a mixture of Eng-
lish and Welsh. Depending on the respondent, the term can refer either to English
with Welsh input or, less frequently, to Welsh with English input. Whichever the
case, Wenglish is mostly associated with the southeast Valleys, some people
even pointing out that it originates from John Edwards’s Talk Tidy books. In Llan-
dybie, elderly informants describe English in Wales in terms of regional variation
but also as a learner language phenomenon, which shows how unfamiliar it used
to be in the community (e.g. “they were piecing together the English words”
[about her mother’s generation] and “…we struggled on with our broken Eng-
lish”; LC: 1a).

Dialect attitudes are discussed fairly little in the 1980s Urban SAWD corpus.
The Grangetown informants, however, state that the Welsh accent is made fun of
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sometimes and that people complained about radio presenter Frank Hennessy’s
accent when he first started on CBC (Cardiff Broadcasting Company). Cardiff Eng-
lish is described as terrible at its worst, yet it is pointed out that many locals are
very proud of it. The dialect is, in other words, sufficient for creating a regional
identity and Welsh is not needed for this purpose. Positive attitudes towards
WelE seem to increase towards the 2000s in light of these corpora as well as of
the surveys mentioned above. Although London English is considered “proper”
in LC, the Welsh accent is seen as having positive qualities, too. Several infor-
mants in LC, NWC and TC mention that they have been complimented for their
Welsh accent or that they are quite proud of it; this includes some L1 Welsh
speakers, too.

(2) I used to erm, feel like erm- nothin’ serious but you know, feel like they were
laughing at you an’ like,
[Yeah.]
you know, you’re a country bumpkin if you’ve got a Welsh accent, you know,
[*>Mm.]
we’re all<* sort of flocked together. But now I feel more proud, you know. I
don’ know whether it’s to do with getting older or whether, you know, like I
was sayin’ that it’s a cool thing to be, you know. (NWC: 6c)

Exceptions are, for example, an L1 English LC informant, who dislikes her south
Welsh accent, and a young L1 Welsh speaker who does not think that the Welsh
accent is anything to be proud of, the Welsh language is. The latter reaction re-
flects the young, Welsh-medium-educated speakers’ pride in Welsh and their
awareness of a personal responsibility for its survival (see, e.g. Coupland et al.
2005).

Perhaps it is not surprising that it is the L1 English informants from Tonypan-
dy who make the most perceptive observations on regional, stylistic and diachro-
nic variation in WelE. Cardiff, Newport and Swansea are all considered comple-
tely different from the Rhondda, of course, but to the informants, the local
accent is also distinct from the “posh” accent just a few miles south, whereas the
“top of the Rhondda is more Welshy” (TC: 6b).

(3) A: you don’t hear the Rhondda until you come to Dinas
B: they live the other side of Pontypridd and
[okay]
B: and you can (em)
C: once you get on the bus in Porth
B: and they they don’t sound like us
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[…]
B: like there’s . certain words and like you know the (em) chocolate sweets
Rollos
C: (mm)
B: what do you
C: we say /roːlo/
B: /roːlo/ we say /roːlo/
A: /roːlo/
C: /roːlo/
B: but my nieces will say . *>/rəʊləʊ/
C: /rəʊləʊ/<*
[yeah . yeah]
B: /rəʊləʊ/ they sound posh don’t they compared to us /roːlo/ you know
/roːlo/ (TC: 3a, 6b, 3c)

Informant 6b also expresses a strong linguistic self-esteem and an awareness of
regional norms and prestige despite being critical of her grammar and accent.
“It’s complicated, isn’t it.”

(4) and we do tease the headmaster you know . about it and say oh you- you
know . like the the food shop the co-op and he says “co-op” and I say “no .
come on now you’re in Tonypandy and you’ve gotta call it the cop” .
[<laughter>]
you know and things . you- I say “you wish you sounded like me wish you s-”
. you know . to think “well hey what’s wrong then why am I trying to sound
like you you try and sound like me” . so
[Right]
it’s just that . it’s more than language isn’t it it’s the . the thing we’ve got in the
Rhondda that we think (em) oh everybody’s better than us and we are down
there but we’re not. (TC: 6b)

1.6 Corpora and resources used in the present volume

This section focuses on the research data utilized in the present volume. Further
details about some of the survey and corpus data can also be found in association
with the relevant chapters. Other Welsh English corpora and resources, which
have been used in previous research or which can potentially be availed of for lin-
guistic analysis, are presented in Chapter 6.
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1.6.1 Welsh English data

The linguistic description of WelE in this book is partly based on previous re-
search, but more essentially, it is based on new research, which the authors have
conducted on corpus and survey data. The variationist descriptions of WelE mor-
phosyntax in Chapter 3 and discourse features in Section 4.4 rely primarily on cor-
pus evidence, especially on the transcribed interview corpora complied by Heli
Paulasto during 1995–2012 in different parts of Wales. These corpora are, as of
yet, not publicly available. We also avail of interview data stored at the SAWD ar-
chives in the care of Rob Penhallurick at Swansea University. These have typically
not been transcribed in full, or there are only manual transcriptions of the data
available.

As sociolinguistic interviews, Paulasto’s corpora are not suited for the study
of lexicon. Chapter 4 on WelE lexis is hence largely based on the survey data in
SAWD, the linguistic commentaries of the BBC Voices interviews, and lexical sur-
veys carried out by the present authors in Gwent and the Rhondda. The chapter on
phonology is based on survey data, more specifically SAWD, the Millennium
Memory Bank (MMB), and Voices.

The recordings span six decades, from the 1960s to the 2010s. Our informants
have kindly given their consent at the time of the recordings that the data can be
used for academic research. Our aim is to ensure that the data are utilized in an
ethically sound manner. The corpus data, including any personal information on
the informants, are stored and protected in accordance with the General Data Pro-
tection Regulation of the European Union (2016/679) pertaining to scientific re-
search purposes. The examples and extracts provided in this volume have been
pseudonymized but, through sociolinguistic necessity, they may contain some in-
direct personal information, such as the locality of the speaker or their first lan-
guage.

The corpora and surveys referred to in the linguistic analyses are described in
detail below. Further information on the compilation of SAWD, MMB, and Voices
is available in Chapter 6.

The Llandybie corpus (LC)
Heli Paulasto conducted sociolinguistic interviews in Llandybie, Carmarthen-
shire, in the years 1995, 1999 and 2000, in order to investigate grammatical fea-
tures of present-day WelE and changes in apparent time. The informants are thus
men and women aged 18–84 and the interviews are fairly informal in style. De-
spite the close proximity of Swansea and the surrounding suburban area, Llandy-
bie (along with Carmarthenshire on the whole) is fairly Welsh-speaking (62.3 %
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Welsh in 2001; Aitchison and Carter 2004: 151). The majority of Paulasto’s infor-
mants, too, are L1 Welsh bilinguals. The corpus represents southwestern WelE
with a noticeable Welsh substrate at the community level as well as some idiolec-
tal transfer from the speakers’ L1 Welsh.

Paulasto has transcribed the corpus in full, a total of 257,500 words. In order
to investigate apparent-time change, the corpus has been divided into four age
groups based on the birth years of the informants:

Table 1.5: Age groups in the Llandybie Corpus.

Age group I: 11 informants, b. 1915–1928 52,000 words

Age group II: 13 informants, b. 1933–1949 85,000 words

Age group III: 12 informants, b. 1950–1965 63,100 words

Age group IV: 10 informants, b. 1971–1981 57,400 words

Total 46 informants 257,500 words

The age groups are somewhat heterogeneous. Firstly, although L1 Welsh-speak-
ers are in the majority in all groups, the numbers of L1 English speakers vary from
zero in Age group I to five in Age group III. Only three informants in the corpus are
non-Welsh-speaking, that is, they assess that they have no conversational compe-
tence in the language although they may have receptive competence. Secondly,
the informants’ ages correlate on average with their levels of education: the older
the informant, the less educated. This influences the speakers’ capacity for stylis-
tic shifting in an interview situation. For further information, see Paulasto (2006:
141–146).

The North Wales corpus (NWC)
Heli Paulasto collected the North Wales corpus in 2000 to align with LC, but in-
stead of one locality, it encompasses interviews conducted in four North Welsh
towns and villages: Pencaenewydd, Llwyngwril, Llanuwchllyn and Ruthin (see
Paulasto 2006: 146–148). The localities are spread out in different parts of the
north, and they vary in size and percentages of Welsh speakers (from 41 % in
Llwyngwril to 85 % in Llanuwchllyn in 2001). The informants are 23 in total, with
just 4–7 informants per locality, which means that the main purpose of NWC is to
offer a broad overview of northern WelE rather than to represent the dialect of
each specific village.

The informants in each locality are of varying ages, from 16 to 85 overall. The
corpus comprises 120,000 words in total, about half the size of LC, which leaves
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some age groups rather too small for the purposes of apparent-time research.
NWC can be used as a reference corpus for LC, however.

Table 1.6: Age groups in the North Wales Corpus.

Age group I: 6 informants, b. 1915–1928 31,100 words

Age group II: 5 informants, b. 1938–1945 27,900 words

Age group III: 8 informants, b. 1950–1968 44,400 words

Age group IV: 4 informants, b. 1970–1984 16,600 words

Total 23 informants 120,000 words

All informants in NWC are bilingual, and only four of them speak Welsh as their
L2. In the oldest age group, all informants are L1 Welsh speakers, but they differ
from the respective cohort in LC in one significant respect: four of the six infor-
mants have received a college or university education and worked in middle-class
professions. The formal education is reflected in their English, which is in many
ways more standard than that of either younger NWC speakers or elderly Llandy-
bie or Tonypany informants (for the impact of the mode of acquisition, see Paulas-
to 2009).

The Tonypandy corpus (TC)
The Tonypandy corpus was collected by Heli Paulasto in the village of Tonypandy
in the Rhondda (Rhondda Cynon Taff in southeast Wales) in 2012 and transcribed
by research assistant Marja Kilpiö in 2014–2015. The corpus totals 49,800 words.
Although it is comparable in style to LC and NWC, it also involves a section on
dialect lexicon, which is modelled on the BBC Voices Language Lab and Radio
Wales questionnaires and hence compatible with the British dialect data. The ten
informants are men and women aged 43 to 84, that is, based on their years of
birth, comparable to the LC and NWC age groups II and III. The informants assess
themselves to be monoglot English speakers: although many of them have limited
formally acquired Welsh skills, they do not speak Welsh in the community, nor
has it been spoken in their families beyond some words and phrases. This is typi-
cally the case in the locality; Welsh speakers in Rhondda Cynon Taff amount to
12.3 % in the census of 2011 (Office for National Statistics).
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The Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects corpus (SAWD)
Some of the older research materials used in this book arise from recorded Survey
of Anglo-Welsh Dialects interviews, housed at Swansea University in the care of
Rob Penhallurick. SAWD was designed to complement the Survey of English Dia-
lects (SED), directed from the University of Leeds from the 1940s onwards by Eu-
gen Dieth and Harold Orton. Both surveys were interested in the history of the
English language – in researching its most traditional features as found in older
speakers in rural communities. Parry (1999) contains a detailed summary as well
as a phonetic and phonemic analysis of material collected between 1968‒1982
from this group in 92 localities throughout Wales. This material is set out at great-
er length in the original data-volumes of SAWD, which are Parry (1977, 1979), cov-
ering the Southeast and Southwest of Wales, respectively, and Penhallurick
(1991), dealing with North Wales.

As SAWD is based on the SED method of research (Orton 1962), the infor-
mants are local to the area, elderly, rural men and women, and the interviews fol-
low a lengthy questionnaire aimed to elicit dialect phonology and lexicon. Ques-
tions on morphosyntactic features amount to some 20 % of all items in the
questionnaire, but the interviews, including discussions on the questionnaire
items and other incidental material, can be examined with an eye on structural
characteristics. The selection of the informants roughly follows the language si-
tuation in each locality: in highly Welsh-speaking localities, the informants are
L1 Welsh bilinguals, while in Anglicized regions they are L1 English speakers
(Parry 1999: 1‒7). SAWD is considered to represent conservative, traditional dia-
lects of WelE. Although these dialects are disappearing today along with their
speakers, they give important insights into the history and development of WelE.
For more information on the compilation of the survey, see Chapter 6.

The SAWD interviews have not been transcribed in their entirety. The origi-
nal SAWD data are therefore used rather restrictedly as a reference corpus, and
much of the morphosyntactic research is based on a small sample of 26,500
words, transcribed by Heli Paulasto. The localities are nine: Llanfair-Talhaiarn,
Trelawnyd, Botwnnog, Ynys, and Fron-Goch in North Wales, and Llanon, Tre-
garon, Drefach and Lampeter, and Camrose in Southwest Wales. Because of the
highly structured, questionnaire-based interviews, particularly in North Wales
(see Paulasto 2006: 150), the quantitative results are not always comparable
with corpora with less formal methods of data collection, such as Paulasto’s in-
terview corpora, or corpora used in other studies, including the Freiburg Eng-
lish Dialect Corpus (FRED) or the Radio Wales Corpus (RWC, Roller 2016; see
Chapter 6).

Additional references are made to Paulasto’s notes of the recorded SAWD in-
terviews, which arise from a larger set of data (estimated word count of 275,000
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words), compiled for the purposes of Paulasto’s post-graduate research (see Pau-
lasto 2006: 149‒151). This data set has not been transcribed in total, however.

The Urban Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects corpus (Urban SAWD)
The Urban SAWD corpus, also housed at Swansea University, was designed as a
sequel for SAWD, but with a more sociolinguistically orientated method of ap-
proach: the focus is on four urban localities in different parts of the country
(Grangetown in Cardiff, Carmarthen, Caernarfon and Wrexham) and the infor-
mants are males and females of varying ages, from 12 to 82. The interviews are
much less formal in style, the informants discussing their personal histories
along with the localities and their language situations. They also contain a pho-
nological word list.

The corpus was collected by Rob Penhallurick in 1986, and in 2003 Heli Pau-
lasto’s research assistant Minna Korhonen transcribed a sample of 36,600 words
(of the estimated total of 160,000 words) for Paulasto’s post-graduate research,
not including the word list sections (see Paulasto 2006: 151‒153). The transcrip-
tions were completed during 2014–2016 by another research assistant, Marja Kil-
piö, at the University of Eastern Finland. The full Urban SAWD corpus has not
been utilized in the present linguistic description, however, and thus remains a
future resource.

The Ceri George corpus (CGC)
Ceri George collected her interview corpus in the Rhondda in the early 1980s for
her doctoral dissertation (George 1990). Her focus was on the regional dialect and
lexicon, but the interviews are much more informal in style than those in SAWD.
The informants are elderly men and women from various villages in the Rhondda
valleys. George’s original hand-written transcriptions of the interviews are held
by Rob Penhallurick at the SAWD archives at Swansea University, but they have
not been digitized. A sample of c. 30,050 words is used in this book to represent
an earlier variety of Rhondda English (cf. the Tonypandy corpus below). These
data come from four localities: Ton Pentre, Blaenrhondda, Wattstown, and Treor-
chy. The word count has been extrapolated from every fifth page of the hand-
written transcriptions. The archives also contain 50 separate files of George’s ori-
ginal fieldwork recordings, but these have not been availed of in the present vo-
lume.
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The BBC Voices in Wales (Voices)
This set of data consists of interviews compiled for BBC Voices in Wales. Voices
was a survey carried out in 2004‒2005 under academic guidance, and it included
audio recordings of local speakers made by the BBC’s regional radio departments
throughout the UK. Voices of the UK (2009‒2012) was a British Library project
which processed, analysed, and made publicly available the audio recordings of
BBC Voices (see Penhallurick 2013). The recordings approach casual conversa-
tions rather than interviews: the informants discuss the given topics in groups,
but they are also aware of being recorded for radio, which adds to the formality of
the situation to some degree. In addition to dialect attitudes and experiences, the
interviews centre on a set of lexical prompts designed to elicit regionally varying
responses. Recordings, lasting an hour on average, have been made in 23 (mostly
urban) localities: 9 in the North, 3 in Mid-Wales, and 11 in the South (see Section
2.1 and Chapter 6 for details). The first languages of the informants vary, roughly
in accordance with the language situations of the localities. The selection of the
informants has not always been monitored to a tee. Thus, for example, the Holy-
head group includes a Rhondda man, adding Rhondda expressions into the mix,
and the Talbot Green informants are travelling show people who reside in the area
but only one of whom was born there. These kinds of discrepancies have been ta-
ken into account when examining the findings.

The data that have been available for the present volume consist of tran-
scribed linguistic commentaries from 22 of the localities, excepting Tal-y-bont.
Thirteen of the commentaries account for phonology and grammar features in ad-
dition to the lexical sets. The audio files are also available for inspection at the
British Library Sounds archive (British Library Sounds 2009).

Even in its non-transcribed form, the corpus is highly useful for phonological
description and allows for observations on the use or non-use of morphosyntactic
and lexical dialect features in different part of Wales. For further information, see
Penhallurick (2013) and Chapters 2 and 6.

Millennium Memory Bank (MMB)
MMB is a massive oral history project launched by BBC Radio and the British Li-
brary and carried out in the UK in 1998–1999 (Perks 2001: 95–96; Roller 2016:
81). It consists of 640 half-hour radio documentaries, which were compiled
through interviews with over 6,000 British people aged five to 107, both male
(56 %) and female (44 %), and with diverse ethnic and socio-economic back-
grounds (British Library Sounds 2009). A total of 196 interviews with 280 infor-
mants have been recorded in Wales (Roller 2016: 82). In the phonology chapter,
we will avail of linguistic commentaries of the MMB audio recordings, written by
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Jonnie Robinson between 2004‒2007 in connection with his work on the British
Library’s Sounds Familiar? and Sounds web-pages.

Only five of the Welsh interviews are publicly available in the online British
Library Sounds Archive, but the remainder can be accessed at the British Library
on request. The online recordings are accompanied by linguistic descriptions,
drawing attention to accent and dialect features, but the interviews have not been
transcribed in full. For further information, see Chapters 2 and 6.

1.6.2 Comparison corpora

Quantitative results drawn from WelE corpora are on some occasions compared
against EngE or BrE corpus evidence. The following two corpora are central.

The Survey of English Dialects Spoken Corpus (SED)
The SED Spoken Corpus represents the traditional rural dialects of England. The
corpus (478,700 words) comprises interviews with 298 elderly rural informants
from all parts of England and the Isle of Man, born 1863–1909. The recordings
were collected in connection with the Survey of English Dialects in the 1950s and
1960s (Orton 1962, Orton et al. 1962–1971) and continued until 1974, but they are
not based on a questionnaire format. Rather, they contain informal, spontaneous
conversations and/or interviews on “personal reminiscences or opinions, or […]
some task connected with the speaker’s occupation, e.g. ploughing, harvesting,
hedging,” etc. (Klemola & Jones 1999: 18). The data are therefore similar in style to
LC, NWC and TC (for further information, see Klemola and Jones 1999). The ortho-
graphic transcriptions carried out by Mark Jones at the University of Leeds in 1997
remain unpublished, but they were accessed through Juhani Klemola. The audio
files are available at the British Library (see BL Sounds 2009).

The SED corpus serves two important functions. Firstly, it represents the his-
torical EngE vernacular strand, which has influenced the development of varieties
of WelE, particularly in the long-standing English regions but also in the more re-
cently Anglicized areas. Up until the mid-twentieth century, traditional dialects
were slow to change (Ihalainen 1994: 205, 251). Thus, as convincingly shown by
Klemola (2002: 200–203), the SED data can be said to reflect EngE dialects of a
much earlier period, projecting the vernacular of the nineteenth century and the
time when the English language became established in Wales (Thomas 1994:
100). Secondly, the SED corpus sets a point of comparison for the elderly WelE
speakers born in the early decades of the twentieth century and reveals to what
extent the regional dialect features are, indeed, distinctive of WelE.
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International Corpus of English Great Britain (ICE-GB)
ICE-GB is the British component in the series of corpora aimed at illustrating stan-
dard spoken and written varieties of English around the world. Each corpus con-
sists of c. 1,000,000 words, that is, 500 sample texts of c. 2,000 words, drawn
from a variety of sub-genres (see ICE Project 2009). The studies in the present vo-
lume mainly utilise the spoken sections of ICE-GB (S1A–S2B; 528,500 words) or,
more specifically, the private dialogues (S1A), which are reasonably compatible
with the WelE corpora. ICE-Ireland and ICE-India are also used as comparison
corpora as regards some features in Chapter 3.
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2 Phonetics and phonology

2.1 Introduction

This chapter on the phonetics and phonology of WelE presents a breakdown of
the phonemic system of the variety taken as a whole, followed by discussion of
the more striking regional and social variants of the vowel and consonant pho-
nemes (with an emphasis on describing the geographical distributions of the var-
iants), and concluding with a brief overview of WelE prosody.

The chief data sources used are surveys of spoken English in Wales done on a
national scale, these being:
– the Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects (SAWD), which was carried out between

1968‒1990;
– the Millennium Memory Bank (MMB), for which material was collected in

1998‒1999;
– and the BBC Voices survey of 2004‒2005.

Selected other sources are also drawn upon, such as Collins and Mees (1990), Con-
nolly (1990), Tench (1990), Penhallurick (1994), Mees and Collins (1999), and Ste-
fano Quaino’s doctoral dissertation (2011) on the intonation of WelE in mid-west
and northwest Wales. In this context, WelE is understood as the English spoken in
Wales by lifelong residents, taking the speech of the older age-group investigated
by SAWD as a baseline and using the later MMB and Voices information in order to
offer indications of continuity and change as well as to provide an updated view of
current usages. The selected other sources are used for further particulars and
clarification. The data gathered by the national surveys above, although exten-
sive, does not permit statistical analysis, so the patterns deduced from it must be
framed as in some measure provisional, although not without authority. This
chapter does not look into how the features of WelE are developing in the newer
immigrant-based communities of Wales, a subject awaiting greater attention.

The main published SAWD sources used here are Parry (1977, 1979, 1999) and
Penhallurick (1991). Penhallurick (1994) was not a part of the SAWD project, but is
a history of one of the oldest dialects of WelE, that is, the English of the Gower Pe-
ninsula, and we have drawn upon it occasionally here. In addition, we have used
an unpublished work by David Parry, completed in 2015, which reworks and re-
fines Parry (1999). We are grateful to David Parry for making this valuable volume
available to us.

The MMB and BBC Voices material was provided by Jonnie Robinson and his
team in the sociolinguistics section of the British Library. We have here divided
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the MMB localities into three broad regional groups in order to facilitate concise
statements about the geographical distributions of features exhibited in the data.
The localities and groups are:
– North Wales: Bangor, Bethesda, Llanwnda, Trefor;
– Mid Wales: Aberhosan, Rhayader;
– South Wales: Aberbeeg, Aberporth, Brynamman, Cardiff, Cwmfelinfach, Gor-

seinon, Maerdy, Monmouth, Mumbles, Mynydd-y-Garreg, Newport (Mon-
mouthshire), Resolven, Swansea, Tremorfa (Cardiff).

Just under half of these are urban localities: Bangor, Rhayader, Cardiff, Gorsei-
non, Monmouth, Newport, Swansea, and Tremorfa. The remainder qualify as vil-
lages, although Bethesda is large for a village, and Mumbles is very close to the
city of Swansea.

In the present chapter, we have also used phonological descriptions com-
pleted in 2010 by the Voices of the UK team (Holly Gilbert, Jon Herring, and Jonnie
Robinson) for 12 Welsh localities in which audio recordings were made of contem-
porary WelE, all age-groups, for BBC Voices. These localities in their regional
groups are:
– North Wales: Bethesda, Flint, Holyhead, Rhos-on-Sea;
– Mid Wales: Builth Wells, Newtown, Tregaron;
– SouthWales: Bonymaen (Swansea), Llanelli, Risca, Splott (Cardiff), Treorchy.

With the exception of Bethesda (arguably) and Tregaron, these are all urban local-
ities. We are grateful to Jonnie Robinson for his help in answering our queries
about the MMB and Voices materials.

The core material on which this chapter is based can accordingly be divided
into two sets:
– data collected from the 60-plus age-group between 1968‒1982;
– and data collected from 18-to-80-year-olds at the turn of the twentieth and

twenty-first centuries.

While there is some continuity of approach between these two sets, some other
differences (in addition to the age profiles) need to be borne in mind. The large
SAWD locality network was rural and the later surveys were more urban than rur-
al, and their localities fewer in number. SAWD fieldworkers were trained in lin-
guistics and phonetics, whereas MMB and Voices fieldworkers were BBC journal-
ists, their interviews were shorter and less formally structured, and their
informants generally more familiar with the experience of being audio-recorded.
The material obtained by the later surveys was consequently smaller in amount
and arguably more casual in style, though the lengthy SAWD interviews often gar-
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nered much casual-style pronunciation data. Although all of the MMB and Voices
informants were recorded in their respective localities, informant criteria such as
lifelong residence and their being born in the locality were less rigorously applied
compared with SAWD. This affects the informant profiles of Llanelli and Risca to
the extent that information from these localities has been scrutinized with added
caution in compiling the present chapter. Finally, compared with other dialect
surveys generally, MMB and Voices did not attempt to ensure that carefully de-
fined social groups (according to class, age, sex, or ethnicity, for example) were
equally represented in the sampling. The method might be described as a rather
informal judgement sample, though one in which the biographical details of the
informants are usually amply noted.

What the present chapter aims to do is to provide a comprehensive overview,
with plenty of detail, of late-twentieth-century to early-twenty-first-century WelE
pronunciation using these and other sources. The overview is an amalgam of in-
formation, and the detail also often synthesizes a selection of source evidence.

2.2 The phonemic system of Welsh English

The inventory below lists the vowel and consonant phonemes of present-day
WelE, treating the variety as a national entity. It is based on information distilled
from the core and other sources used in this chapter, particularly Parry (2015, un-
published, especially pp. 6, 12–26), the MMB data, and the Voices of the UK data.

Short vowels: /ɪ ɛ a ʌ̈ ɒ ʊ/
Long vowels: /iː eː ɛːœ: aː ɔː oː uː/
Diphthongs: /ɪu ai au ɔi uə iə/
Unstressed vowels: /i ɪ ə/
Consonants: /p b t d k g f v θ ð ɬ s z ʃ ʒ x h tʃ dʒm n ŋ l w j r r̥/

A minimal-pair elicitation tool was not used in any of the core national surveys
drawn upon in the present chapter. However, the number of phonological key-
words that underpins Parry’s phonemicizations (1999, 2015) is nearly 150, with
over 13,000 tokens in 92 localities, and the MMB and Voices of the UK commen-
taries use Wells’s lexical sets (1982) to categorize their data. So while the inven-
tory above could be characterized as awaiting further confirmation, it is based on
substantial evidence and evaluation. That said, there are points in the analysis
that are to an extent open to debate.

A case could be made for replacing /eː/ and /oː/ with /ei/ and ou/, respec-
tively, or even for including all four, an issue which is discussed further in 2.4 be-
low, under the keywords FACEFACE/STAYSTAY and GOATGOAT/SNOWSNOW.. A possible alternative to /œː/
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would be /əː/, or even /e̹:/, for which see NURSENURSE, below. There is a hint of a devel-
oping case for adding /ɑː/ to the list of WelE phonemes; see BATHBATH, PALMPALM, and STARTSTART.
And Parry (2015: 11) reports that /iə/ and /uə/ exist only marginally in WelE, a
view for which there is a degree of support in the newer data.

The inventory given here also differs in some respects from those offered in
Penhallurick (2004a, 2007, 2008a). The earlier models had /ʌ/ where the present
one has /ʌ̈/. This follows Parry’s (2015) decision to indicate the centralized quality
of this STRUTSTRUT vowel inWelE compared to the /ʌ/ of RP. Earlier /ɔ/ has been replaced
by /ɒ/, in light of Parry (2015), MMB, and Voices, but this is more a transcription
choice than anything else. Earlier /oə/ has been replaced by /uə/, because of evi-
dence from MMB and Voices, though there is more to say on this choice, for which
see CURECURE, below. The inventory of unstressed vowels follows the simple versions of
Penhallurick (2004a, 2008a) rather than the more ornate version of Penhallurick
(2007). There is fuller discussion of the WelE unstressed vowels below.

Among the consonants, /ɬ/ and /x/ occur in WelE only in some loanwords
from the Welsh language, and in Welsh personal and place names.

The next list matches the vowel phonemes above with the lexical sets intro-
duced by Wells (1982) and augmented in Foulkes and Docherty (1999). Following
Penhallurick (2004a, 2007, 2008a), STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW have been added for compari-
son with FACEFACE and GOATGOAT, respectively. In the list below, the vowels for STAYSTAY and
SNOWSNOW are not given phonemic status, so as to remain consistent with the system
above. More keywords have also been appended to the list in order to elucidate
some significant aspects of WelE phonology further, especially the lexical distri-
bution of certain phonemes and variants. These additional keywords are: ONEONE,
BOARBOAR, POWERPOWER, FIREFIRE, EARSEARS, TUESDAYTUESDAY,, startEDED, and mornINGING.

2.3 Distribution of the WelE vowel phonemes in the standard
lexical sets

KITKIT ɪ
DRESSDRESS ɛ
TRAPTRAP a
LOTLOT ɒ
STRUTSTRUT ʌ̈
ONEONE ʌ̈ ~ ɒ
FOOTFOOT ʊ
BATHBATH a ~ aː
CLOTHCLOTH ɒ
NURSENURSE œː
FLEECEFLEECE iː
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FACEFACE eː
STAYSTAY ei
GOATGOAT oː
SNOWSNOW ou
PALMPALM aː
THOUGHTTHOUGHT ɔː
GOOSEGOOSE uː
PRICEPRICE ai
CHOICECHOICE ɔi
MOUTHMOUTH au
STARTSTART aː
NORTHNORTH ɔː
FORCEFORCE ɔː
BOARBOAR ɔː
SQUARESQUARE ɛː
CURECURE ɪuwə ~ uə > ɔː
POWERPOWER auwə ~ auə
FIREFIRE aijə
NEARNEAR iə
EARSEARS iə ~œː
TUESDAYTUESDAY ɪu
happYY i
lettERER ə
horsESES ɪ
commAA ə
startEDED ɪ
mornINGING ɪ

The detail of the lexical distribution and incidence of the WelE vowel phonemes
and their variants is presented in Section 2.4 below. Discussion of the characteris-
tic WelE variants of the consonant phonemes follows in Section 2.5.

2.4 Vowels

In this section, the WelE vowel phonemes and their variants are discussed at
greater length according to the categories provided by the standard lexical sets.
We show how the phonemes are distributed through the sets, we discuss the var-
iants that realize and constitute the phonemes (including some discussion of the
judgements that have been made in arriving at the phonemic inventory), and we
give an overview of the regional and (to some extent) social distribution of the
variants in the dialects of WelE. The aim in each part of the discussion is to pre-
sent a view of contemporary usages, as far as the data allows, but real-time com-
parisons are sometimes made, involving the older and more recent sets of data.
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2.4.1 Stressed vowels

KITKIT

The realization of the vowel phoneme in KITKIT words throughout Wales is [ɪ], with
little variation apart from the very occasional lowered or centralized version.

DRESSDRESS

Similarly, the realization of DRESSDRESS is consistently [ɛ].

TRAPTRAP

Across Wales the realization of the vowel phoneme in TRAPTRAP words tends to be [a].
In the older data (SAWD), other variants are found in the longer-established An-
glicized areas: a raised [æ] is recorded in rural Mid Wales where the county of Po-
wys borders with the English counties of Shropshire and Hereford; a back [ɑ] is re-
corded in the Gower Peninsula, south Pembrokeshire, and a couple of other
localities; and a long [a: > æː] and weak diphthong [aə] are attested sporadically
along the mid-to-southern Border country and in south Pembrokeshire.

LOTLOT, CLOTHCLOTH

The chief realization in LOTLOT and CLOTHCLOTH words is [ɒ], and this is the symbol used by
Parry (2015) for his phonemic designation, though [ɔ] is a transcription often fa-
voured in the SAWD data-volumes. MMB has one southeast locality (Aberbeeg)
where /ɒ/ varies with unrounded [ɑ], and SAWD records this once in the north.
Some words which have the short LOTLOT//CLOTHCLOTH [ɒ] vowel in current mainstream RP
but an <a> in their spelling, such as quarry, wanted, wash, and wasps, can have
[a > æ], or occasionally [aː ~ ɑ ~ ɑː], in WelE. Such forms are recorded only in the
north in the more recent data, but in all regions by SAWD. These could be spelling
pronunciations influenced by Welsh-language conventions (orthographic <wa> is
pronounced [wa] in Welsh), but [a ~ æ > aː ~ æː ~ ɑ ~ ɑː] vowels were also recorded
widely by the Survey of English Dialects.

STRUTSTRUT

In STRUTSTRUT there is a widespread tendency in all the data to a vowel raised and cen-
tralized compared with RP /ʌ/, to the extent that [ə] is a very common variant. Si-
milarly, in unstressed syllables in WelE there is variation that ranges between [ʌ]
and [ə]. In RP, by comparison, /ʌ/ is restricted to stressed syllables and /ə/ to un-
stressed. Wells (1982 vol. 2: 380) speaks of the “STRUTSTRUT-Schwa Merger” in WelE,
that is to say, the lack of phonemic distinction between /ʌ/ and /ə/. Parry (2015)
consequently opts for /ʌ̈/ as the phonemic designation for STRUTSTRUT vowels. The
Welsh language has no /ʌ/ phoneme, but it does have /ə/, and this might be the
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reason behind both the centralizing tendency in STRUTSTRUT and the obscuring of the
phonemic distinction between /ʌ/ and /ə/.

Also, [ʊ] can occur in STRUTSTRUT words, and is recorded mostly in the northeast
corner of Wales in both older and newer data, and in the southwest corner in only
the older material. The northeast occurrences can be readily explained by the pre-
sence of the well-known northern English [ʊ] in STRUTSTRUT in neighbouring Cheshire.
The southwest occurrences, mainly in south Pembrokeshire, an area subject to
Anglicizing influences since the twelfth century, are more mysterious. They could
result from historical connections with southwest England, but as Parry (1999: 18)
points out, there is only a small amount of evidence of [ʊ] in STRUTSTRUT words in the
traditional accents of Cornwall, Devon and Somerset. There are also some occur-
rences scattered across Wales of [ɤ] in STRUTSTRUT.

ONEONE

Wells (1982 vol. 2: 362) notes that one and other words which have /ʌ/ in RP and an
<o> in their spelling (for example, none, nothing, once,wonderful), have /ɒ/ as their
stressed vowel across a wide band of themid-north of England. Similarly, inWales
ONEONE words at times fall in with the LOTLOT//CLOTHCLOTH groups, though more often they be-
long with STRUTSTRUT. ONEONE with [ɒ ~ ɔ > a] is found across Wales, but is more common in
the north. There are two likely causes for these forms: influence from nearby ac-
cents of English English; and spelling pronunciations encouraged by Welsh-lan-
guage convention for pronouncing <o>. We could reasonably assume that the for-
mer cause has more effect in the areas with a longer history of Anglicization, and
that the latter plays a greater part in the traditional Welsh-speaking areas.

FOOTFOOT

By far the most common realization of FOOTFOOT words is [ʊ]. Sometimes, in the north
and south, unrounded [ɤ] is recorded, and sometimes in SAWD material, in Mid
Wales and the longer-Anglicized southeast and southwest, a long [uː] occurs.
There are also instances of “hypercorrect” [ʌ̈ > ə] in FOOTFOOT words in the older data,
particularly in the northwest, east Mid Wales, and the southwest. Such instances
that occur in traditional Welsh-speaking areas, in the northwest and southwest,
are all of FOOTFOOT words with orthographic <u> (bull, butcher, put, sugar), and these
might conceivably be spelling pronunciations. The instances elsewhere (east Mid
Wales, the far southwest corner) might be linked with traditional [ʌ ~ ə]-forms in
west and southwest of England accents.

BATHBATH

The BATHBATH lexical set as defined in Wells (1982 vol. 1: 133‒134) can interweave with
the TRAPTRAP, PALMPALM, and STARTSTART sets. Broadly speaking, in terms of WelE phonetics,
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there is variation in these sets between open short and long vowels, and between
open front and back vowels, with the further possibility of the raising of the front
vowels. One might also anticipate some rhoticity in STARTSTART. In BATHBATH words, this var-
iation can be summarized as [a ~ aː ~ ɑː > ɑ]. In MMB and Voices data, the follow-
ing regional trends show up in BATHBATH: [a] dominates in the north; [a] varies with [aː]
in Mid Wales, and [ɑː] occurs also to a lesser extent; in the south, [a] is marginally
more common than [aː], with [ɑː] a firmer presence than in Mid and North Wales.
In SAWD data, there is competition between the short forms [a > æ > ɑ] and the
long forms [aː > ɑː > æː], with [a] the most common realization, occurring in all re-
gions. Of the long realizations, [aː] is also fairly common, while [ɑː] and [æː] are
less so and tend towards the mid borders. Surprisingly, there is also some rhoti-
city in the SAWD data in BATHBATH, in the form of r-colouring, again along the mid bor-
ders. Taking all of this information into consideration, the general picture is of a
contest between short [a] (affected by regional English English and perhaps
Welsh-inspired spelling pronunciations) and long [aː] (maybe indicating move-
ment towards RP, in terms of length), with a significant minority of back [ɑː] vo-
wels. This last form signifies influence from neighbouring English English accents
in the older data, and maybe amplified RP-influence in the newer data. What is
missing from the data overall is detail on whether incidence of long back [ɑː] in-
creases in keeping with higher social class and greater formality of speech style.
On the basis of the BATHBATH set alone, we can see that any phonemic distinctions
along the lines of /a/, /aː/, /ɑː/ mask an apparently fluid situation. Add in infor-
mation from TRAPTRAP, and a phonemic distinction between short and long vowels in
this array looks feasible, though not between the front and back vowels. This dis-
cussion is continued under PALMPALM and STARTSTART, below.

NURSENURSE

A well-known realization of NURSENURSE identified with the southern region of WelE is
the long, rounded, centralized-front, half-open [œː]. There is no simple explana-
tion for this realization, although it might mark an intermediate stage between
WelE stressed /ə/ + /r/ and RP long /ɜː/, the NURSENURSE group being one of several sub-
ject to rhoticity in WelE. Parry (1999: 21; 2015: 89‒125) shows that this [œː] realiza-
tion is not exclusive to the south, but occurs throughout Wales. This is corrobo-
rated somewhat by MMB and Voices data, which shows it more often in the
south than elsewhere. However, its main competitor, [əː], which is also wide-
spread, is notably absent in SAWD data from the mid-southeast (especially the
Rhondda Valleys), the area most associated in the public mind with [œː], though
Voices indicates some competition between the two variants in Treorchy and Ris-
ca. Collins and Mees (1990), for Cardiff, and Connolly (1990), for Port Talbot, pre-
fer to designate the rounded vowel as [øː], that is, they assign it a closer articula-
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tion. There is actually variation between the MMB and Voices commentaries in
this: [øː] is preferred in MMB, [œː] in Voices. Robert Mayr (2010) carried out a pre-
cise examination of the acoustic and articulatory characteristics of this WelE var-
iant of NURSENURSE, concluding that [øː ~œː], “rather than being a front rounded mono-
phthong with reduced lip rounding, is, in fact, a monophthong with the acoustic
characteristics of an unrounded front vowel that is not actually altogether un-
rounded” (Mayr 2010: 108). His acoustic analysis also favoured a close-mid height
designation. Accordingly, he recommended that it be represented by [e̹:].

Rhoticity in the forms /ər/ and r-colouring of [ə], that is, [ɚ], also occurs occa-
sionally in NURSENURSE in the older data. The latter type, [ɚ], is found in the long-Angli-
cized southern borders, south Pembrokeshire, and south Gower, doubtless having
travelled there from western accents of English English. Voices also records this in
Newtown, Mid Wales, not far from the border with England. Examples of the for-
mer type, /ər/, are less common, and sometimes occur in MidWales, outside these
long-Anglicized parts, where the likely cause is influence from Welsh-language
convention – orthographic <r> is always articulated in Welsh. There is more on
forms of rhoticity in subsection 2.5.4, below.

FLEECEFLEECE

The realization of the vowel phoneme in FLEECEFLEECE words throughout Wales is [iː],
though [iə] is recorded a scattered number of times in SAWD, often but not exclu-
sively in Mid Wales.

FACEFACE/STAYSTAY and GOATGOAT/SNOWSNOW

The variation that occurs in the FACEFACE and GOATGOAT lexical sets in WelE is fairly com-
plex. Penhallurick (1993, 2004a, 2007, 2008a) attempted to draw out the regional
patterns by means of adding two more lexical sets, STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW, for comparison
with FACEFACE and GOATGOAT,, respectively, and by constructing the table reproduced here
as Table 2.1 below. Here we first summarize the patterns thus revealed in the older
(that is, SAWD) data, and then we look at what the newer MMB and Voicesmateri-
als add to the picture.

Two characteristic sounds of WelE, the long monophthongs [eː] and [oː], oc-
cur throughout most of Wales in SAWD data in words such as bacon, break, great,
make (FACEFACE group) and coal, road, spoke, toe (GOATGOAT), respectively, which have
diphthongal /eɪ/ and /əʊ ~ oʊ/ in RP. On this basis, there is a case for regarding
the twomonophthongs as phonemic in WelE, but overall their distribution is com-
plicated by their occurrence also in words such as clay, drain, weigh, whey (STAYSTAY)
and cold, shoulder, snow (SNOWSNOW). In STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW, it is more difficult to argue that
the monophthongs are phonemic, for in these groups the diphthongs [ei] and [ou]
are more likely. In addition, diphthongal forms can occur in FACEFACE and GOATGOAT. Table
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2.1 summarizes the situation for the whole of Wales based on SAWD data, outlin-
ing the regional distribution of monophthongs and diphthongs in FACEFACE, STAYSTAY,
GOATGOAT, and SNOWSNOW.

Table 2.1: Regional distribution of FACEFACE/STAYSTAY and GOATGOAT/SNOWSNOW vowels in SAWD data (the table lists
only regions where one variant dominates)

[eː] [ei] [oː] [ou]

FACEFACE north, south,
northern
peripheries

southern
peripheries

– –

STAYSTAY north south,
southern
peripheries

-– –

GOATGOAT – – north, south,
northern
peripheries

southern
peripheries

SNOWSNOW – – north south,
southern
peripheries

[eː] occurs most commonly in FACEFACE, being dominant (in these words) in the central
north and south, and in the northern peripheries. [ei] in FACEFACE is dominant only in
the southern peripheries. In STAYSTAY, however, the diphthong is prevalent through-
out the south, while the monophthong is dominant only in the central north area.
The sequence is the same for the [oː] – [ou] pair: the monophthong is dominant in
GOATGOAT everywhere but the southern peripheries, and in SNOWSNOW the diphthong domi-
nates throughout the south, the monophthong in the central north. Neither
monophthong nor diphthong dominates in STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW in the northern periph-
eries.

A number of causes underlie this pattern. First, the Welsh language has no
diphthongs of the /ei/ and /ou/ types, and the Welsh monophthongs /eː/ and
/oː/ have historically been used in FACEFACE/STAYSTAY and GOATGOAT/SNOWSNOW. Running counter to
this are spelling pronunciations affecting STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW, leading to the diphthon-
gal forms, the general rules being: spellings with <ai>, <ay>, <ei>, <ey> encourage
[ei], and spellings with <ou>, <ow> encourage [ou], with <ol> spellings falling in
with SNOWSNOW rather than GOATGOAT. Furthermore, there has been influence from neigh-
bouring accents of English English: [eː] and [oː] have been reinforced in the north
of Wales by the influence of monophthongs occurring in the northwest of Eng-
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land; [ei] and [ou] have been supported by the diphthongs of the west and south-
west of England, as well as those of RP, of course.

Again, what is missing from the SAWD data is detail on whether incidence of
the more RP-like diphthongs increases in keeping with higher social class and
greater formality of speech style.

But what can the newer MMB and Voices data tell us? It would be satisfying
were updated patterns to emerge, but one has to look quite hard for patterns,
especially as the more recent data gives less information on STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW than it
does on FACEFACE and GOATGOAT. However, the MMB and Voices of the UK commentaries do
give us a national total of 27 assessments of FACEFACE, 29 of GOATGOAT, 11 of STAYSTAY, and 7 of
SNOWSNOW. These assessments tend to sum up multiple tokens in each locality. The re-
gional distributions are in summary as follows:
– in the north, monophthongs and diphthongs occur in all four lexical sets,

with monophthongs in the majority in GOATGOAT, diphthongs in the majority in
STAYSTAY, and no clear majority either way in FACEFACE (just a slight edge towards the
monophthong) and SNOWSNOW;

– in Mid Wales, diphthongs are in the majority in FACEFACE and GOATGOAT, there is no
clear majority in STAYSTAY, and there is no information for SNOWSNOW;

– in the south, monophthongs and diphthongs occur in all four lexical sets,
with monophthongs marginally in the majority in FACEFACE, diphthongs in the ma-
jority in STAYSTAY and SNOWSNOW, and the situation pretty evenly balanced in GOATGOAT, with
slightly more monophthongs there than diphthongs.

This looks like a more jumbled picture than Table 2.1 provides for the SAWD data,
but it is not necessarily out of line with the prior situation, not if one sums up by
saying that the diphthongal realizations seem to be on the increase and the mono-
phthongal realizations receding. For Cardiff English, in their project charting so-
ciophonetic variation in schoolchildren between 1976 and 1990, Mees and Collins
reported (1999: 191, 201) that FACEFACE and GOATGOAT had generally become “obvious
diphthongal glides”, and this is supported by the MMB and Voices information for
these sets in Cardiff.

One further point: in both the older and newer data there are other mono-
phthongal and diphthongal realizations at large, such as [ɛː, ɛɪ, ɔː, ɔu], but we
have subsumed these under the main realizations in the discussion above.

PALMPALM, STARTSTART

The vowel phoneme in RP in both PALMPALM and STARTSTART is /ɑː/, but Wells (1982) uses two
lexical sets because of the occurrence of rhoticity in certain accents in STARTSTART,
though not, one would expect, in PALMPALM. In WelE, there is evidence of rhoticity not
only in STARTSTART but also, surprisingly, in PALMPALM. In SAWD, we find r-coloured [aʵː] and
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[ɑʵː] occurring in PALMPALM and STARTSTART words in the longer-Anglicized areas. Full articu-
lation of post-vocalic /r/ in STARTSTART is less attested, and is linked to influence from
Welsh-language spelling-pronunciation convention. There is more on forms of
rhoticity under /r/ in subsection 2.5.4, below. As for the main vowel sounds of
PALMPALM and STARTSTART, there is competition across Wales between long front open [aː]
and long back open RP-style [ɑː], with the front variant in the ascendancy for the
most part in both older and newer data. As in the BATHBATH set, the short open variants
[a > æ > ɑ] are also possible, clustered mainly along the mid and southern borders,
and in the west and southwest. The evidence from the PALMPALM and STARTSTART sets is in
keeping with that provided by TRAPTRAP and BATHBATH, in that we can reasonably argue, on
the whole, for a phonemic distinction between the short and long open vowels but
not between the front and back open variants, where influences from regional ac-
cents of English English, RP, andWelsh-language conventions are all at play, pro-
ducing variation with some sketchy regional patterning and probably a correla-
tion with prestige and formality. In the phonemic inventory above, we have
selected the more common pronunciation as the phonemic designation /aː/ for
PALMPALM and STARTSTART, and we have indicated variation between /a ~ aː/ for BATHBATH.

A note here on PALMPALM and STARTSTART in the urban accent of Cardiff: Collins and
Mees (1990: 95–96) remark that in broad working-class Cardiff English, PALMPALM

words often have a front nasalized [æː], which is “undoubtedly considered to be
the most characteristic vowel of the accent” (1990: 95). Coupland (1988: 27) says
that [ɛ̃:] realizations are heard in the broadest speech, that is, in working-class
male Cardiff English. Collins and Mees do not include STARTSTART in their lexical sets,
but the MMB and Voices Cardiff localities show some evidence of [æː] in PALMPALM and
STARTSTART, in variation with [aː]. Collins and Mees also comment on the “apparently
confusing pattern of alternation between /a/ and /aː/” in their BATHBATH words and
tentatively suggest a phonotactic pattern, in which /a/ is favoured before a nasal
plus consonant and /aː/ before a fricative. Do we see this generally in WelE? Ac-
cording to the SAWD data, no, but some small corroboration for it can be gleaned
from the MMB and Voices commentaries. In addition, Coupland (1988: 27) notes
the tendency for the short /a/ TRAPTRAP vowel to be lengthened in Cardiff English and
“apparently subject to a similar pattern [as in PALMPALM and STARTSTART] of sociolinguistic
variation”.

THOUGHTTHOUGHT, NORTHNORTH, FORCEFORCE, BOARBOAR

Wells (1982) distinguishes the three lexical sets THOUGHTTHOUGHT, NORTHNORTH, FORCEFORCE for a com-
bination of reasons, namely the possibility of rhoticity in certain accents in NORTHNORTH,
FORCEFORCE, and other historical distinctions between the groups. The set BOARBOAR is our
own addition, in which the vowel has a different historical derivation from other
FORCEFORCE words, under which it is subsumed by Wells. The dominant vowel realiza-
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tion in all four of these lexical sets in WelE in both older and newer data is [ɔː],
sometimes transcribed as [ɒː]. However, in BOARBOAR in the SAWD data there are com-
mon occurrences of a raised [oː] realization across Wales (such [oː] realizations oc-
cur to a lesser extent in the other sets) and of diphthongal [ɔə ~ oə > oɛ] realiza-
tions often (though not exclusively) along the border. Rhoticity can affect all of
these variants in NORTHNORTH, FORCEFORCE, and BOARBOAR, either in the form of r-colouring (also in
THOUGHTTHOUGHT), which occurs mainly in the longer-Anglicized areas, or in the form of a
fully articulated following /r/, which extends into the areas of continuing Welsh-
language influence. The MMB data records [ɔː] alternating with [ʌː] in THOUGHTTHOUGHT

words in the Cardiff localities, a point also made by Collins and Mees (1990: 95).
In addition, both Connolly (1990: 123) and Tench (1990: 137–8) observe [oː] in
FORCEFORCE and BOARBOAR but [ɔː] in THOUGHTTHOUGHT and NORTHNORTH in Port Talbot and Abercrave, re-
spectively, two southern localities. In fact, Connolly and Tench designate this a
phonemic distinction in these sets in these localities.

GOOSEGOOSE

The dominant realization in GOOSEGOOSE is [uː], although short [ʊ] is also recorded in
certain words, especially tooth, giving one of the well-known lexical pronuncia-
tions of WelE. Parry’s map of tooth (1999: 229) shows the short form covering the
majority of Wales, with the exception of most of the north and a pocket in the
southwest corner. Short [ʊ] in tooth was also found by the SED in the west of Eng-
land. Wells’s (1982 vol. 1: 147–149) GOOSEGOOSE set includes words which in RP have a
palatal semivowel /j/ or yod preceding /uː/. In WelE, there is a strong tendency in
such words for [ɪu] to occur instead, and this group is here treated under TUESDAYTUESDAY,
below. This [ɪu] also features in CURECURE.

PRICEPRICE, CHOICECHOICE, MOUTHMOUTH

What these three groups have in common in the older data is a very close final ele-
ment in the diphthong: [i] in PRICEPRICE and CHOICECHOICE, [u] in MOUTHMOUTH. In the newer MMB and
Voices data, these final elements are usually noted as [ɪ] and [ʊ], respectively, but
these might be transcription choices rather than signifying pronunciation
changes over time. In both older and newer data, a front open first element [a] in
PRICEPRICE and MOUTHMOUTH is common (back open [ɑ] also occurs at times, especially in the
southwest). There is, however, a major counter-tendency in PRICEPRICE and MOUTHMOUTH, that
is, for a central [ə] to be used as the first element. SAWD data shows a pretty clear
regional distribution, with [əɪ] and [əu] mostly restricted to the main southern,
especially southeastern, areas. This is corroborated in the newer materials,
though sometimes the British Library team chooses [ʌ] rather than [ə] for the first
element. Tench’s (1990: 141) view is that this variation in PRICEPRICE and MOUTHMOUTH

diphthongs tells us something about the chronology of English spoken in Wales:
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diphthongs with central first elements indicate areas where English was spoken
relatively early, while diphthongs with front open first elements indicate the more
recent arrival of English. Occasionally, and more so in the south, an [ai ~ əi ~ ʌi]
diphthong spills over into the CHOICECHOICE set.

SQUARESQUARE

The realization of the vowel phoneme in SQUARESQUARE words throughout Wales is usual-
ly [ɛː], with a good number of diphthongal [ɛə > eə] realizations occurring, espe-
cially in the border areas. As with NURSENURSE, STARTSTART, NORTHNORTH, FORCEFORCE, and some other sets
above, rhoticity is recorded by SAWD in SQUARESQUARE, following a familiar pattern:
either r-colouring of the vowel, which occurs mainly in the longer-Anglicized
areas; or fully articulated post-vocalic /r/, which extends into the areas of conti-
nuing Welsh-language influence. Rhoticity is noted sometimes in the newer data,
but not always with reference to specific lexical sets. Rhoticity in the MMB and
Voices data is included in the discussion under /r/ in subsection 2.5.4, below.

CURECURE, POWERPOWER, FIREFIRE

Taking these three sets together, there seems to be a fairly bemusing range of vo-
wel variation. However, the three are united by a few characteristics that they
have in common. First, they are all prone to the kinds of rhoticity noted several
times above, in other sets. Second, there is a tendency in each set for a disyllabic
structure to occur, in which the main stressed vowel and following unstressed vo-
wel are separated by a semivowel – /w/ separating the syllables in CURECURE and
POWERPOWER, and /j/ separating them in FIREFIRE. In such structures, the first syllable in CURECURE

tends towards the /ɪu/ found in TUESDAYTUESDAY, below, which corresponds to Welsh-lan-
guage <iw>; the first syllable in POWERPOWER exhibits the variation between [au] and [əu]
found in MOUTHMOUTH; and the first syllable in FIREFIRE falls in with the division between [ai]
and [əi] found in PRICEPRICE. In their final unstressed syllables, [ə] can vary with [ʌ].
Overall, these disyllabic forms are widespread, but in WelE generally they alter-
nate with other forms too, such as: [uə ~ ʊə ~ ɔː ~ ɔə ~ uː] in CURECURE, each of these
capable of being preceded by yod; [aʊə ~ aə > aː] in POWERPOWER; and [aɪə > aə] in FIREFIRE.

NEARNEAR, EARSEARS

Parry (2015: 19) notes that diphthongal [ɪə] pronunciations are to be found in
SAWD data in words that belong to the NEARNEAR set. In MMB and Voices, [ɪə > iə] rea-
lizations are widely recorded. Parry believes, however, that many [ɪə] transcrip-
tions in SAWD mask a disyllabic structure in which the first and second vowels
are separated by [j]. Collins and Mees (1990), Connolly (1990), and Tench (1990)
all lend support to this, reporting [iːə] as the chief realization for some NEARNEAR words
in their southern localities, although such [iːjə ~ iːə] transcriptions are absent from
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the MMB and Voices data. There is a subset of NEARNEAR words (ears, hear, here, year),
here grouped under EARSEARS, in which the vowel [œː] is common, often preceded by
[j], which is often the initial sound of the word. In both older and newer data,
these forms are more common in the south than elsewhere. Rhoticity is also found
in NEARNEAR and EARSEARS, either as r-colouring or a fully articulated following /r/.

TUESDAYTUESDAY

In TUESDAYTUESDAY words, we find a WelE phoneme which does not occur in RP: /ɪu/.
Wells (1982) subsumes TUESDAYTUESDAY words under GOOSEGOOSE, but remarks (vol. 2: 385) that,
in WelE, GOOSEGOOSE words spelt with <eu>, <ew>, <u>, <ue> tend to be pronounced with
[ɪu]. Parry (1999: 28) records [ɪu] in TUESDAYTUESDAY in the overwhelming majority of
SAWD localities, and in MMB/Voices as well as SAWD [ɪu] can permeate into
(other) GOOSEGOOSE words, for example, you. It is found also in the CURECURE group, above.
As both Parry (1999: 28) andWalters (2003a: 76) note, it is likely that there are two
separate sources for this /ɪu/: one is influence from Welsh-language /ɪu/ (repre-
sented in ordinary orthography by <iw>), which undoubtedly lies behind /ɪu/ in
WelE in most regions; the other is influence from similar diphthongs occurring in
west of England accents, which probably affects to some extent the forms re-
corded in the southeast border regions. /ɪu/ is sometimes preceded by /j/, though
presence of yod is more commonly associated with a following /uː/.

2.4.2 Unstressed vowels

Our commentary on the unstressed vowels of WelE is limited to a few observa-
tions on the more conspicuous features.

Walters (2003a: 74), referring to Rhondda Valleys English (southeast Wales),
reports that “the vowel in the final unstressed syllables of butter, sofa etc. is char-
acteristically lengthened and with a fuller quality than normally ascribed to
schwa”. He adds that this and the merger of /ʌ/ and /ə/ in STRUTSTRUT are “paralleled in
Welsh, which has a single central vowel and in which final unstressed syllables
are said never to be reduced to schwa”. The data in Parry (1999: 34–35; 2015: 13–
14) corroborates this to some extent: [ʌ ~ ʌ̈] occur widely in the lettERER group in
most other parts of Wales as well as in the southeast. The chief competitors are
[ə] and [ɛ], with [a] and [æ] being other notable variants. Rhoticity is often asso-
ciated with each of these variants. In addition, remember [ʌ ~ ə] in the final sylla-
bles of CURECURE, POWERPOWER, and FIREFIRE, mentioned above. But note also that according to
Ball (1988: 51) and Glyn E. Jones (1984: 53) the single central vowel of Welsh is ac-
tually schwa, and although both STRUTSTRUT and lettERER exhibit variation between [ʌ]
and [ə] types, in STRUTSTRUT the “movement” compared with RP is towards schwa while
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in lettERER the movement is away from schwa. There seems to be a combination of
influences at work here, that is, a centralizing tendency plus a prosodic effect giv-
ing a greater level of emphasis to “unstressed” final syllables than found in other
accents. Jones (1984: 53) says that stress on the final syllable of a word is frequent
in Welsh, and this habit might conceivably be influencing lettERER realizations in
SAWD. In the newer MMB and Voices data, [ə] is the most common realization in
the lettERER and commAA groups, with [a] or [ɛ] sometimes occurring in the north, and
r-colouring recorded in Newtown in Mid Wales.

Perhaps a similar prosodic effect contributes to the various instances of a
‘full’ vowel pronunciation being retained in relatively weak syllables in WelE, a
trait recorded in both the older and newer materials, as for example in benches
[bɛnʧɛz] (MMB: Bethesda), common [kɒmɒn] (MMB: Bethesda), and the startEDED
group [ɛ] (Voices: Bonymaen). Spelling pronunciation might be another factor in
these examples. There is also a widespread tendency in the happYY group for the fi-
nal vowel to be very close and at times long, even ending with a schwa-glide, as in
lovely [ləvliːə] (MMB: Gorseinon).

2.4.3 Pharyngalization

It is commonly observed of northern accents in both Welsh and WelE that they
possess a ‘throaty’ quality. This ‘throatiness’ is actually pharyngalization, that is,
contraction of the pharyngeal arches. It probably arises out of Welsh-language in-
fluence. Glyn E. Jones (1984: 57) notes that pharyngalization affects the articula-
tion of the two high central vowels of northern Welsh. Penhallurick (1991) records
it affecting the majority of WelE vowels (except for the most open ones) in the tra-
ditional Welsh-speaking areas of North Wales. [ɫ] tends also to be pharyngalized
in northern WelE – see below.

2.5 Consonants

Next we describe the more notable realizations of the WelE consonant system.

2.5.1 Plosives and nasals

Strong aspiration of /p, t, k/
In the SAWD data, strong aspiration affects the voiceless plosives /p, t, k/, parti-
cularly in word-initial and word-final positions. This strong aspiration is excep-
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tionally prominent in North Wales, where it sometimes approaches affrication,
but Parry (1999: 37–38; 2015: 21) notes that throughout Wales each voiceless plo-
sive usually has strong aspiration in initial stressed position and often finally be-
fore a pause. In the newer MMB and Voices data, aspiration of /p, t, k/ is noted as
frequent only in some northwest localities. However, the associated phenomena
of spirantization of word- and utterance-final /t/, and debuccalization of /t/, have
a more widespread distribution. This spirantization is where final /t/ is realized as
a weak [h], as for example in that [ðaʰ], and this occurs in MMB in North and
South WelE. Debuccalization seems to be essentially the same characteristic (but
given a different label) in the Voices material, though it is not limited to final /t/,
and it is more frequent in the North than in Mid and South Wales. Affrication of
/k/ (e.g. like [laɪkˣ]) is also recorded as frequent in some MMB and Voices localities
in the north. Thus an association of the voiceless plosives with forms of conspicu-
ous aspiration is present in both older and newer data, particularly in North WelE.

T-glottaling and glottal reinforcement of /p, t, k/
Forms of glottalization are unattested in the SAWD data, but are mentioned re-
peatedly in MMB and Voices. Glottal reinforcement of /p, t, k/ is recorded as occa-
sional in Swansea and Llanelli, as in poppadoms [pɒp ͡ʔədɒmz] and daughter
[dɔːt ͡ʔə] (both MMB, Swansea), and work [wəːʔ ͡k] (Voices, Llanelli). Full glottaliza-
tion of /t/ word-medially and word–finally is found in all three broad regions by
MMB and Voices combined, ranging between occasional and frequent use in both
the northwest and southeast, but recorded as only occurring occasionally in Mid
Wales. Mees and Collins (1999) found some indication of the advent of word-final
/t/-glottalization in the speech of upwardly mobile young working-class females
in Cardiff, which the authors believed was due to speakers following a present-
day RP/“Estuary English” model in this respect. On this evidence, glottalization
appears to be on the increase in WelE.

T-voicing and T-tapping
MMB and Voices record occasional voicing of /t/ in North, Mid, and South WelE
(with the exceptions of Llanelli and Splott, where it is noted as frequent), usually
when /t/ occurs between vowels. Mees and Collins (1999: 192) note it as common
in medial position in Cardiff English. T-tapping, that is, /t/ articulated as [ɾ], again
intervocalically, is found in MMB and Voices occasionally in Bangor, Bethesda,
Flint, and Rhos-on-Sea in the north, Newtown in Mid Wales, and in Cardiff, Bony-
maen, Risca, and Splott in the south. Penhallurick (1991: 110–14) recorded T-voi-
cing a number of times, though always in the cluster /st/. In his SAWD overviews
(1999, 2015), Parry makes no mention of forms of T-voicing.
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Devoicing and unvoicing of /b, d, g/
There is some patchy evidence of devoicing and unvoicing of /b, d, g/ in the na-
tional surveys. Voices notes frequent devoicing in Holyhead, and Parry (1999: 37;
2015: 21) records the very occasional use of [t] finally in cold, second, and spade,
which he links to certain English-derived loanwords in Welsh in which final /ld/
becomes /lt/, and final /nd/ becomes /nt/ (for example, golt ‘gold’, and diamwnt
‘diamond’). Furthermore, Glyn E. Jones (1984: 41) points out that voicing is not a
constant feature of the articulation of the /b, d, g/ phoneme group in the Welsh
language, and this seems likely to be a factor in this feature of WelE. There is no
sign in the national surveys of the strong aspiration of voiced plosives which Alan
Thomas includes as a characteristic of WelE in his 1984 summary (p. 184), where
he adds that it “is the source for one of the more common ways of caricaturing the
phonetic characteristics of Welsh English speech in literature, in which voiceless
plosives are made to substitute for voiced ones” (comments repeated by Thomas
1994: 122–123). This unvoicing, however, as we say here, is attested occasionally
in our data sets.

Dental /t, d, n/
Dental realizations of /t, d, n/ occur in the SAWD data from Mid Wales and espe-
cially the north (where they are the norm). In the Welsh language, /t, d, n/ tend to
have dental realizations in northern accents (Ball 1988: 54) and presumably
Welsh-derived sound-substitution lies behind dental /t, d, n/ in northern WelE.
Such dental realizations are infrequent elsewhere in WelE, and are not mentioned
in the MMB and Voices commentaries.

Non-standard -ING
NGNG-fronting, that is, use of alveolar [-n] rather than velar [-ŋ] in -ING, is common
in all regions in both older and newer national data. The occasional [-ɪŋk] form is
noted in MMB in the southeast, for example, nothing [nəθɪŋk] (Cardiff).

2.5.2 Fricatives, affricates, and semivowels

/ɬ, x, r̥/
The sound system of the Welsh language contributes three additions to the WelE
fricative inventory with the phonemes /ɬ, x, r̥/, but their use is mostly restricted to
Welsh place and personal names. They are represented orthographically by <ll>,
<ch>, and <rh>, respectively, and they can also occur in WelE in loanwords from
Welsh, such as cawellt ‘wicker basket’ and crochon ‘bread-basket’. Perhaps one
should classify these as “foreignisms” rather than as fully naturalized members of
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the WelE phoneme system. There is more on /r̥/ below under 2.5.4 /r/, which pro-
vides an alternative category for discussion of [r̥]-forms.

Devoicing and unvoicing of /z, ʒ, dʒ/
In the SAWD data, we find widespread use of [s] where RP has /z/ word-medially
and word-finally, as for example in thousand, cheese, and nose. These [s]-forms
occur particularly though not exclusively in the traditional Welsh-speaking re-
gions of North and Mid Wales. Except for loanwords, the Welsh language has no
voiced /z/ in contrast with voiceless /s/, and it is likely that most of the [s] realiza-
tions of /z/ in WelE are due to the historical lack of [z]-forms in Wales. Devoiced
[z̥] medially and finally is also common in SAWD. MMB and Voices similarly re-
cord unvoiced and devoiced realizations of /z/ word-medially and -finally in
North and Mid Wales, though use is described as “occasional” in some localities.
In addition, the newer data includes instances of related tendencies to devoice
and unvoice /ʒ/ and /dʒ/ in the same localities. Welsh has no /ʒ/, and /dʒ/ occurs
mostly in borrowings from English. What we have here then, in summary, is the
structure of these parts of the Welsh phonemic system (the lack of certain voiced
fricatives compared with English) finding expression in WelE, though in our ana-
lysis of the WelE system we treat these fricative unvoiced and devoiced forms as
realizations of the English voiced phonemes.

Initial fricative voicing
In contrast, Parry (1999: 39; 2015: 22) records the use of initial /v/ where RP has in-
itial /f/ in first, four, and furrow in southeastern Powys, Monmouthshire, south
Pembrokeshire, and in south Gower; as well as just the one instance of /ð/ for
/θ/ in third in east Powys near the border (Parry 1999: 40; 2015: 22). Such Initial
Fricative Voicing (Wells 1982 vol. 2: 343) is associated with west-country accents
of England, where traditionally it can affect /f, θ, s, ʃ/. Penhallurick (1994: 145–
148) provides evidence of voicing of initial /f, s/ in the southern half of the Gower
Peninsula from the seventeenth century to the late twentieth century, though by
the 1980s it was a relic feature in Gower English, and is now a folk memory. In
1982 (vol. 2: 343), Wells commented that it was “sharply recessive” also in English
English. There is no evidence of it in the MMB and Voices commentaries. Where it
occurred in WelE, Initial Fricative Voicing was no doubt due to long-standing in-
fluence from western English English.

TH-fronting
In the Voices commentary for Splott (Cardiff) in South Wales, TH-fronting is noted
as very frequent, occurring word-initially (for example, think [fɪŋk]), word-medi-
ally (nothing [nəfɪn], mother [məvə]), and word-finally (Plymouth [plɪməf], with
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[wɪv]). TH-fronting is also noted in the speech of a 15-year-old male in Rhayader
(MMB). It is absent in the SAWD data and not recorded in any other Voices or MMB
localities in Wales. Neither do Collins and Mees mention it in their pieces on Car-
diff English (1990, 1999). However, Rowan Campbell (personal communication
2018) observes some occurrences of TH-fronting by a couple of her younger male
informants in her research on dialect levelling in Cardiff. In the Splott Voices re-
cording, all of the instances of TH-fronting are made by the two youngest speak-
ers interviewed, who were aged between 18‒20 at the time (2005), one female, one
male. We are reminded of Peter Trudgill’s 1988 update on his Norwich research in
which he describes TH-fronting as an innovation “which has come completely
and dramatically out of the blue” (Trudgill 1988: 42) – there was no sign of this
feature in his 1968 research on Norwich (published in 1974). Trudgill concluded
that this merging of /θ/ with /f/ and /ð/ with /v/ was “spreading very rapidly in-
deed out from London [Cockney] in all directions” (1988: 43). The Linguistic Inno-
vators project (2004‒7), which investigated the English of adolescents in London,
found that an increased amount of TH-fronting was one of the characteristics of
regional dialect levelling or supralocalization in the southeast of England, noting
also its frequency in Inner London, as well as its pervasiveness in parts of Scot-
land and the north of England (Kerswill, Torgersen and Fox, 2007; Cheshire, Fox,
Kerswill and Torgersen, 2008). Reports in a number of the essays in Foulkes and
Docherty (1999) show TH-fronting attested in younger working-class speakers,
especially males, in Reading, Milton Keynes, Derby, Sandwell (West Midlands of
England), Sheffield, Hull, and Newcastle, as well as Norwich and London (see
also Beal 2010: 80–81). In their summary of the phonology of southeastern Eng-
lish English, Altendorf and Watt (2008: 209) observe that TH-fronting tends to af-
fect “sexes and classes in the following order: working-class boys > working-class
girls > middle-class boys > middle-class girls”. TH-fronting is a historical feature
associated with working-class London speech, and its adoption by speakers in a
process of geographical and social spread might be due to a mixture of reasons,
such as the comparative difficulty of pronunciation of [θ, ð], rendering [f, v] an ea-
sier alternative, and diffusion from London (see Jim Milroy, 2003: 218–219, dis-
cussing Derby). The more rapid recent spread of TH-fronting beyond London
might also be connected with the feature’s covert prestige. In their in-depth multi-
variate analysis of TH-fronting in Glasgow at the beginning of the twenty-first cen-
tury, Stuart-Smith et al. (2013) found that a strong psychological engagement with
broadcast media (specifically the working-class London setting of the BBC Televi-
sion soap opera EastEnders) can be an accelerating factor aiding the dissemina-
tion of this sound change. Voices and MMB appear to provide the earliest testimo-
nies of its arrival in WelE.
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H-dropping
The phenomenon of initial-H-dropping, or indeed of initial-H-retention, has a
rather complex history, involving among other factors a changing relationship be-
tween spelling and pronunciation in certain French (ultimately Latin) loanwords
(Scragg 1974: 41; Wells 1982 vol. 1: 255), and social censure of zero-H realizations
from the late eighteenth century onwards. In common with many non-standard
accents, WelE exhibits occasional-to-frequent H-dropping, and this is attested
widely in both older and newer national data sets.

Initial-/w/-dropping
Initial /w/ is foreign to the Welsh language as an unmutated form (several conso-
nants in Welsh are subject to mutation rules in word-initial position), and influ-
ence from this might lie behind the dropping of initial /w/ in traditional WelE,
particularly in words with a following back close rounded stressed vowel, such as
woman and wool, although such forms are also recorded widely by the Survey of
English Dialects (Orton et al.: 1962–71) for England. Parry (1999: 40–41; 2015: 26)
records zero-/w/ initially in these words scattered through North, Mid and South
Wales. Initial-/w/-dropping is not found in the newer data, which suggests that it
is recessive and possibly obsolescent.

2.5.3 /l/

The distribution of clear [l] and dark [ɫ]
The detail of the regional distribution of the two realizations of /l/ – clear [l] and
dark [ɫ] – in WelE is quite intricate and a little messy, but the data from SAWD al-
lows the following summary:
– in Mid and South Wales, clear [l] dominates – in some localities [l] is normal

in all positions of the word, while in other localities it is used more exten-
sively than in RP but nonetheless shares /l/ articulations with dark [ɫ], though
not necessarily in line with the phonotactic conventions of RP, that is, [l] be-
fore a vowel, and [ɫ] before a consonant or word-finally;

– in the north, RP conventions are again often flouted, but here, particularly in
the northwest, [ɫ] is found more often than in the other regions, occasionally
overshadowing clear [l] in all positions, though clear [l] nevertheless remains
common;

– in the north, [ɫ] is mostly pharyngalized, which Glyn E. Jones (1984: 47–49)
notes as a characteristic of dark [ɫ] in the north dialect of Welsh, describing
pharyngalization as the reason why South Walians refer to northerners as
having a “strangulated” manner of speaking.
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Thus the phoneme /l/ provides two of the popular diagnostics of WelE: a prevail-
ing clear [l] for the main southern variety (reflecting a similar trait of southern ac-
cents of Welsh), and a dark pharyngalized [ɫ] that is associated with the main
northern variety. MMB and Voices data corroborates these patterns, showing a
prominent dark [ɫ] in the north gradually giving way to clear /l/ prominence as we
travel southwards. Pharyngalization of [ɫ] was not expressly transcribed in the
newer data.

Insertion of schwa before syllabic /l/
Both the older and newer national materials show a scattering of instances of
schwa insertion before syllabic /l/ across all regions in words such as apple, ket-
tle, little, people, and uncle. This is recorded more often in SAWD, especially in
MidWales, and is perhaps another manifestation of the tendency inWelE prosody
to give an increased degree of emphasis to “unstressed” final syllables (see also
2.4.2 above and 2.6 below).

2.5.4 /r/

Realizations of /r/
The Welsh language has two /r/ phonemes: a voiced alveolar rolled or trilled /r/,
which is sometimes realized as a flapped or tapped [ɾ] and sometimes, particu-
larly in the Bala area, North Wales, as a uvular rolled [ʀ] or uvular fricative [ʁ],
often popularly perceived as a speech impediment in Welsh and known as tafod
tew, literally ‘thick tongue’; and a voiceless alveolar rolled /r̥/ (<rh> in ordinary
orthography). Welsh /r̥/ impacts comparatively little on WelE realizations of /r/,
but rolled [r] realizations occur often in the spoken English of North, Mid, and
South Wales, excepting the border areas and the Gower Peninsula and south
Pembrokeshire, where approximant [ɹ] is more common. There is also a higher
frequency of flapped or tapped [ɾ] in WelE compared with RP, especially in tradi-
tional Welsh-speaking areas, and this can be interpreted as further evidence of
Welsh-language influence on WelE. This general description derives from both
the older and newer national data sets, though the newer materials evince an ap-
parent decline in the occurrence of rolled [r]. Uvular realizations of WelE /r/ are
confined to a couple of localities in the mid and west north in SAWD, but in the
newer data they turn up in one locality each from the three broad regions, that
is, occasional [ʁ] in Trefor (MMB), [ʁ ~ ʀ] in Aberhosan (MMB), and [ʁ] in Aber-
porth (MMB).
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Rhoticity
Orthographic r is always articulated in the Welsh language, in all word-positions,
and this practice is carried over at times into WelE, resulting in post-vocalic /r/
word-medially before a consonant and word-finally, this rhoticity being centred
in the traditional Welsh-speaking areas in the west half of Wales. Using the SAWD
data as our starting point, we find that this Welsh-influenced rhoticity in NURSENURSE,,
STARTSTART,, NORTHNORTH,, FORCEFORCE,, BOARBOAR, SQUARESQUARE sometimes leads to a short vowel followed by
/r/ (Parry, 1999: 14–17; 2015: 12–13), such as: /ʌ̈r/ in first, third, work (Parry,
1999: 16; 2015: 13) in western Mid Wales; /ar ~ ɑr/ in arm, farmer, farthing (Parry,
1999: 15; 2015: 12) in the west; /ɔr/ in forks, morning and in boar, four (Parry,
1999: 17) a few times in North, Mid and West Wales; and /ɛr/ in chair,mare, pears
(Parry, 1999: 14) in pockets in the west. Occasionally the short vowel minus fol-
lowing /r/ is recorded. Rhotic forms with long vowels are common in NURSENURSE, STARTSTART,
NORTHNORTH, FORCEFORCE, BOARBOAR, and SQUARESQUARE, with the general pattern as follows: long vowel
followed by /r/ (that is, forms influenced by the Welsh pronunciation convention
of always articulating orthographic r), widespread in the western half of Wales;
long r-coloured vowel without a following /r/, that is, forms influenced by west of
England accents, occurring in the mid-eastern and southeastern border areas of
Wales, and in south Pembrokeshire and the Gower Peninsula. Rhoticity of both
the Welsh-influenced kind and west-of-England type also affects CURECURE, POWERPOWER,
FIREFIRE and NEARNEAR, EARSEARS, as well as lettERER.

In the MMB and Voices data, rhoticity is attested less often, in fact only in two
north localities (Llanwnda and Trefor) and one Mid Wales locality (Newtown). In
the north localities it takes the form of a weakly articulated following /r/ (Welsh
style); in Newtown the instances of rhoticity are in the west-of-England style and
are produced by an informant born just over the border in Shropshire.

In contrast, Mees and Collins (1999: 193) observe that Cardiff English is “to-
tally non-rhotic”.

2.5.5 Geminate or lengthened consonants

The consonants /p, b, t, d, k, g, v, θ, s, ʃ, ʧ, m, n, ŋ, l, r/ are all recorded by Par-
ry (1999: 37–40; 2015: 21) as being subject to lengthened duration of pronuncia-
tion in WelE when located in word-medial position. Parry records these length-
ened forms in most parts of Wales. In the Welsh language, medial consonants
tend to be long, especially between vowels when the preceding vowel is
stressed. Stephen Jones (1926: 24) stated that Welsh /p, t, k, m, ŋ, ɬ/ “are always
lengthened (or doubled) when they follow a stressed vowel and are not followed
by another consonant”. The most likely cause for these lengthened consonants
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in WelE is therefore once again influence from Welsh, in this case from Welsh
prosody, though the SAWD data shows lengthening affecting medial consonants
when followed by a consonant as well as when followed by a vowel (for exam-
ple, [pː] in apple, and [ʃː] in mushrooms). Furthermore, many instances in SAWD
occur in the more Anglicized regions of Wales. The MMB and Voices data shows
gemination of medial consonants across Wales, usually but not always between
vowels, and always following stress, for example, effort [ɛfːət] (MMB: Bethesda),
sitting [sɪtːɪn] (MMB: Maerdy), and together [təgɛðːə] (MMB: Resolven). This vi-
brant feature is as much a matter of WelE prosody as it is of consonant realiza-
tion, and we turn now to a summary of the indicative characteristics of WelE
prosody.

2.6 Suprasegmental phonology

In 1982 (vol. 2: 392), John Wells noted: “Popular English views about Welsh ac-
cents include the claim that they have a ‘sing-song’ or ‘lilting’ intonation”, a char-
acteristic associated particularly with the valleys of southeast Wales. Wells also
commented on the lack of a “proper investigation of the intonation of Welsh Eng-
lish” at the time. Studies have been carried out since, including at least two in-
depth works, that is, Walters (1999) on Rhondda Valleys English (RVE) in south-
east Wales, and Quaino (2011) on English in the counties of Ceredigion and Gwy-
nedd in west and northwest Wales, both of these being doctoral dissertations.
Both researchers worked with limited audio corpora for their suprasegmental
work – Walters with extracts from his own fieldwork, and Quaino with excerpts
from the digitized-recordings archive of SAWD. The focus on limited amounts of
data is understandable, as each item typically consists of a few seconds of contin-
uous speech subjected to detailed acoustic analysis. Walters found clear evidence
of the influence of the Welsh language in the prosodic patterns of RVE, including
the following strong tendencies: shortening of the stressed vowel of words and
lengthening of the succeeding consonant; an emphatic pitch-peak following a
stressed syllable; and a high pitch on unstressed syllables (Walters 2001: 297‒
300) – in other words, the so-called “sing-song”Welsh accent. Quaino found less
indication of this in his material (which was not so conversational in character as
that used by Walters), but he did notice a tendency for his speakers to avoid pro-
ducing successive weakly stressed syllables and successive strongly stressed syl-
lables, and to prefer a steady 2/4 musical rhythm of alternating weak and strong
syllables (see, for example, Quaino 2011: 294). Quaino also found some similarity
between his material and that of Walters, such as a slight delay in the pitch rise
that characterizes a stressed syllable: “The upward movement towards the
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stressed syllable is usually introduced by a long level tone, which delays the ac-
tual rise.” (Quaino 2011: 305)

2.7 Summing up

The present chapter has offered a detailed synopsis of the sound-system of Welsh
English, providing a structural analysis that updates previous accounts, a sum-
mary of the regional distributions of the main realizations and variants, and a pro-
visional assessment of linguistic changes that appear to have taken place over the
last half-century or are ongoing. With regard to the last point, we observe the fol-
lowing in particular: a possible decrease in the use of long monophthongs in
FACEFACE/STAYSTAY and GOATGOAT/SNOWSNOW; signs of the advent of TH-fronting in Welsh English,
chiefly so far in Cardiff English; and possible decreases in the occurrence of rolled
[r] and rhoticity.

As a kind of epilogue to this chapter, we note the comparative wealth of stu-
dies on attitudes to and perceptions of Welsh English accents, especially as part
of the sustained investigation of sensitivities towards linguistic varieties carried
out by scholars based at Cardiff University’s Language and Communication sec-
tion. For example, in the early 1970s, Howard Giles undertook several studies of
evaluations of accents of British English (reviewed in Giles and Powesland 1975:
28–37, 68–73). In one study (Giles 1971), groups of listeners/respondents from
Somerset and South Wales rated the matched guises of two speakers performing
a passage in RP, Somerset, and southern WelE accents. While the RP speakers
were perceived as more ambitious, determined, industrious, intelligent, and self-
confident, the non-standard speakers were perceived to have more personal in-
tegrity and greater social attractiveness (Giles and Powesland 1975: 68). Durham
(2016: 185) tentatively suggests that the body of perceptual work onWelsh English
from the 1970s to the present shows a slight increase in the “attractiveness” rat-
ings for the accent – non-Welsh respondents tend to treat WelE as a single accent.
Furthermore, her research, which uses data gathered from Twitter, highlights the
influence of contemporary television shows (Durham 2016: 200–202) in heighten-
ing the prominence of South Wales Valleys English in the general perception of
Welsh English, that is, the former is conflated with the latter. See Section 1.5 for
further details on perceptual research.
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3 Morphosyntax

3.1 Introduction

The dialectal features of grammar which emerge in Welsh varieties of English ori-
ginate from two main sources: Welsh language contact and EngE dialect contact.
Despite the reasonably high numbers of L1 Welsh speakers, the Welsh input in
present-day WelE is not as distinctive as, for example, the Irish substrate in Irish
English (IrE). Many of the most frequently occurring contact-induced features are
structurally similar to existing (vernacular) constructions in EngE (e.g. focus
fronting, extended uses of the progressive form, invariant tag isn’t it) or otherwise
widespread in varieties of English around the world (e.g. embedded inversion, ir-
regular use of articles). They can nevertheless be traced back to Welsh contact in-
put, as shown below. Other reasons are both historical and contemporary. The la-
ter Anglicization of most parts of Wales, for example, led to an emphasis on
formal education in the dissemination of English, which restrained the imperfect
acquisition of English at the community level, instrumental in the development of
IrE (see Section 1.4; Paulasto 2009). More recently, the country’s geographic clo-
seness and strong political and sociocultural ties with England have, to an extent,
led to standardization and dialect contact-induced merger with EngE (see Chap-
ters 1 and 5).

In World Englishes literature, WelE is characterized as a shift variety, but the
term receives somewhat varying interpretations. Trudgill (2009: 304) places both
WelE and IrE in this category on the basis that they have shifted from second to
primarily first language varieties. Mesthrie and Bhatt (2008: 6), on the other hand,
observe that IrE has evolved from a shift variety into a social dialect, while WelE,
with its large L1 Welsh bilingual speaker group, is still at the shift stage, as it con-
tinues to interact with and receive input from the Welsh language. Thomas (1994:
145), then, defines WelE as “a transitional phenomenon”, transitionality meaning
a gradual disappearance of the most distinctive Welsh-induced features of gram-
mar under standard BrE and vernacular EngE influence. This is not reflected in its
phonology, which is more resistant to change, but it is certainly evident in its mor-
phosyntax. As demonstrated in this chapter and in Paulasto (2006, 2016), consid-
erable levelling of contact-induced features of syntax has taken place in WelE
over the past century. Whether this trend is still in progress is a question that we
will examine further with regard to specific features, and at the end of Chapter 5
(5.7 Changes in progress), as regards the variety as a whole. Some of the evidence
indicates that the levelling may have come to a halt: certain dialect features of
syntax, such as focus fronting or the invariant tags is it/isn’t it (examined under
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Discourse features in Section 4.4), are maintained by younger generations of
speakers, albeit in forms which approach EngE usages. Paulasto (2016) argues
that despite the functional shifts, they nevertheless descend from regionally sali-
ent contact-induced features and, in combination with each other, continue to
characterize WelE as a distinctive variety.

Like its phonology, themorphosyntax ofWelE is regionally and sociolinguisti-
cally varied. The variation is largely dependent on the same factors, that is, the his-
tory of Anglicization, the role of Welsh contact influence in the locality, the role of
EngE dialect contacts and their origin, and the influence of present-day standard
BrE aswell as ofwidespread vernacular features (see below). Themain dialect divi-
sion is between the southeast, eastern border and other long-standing English re-
gionson theonehand,and the traditionalWelsh languagecounties in thenorthand
west on the other (see Section 1.4). However, the division is amatter of frequencies
and historical depth of the English language rather than clear boundaries. Broadly
speaking, in the south and east, the balance of EngE dialect contact andWelsh lan-
guage contact influence is tilted towards the former,while in thenorth andwest it is
towards the latter. There is one factorwhich affects the regional phonology ofWelE
but which does not induce muchmorphosyntactic variation: the North–South dia-
lect divisionof theWelsh language. There are few featureswith regional differences
in the grammar of WelE that can be traced back to similar regional divisions in
Welsh. The regionally varied usages will be examined in detail below.

The focus in this section will be on those features that are characteristic of
WelE dialects in particular. It should be borne in mind, however, that spoken
WelE is for the most part very similar to British Mainstream Dialects, including
both StE and modern nonstandard dialects (Trudgill [1990] 1999: 5–6). Among the
widespread colloquial BrE features are the default singular there’s and multiple
negation (e.g. Cheshire et al. 1993), as well as the following instances, which are
noted in the linguistic commentaries for the BBC Voices interviews. These tend to
occur in the south and east of Wales rather the west and northwest.
– Them for determiner those, e.g. them Irish lads’ll you know they’ll be on us!

(Voices: Flint, also Talbot Green). Some use in TC.
– Reflexive with a non-reflexive function, e.g. uh a long long time ago my two

brothers George and Ralph and myself went to the Isle of Man (Voices: Flint,
also Holyhead, Talbot Green).

– Emphatic adverb of degree that, e.g. ’cause she’s starting to pick up words that
much quicker (Voices: Newtown, also Rhos-on-Sea, Talbot Green).

– Double comparative, e.g. I just wanted people to think I was more superior
than them (Voices: Splott); English is much more easier for me to understand
reading it than Welsh (NWC: 6d).
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– Zero auxiliary have, e.g. yeah we got the leisure centre and we got the commu-
nity centres (Voices: Bon-y-Maen, also Builth Wells, Llanelli, Splott, Treor-
chy); they got a different Welsh [in North Wales] (LC: 7a); common in TC and
LC, somewhat less so in NWC.

– Zero copular be, e.g. she said, “what do you mean? you off your rocker, like?”
(Voices: Holyhead, also Talbot Green).

– Emphatic (pronoun) tags (right dislocation), e.g. I call it ‘CJ’, me, now (Voices:
Bethesda); I am usually cold I am (TC: 3b); I like to speakWelsh, I do (LC: 2c; for
further observations on right dislocation in WelE, see Durham 2015, 2019).

The most natural points of comparison for WelE morphosyntax are Standard Brit-
ish English, EngE dialects, and other Celtic Englishes. Especially relevant is IrE,
which shares a similar two-language contact setting and a language shift, the most
intense phase of which took place in the nineteenth century, preceding Wales by
some sixty years (Paulasto 2009: 213; see Chapter 5). Moreover, there is by now an
extensive body of research on countless aspects of IrE. References will also be
made to the eWAVE (Kortmann et al. 2020) and to other, for example, postcolonial
varieties of English, where relevant. Some of the terminology used to describe the
features – such as extension, addition, replacement, or omission – refer to StE as
an implicit benchmark variety. We emphasize that the terms are not intended to
convey any prescriptive connotations, but they are pragmatic choices, aligning
with commonly used terminology in dialectology, contact linguistics and World
Englishes research (see, e.g. Thomason 2001, Schneider 2007, Szmrecsanyi 2013).

Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 focus on features that occur in present-dayWelE, that
are characteristic of the variety, and/or that mainly (or potentially) result from
Welsh contact influence. Section 3.5 examines characteristics that originate from
EngE dialect contact, such as the above, although possible connections to the
Welsh language are investigated here too. The data used in this chapter arise from
the corpora listed in Section 1.6. as well as from earlier studies, notably SAWD
(Parry 1977, 1979, 1999, Penhallurick 1991).

3.2 Noun phrase: Irregular use of articles

Extended definite article use
There is some variation in article use in WelE in comparison to StE. The most sys-
tematic instances concern the definite article, which WelE speakers may insert in
contexts where it would not be found formal standard BrE, such as with social in-
stitutions (go to the church/school/hospital, etc.), quantifying expressions invol-
ving both, or names of languages (for the findings in SAWD, see Parry 1999:
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108). Nonstandard article use has been documented in numerous varieties of Eng-
lish around the world. Mesthrie & Bhatt (2008: 52) suggest that there is a dichoto-
my of over- and underuse of articles among varieties of English, the former being
more characteristic of Celtic Englishes. The data in eWAVE indeed indicate that
extension of the definite article in place of zero is typically a feature of northern
EngE and British high-contact varieties, including Celtic Englishes, but also of
Caribbean creoles and certain contact-induced varieties in Asia and Africa (Kort-
mann et al. 2020).

Of the Celtic Englishes, wider use of the definite article has been studied in IrE,
in particular. Filppula (1999: 56–64) finds as many as seventeen contexts in IrE
where the definite article is used in place of zero. Taking these categories as the
starting point for the description ofWelE usage reveals thatmany of them – but not
all – are represented in theWelE corpora. As pointed out by Kallen (2013: 123–125)
for IrE, the extendeduseof thedefinite article canbeassociatedwithdefinite/speci-
fic reference, but there are also generic uses. The following categories coincidewith
IrE, but there is broad variation in their frequencies. Shorrocks (1999: 31–42), then,
presents a detailed functional categorization of definite article usage in the tradi-
tionalurban speechof theBoltonarea, northernEngE,whichdisplaysmany simila-
rities with WelE and IrE. Of the categories below, his study includes instances of
nearly eachone, apart fromnamesof languages, aswell as someusages that arenot
found inWelE. Basedonhis phonetic transcriptions, however, the definite article is
commonly reduced in the Bolton dialect, whereas in WelE this is not the case (for
definite article reduction, see the following section).

(a) Plural count nouns with generic reference. In the present-day WelE cor-
pora, extended definite article use is only found with the noun people, but the
transcribed SAWD interviews include other instances too. In (5a), the shortage of
young singers in male voice choirs has just been discussed, making the item
hearer-old, but in (5b) beans are mentioned for the first time.

(5) a. …there are very old choirs, old established choirs that they’ve got the
young people but there’s only a handful of them now. (LC: 4f)

b. ...put them peas in for the cows and for the cattle and- very few put the
beans for the animals. (SAWD, Gn 7: 3)

(b) Non-count abstract nouns and concrete mass nouns. This category is relatively
productive, although the majority of instances are found in SAWD or in elderly in-
formants’ speech. The use of the definite article may be based on the contextual
specificity of the item in question (i.e. ‘the traffic that there is now’; ‘the milk that
she should be producing’).
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(6) a. Well, parents are working and I suppose they just say, you know, have
your- go to a fish shop and have... The life is totally different. (LC: 1a)

b. …we used to have bikes, we used to er, play a lot on bicycles.
[M-hm.]
Yes, of course there wasn’t the traffic then so we were allowed to go into
the village (NWC, Llwyngwril: 4c)

c. [An orphan is a lamb whose mother has...]
Died or hasn’t got the milk to feed. (SAWD, Gn 8: 2)

(c) Quantifying expressions involving both (& most, half and all; of these, the half
occurs in northern EngE; Shorrocks 1999: 39). In the WelE data, this concerns only
both as there are no instances of the other types. SAWD records the both in numer-
ous localities in South Wales (Parry 1999: 108), but not in the north. Instances in
this category are not found in NWC, either, and there is just one occurrence in TC.

(7) a. [Where are they from?]
Well, originally from Llandybie.
[Both *>of them?]
The both<* of them. (LC: 2c)

b. [That’s your first language?]
Yes, most- some of the time.
[What does that mean?]
<xxx> cause b- between the both, yeah, it varies between the both. (LC: 6d)

(d) Names of languages. These receive the definite article in WelE more frequently
than items in any other category. As shown by examples (8a-b) below, the usage
is not systematic. Interestingly, the informants in the youngest age group in LC
extend definite article use in this context quite frequently. It is also observed in TC
and NWC to an extent, but not in EngE.

(8) a. Yeah some say that it’s go- the Welsh is going to die, to be wiped, you
know- be- the language would be gone, you know, like the- in Scotland
now it’s the Gaelic, you know, well they don’t speak a lot of Gaelic now in
Scotland you see. (LC: 1d)

b. Yes, but it- the Welsh language wouldn’t take you anywhere. It’s the Eng-
lish.
[I know, mm.]
If er- you step out of Wales, and it’s got to be an English language, hasn’t
it. (LC: 1a)
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(e) Names of diseases or ailments. SAWD has (got) the headache (Gw 5) and sev-
eral mentions of (got) the toothache (Cl 2, P 5/25, Dy 18, MG: Rhydri, Gw 4–5 &
Newport) in the east and south of the country (Parry 1999: 108), and the mumps in
Cardiganshire (Parry 1979: 142). Our own searches in SAWD also produced you got
the hiccup (SAWD, Gn 7: 1) in Botwnnog on the Lleyn peninsula. There is variation
in article use within this category, however, as shown in the section below. Exam-
ple (9) could be included either in this group or in (b) above:

(9) He had the coal dust on the lungs, you know, the- the- the disease they get
through working. (LC: 1b)

(f) Names of social and domestic institutions. Along with names of languages, this
is the context with the most instances of definite article use in LC, particularly
with hospital (6; 50 %) but also with school (5; 2 %) and church (1; 7 %). Definite ar-
ticle use with hospital is globally common, however, as observed by Filppula et al.
(2009: 244). Example (10b) illustrates, besides the English definite article use,
also the corresponding Welsh expression, which contains the definite article
(y)r. Comparatively few instances are found in NWC and none in TC.

(10) a. Oh I thought you were in the sixth form or something in the school and
then you- you’d be going into a university when you’re going back. (LC:
2e)

b. My- my grandmother now, she- she used- she said something to me erm,
Tuesday she- she went to the hospital on Tuesday. There we are, I would
say, “wyt ti mynd i’r hospit-” I- I would say, if I was to say, er, “are you
going to the hospital on Tuesday”,
[Mm.]
in Welsh, I would say er, “wyt ti mynd i’r hospital dydd Mawrth?” I
would use “hospital” instead of “ysbyty”. (LC: 7i)

c. I dare say I should go to the church more than I do (LC: 6e)
d. Are you living in the town or are you living further out in, you know, in-

in the country? (i.e. ‘in [a] town’; LC: 5g)

(g) Expressions involving reference to body parts. Only one such instance is
found, in the transcribed SAWD materials, but there seems to be no question that
the informant prefers the definite article for the possessive pronoun.

(11) [When a baby hits its head on the door, there might be a slight swelling
on...]
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On the forehead. (after a patient search for the pronoun his/her) (SAWD,
Gn 8: 1)

(h) Terms for members of the family. The definite article replaces the possessive
pronoun in several instances recorded in SAWD in North Wales (Penhallurick
1991: 186): the wife (Gn 1–2/4/6/10, Cl 2–3/5–7), the daughter (Gn 1), the lad (i.e.
‘my son’; Cl 2). There are also four instances of the wife instead of ‘my wife’ in LC
and one in NWC but none in TC. Judging by the numerous similar instances re-
corded in SED (see Penhallurick 1991: 186), this seems to be a feature of general
vernacular currency in BrE.

(i) Terms for parts of the day, week, or year (of these, seasons and the night are
mentioned in Shorrocks 1999: 34–35). Extended use of the definite article occurs
in the corpora with respect to days of the week. Expressions such as in the sum-
mer/winter (instead of in summer/winter), however, are frequent enough in pre-
sent-day English so as not to warrant a separate mention in this context. The ex-
pression in the night is used in the data to some extent, but no more frequently
than at night (cf. Filppula 1999: 61, who mentions that IrE speakers clearly prefer
the former). In example (12a), the speaker refers to a specific Monday (‘the follow-
ing Monday’) and Sunday (‘that Sunday’). No specific reference is involved in
(12b), however.

(12) a. it was Sunday, and the- they could see by the direction of the wind and
everything that there was gonna be a lot of rain and a storm on the Mon-
day. But of course they could not do anything, they could not harvest
this corn on the Sunday, they- they were so strict (LC: 4a)

b. I always go to town on the Friday. (SAWD, Gn 8: 1)
c. I might sometimes, after I put the fire up in the night, I- I’ll come in here,

or I might dust, you know? (LC: 1c)

The English article system is vulnerable to variation regardless of the variety
(see Sand 2003: 414–416). In Wales, it may nevertheless also be affected by
Welsh definite article usage, which differs in relevant respects from English.
Thorne (1993: 97–100) states that the definite article is used in Welsh, for exam-
ple, before the names of languages, seasons, days of the week and certain dis-
eases, and in a number of phrases where it does not occur in English, such as yn
yr ysbyty ‘in hospital’, yn yr eglwys ‘in church’, i’r ysgol ‘to school’, and i’r dref
‘to town’. The same applies to y ddau/y ddwy ‘both’ (King 1993: 115). Thorne and
King also mention a number of other contexts for the Welsh definite article,
such as titles and appointments, names of festivals, means of transport or the
phrases ‘in work’ or ‘to bed’. There is no corpus evidence of the definite article
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being transferred to WelE in these cases, but in some varieties of IrE it also oc-
curs in these expressions (Filppula 1999: 60–63; see Corrigan 2010: 52–53 for
Northern Irish usages).

As pointed out above, the definite article is used in nearly all of the above
functions also in EngE and ScE, with the exception of names of languages (e.g.
Shorrocks 1999: 31–42). Parry (1999: 108) mentions that (got) the toothache/head-
ache is widespread in SED, and the both is also recorded, particularly in the south-
western counties. There are, in other words, contexts where EngE dialect contact
is the likeliest explanation (e.g. body parts, members of the family), and other
contexts, where the effects of Welsh and EngE cannot easily be told apart (e.g.
names of domestic institutions). In certain cases, the Welsh contact explanation is
compelling in spite of similarities in EngE. Although Sabban (1982: 384–385, cited
in Filppula 1999: 69–70) refers to northern English parallels in SED and the Eng-
lish Dialect Dictionary (EDD) for the Hebrides English (HebE) forms the school and
the church, it is unlikely that northern EngE would have a significant effect on this
feature in southwestern WelE. Names of languages also appear with the definite
article in ScE as well as HebE, but not in EngE dialects (Sabban 1982: 395), which
points towards a common Celtic denominator rather than EngE dialect contact.

As the above results indicate, WelE is far more constrained in this respect than
IrE. Filppula et al. (2009: 243) offer quantitative evidence of this. The corpora in Ta-
ble 3.1 represent elderly speakers, and the figures are based on a selection of eight
items including social institutions and the quantifiers both of, most of and half of.

Table 3.1: Definite article usage in EngE (SED), WelE and IrE (Filppula et al. 2009: 243)

Corpus The Ø Total N % The

SED
(515,000, pttw)

11
(0.21)

309
(6.00)

320
(6.21)

3.4

WelE
(61,400, pttw)

9
(1.47)

124
(20.20)

133
(21.66)

6.8

IrE
(158,000, pttw)

21
(1.33)

111
(7.03)

132
(8.35)

15.9

Extended definite article use is most common in IrE, followed by WelE and finally
SED. The WelE instances occur with three items only: hospital (4; 67 %), both of (3;
33 %) and school (2; 3 %).

Apparent-time results from Llandybie show that extended definite article use
is not disappearing in the dialect quite yet, and the main reason for this is the
function “Names of languages”, which continues to appear in the speech of the
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youngest age group. Table 3.2 illustrates the normalized frequencies in the corpus
per age group.

Table 3.2: Apparent-time change in extended definite article use in LC.

Item I (52,000) II (85,000) III (66,300) IV (57,400) Total N

school
hospital
church
both
language
other

2
3
0
3
15
9

3
1
0
0
4
4

0
0
1
3
4
3

1
3
0
1
9
1

6
7
1
7

32
17

Total N
(pttw)

32
(6.2)

12
(1.4)

11
(1.7)

15
(2.6)

70
(2.7)

With a wider range of function types, the frequencies are of course higher than in
Table 3.1 from Filppula et al. (2009: 243). There is a considerable slump in the
middle age groups and a mild rise towards the youngest speakers, which may
partly be explained by age grading, the middle-aged informants resorting to a
more standard form of English in an interview situation.

NWC cannot be studied in apparent time, as there are only eight instances of
the above types recorded in the entire NWC (0.7 pttw), seven of them in Gwynedd.
It would therefore seem that this is a southern rather than northern WelE feature.
No instances are found in the speech of the youngest informants, born in 1970 or
after.

Loss or reduction of indefinite and definite articles
The second type of irregular use concerns the omission or reduction of articles,
which is found to occur in WelE on occasion. It is somewhat unclear, however,
whether the article is in fact completely absent or whether it is simply reduced in
rapid speech so as to appear to be absent. There is no research data on carefully
pronounced speech to confirm the matter in one direction or the other. In eWAVE,
zero article use in place of the indefinite article has a global distribution that is
very different from the above, extended definite article use: It is primarily a fea-
ture of pidgins and creoles, along with a number of contact-induced varieties. Of
the Celtic Englishes, it is only attested inWelE but listed as “extremely rare” (Kort-
mann et al. 2020). It is, however, a feature of northern EngE (Shorrocks 1999: 47,
Beal 2008: 380), and Wagner (2008: 418) comments on the phonological reduc-
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tion of an to a to inaudible in southwestern EngE (see also Other types of irregular
use below).

Loss (or apparent loss) of the indefinite article is found in SAWDmainly along
the English border. Parry (1999: 107) records Could I have apple (Cl 3, Gw: New-
port) and (got) headache (P 16/20–21, WG 2). He points out that the latter occurs in
SED in the vast majority of counties. The following examples arise from the SAWD
transcriptions and TC, which contains several instances.

(13) a. [You’d ask him, er…]
If he’s got Ø toothache. (SAWD, Dy 3: 1)

b. I got Ø sister, she’s having a birthday that day. (SAWD, Gn 8: 1)
c. you know you can go to Cardiff, and they got Ø entirely different way of-

they sound entirely different don’t they (TC: 5b)

Zero or reduced indefinite article usage is rare in LC and NWC. This, together with
the general distribution of the feature in the above sources, indicates that it might
result from EngE dialect contact. Welsh has no indefinite articles, however, and
thus a transfer effect is also a possibility in the SAWD data by L1 Welsh speakers
(see ex. 13b).

Some instances where the definite article is omitted are recorded in TC as
well (14a). Without a systematic investigation, it is difficult to say whether this
feature is functionally related to northern English definite article reduction
(DAR) or zero definite article usage (e.g. Rupp & Page-Verhoeff 2005, Taglia-
monte & Roeder 2009). Parry (1999: 108) mentions instances of both types in
SAWD, but the reduction only occurs before vowels and takes the form [ð] or
[ðə], whereas DAR occurs before consonants as well and is typically realized as
[ʔ], [t], [d] or [θ] (e.g. Tagliamonte & Roeder 2009: 438–443). Example (14b) il-
lustrates Parry’s transcriptions. This feature is common in SAWD throughout
Welsh-speaking Wales as well as in the south and east, which indicates that it
is a phonologically conditioned characteristic rather than the outcome of EngE
dialect contact. Reduction in this context has a long history in English, how-
ever (Tagliamonte & Roeder 2009: 437) and it is widespread in SED (Parry
1999: 108).

(14) a. they- they cleaned Ø majority of it up like (TC: 5c)
b. in th’ oven, th’ eaves, the ’orse (Parry 1999: 108)
c. to cast Ø calf, to slip Ø calf ‘to calve before time’ (Dy 12-13/20, SG 3), cut

it with Ø hook (Dy 17), he used to go down Ø pit (Cl 3), lay Ø table (WG 2;
Parry 1999: 108)
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The zero articles in (14c), in contrast, are all recorded either in the longstanding
English areas or close by in West Glamorganshire. There is no trigger in Welsh
that would support the zero variant, and hence it is not surprising that the article
is maintained in the Welsh-speaking areas. Tagliamonte and Roeder (2009: 436–
437) examine the history of the English zero definite article as well, pointing out
that this historical variant declined during the Middle English period but was
maintained in some regional varieties and is “traditionally […] associated with
Southeast Yorkshire”. It is not regionally widespread today, either.

Other types of irregular use
In addition to the above, Parry (1999: 107–108) pays attention to certain other
nonstandard features associated with article use in SAWD. These include alterna-
tion between a/an before a following vowel/consonant (e.g. a acre, a eel, a ’oli-
day, a ’andful; an ewe, an holiday). The attestations are sporadic but focused
mainly in the south. Similar reduction in the form of the indefinite article is found
in many dialects of EngE (Britain 2007: 103–104), including the southwest
(Wagner 2008: 418–419). Parry (1999: 107) mentions that in the reverse instances,
the noun following an retains its initial consonant. The “h-dropping” observed
above is discussed further in Chapter 2, but also “w-dropping”may lead to the use
of an instead of a. The SAWD transcriptions include the phrase it was an wooden
block (SAWD, Dy 4: 1), wooden being pronounced without the initial semi-vowel.
Thomas (1994: 107–108) points out that Welsh has “no sequences of semi-vowel
followed by a homorganic or near-homorganic vowel”, which might here result in
the loss of initial [w] and the use of the corresponding article.

Plural nouns that are treated as singular are more widespread in the data,
especially the items a scissors and a tongs, which were part of the SAWD lexical
questionnaire (Parry 1999: 107–108). The incidental items include a bellows, a
hames, a shears, and a trouser, where the respective Welsh words are singular in
form, and a few others, for example, a scales, a stairs, a straps. The vast majority
of these instances have been recorded in the southern parts of Wales. Windsor Le-
wis (1990c: 116), too, makes a note of them in Glamorgan English. Similar usages
are not found in the contemporary WelE corpora.

3.3 Verb phrase

There are two dialect constructions in WelE which are used to indicate habitual
events: unemphatic periphrastic do and the progressive form (PF). Thomas
(1984, 1994) considers these the “most characteristic feature” of WelE syntax
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(1994: 134). The SAWD data (Parry 1999: 110–112) indicate that the two construc-
tions exist in a fairly clear complementary distribution, the former being used in
the very south and east of the country, while the latter is found in the bilingual or
recently Anglicized areas of the north and west:

(15) Bulls do roar (SAWD, West Glamorgan 4 [Parry 1999: 110])

(16) [Do you do them right there?]
Yeah, yeah- no, no, we’re doin’ them at home an’ carry them there... (LC: 2d)

The regional distribution suggests that the origin of the two constructions is dif-
ferent: periphrastic do is an EngE dialect feature from southwest England, while
habitual extension of the progressive -ing form is home-grown and Welsh-in-
duced. Historically, the situation is a little more complicated. The PF is also used
with stative verbs somewhat more freely than in standard BrE. The origins of the
two constructions are examined in detail below.

3.3.1 Periphrastic do

In Standard English, auxiliary do is introduced in affirmative sentences for em-
phasis (e.g. But I do think you are a good cook [‘…even if you imagine I don’t’];
Quirk et al. 1985: 133, 1371; called emphatic polarity in Huddleston and Pullum
2002: 97–98). The WelE dialect feature termed periphrastic do, however, has the
pronunciation [də], with vowel reduction and no stress, and it is used in habitual
situations, mainly in the present tense (Parry 1979: 148, Penhallurick 1994: 169).
In regional terms, this southern WelE feature links to the southwest English dia-
lects, where the construction and its semantics have been studied quite exten-
sively (e.g. Ihalainen 1976, Klemola 1994, 1998, 2002, Jones 2002). Its origins are
in the Early Modern English (EModE) affirmative declarative do, described by Ris-
sanen (1991) as functionally versatile and more typical of spoken than written lan-
guage. This construction lost ground and fell out of use in StE towards the end of
this period (Ellegård 1953), but maintained its popularity in some regional dia-
lects. Jones (2002: 128–129) notes, however, that periphrastic do in the present
tense is becoming obsolete in Somerset English, while did is maintained better.

In traditional southwestern English this feature behaves somewhat differ-
ently from the WelE periphrastic do. It is frequently used in the past tense, too,
and in addition to the habitual function (specifically in the past tense, see Jones
2002: 120–121), it may be used in event past and conditional/temporal clause con-
texts (Klemola 1998: 43–49). Klemola (1998: 37–38) furthermore cites a study by
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Weltens (1983) which showed that whereas southwest English informants found
periphrastic do to be acceptable also in punctual events, South Welsh informants
only accepted habitual usages. The systematic word order changes with adverbs
like always, which Ihalainen (1976: 609) and Jones (2002: 124) observe in the Som-
erset dialect, cannot be confirmed in WelE, as there are no instances involving
these adverbs in the data.

Globally speaking, do functions as a habitual marker in a limited set of vari-
eties (Kortmann et al. 2020). The eWAVE lists it as “pervasive” in southern Carib-
bean creoles (e.g. Barbados, Guyana, Trinidad) and Gullah only, while in WelE
and IrE it is used sometimes/in some contexts and in southwestern EngE it is con-
sidered “extremely rare”.

In SAWD, periphrastic do appears primarily in the incidental material re-
corded outside the survey questionnaire. There are some items in the question-
naire which are designed to elicit constructions indicating habituality: These
questions produced, for example, the response She do wear the trousers (SG 1, Gw
1/4/6/8) in South and West Glamorgan and Gwent (Parry 1999: 110). The inciden-
tal materials include the following examples (Parry 1999: 110; Parry 1977: 161–
162; Parry 1979: 148):

(17) a. you do have ’em by the hundred (WG 2); lime do freshen it (WG 2); we do
collect different fruits (Dy/Cdg 2); the cows do graze in the fields (Dy/
Pem 9); they do keep hens (P/Bre 7, MG 10/11);

b. a machine does do it (P 7, Dy 4)
c. that did serve (WG 3)

The recorded instances are few and scattered, but they indicate that the auxiliary
do is nearly always used in the present tense, it is often uninflected for 3SGSG, and
the core area for this construction is southeast Wales, the Gower peninsula and
southern Pembrokeshire (for Gowerland, see also Penhallurick 1994: 168–169). A
few instances have been recorded in Mid-Wales, Cardiganshire and Powys. In
these cases (see 17b), the auxiliary is inflected for 3SGSG.

Of the present-day WelE corpora, periphrastic do is recorded in Tonypandy,
and of the Voices localities, in Talbot Green in Rhondda Cynon Taff:

(18) a. he got a <laughter> he got a fast left hand. I do call him the seagull
(TC: 2)

b. [How does the Cardiff accent sound to you then?]
Well I guess they do put a little bit of a- a twang like innit, or they pre-
sent theirselves different. (TC: 3b)

c. it’s just the way I do speak and that’s it (Voices: Talbot Green)
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All instances are in the present tense, and none occur with a 3SGSG subject, which
may be a coincidence or indicative of a grammatical constraint to avoid inflection
(or lack thereof). The majority of instances in TC (17/22) are from one and the same
informant, but it seems clear that the feature continues to be used in this area to
some extent: It is used by four of the 10 informants, and with the omission of the
most productive one, the normalized frequency is 1.1/10,000 words. There is,
however, no straightforward distinction between the emphatic and habitual func-
tions, as shown below.

Table 3.3 gives the functional distribution of the do-auxiliary in affirmative
sentences in TC. The categories are three: 1) habitual periphrastic do, as described
above; 2) explicit emphasis, where the discourse context suggests a contrastive or
confirmatory/reassertive emphatic function, and 3) implicit emphasis, where the
discourse trigger for the emphasis is less clear. Do is unstressed in the first cate-
gory and stressed, or pronounced with the strong form [duː], in the latter two, but
interestingly, all of the above categories involve habitual-generic situations.
Some instances have a stative verb used in a non-habitual context (e.g. I ˈdo think
that I improve; TC: 6b), common also in southwest English dialects (Klemola 1998:
40–43). None of the usages occur in a punctual semantic context.

Table 3.3: Functions of the do-auxiliary in affirmative sentences in TC (49,800 words).

Function N pttw %

Habitual periphrastic do 22 4.42 49

Explicit emphasis 10 2.01 22

Implicit emphasis 13 2.61 29

Total 45 9.04 100

The usages found in the corpus indicate that the regional, habitual unstressed
function and the emphatic function overlap. Example (19) illustrates usages with
explicit emphatic polarity and a contrastive (19a) and confirmatory (19b) dis-
course function, whereas the examples in (20) lack polarity, that is, an explicit
trigger in the conversation. Quirk et al. (1985: 1372) note that on occasion, “do-
support is introduced where there would otherwise be no operator to bear the em-
phatic stress” (e.g. You ˈdo look a wreck). This may be one of the reasons for em-
ploying do in cases of implicit emphasis. As pointed out above, all situations are
habitual ones.
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(19) a. A: or your Sunday best
B: I- I personally wouldn’t but er,
[Yeah.]
B: people ˈdo use that expression (TC: 5b)

b. [Was that authentic, is that actually how people speak or...?]
Yes, we ˈdo mix the Welsh and the English. (TC: 3c)

(20) a. no I think, this is the way I sound
[Right.]
and we ˈdo tease the headmaster you know [for not having a Rhondda
accent] (TC: 6b)

b. “whatshername now” ah, “thingy” […] we ˈdo chop- we chop words
down though I mean
[Yeah.]
three words into one: “whatshername” (TC: 3c)

Based on the TC evidence, it seems that habituality is the central characteristic in
the use of periphrastic do in the dialect, so much so that it also guides the empha-
tic use of the do-auxiliary. Although most speakers use the unstressed habitual
“periphrastic do proper” fairly little, if at all, it hovers at the background of em-
phatic usage as well. Conversely, habitual periphrastic do may be evolving in the
dialect so that it requires a standard, emphatic discourse context. The instances of
implicit emphasis are an indication of this kind of convergent development. Un-
fortunately, the data do not permit closer quantitative or sociolinguistic observa-
tions.

As stated above, the regional distribution of periphrastic do points to EngE
dialect contact. The SED Spoken Corpus shows that the core area for this construc-
tion in EngE is the southwest, more specifically Monmouthshire (in the southeast
of Wales), Gloucestershire, Somerset, Dorset, Wiltshire and Herefordshire. The
normalized frequencies of use in these counties exceed those of TC markedly,
from 42.7 pttw in Gloucestershire to 14.4 in Herefordshire (and 30.8 in Monmouth-
shire; see Paulasto 2006: 244). It therefore seems clear that the direction of influ-
ence has been from England to Wales, despite the eWAVE suggesting that this
feature is less commonly used in England than in Wales (Kortmann et al. 2020). It
also seems that southwestern EngE has experienced considerable standardization
in this respect. This conclusion is supported by Jones’s (2002) findings on the cur-
rent decline of the present tense periphrastic do in Somerset.

Another question is the historical development of periphrastic do – and the
do-auxiliary in general – in England. Recent research indicates that rather than
causative do, which has traditionally been considered the source of the do-auxili-
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ary in English (e.g. Ellegård 1953), the origin of this construction lies in Brythonic
substrate which dates back to the Old and Middle English periods (e.g. Tristram
1997, van der Auwera & Genee 2002, Filppula et al. 2008, McWhorter 2009). The
respective Middle Welsh auxiliary construction is functionally similar to the Eng-
lish one. Thus, the periphrastic do construction in WelE might also be considered
to originate from Celtic substrate, but from an older layer than the other regionally
distinctive habitual construction, extended progressive form used in the tradition-
ally Welsh-speaking parts of the country. We will turn to this feature next.

3.3.2 Extended uses of the progressive form

In comparison to StE, the progressive or BEBE -ing form is extended in WelE to habi-
tual and some stative situations. As observed by Thomas (1985: 215), the two habi-
tual dialect constructions, periphrastic do and the progressive form (PF), are used
in near-complementary distribution. While the former is found in the southern
and southeastern regions which Anglicized early on, by the end of the nineteenth
century at the latest, the latter occurs in most parts of the west and north of Wales
where English only became a prominent community language in the twentieth
century. The regional distinction is not quite clear-cut, as there is some overlap-
ping use of both constructions in the southeast. Thomas (1985: 215) and Penhal-
lurick (1996: 312) find that besides locality, extended PF use depends on the lan-
guage skills of the individuals, as it is mainly recorded from bilingual Welsh-
speaking informants. This would imply direct L1 transfer. However, the corpus
collected by Ceri George shows that extended uses have been common in the
Rhondda, too, in the speech of elderly non-Welsh-speakers (see below).

The progressive is a core construction in present-day English, and hence its
frequencies and functions have been studied extensively across varieties and gen-
res. The general observation is that the use of PF continues to increase in standard
BrE and American English (AmE), particularly in colloquial registers and in cer-
tain semantic functions (see, e.g. Leech et al. 2009: 122–136, Smitterberg 2005,
Kranich 2010). As shown by Paulasto (2014a), however, the distinctive types of ex-
tension in WelE are independent of the general development. It should also be
noted that wider uses of the PF are attested in World Englishes relatively fre-
quently: Extended stative use is found in 64 % of all 77 varieties in eWAVE (Kort-
mann et al. 2020), making it the 22nd most widespread feature of the 235 in the at-
las. It occurs in a wide range of variety types and geographic areas, from
traditional L1 English in the British Isles (e.g. ScE) to indigenized L2 (e.g. IndE,
KenE) and creoles (e.g. in Trinidad). Extended habitual use is less common but
nevertheless attested in 49 % of all varieties, this time primarily in contact-in-
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duced ones (e.g. MxE, BahE, IndE, BlSAfE, TriC). In WelE, eWAVE lists both
usages as “neither pervasive nor extremely rare”. SAWD and the present corpus
data, however, indicate that habitual extension is considerably more common in
WelE than stative extension.

By extended use of the PF we mean, more specifically, temporally non-delim-
ited PF in habitual and stative situations. There are other types of extension as
well, but these are of little relevance for WelE. In StE, the PF can be used with dy-
namic (non-telic) verbs to indicate habituality within a limited time period. Tem-
porariness is conveyed also when the PF combines with stance and certain other
stative verbs (see Quirk et al. 1985: 198–199, 206), but these instances may also
carry other meanings, such as agentive activity or gradual change of state (Hud-
dleston and Pullum 2002: 167; Leech et al. 2009: 129–130). Central for the ex-
tended uses, therefore, is the lack of a temporary interpretation: The PF is used in
nondelimited situations, replacing the canonical present or past simple form or
another habitual marker such as the auxiliaries would or used to.

There is plenty of evidence for both types of extension in the present corpora,
particularly in the north and west of the country. The regional distribution is pro-
minent in SAWD, where only a few instances arise from Powys in the east or from
West and South Glamorgan in the south (Parry 1999: 110–111, Penhallurick 1991:
187–191). There are no instances from Gwent or Mid Glamorgan, that is, the very
southeast or the Valleys. Most occurrences are recorded in the incidental materi-
al, where extended PF use occurs in the present and past tense alike, and it may
combine with (habitual) modal auxiliaries or with the perfect construction (Pen-
hallurick 1996: 312). LC and NWC show that the feature is productive also in pre-
sent-day WelE, albeit it is not very frequent in the speech of informants who are
middle-aged or younger (see Figure 3.1 below). It is also recorded in the Rhondda
corpora, CGC and TC, with much lower frequencies in the latter. The Voices com-
mentaries contain no observations of this feature, nor is it mentioned in sources
focusing on southeastern varieties (e.g. Coupland 1988, Connolly 1990, Windsor
Lewis 1990c).

The following instances illustrate habitual extension in SAWD (Parry 1999:
111–112, Penhallurick 1996: 334–335), LC, NWC and CGC. Using the PF with the
verb speak to indicate ability or habitual use, as in (21b), is a characteristic of
WelE which stems from Welsh contact influence. The habitual modal would com-
bines with the PF, as does used to on occasion, whereas other modal verbs barely
occur in habitual PF constructions. Example (22c) gives one of the few such in-
stances (‘schools teach’, i.e. will is a habitual rather than future modal). Perfective
PF constructions, as in (23a-b), are only found in SAWD.
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(21) a. she’s wearing the trousers (SAWD: Gn 7/9, Cl 7, P 15–16, Dy 10/15);
we are dumping it (SAWD: Dy 2); you were tying up the cows (SAWD:
Dy 4)

b. what’s the percentage of- of natives of Finland are- are speaking Fin-
nish? (LC: 2e)

c. once the kids were over, he was going home then for his lunch, he was
bringing the children back with him then (LC: 1c)

(22) a. some of the ladies would be making little prize bags (CGC: DoJ)
b. we used to be spending a lot of time visiting them (LC: 3c)
c. most primary schools will- will be teaching through the medium of

Welsh (NWC, Ruthin: 6g)

(23) a. I’ve never been doing that job (SAWD: Gn 7)
b. I’ve been turning it several times (SAWD: Gn 9)

Stative extension in WelE is interesting in the sense that it very rarely concerns
stative verbs, particularly private states, where the use of the PF is highly con-
strained in StE. Nearly all stative instances recorded by Penhallurick (1996) in
northern SAWD data involve dynamic verbs used in a stative context to describe,
for example, shape, position or direction, as in (24a; 1996: 325, 337). The only sta-
tive verb that occurs in Penhallurick’s data is have, which in turn extends seman-
tically to generic-habitual situations (24b; 1996: 324, 326; see Biber et al. 1999:
360–364 for the semantic categorization). Stative extension occurs in LC and NWC
as well (25), although with a limited set of verbs (see Table 3.4), and would + PF
combines with stative verbs as well (26).

(24) a. they’re holding these hooks on (SAWD: Gn 1); the shaft tha(t)’s goin’ up
(SAWD: Gn 4)

b. she’s having a birthday that day (SAWD: Gn 8); he’s havin’ all kind of
bloody names (SAWD: Cl 1)

(25) a. I think Swansea are having it, little bit. (on accents; LC: 7a)
b. Saintess Tybie was living somewhere around the sixth century (LC: 4d)

(26) you’d have a face-slip which would be facing outward that way (CGC: BG)

Parry (1999: 111) presents further stative instances with think, be, and fit. He does
not distinguish between habitual and stative usages but observes that these con-
structions indicate “habitual action or ‘universal time’”. Paulasto (2006, 2014a)
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finds, based on the LC, that the most common stative verb to occur with the PF in
WelE is in fact live. As a stance verb, it employs the PF in StE quite frequently to
indicate a temporary state, but in WelE the PF is also used in non-delimited situa-
tions. Table 3.4, cited from Paulasto (2014a: 263), compares the distribution of sta-
tive verbs in extended PF use in three spoken English corpora: the Indian compo-
nent of International Corpus of English (ICE-India), LC, and the SED Spoken
Corpus. The figures indicate that stative extension in WelE rarely concerns verbs
other than live, and that traditional EngE dialects do not employ this feature,
either. In Indian English (IndE), stative extension is used much more freely. More-
over, the lexical range is wider, but there is also a clear preference for have. The
normalized frequency (M-coefficient) indicates instances per 100,000 words.

Table 3.4: Lexical differences in the extended stative function (Paulasto 2014a: 263).

Verb ICE-India (189,600) Llandybie (257,500) SED (478,700)

N M-coeff. N M-coeff. N M-coeff.

living
having
knowing
belonging
existing
being
coming*
going*
wanting
other

2
37
1
3
3
3
4
–
–
6

1.1
19.5
0.5
1.6
1.6
1.6
2.1
–
–

3.2

26
3
–
–
–
2
1
1
–
2

10.1
1.2
–
–
–

0.8
0.4
0.4
–

0.7

1
2
–
–
–
1
–
–
2
1

0.2
0.4
–
–
–

0.2
–
–

0.4
0.2

Total 59 31.1 35 13.6 7 1.4

*) Dynamic verbs used here in stative contexts; cf. example (24a).

As to the origin of extended PF use, WelE scholars (e.g. Parry 1979: 148, Thomas
1985: 215, Penhallurick 1996: 311-312, Paulasto 2006: 220) concur that it arises
from Welsh contact influence, whether L1 Welsh transfer or Welsh substrate in
monoglot speakers’ English. The imperfective construction used in Colloquial
Welsh is similar to the English PF in form, consisting of BODBOD ‘be’, imperfective
marker yn and a verbal noun, but aspectually it is wider, having both progressive
and habitual meanings. It is also obligatory with numerous stative verbs, includ-
ing byw ‘live’. Thus, habitual or stative situations of the following types are ex-
pressed using the imperfective BODBOD periphrasis.
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(27) a. Mae ef yn mynd i’r sinema bob wythnos
be.PRESPRES.3SGSG he IMIM go.VNVN to-the cinema every week
‘He goes to the cinema every week’ (Thomas 1985: 215)

b. Y mae yn pwyso pedwar pwys a hanner
ASSASS be.PRESPRES.3SGSG IMIM weigh.VNVN four pound and half
‘It weighs four pounds and a half.’ (Rouveret 1996: 133)

The construction is semantically ambiguous, with the potential to denote either a
habitual or progressive event (e.g.mae hi’n darllen the Daily Telegraph ‘she reads/
is reading the DT’). Transfer occurs, when a Welsh speaker replicates the imper-
fective construction in English using the PF in habitual or stative situations (i.e.
he is going to the cinema; it is weighing four pounds), but extension also occurs as
a conventionalized substrate feature, independent of direct transfer.

The Welsh contact origin of extended PF use is confirmed when its frequen-
cies and functions of use are compared against traditional EngE. Table 3.5 (see
Paulasto 2006: 248–249) gives the figures for extended (habitual, stative and
would/used to + PF constructions) and delimited/progressive PF use by elderly in-
formants in threeWelE corpora (LC, NWC & CGC) and the SED Spoken Corpus. The
data sets are comparable (see Section 1.6), and yet there are vast differences in the
overall normalized frequencies. The oldest informants in the LC, born in the 1910s
and 1920s, produce 23.7 instances pttw, out of which 12.9 are extended, while the
SED informants remain in 3.7 instances (1.2 for extended uses).

Table 3.5: PF usage by elderly informants in LC, NWC, CGC and SED.

LC (52,000) NWC (31,100) CGC (30,050*) SED (478,700)

N % N % N % N %

Extended habitual
(pttw)

47
(9.0)

38 5
(1.6)

23 19
(6.2)

20 22
(0.5)

12

Extended stative
(pttw)

17
(3.3)

14 – – 3
(1.0)

3 9
(0.2)

5

Would/used to + PF
(pttw)

3
(0.6)

2 2
(0.6)

9 33
(10.8)

34 25
(0.5)

14

Delim/prog habitual
(pttw)

56
(10.8)

46 15
(4.8)

68 42
(13.8)

43 121
(2.53)

68

Total
(pttw)

123
(23.7)

100 22
(7.1)

100 97
(31.8)

100 177
(3.7)

100

*Estimated word count (see Paulasto 2006: 153).
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The two other corpora, NWC and CGC, illustrate regional differences in Wales. Un-
like what one might expect, the overall figures are low in North Wales but high in
the Rhondda. These corpora are small and thus not fully representative of their re-
spective populations, but they do reflect the differences between formally and in-
formally acquired varieties (see also Paulasto 2009). The northern, relatively
highly educated informants adhere more closely to StE norms of PF usage despite
being L1 Welsh speakers, whereas the monoglot English Rhondda informants dis-
play abundant use of the PF in the above functions. For the sake of comparison,
Roller’s (2016: 47, 103) frequencies for extended habitual PF, 15.55 pttw in FRED
and 2.64 in the Radio Wales Corpus, match the present ones quite well, although
the figure for FRED is notably high. Slight differences in the semantic classifica-
tion may explain the difference to an extent, along with the oral history nature of
the FRED corpus.

The standard, delimited/progressive function is proportionally most common
in the NWC and SED, while extended habitual and stative uses are particularly
characteristic of the southwestern LC. The difference between LC and NWC is
likely to result, at least partly, from the position of English. In LC, too, all elderly
informants are L1 Welsh speakers, but as Llandybie is situated on the border of
the Anglicized South, English has a long history as a community language in the
area. These informants have thus acquired the language at school as well as in the
community (see Section 1.6). We conclude that informal acquisition of the regio-
nal variety of English has led to a high degree of Welsh contact influence in the
speech of the elderly generation in LC as well as in CGC.

The Rhondda informants of CGC, then, employ the StE habitual markers
would and used to in combination with the PF considerably frequently. It is also
worth mentioning that although the Rhondda belongs in the periphrastic do dia-
lect area (see Section 3.3.1), extended PF is the more common of the two construc-
tions in CGC: Periphrastic do occurs only three times (1.0 pttw), with further two
potential cases of implicit emphasis (0.7 pttw). However, the more recent TC
shows a preference for periphrastic do rather than the PF, with only eight in-
stances of the above types of extended or habitual modal PF use (1.6 pttw). This
implies that over the latter half of the twentieth century, there has been a shift
from the Welsh-induced feature towards the EngE feature (which, in turn, is being
affected by mainstream BrE).

Besides regional variation, there are also considerable diachronic changes in
the use of this feature from the early twentieth century onwards. The first observa-
tion concerns the functional range of the PF, which is reduced in the present-day
corpora in comparison to SAWD. Penhallurick (1996) and Paulasto (2006) find
that SAWD informants occasionally combine the habitual PF with the perfect con-
struction, as in example (23). In these cases, the PF does not indicate possible in-
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completeness, nor a temporary situation or habit leading up to the present, as in
StE (Quirk et al. 1985: 210–212), but general indefinite past. Semantically, these
are instances of experiential perfect, to follow Comrie’s (1976: 56–60) terminol-
ogy. They may also denote habituality, but in negated sentences this is of course
debatable (see Paulasto 2006: 230). Such occurrences are not found in any of the
other WelE corpora, which indicates that this construction type is limited to L1
Welsh speakers with a comparatively low English proficiency.

Figure 3.1: Apparent-time comparison of PF functions by four age groups of speakers (frequencies
pttw).

Secondly, the apparent-time results from LC and NWC in Figure 3.1 show changes
in normalized frequencies. This concerns particularly LC, where there is a consid-
erable drop in the use of extended habitual PF from the oldest Age group I to Age
group II, the decline continuing towards the youngest speakers. The changes in
extended stative and habitual modal usages are less dramatic, and the standard,
delimited/progressive habitual function is maintained above 4 pttw across the
generations. The differences observed in LC are statistically highly significant
(p > 0.005).

NWC presents a different picture, particularly as concerns Age group I, which
gives reason to believe that the higher levels of education among the NWC I infor-
mants in comparison to LC I affect the results to some extent. The frequencies of
extended use are low in all age groups, while those of progressive/delimited habi-
tual are fairly high in groups II–IV. Both LC and NWC therefore indicate that
although the extended uses have declined in the dialect, the related standard
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function continues to be used relatively frequently. Meriläinen, Paulasto & Rau-
tionaho (2017) find that delimited/progressive habitual instances make up 16.5 %
of the total of PF use in WelE (LC & NWC), 9 % in BrE (ICE-GB) and 7 % in AmE
(SBCSAE; based on the analysis of semantic functions in samples of 200 PF in-
stances in spoken English). This indicates, on the one hand, that the Welsh-in-
duced habitual extension continues to have some relevance for WelE speakers’
use of the PF, and on the other, that speakers prefer to constrain the use of the ha-
bitual PF to the more widely accepted, delimited/progressive contexts.

3.3.3 The perfect aspect

WelE has very few dialect constructions in the perfect aspect in comparison to IrE,
where the range of perfect constructions is much wider. The perfect progressive
was brought up above (see example 23), and, as pointed out at that juncture, the
regionally distinctive habitual use of this construction seems to be confined to the
speech of elderly rural L1 Welsh speakers, as in the SAWD corpus. It is thus not
productive in present-day WelE.

The corpora, however, contain another perfect aspect feature: the be perfect.
This feature is rare enough that it has thus far escaped all scholarly attention in
WelE literature. A handful of instances are recorded in LC (28), but there are none
in TC and only one questionable case in NWC (the weak form pronunciation of is
and has being similar).

(28) a. Well the boys are grown up with her now, you see? (LC: 1c)
b. So that’s how things are changed, you know (LC: 3b)
c. And that triggered off the arthritis, which is gone, it- that was in nine-

teen-sixty-six,
[Mm.]
and it’s progressively gone worse (LC: 4c)

d. all these artists are come out of the Welsh language er, er, circle in you
know, eisteddfodaus, things like that. (LC: 7e)

The feature follows the characteristics of the be perfect in IrE, occurring with in-
transitive verbs and being resultative in meaning, that is, the focus is on the end-
point of an activity (see Filppula 1999: 116–117). Similarly, the selection of verbs is
lexically restricted: All verbs are semantically conclusive, durative and nonagen-
tive (Quirk et al. 1985: 201), elsewhere described, more specifically, as “mutative”.

As in IrE, the origin of this feature is difficult to pinpoint. The be perfect was
still in common use in EModE (see, e.g. Kytö 1994), but there are a few sporadic in-
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stances only in the SED corpus, sprinkled from Hampshire to Cumberland, and
one potential occurrence in ICE-GB. This does not lend much evidence for an
EngE dialect contact hypothesis, particularly as the Anglicization of Wales is
more recent than that of Ireland, and EModE features less likely to be found. The
eWAVE (Kortmann et al. 2020) indicates that in the British Isles and Ireland, the
be perfect is primarily a feature of IrE, MxE, OrShE and ScE, with some use in
southwest and north EngE, while Britain (2007: 92) places it in East Midlands and
western parts of East Anglia. It is safe to say, however, that this feature is not in
common use in EngE, nor does it have a geographically significant distribution in
the FRED corpus examined by Szmrecsanyi (2013: 51–52, 167).

Another potential source of influence is the Welsh language. However, unlike
in Irish, there is no exact structural-semantic parallel in Welsh which might easily
explain this feature in WelE. According to Heinecke (1999: 179–180), the perfect is
“exclusively expressed periphrastically” using BODBOD ‘be’ + anterior marker wedi
‘after’ + VN, as in (29):

(29) Mae ’r plant wedi canu.
be.PRESPRES.3SGSG DEFDEF children ANTANT sing.VNVN
‘The children have sung.’

The possible Welsh contact explanation is mainly based on the use of the auxili-
ary verb BODBOD ‘be’ in the construction. However, there is not much evidence in sup-
port of this theory, either, as the L1 Welsh speakers, whether in SAWD or the more
recent corpora, rarely employ the construction. The transcribed SAWD interviews
contain a few occurrences with the verbs go, come and die, amounting to 1.5 pttw:

(30) a. Oat cakes, no, I don’t think anybody- is gone out of fashion really.
(SAWD: Dre6)

b. those are- the- they’re all died. (SAWD: Fro1)

These are recorded in Drefach in north Pembrokeshire, and Fron-Goch in Gwy-
nedd, and so the geographic distribution gives us no further clues. All informants
using the be perfect in LC and SAWD are L1 Welsh speakers. Most of them are el-
derly, but two participants in their 20s and 30s use it, too.

Although it is extremely difficult to say anything definitive about the origin of
this feature in WelE on the basis of these data, let us refer to Tagliamonte’s (2000)
finding that in Samaná English, which is an offshoot of early AAVE, the be perfect
is likewise strongly associated with mutative verbs. Tagliamonte (2000: 348) con-
siders this a reflection of the grammaticalization of the present perfect in English
and the “principle of persistence”, leaving the historical, moribund be perfect
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with traces of the original lexical meanings, which constrain its grammatical dis-
tribution. Based on its lexical characteristics, the WelE be perfect, too, might thus
also be considered a descendant of the EModE construction.

3.4 Clausal and sentential structures

3.4.1 Embedded inversion

Inverted word order in indirect questions, also known as embedded inversion
(EI), is a feature which is reported in numerous varieties of English worldwide. It
is also a somewhat productive feature of WelE, especially in the bilingual regions:

(31) a. I don’t know what’s the... Is this an English or Welsh word I can’t tell
you. (SAWD: Gn 9: 3)

b. Did you see what kind of coal was it? (SAWD: Dy 3: 1)
c. I don’t know what’s it like with you in Finland, is it the same or...

(LC: 5g)
d. I asked them in the camp, would they like the plums (NWC, Criccieth: 2e)
e. <X> asked me on Saturday night was J. my boyfriend (TC: 6b)

Parry (1999: 119) lists half a dozen occurrences of this type collected in the inci-
dental material of the SAWD, primarily from Dyfed. Although Penhallurick
(1991: 209–210) only records one example from North Wales, the notes taken by
Paulasto from 54 hours of SAWD interviews (see Paulasto 2006: 150) contain 17 in-
stances of EI from Dyfed and Gwynedd. Most of these occurrences are triggered by
the survey questionnaire format of the interviews; the sentences in (31a), for ex-
ample, arise from a discussion on the name of a specific item. Example (31b), on
the other hand, illustrates EI in the SAWD incidental material. The inverted sen-
tence structure of (31a), where the matrix clause follows the indirect question, is
also relatively common in the data.

EI in other words emerges in the north as well as the south of Wales as a mod-
erately common alternative for the canonical word order. The frequency of use is
put into perspective by Meriläinen & Paulasto (2017: 684–685), who show that in
WelE (LC), the total share of EI out of all indirect questions is 9.3 %. In the ICE-GB
spoken sections it is 1.9 %, and in ICE-Ireland 13.7 %, rising as high as 40.4 % in
Yes/No-questions in the private conversations (see below for further cross-varietal
comparisons).

As suggested by Thomas (1994: 138) and Penhallurick (1991: 210), EI is most
likely affected by Welsh contact influence: Welsh retains the direct question word
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order also in indirect questions, and the particles a/os similar towhether/ifmay be
omitted, especially in colloquial Welsh (King 1993: 305–310, Thomas 1994: 138).
King (1993: 305), in fact, points out that inserting os ‘if’ in the following type of sen-
tence echoes English usage and “is regarded as substandard by some speakers”:

(32) Dach chi’n gwybod ydyn nhw’n dod? (King 1993: 305)
be.2PLPL you-IMIM know.VNVN be.3PLPL they-IMIM come.VNVN
‘Do you know if they are coming?’

This need not be the only explanation, however. EI has been investigated in vari-
eties of English and learner Englishes, and the conclusions are that besides sub-
strate influence or L1 transfer, it involves ease of cognitive processing in the form
of chunking, what+is being a typical element in the embedded clause (Hilbert
2008, 2011), and the blurring of the line between direct and indirect questions, ask
being the typical matrix verb (Meriläinen and Paulasto 2017: 689). Cognitive fac-
tors cannot be ruled out in the case of WelE, either.

Table 3.6 shows that the frequencies of EI in WelE are in fact quite low, and
the standard indirect question word order is preferred by all groups of informants.
The results have been obtained by searching the corpora for six common matrix
verbs: ask, wonder, see, tell, understand, and NEG know (Biber et al. 1999: 685–
93). The occurrences that were not found through this search are few and involve
matrix verbs and constructions such as remember, forget, be not sure, and got no
idea.

Table 3.6: EI in the SAWD transcribed sample corpus and three regional corpora of WelE:
percentages of use and frequencies per 10,000 words (pttw).

WH EI % pttw Y/N EI % pttw

SAWD (26,500) 15.0 (3/20) 1.1 0.0 (0/1) –

LC (257,500) 13.4 (13/97) 0.5 4.3 (3/69) 0.1

NWC (120,000) 2.6 (1/39) 0.1 7.0 (3/43) 0.3

TC (49,800) 7.7 (2/26) 0.4 5.9 (1/17) 0.2

Generally speaking, WH-inversion is more common in WelE than Yes/No-inver-
sion. The latter is the more common type only in NWC. The numbers in all corpora
besides LC are, however, too low for a closer examination, and apart from the
small SAWD corpus and LC, the percentages of use are only slightly above those
obtained from standard spoken BrE (ICE-GB) and AmE student writing (Louvain
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Corpus of Native English Essays; LOCNESS) by Meriläinen and Paulasto (2017:
685–687). Nevertheless, EI demonstrably occurs in the dialect. This is confirmed
by our own informal observations in North and South Wales, as well as Roller
(2016: 47, 103), who finds similar frequencies in her FRED (1.13 pttw) and Radio
Wales corpora (0.41 pttw).

EI occurs also in the Rhondda dialect, which shows that it is not completely
alien to the southeastern regional variety, either. The question of which is the pri-
mary cause, Welsh substrate or ease of cognitive processing, is of particular rele-
vance in an area where Welsh structural impact is low at present. Moreover, the
informants using EI in TC are middle-aged rather than elderly.

The Llandybie data can be examined more closely for signs of apparent-time
change (Table 3.7). It is no surprise that Age group I, representing the oldest
speakers of the dialect, produces the highest percentages and frequencies of use,
with a drop towards the younger age groups. The instances are too few for further
conclusions, however.

Table 3.7: EI in apparent time in the LC.

WH EI % pttw Y/N EI % pttw

Age I (52,000) 27.0 (7/26) 1.3 8.7 (2/23) 0.4

Age II (85,000) 8.3 (1/12) 0.1 5.9 (1/17) 0.1

Age III (66,300) 3.2 (1/31) 0.2 0.0 (0/19) –

Age IV (57,400) 11.1 (3/27) 0.5 0.0 (0/10) –

The four occurrences recorded from Age groups III and IV all contain the matrix
construction don’t know and the embedded clause elements what + (i)s (33a),
while the older speakers employ EI in more varied ways (33b). The former ten-
dency is reminiscent of the “fixed chunks” or “formulaic language”, which Hil-
bert (2008: 275–277, 283–284) finds to be typical of EI in IndE and SingE. This sug-
gests that the construction types for EI may have become narrowed also in WelE.
Note also the absence of Yes/No-inversion (33c) in the younger speakers’ English.

(33) a. I don’t know if you’ve heard about those, you know, Welsh language- I
don’t know what’s mentrau. (LC: 7e)

b. I really don’t know where would I have been, where would I have gone.
(LC: 3g)

c. And I asked the driver would he stop between stops for me. (LC: 2d)
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The NWC findings, being so few, do not offer much in the way of apparent-time re-
search. Differences between groups are small, Age group IV being the only one
where there is not a single instance of EI.

Meriläinen and Paulasto (2017: 689) show that in favouring WH-inversion
over Yes/No-inversion, WelE is similar to the majority of L1 or L2 varieties where
EI is found (including English as a lingua franca; see Ranta 2013: 111, 117). They
therefore consider question type to be one of the universal constraints for EI. The
only exceptions to this in their data are IrE (ICE-Ireland spoken sections) and writ-
ten learner English by intermediate level L1 Finnish speakers. Both data sets dis-
play a preference for Yes/No-inversion, which most likely results from both Irish
and Finnish maintaining the direct question structure in indirect questions. Meri-
läinen and Paulasto conclude that in WelE, the Welsh contact influence may be
restrained by the prominent role of formal acquisition and contacts with EngE in
the history and present-day use of English in Wales.

Besides question type, another universal constraint according to Meriläinen
and Paulasto (2017: 689) is the matrix verb. Across their corpus data, the percen-
tages of EI are low with all other verbs besides ask, with the exception of the IrE
and L1 Finnish learner corpora (see also Kolbe and Sand 2010: 36). Again, WelE
follows suit: When LC, NWC and TC are considered together, EI occurs most often
with the matrix verb ask (EI in 36.4 % [4/11] of WH-questions with ask, and in
22.2 % [6/27] of Yes/No-questions). Another fairly productive matrix verb is NEG
know (EI in 9.2 % [8/87] of WH-questions but zero [0/82] of the Yes/No type). Sin-
gle instances only are recorded with other verbs. Meriläinen and Paulasto find
that ask as the matrix verb leads particularly effectively to the blurring of the line
between direct and indirect questions, which then triggers the direct question
word order. This is evidenced in WelE as well.

3.4.2 Focusing constructions

Focus fronting
One of the most salient features of dialect syntax in WelE is focus fronting (FF;
also termed predicate fronting, see Coupland 1988, Williams 2000). It involves a
word-order change, where a focused, normally post-verbal (or verbal) item is
moved initially, changing the canonical SVX word order into XSV and reversing
the topic-comment information structure. The fronted item can be object (34a),
adverbial (34b), subject or object predicative (34c-d), or a verb phrase (34e). The
subject and verb following the focused item always contain de-focused, given in-
formation.
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(34) a. Other games. Football we used to play like.
[Yeah.]
I used to like football. (NWC, Llanuwchllyn: 6b)

b. She’s got a boyfriend,
[Mm.]
oh, go to the cinema... Er, in Swansea they usually go to the cinema. My
youngest daughter, she goes to the cinema in Cross Hands. (LC: 5e)

c. [Penny Readings?]
Oh Penny Readings yes, that was included in the Band of Hope it was.
Penny Readings it used to be. […] Oh, quite excited over that we used to
get. Very excited. Penny Readings, as you say, it would be like. (CGC:
DoJ)

d. We’ve been to couple of holiday camps in recent years, just weekend or
week breaks you might call them, you know, we don’t go to the conti-
nent at all. (LC: 3c)

e. …and the boy thought he was speaking Welsh. Speaking English he was.
(TC: 2)

This feature of WelE is observed fairly widely in the literature, for example, by
Parry (1979: 155), Thomas (1985: 215–216), Coupland (1988: 36–37), Connolly
(1990: 127), and George (1990: 262–263). Williams (2000, 2003) describes the char-
acteristics of FF in the southeastern Valleys area, while Paulasto (2006) examines
regional and apparent-time variation in the use of the feature in a wide set of cor-
pora (see also Paulasto 2009).

FF is by no means limited to WelE but occurs in vernacular EngE and AmE
(see, e.g. Birner and Ward 1998) as well as in numerous contact-induced varieties
of English. The eWAVE data includes the feature under the heading “Other possi-
bilities for fronting than StE” and it is attested in 44 % of the 77 varieties, mainly
pidgins, creoles and indigenized L2 Englishes (Kortmann et al. 2020). Based on
the examples listed on the website, this eWAVE feature encompasses not only FF
but also other word order phenomena, such as topicalization, left dislocation, and
cleft constructions. It is nevertheless understandable that Coupland (1988: 37)
and Jones (1990a: 198) treat FF in WelE with some caution and call for empirical
comparisons of WelE usages against other varieties of English.

Paulasto (2006: 165ff.) does exactly this and finds that compared to EngE
usages, FF is distinctive in WelE in terms of frequency of occurrence, the type of
fronted sentence element permitted and certain discourse functions. Table 3.8
gives the results from three data sets representing elderly speakers’ English in
WelE (LC and CGC) and in EngE (SED Spoken Corpus; Paulasto 2006: 166, 168).
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Table 3.8: The use of FF in WelE (LC) and EngE (SED) corpora (fronted items and frequencies).

O A SPr OPr VP Total (pttw)

CGC
(30,050*) %

13
17.1 %

10
13.2 %

32
42.1 %

20
26.3 %

1
1.3 %

76 (25.29)

LC I
(52,000) %

15
24.6 %

24
41.0 %

13
21.3 %

8
13.1 %

0
-

61 (11.73)

SED
(478,700) %

43
18.9 %

57
20.6 %

89
32.1 %

77
27.8 %

11
4.0 %

277 (5.79)

*) Estimated word count.

The results show that Coupland was right in his cautious approach to FF, as it oc-
curs in traditional rural EngE quite frequently. It is, however, more than twice as
frequent in the elderly WelE speakers’ English in Llandybie, and more than twice
that, again, in the small sample from Ceri George’s transcribed interviews in the
Rhondda. There is a lexical orientation in parts of CGC (absent from the SED Spo-
ken Corpus), which raises the frequencies and the proportions of fronted predica-
tives: Many of these instances occur in discussions about the names of certain
implements and such. These interviews are, nevertheless, comparatively conver-
sational.

FF occurs in North Wales as well (see below and Paulasto 2006: 206–207),
although the informants of comparable age in NWC use it fairly seldom (2.57
pttw). The differences in fronted elements are also noteworthy, as both SED and
CGC display a preference for fronted predicatives rather than objects or adver-
bials, while in LC the opposite is the case. In other words, the choice of the fronted
elements is less constrained in the variety with a stronger Welsh contact effect
(see below). The following, rather extreme examples illustrate the communicative
weight distribution in FF and the general preference for leaving the final post-ver-
bal slot empty.

(35) a. Quite good in Memorial hall, Llandybie, the pictures were. (LC: 2c)
b. …very much involved with the WI over the years I’ve been. (LC: 3g)

The comparatively high percentage of fronted VPs in SED is explained by their
connection to the common use of emphatic tags in the traditional dialects of EngE
(for further information, see Paulasto 2006: 169–170).

The results in Table 3.9 below, from the full-scale corpora, confirm that in the
Welsh-speaking regions, objects and adverbials are fronted as readily as predica-
tives, if not more so (Paulasto 2006: 166). The frequencies of FF are considerably
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lower, however, and TC, with its large share of fronted objects, does not comply
with the expectations. It should be noted that the interviews in both CGC and TC
have sequences with a lexical focus, producing a certain amount of identifica-
tional FF. This affects not only predicatives, but also objects: About a half of the
fronted objects in both corpora are of the type ‘despicable’ I would say (CGC: DoJ);
‘mitching’ we always used to say (TC: 4).

Table 3.9: The use of FF in present-day WelE corpora; fronted items and frequencies.

Object Adv. S.Pred O.Pred VP Total (pttw)

LC (257,500)
%

30
25.0 %

39
32.5 %

32
26.7 %

17
14.2 %

2
1.7 %

120 (4.66)

NWC
(120,000)
%

11
28.9 %

11
28.9 %

8
21.1 %

8
21.1 %

0
–

38 (3.17)

TC (49,800)
%

11
52.4 %

1
4.8 %

4
19.0 %

4
19.0 %

1
4.8 %

21 (4.22)

Roller’s (2016: 47, 103) frequencies of FF in the FRED and Radio Wales corpora are
10.37 pttw and 4.58 pttw, respectively. Considering that the first corpus represents
elderly rural informants, while the latter has a broad regional/age distribution,
the frequencies correspond very nicely to those in Tables 3.8 and 3.9.

As the above results indicate, the forms of FF are dependent on the method of
corpus collection, that is, certain types of discourse contexts trigger particular
types of FF use. The same of course applies to its discourse functions. Paulasto
(2006: 178ff.) divides the discourse functions of FF into six categories, illustrated
below. The final, specificational category may contain brand-new information,
but in all others the fronted item is always textually or situationally evoked or in-
ferable.

(36) a. Contrastive: [The man was called a creeper?]
No, brakesman he was. (CGC: TS)

b. Reassertive: Er, we were doing erm, er, detonators. It was very, very
dangerous. […] Mm, detonators they were. (LC: 2c)

c. Confirmatory: [Do you speak Welsh here at home?]
Oh yes, only Welsh we speak, yes. (LC: 3d)

d. Responsive: [Do you have to travel far?]
Mm, about seven miles I go. (NWC: 6b)

e. Emphatic: [What about washing?]
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Oh dear it was hard work, Ceri, real hard work that was.
(CGC: DoJ)

f. Specificational:…it was the main part of Zante. Lagana it’s called. (TC: 5c)

In his 2000 article, Williams finds clear functional differences between the Angli-
cized southeast Valleys usage (“modal”, i.e. emphatic FF) and the Welsh-influ-
enced Llandeilo dialect (information-oriented FF). However, his data for the Val-
leys variety consist of literary representations in Edwards (1985, 1986). When re-
examining FF in Ceri George’s interview corpus in 2003, Williams concludes that
Edwards’ description of the dialect must be considered misleading, as informa-
tion-oriented FF is, in fact, the primary type in the interview data (as it is also in
the St Fagan’s and Miners’ Library archive materials, as recognized by Williams
2003: 216). Paulasto’s (2006: 189–196) quantitative examination of the full range
of discourse-functional categories shows the following:
– Specificational fronting of textually inferable information (36f; also 34b and

34d above) is the primary function in all corpora, most prominently in NWC
(68 %) and SED (57 %);

– The main difference between SED and theWelE corpora concerns the contras-
tive function (also 34e), which is more typical of LC, NWC and the Urban
SAWD corpus (11–23 %; cf. 6 % in SED), being especially prominent in LC Age
group I (29 %);

– The responsive (see also 34a) and reassertive functions are particularly com-
mon in the WelE corpora with a questionnaire-based method of interview
(SAWD & CGC);

– Emphatic fronting (see also 34c) is slightly more common in SED and LC I
than in any other corpus;

– Brand-new information is fronted infrequently in all corpora.

Let us now consider these results in light of the substrate language. The canonical
word order in Welsh is VSO. However, fronted constructions, including the mixed
sentence and identification sentence, are employed whenever a part of the sen-
tence is focused for contrast, emphasis or informational salience (Fife and King
1991: 145; King 1993: 143–144). Example (37) illustrates the difference in word or-
der in a neutral context (What happened?) and in a focused context (Who was it?),
where Welsh employs the unemphatic mixed sentence:

(37) a. Beth ddigwyddodd? Torrodd Iwan ffenest.
what °happen.PRTPRT.3SGSG break.PRTPRT.3SGSG Iwan window
‘What happened?’ ‘Iwan broke a window’
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b. Pwy dorrodd y ffenest? Iwan dorrodd y ffenest.
who °break. PRTPRT.3SGSG the window Iwan °break.PRTPRT.3SGSG the window
‘Who broke the window?’ ‘(It was) Iwan (who) broke the window.’
(King 1993: 26; Williams 2000: 215)

(38) Crys Sioned ydy hwnna.
shirt Sioned be. PRESPRES.3SGSG that
‘That is Sioned’s shirt’ (King 1993: 144)

(39) Astudio yn y llyfrgell y bydd hi heno.
study.VNVN in the library RPARPA be.FUTFUT.3SGSG she tonight
‘(It’s) study in the library (that) she will tonight.’ (Thorne 1993: 372)

The choice of the focused item is free: it can be the subject (37b), object, adverbial,
predicative (38), or a verb phrase (39). In the identification sentence, as in (38), the
predicativemust precede the copular verb. In themixed sentence, which is histori-
cally a cleft construction (Watkins 1991), fronting may be accompanied by a rela-
tive pronounor particle (39), a relative formof the verb be, or only the softmutation
(37b), the final remnant of the relative clause structure. However, the fronting of
the focused item is the central characteristic of the construction in present-day
Welsh (e.g. Fife & King 1991: 145), and there is therefore reason to believe that this
obligatoryword-order change is replicated inWelE. Moreover, the functionswhere
fronting occurs inWelE are similar toWelsh (seeWatkins 1991), the contrastive and
responsive functions being especially distinctive in the corpora. Paulasto (2006:
75–82) describes the relevant Welsh word order phenomena in more detail.

Birner andWard (1998: 35, 83–88) define English FF (which they call focus pre-
posing) as containing a fronted item, which bears the focus of the sentence, and a
following open proposition, typically “given” in the discourse. The focused item
stands in a textually/situationally salient “partially ordered set relation” to the pre-
ceding context (Birner & Ward 1998: 17–19). This definition includes all the above
functions of FF, but it also explains why specificational fronting of inferable infor-
mation is widespread throughout the data: FF does not require an explicit textual
incentive from the discourse partner, nor emotive emphasis. Rather, in the typical
case, the speaker him/herself uses the construction to specify a piece of informa-
tion directly related to the discourse topic. This indicates that the feature is in fact
cognitively motivated and as such belongs firmly in the spoken domain, which al-
lows freer textual restructuring (see, e.g. Leech and Svartvik 1994: 200–201, Givón
2001: 250).

WelE follows Birner and Ward’s description apart from the few instances
(mainly by elderly speakers) where the fronted item contains brand new informa-
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tion. This is termed by the above authors as Yiddish-movement on account of its
prominence in Yiddish-induced English (Birner & Ward 1998: 90–93). Filppula
(1986: 191–204) indicates that in IrE, too, fronting brand-new information is rela-
tively common (see Paulasto 2006: 295). Language contact has, in other words,
also been found to influence the use of FF in other contact-induced varieties.

Another characteristic of FF which ties it to spoken language usage is the
common emergence of mixed sentence structures, where the speaker seems to
fuse two sentences together whilst saying them. These are labelled “edited” FF in
Paulasto (2006: 163–65), although the frequency with which they appear in the
corpora indicates that they are not random accidents of speech production but a
more or less established construction type. As pointed out by Cheshire (1999:
139–142), mixed sentence structures can be highly functional. They are also com-
mon in spoken language, although they are rarely paid attention to in language or
dialect descriptions. The following illustrate the edited FF construction in WelE:

(40) a. S. I went to night school, and then my employer, I was very fortunate,
er, gave me day release it’s called, one day a week off, to go to college.
(NWC, Llwyngwril: 2a)

b. …they came down during the war I think it was. (TC: 3b)
c. There’s like different areas isn’t there that they’ve got different, their

own sort of- kind of language it is, isn’ it. (NWC, Pencaenewydd: 8d)
d. I looove, love performing on the stage and getting little children to per-

form on the stage I enjoy. (LC: 3g)

Of these instances, the typical construction type in most WelE corpora and SED is
that of (40a), where the focused item is an object predicative (Paulasto 2006: 171).
The only exceptions to this are TC and NWC, where subject predicative construc-
tions (40c) are proportionally the most frequent. The structural preferences go
hand-in-hand with the key discourse function, specifying new or inferable infor-
mation (Paulasto 2006: 196). Another common characteristic for edited FF is the
insertion of hedges, such as I think in (40b) or sort of, kind of in (40c). Objects take
the focus position in relatively few cases (40d). The data show that these mixed
constructions are not constrained in spoken language usage. Rather, it is likely
that the prominence of FF in WelE reinforces the sentence-final re-insertion of the
subject and predicate.

Edited FF is common in all corpora discussed in this context, as shown in Ta-
ble 3.10. The greatest difference is found between LC and TC. Whereas the Llandy-
bie informants by and large employ FF as an independent construction, the Tony-
pandy informants are likelier to use it in mixed sentence structures.
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Table 3.10: Edited FF out of the total usage.

Edited / Total % Edited FF

LC 26/146 17.8

NWC 14/52 26.9

CGC 23/99 23.2

TC 11/32 34.4

SED 81/358 22.6

FF, like other Welsh-induced features in WelE, is subject to diachronic change. In
LC, the normalized total frequencies are considerably lower in the younger age
groups than in Age group I (with a total of 11.73 pttw). On the other hand, in
groups III and IV the total frequencies are roughly the same (2.38 and 2.44 pttw;
Paulasto 2006: 198). Figure 3.2 shows the distributional differences of the fronted
items in the four age groups, indicating that the usages have shifted from fronted
adverbials and objects towards subject predicatives.

Figure 3.2: Apparent-time change in the use of FF in LC and NWC.

Similar trends are not apparent in NWC, where the instances are fewer and less
conclusive: the normalized frequencies of FF are roughly equal to LC in the latter
two age groups, but only two informants use the feature in the final group, and
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the distribution of focused items follows no clear pattern (Paulasto 2006: 200–
201).

In terms of discourse functions, however, the apparent-time changes are simi-
lar in LC and NWC: The specificational function is increasingly central, rising
from under 40 % in Age group I to over 70 % in Age group IV in both corpora. The
only other function in LC with a proportional increase is the responsive one (max.
25 % in Age group IV), while in NWC the contrastive function peaks in Age group
III (40 %) and drops to zero in the final group. All other functions are either low,
on the decrease, or have disappeared amongst the youngest speaker group. Over-
all, the changes thus point to functional narrowing of FF in WelE (see Paulasto
2016 for further analysis).

Other recent sources, too, testify to the maintenance of FF on the one hand
and low frequencies of use on the other. In the BBC Voices interviews, FF occurs
(at least) in Bangor, Tregaron (Ceredigion), Llanelli, Bon-y-maen, Pontypridd and
Treorchy (Rhondda). However, it does not occur, for example, in Bethesda, where
all informants are L1 Welsh-speaking teenagers.

Cleft constructions
Cleft sentences constitute another focus construction which in IrE and HebE is
found to be influenced by Gaelic contact influence (see Filppula 1999: 258–260,
Shuken 1984: 155). In WelE, in contrast, cleft constructions are not particularly
distinctive and follow the constraints presented by, for example, Quirk et al.
(1985: 1384–1387). Hence, there is very little in the relevant literature as regards
cleft constructions. The Welsh cleft sentence, that is, the mixed sentence, lost the
initial copula ys in the late Middle Welsh period, leaving only the remnants of the
relative clause construction (see Fife and King 1991, Watkins 1991). As pointed out
above, the main attribute of the mixed sentence today is the word order change,
placing the focused item initially. This transfers into WelE in the form of FF rather
than clefting (see Thomas 1984: 216). In the present corpora, there are 51 instances
of clefting in LC (against 120 of FF) and 23 in NWC (against 38 of FF), FF being the
more frequent of the two in all age groups.

There are very few occurrences in the WelE corpora which stretch the general
constraints on clefting. IrE takes more liberties in the use of clefting with regard to
the range of focused items, as observed in southern (Filppula 1999: 250–255, Kal-
len 2013: 72–76) as well as northern IrE (Corrigan 2010: 76–78). WelE instances si-
milar to IrE are given in (41a), which has an adverbial of manner in focus position,
and (41b), which is an existential sentence, the cleft construction replacing exis-
tential there.
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(41) a. …the horse had disappeared, the tractor took over, an- and it’s only-
you know, gradually that the introduction of the modern tractor has
changed farming. (LC: 4c)

b. Well, at one time, it was only these four houses that was here. (LC: 1c)

In Welsh, such sentence types are formed using the existential form of the verb
BODBOD ‘be’, mae, which may or may not have an impact on the occurrence in (41b).
The informant is an elderly L1 Welsh speaker whose English contains unusually
large amounts of structural transfer from Welsh. This occurrence is therefore
likely to be idiolectal rather than dialectal.

Relativizer omission in subject position (42a) leads to a type of mixed struc-
ture in cleft constructions. This feature is fairly common, as it is in EngE, in gener-
al (Britain 2007: 98–101). Example (42b), then, involves relativizer omission and
subject-verb inversion.

(42) a. …any sports really but it’s football is my favourite, definitely. (NWC: 6g)
b. It’s once a week are the bus services, which is really terrible... (LC: 7d)

EngE dialect relativizers, for example, as, what, are discussed further in Section
3.5 below.

3.4.3 Nonstandard infinitives

Infinitive constructions which deviate from StE are found primarily in the SAWD
data. There are three types of features, and the main reason for the first two types
lies in Welsh language transfer. The Welsh verbal noun operates in roles which in
English are filled by either the infinitive or the present participle. This leads to the
two being occasionally mixed up in elderly rural L1 Welsh speakers’ English.
Based on the evidence, however, this feature is highly constrained lexically. Parry
(1999: 120 and 1979: 155) give examples such as (43), where stop, in the sense ‘pre-
vent’, is followed by the infinitive rather than from + present participle.

(43) stop them to go backwards (P 4, Dy 8/10/16); stop it to tip over (MG 3); to
stop the ashes to come out (SG 4)

Penhallurick (1991: 193) presents a reverse situation from North Wales, where the
infinitive is replaced by the present participle. He likewise interprets this as result-
ing from the syntactic ambiguity of the Welsh verbal noun.
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(44) you’ve got to put this sharp side... to cut the mouth... to make it bleeding (re-
ferring to the process of breaking a horse by using a special bit; SAWD: Cl 7)

Neither of these types is recorded in the present-day WelE corpora, which indi-
cates that they are no longer productive.

The third type, unsplit for to infinitive ‘to, in order to’, is recorded in south-
eastern and southwestern localities of SAWD (Parry 1977: 178; 1979: 162). Its distri-
bution in the longstanding English regions – Pembrokeshire, Gower and south-
east Powys – points very clearly to EngE origin, particularly as this feature is
well-attested in SED. The eWAVE (Kortmann et al. 2020) also indicates that it is
particularly common in IrE and continues to be used in most EngE dialects (see
Corrigan 2003 for an overview of the research and the origins of for to in varieties
of IrE). However, Szmrecsanyi (2013: 65, 168) shows that it is one of the less fre-
quently used dialect features in FRED and probably on the decline. Only two such
instances are found in the present-day WelE corpora, one in LC and another in
NWC (Pencaenewydd). The few North Welsh informants who are found to use this
construction have also lived outside the area (see also Penhallurick 2008b: 366).

(45) a. I went to town for to see the doctor (SAWD: Dy 11–14/19–20/24–25, P 22/
24/26, WG 6)

b. Well there were different styles of playing it for to get your marble into
the hole (LC: 4a)

Hence, neither the Welsh-induced nor the EngE dialectal infinitive seems to have
a prominent role in WelE today.

3.4.4 Exclamative there

Many scholars (e.g. Parry 1979: 142; Thomas 1985: 216; Connolly 1990: 127) ob-
serve that WelE speakers may construct exclamative sentences based on the
Welsh model dyna ‘there’ + adjective (see King 1993: 251). The illustration is from
Parry (1999: 120):

(46) a. There’s lovely on you! (‘How lovely for you!’ Dy 11)
b. There’s glad she was! (WG 3)

Based on the geographical distribution in Parry (1979, 1999), this seems to be
mainly a feature of the bilingual or recently Anglicized south of Wales.
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The present corpora contain only one occurrence (47a), which corresponds
directly to the above. The phrase there’s twp ‘daft’ may be something of an idio-
matic collocation, as it is also listed in Parry (1999: 120). In TC, one of the infor-
mants employs a slightly different construction type, where the focal item is a
noun (47b) or which is not functionally exclamative (47c).

(47) a. There’s twp you are! (‘How daft you are / Aren’t you daft’; LC: 2c).
b. A: Yeah I got to go.

B: There’s a pity. (‘What a pity’; TC: 3a)
c. [I was wondering who we are- who you were talking about.]

A: Yeah that’s it there.
B: Aye there’s a bit difficult. (‘It’s a bit difficult’; TC: 3a)

All of the above instances have been recorded from informants in their 80s, which
indicates that this feature is receding in present-day WelE. However, Durham
(2015) finds that British tweeters include exclamative there among morphosyntac-
tic features which in their view represent WelE (see Section 1.5.1). It hence con-
tinues to have a part to play in the dialect.

3.4.5 Prepositional constructions

Preposition usage is known to be highly variable in New Englishes and learner
English. Prepositions are added, lost, and replaced, and often this variability re-
sults from L1 transfer or substrate influence. The SAWD data presented in Parry
(1999) indicate that WelE contains a wide range of distinctive prepositional fea-
tures, typically originating from Welsh contact. The following discussion focuses
on the semantic extension of with, a productive feature in some present-day vari-
eties of WelE. Other dialectal uses of prepositions are examined further below.

Semantic extension of with
In standard British English, with appears in a wide range of semantic contexts
(Quirk et al. 1985: 665ff), typically expressing accompaniment and instrumental,
spatial, or certain other semantic relationships. In WelE, with has the additional
function of expressing possession and associated relationships, and the primary
reason usually cited to explain this extension is Welsh contact influence. Celtic
languages do not have verbs corresponding to have but use prepositional con-
structions instead (e.g. Stalmaszczyk 2007). In Welsh, possession is indicated
with BEBE + PP, more specifically BODBOD ‘be’ + object + (gy)da ‘with’ + possessor, i.e.
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mae car ’da John ‘John has a car’ or ‘There’s a car with John’ (see King 1993: 320).
This construction underlies WelE expressions such as (48a-b) from Parry (1999:
117), although (48b) is a variation on the theme.

(48) a. There’s no horns with the sheep about this way (SAWD: Dy 16)
b. it was warm with the cowshed always (SAWD: Dy 10)

This feature is also observed by Thomas (1985: 217–218) and George (1990: 268–
269), but it seems to have escaped attention in other descriptions of southern or
northern WelE.

Characteristically, the notion of “possession” extends to concepts that are
more loosely related to the possessor (cf. “impersonal constructions” in IrE, Moy-
lan 2009: 59). It therefore seems that WelE speakers are exploiting the wide se-
mantic range of with in English and extending its use to a number of relationships
within the broader field of possession, accompaniment, and space.

The usages of with can be roughly divided into standard and vernacular ones.
Our studies show that the vast majority of instances in WelE as well as in IrE and
EngE fall under the StE categories of AACCOMPANIMENTCCOMPANIMENT, “H, “HAVINGAVING”, M”, MEANSEANS ANDAND IN-IN-

STRUMENTSTRUMENT, C, COMMUNICATIONOMMUNICATION ANDAND CONDUCTCONDUCT, G, GENERALENERAL RELATIONRELATION, and other, infrequent
types (for these categories, see Quirk et al. 665 ff. and Oxford English Dictionary
[OED] Online). The above three varieties have been studied using LC, NWC, SED
Spoken Corpus West Midlands, ICE-GB, and ICE-Ireland, as shown in Table 3.11,
and the results indicate that vernacular uses ofwith (see below) are more common
in the WelE corpora than in BrE or IrE.

Table 3.11: Standard and vernacular functions of with in WelE, BrE and IrE corpora.

LC NWC SED West ICE-GB ICE-IRE

Standard 852 492 373 435 453

Vernacular 120 51 15 13 11

Vernacular % 12.3 % 9.4 % 3.9 % 2.9 % 2.4 %

Total 972 543 388 448 464

The differences across all corpora in Table 3.11 are statistically very significant
(p=0.000), whereas there is no significant difference between LC and NWC
(p=0.0974). TC is not included in the table, but it differs from the above two cor-
pora in displaying very few distinctive functions of with (see below). The feature
seems to be characteristic of the bilingual regions rather than the southeast.
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Vernacular functions related to the Welsh possessive construction can be di-
vided into PPOSSESSIONOSSESSION (49) and IINTEGRALNTEGRAL//PROXIMATEPROXIMATE (50):

(49) a. There is a field at the top here with uswhich I own, which is called Llun-
dain fach. (LC: 4a)

b. [When she got older, she had problems with her hip as well… but it was
operated on.]
Oh but it was painful with her. (LC: 1b; cf. oedd poen ‘da hi, lit. ‘was pain
with her’, i.e. ‘She had pain’)

c. Well the boys are grown up with her now, you see? (LC: 1c)
d. Bit expensive, it is, for travelling up that way now, the prices with the

buses are... They’re getting a bit beyond me. (LC: 2d)

(50) a. I make myself understood but well, English is- is far stronger with me.
(NWC, Lwyngwril: 6f)

b. …with us it’s- w- we notice it when it gets cold, understand, m- more
than you because it’s always cold with you I suppose isn’ it? (NWC, Pen-
caenewydd: 6d)

c. The mortality rate was so- so high with young people in those days.
(LC: 4a)

It should be noted that there is no single variable context for the above types of
extended with. The construction may replace have, as in (49a-b), but more com-
monly, it indicates a dependency relationship which in StE is indicated with the
genitive (49c; ‘her boys’) or a compound noun (49d; ‘bus prices’). Neither of the
above types is found in SEDWest, ICE-GB or ICE-Ireland (see Figure 3.3 below). Ir-
ish differs from Welsh in that the preposition typically used in possessive con-
structions is ag ‘at’, and although le ‘with’ has a similar function as well (Stal-
maszczyk 2007: 137–140), it seems to be less commonly transferred into IrE
(Filppula 1999: 236, Kallen 2013: 175).

The PPOSSESSIVEOSSESSIVE type is only used by the two older age groups of LC and it is
not found in NWC. The IINTEGRALNTEGRAL//PROXIMATEPROXIMATE type (50), which can be considered an
extension of the Welsh-induced possessive construction, occurs in both corpora
in nearly all age groups, including the youngest ones (see Figure 3.4 below). It is
used to refer to qualities or phenomena which relate to a person, group or locality.

OED Online lists a closely related usage: “In the practice or experience of, in
the life or conduct of, in (one’s) case” (see also Lindstromberg 2010: 219–220):

(51) a. These fits of exaltation are not very commonwith me. (1841 E. FitzGerald
Lett.)
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b. These omissions would be impossible with a copyistwho read over what
he had copied. (1910 Bolland Eyre of Kent)

The difference from the IINTEGRALNTEGRAL//PROXIMATEPROXIMATE category is not vast, but the following
instances (52) are nevertheless identified as denoting IINN ONEONE’’SS CASECASE rather than
“integral to a person” and categorized separately. Interestingly enough, these in-
stances are also more common in the WelE corpora than the BrE or IrE corpora.

(52) a. Funnywith me now, when I could read, I much rather er- read a- an Eng-
lish book than a Welsh book. (LC: 1d)

b. […they found it more convenient to speak in English then all the time.]
Yeah, yeah, I think- I think that could be true, yeah, with a lot of young-
sters. (LC: 7c)

With has also other kinds of dialectal or vernacular meanings in WelE not found
in the comparison corpora: It replaces the preposition by in instances loosely de-
noting agent (53a) or means (53b):

(53) a. I had this dreadful attack with a dog,
[*>Oh.]
it attacked<* me, I had ninety-four stitches in my arms. (LC: 3g)

b. the only thing I couldn’t do in the farm was to kill a chicken, I couldn’t
do that at all. You- you just kill them with the throat (LC: 1d)

c. he was that much older so […] perhaps I was led astray with him (LC: 7c)
d. the boys were blacklisted with the coal board (LC: 4f)
e. some people are quite fascinated with the Welsh dialect (LC: 4e)

The WelE usages originate from another Welsh preposition, gan (or gyn in speech)
which is the North Welsh possessive preposition equivalent to with. It also has
other uses both in the north and south, such as corresponding to the English by in
passive sentences (King 1993: 277). However, most of the so-called agentive
usages in the WelE corpora do not involve an actual agent in the semantic sense,
a “wilful initiator of the action” (Biber et al. 1999: 123), and they combine with ele-
ments such as accompaniment (53c), institution (53d) or experience (53e). Again,
the Welsh-induced construction is used in contexts where it is less likely to be
constrained by StE.

Also the southern (gy)da ‘with’ has uses which can lead to preposition repla-
cement in WelE. Parry (1999: 119) records: They do it with hands (‘by hand’; Cl 7,
Dy 16/22/23), which he ascribes to Welsh gyda llaw. Similar instances are found
also in SAWD and LC.
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Further vernacular uses ofwith in WelE that are shared by other British and Ir-
ish varieties are IINSTITUTIONALNSTITUTIONAL relationship (employment or other; 54), and CCAUSEAUSE

OROR REASONREASON (55). These two functions are attested in TC, while the previous ones are
not; the Rhondda variety in other words groups with EngE and IrE in this respect.

(54) a. I’m in the Carmarthen beekeepers’ association, so... Been with them for
quite a time now. (LC: 2e)

b. all the regulations with the milk marketing board an’ everything was be-
coming quite strict. (NWC: 4d)

(55) a. he died when he was forty-six, with cancer. (LC: 1d)
b. they can say that with the way the beams have been trimmed and you

know, decoration of the wood. (NWC: 4c)
c. A: Edinburgh is a lovely city that is.

B: I’ve been to- yeah, oh I’ve been up there loads of times with the- with
the rugby aye. (TC: 2)

Figure 3.3 illustrates the distribution of the different functions in the corpora. In
the PPOSSESSIVEOSSESSIVE, IINTEGRALNTEGRAL//PROXIMATEPROXIMATE, and BBYY ((AGENTAGENT//MEANSMEANS)) categories WelE
stands alone. Although the agentive function does not occur in the ICE-Ireland
data, it has been recorded in IrE by, for example, Filppula (1999: 232–235), Moylan
(2009: 58–59) and Kallen (2013: 175). ICE-Ireland is in many ways meagre in tradi-
tional vernacular uses of with, which indicates that this feature has become stan-
dardized to quite an extent. In the WelE corpora, too, the agentive function is
mainly – but not solely – used by the older generations.

The category IINN ONEONE’’SS CASECASE, highly common in WelE, co-occurs in both ICE
corpora but not in SED. The IINSTITUTIONALNSTITUTIONAL function is found in all corpora, ICE-GB
nearly matching LC and NWC, while CCAUSEAUSE && REASONREASON is primarily a function of
SED West and ICE-Ireland. The category OOTHERTHER, consisting of various usages not
listed above, nor in Quirk et al. (1985) or OED Online, is also fairly productive in
these WelE corpora. These instances include be with ‘live with’, bright with Welsh,
call/query with someone (LC); not silly with it ‘about’, meet with someone, based
with ‘in’, relate information with someone (NWC).
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Figure 3.3: Vernacular usages in the WelE, BrE and IrE corpora (pttw).

In addition to regional variation across the British Isles and Ireland, there is also
diachronic variation in WelE. The overall frequencies for vernacular functions in
LC indicate a fall from 7.5 to 2.2 pttw between Age groups I and III, after which
there is a rise to 4.2 pttw in Age group IV. However, in Figure 3.4 the changes are
examined in terms of separate categories, and it is found that the increase in the
youngest speaker group results from a single category, IINN ONEONE’’SS CASECASE. The primary
function in Age group I, IINTEGRALNTEGRAL//PROXIMATEPROXIMATE, is maintained as well, but the Pos-
sessive function fades out by Age group III. The CCAUSEAUSE && REASONREASON and OOTHERTHER cate-
gories do not occur in the final age group, either.

Figure 3.4: Apparent-time change in vernacular functions in LC.
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The apparent-time results from LC show that although vernacular with construc-
tions remain productive in present-day WelE, definite functional narrowing and
standardization can be attested, and the concept of possession is increasingly re-
placed by more loosely defined relationships.

Preposition replacement and addition
Parry (1999: 118–119) lists a number of prepositional features in the SAWD data,
some of which can be considered more typical and characteristic of WelE than
others. None are, however, as distinctive or frequent in present-day WelE as the
extended use of with. The following description focuses on features of replace-
ment or addition which are found in the more recent corpora as well as in SAWD,
or which are not discussed in SAWD.

Nonstandard uses of on are discussed by several scholars, both in North
Wales (Penhallurick 1991: 207–208) and in the South (Connolly 1990: 128, Parry
1979: 161). Typical instances concern the phrase name on (yr enw ar ‘the name on’
in Welsh; Parry 1999: 119) and other types of “possessive” relationships (e.g.
what’s on this? ‘what is the matter with this’; Connolly 1990: 128), but there are
various others as well, as listed in Parry (1999: 119). The present-dayWelE corpora
and Voices commentaries contain the following types of expression, indicating,
for example, some form of possession (56a-b), temporal expressions (on = at;
56c), or locative expressions (on = at/in; 56d-e). These are not highly common in
the corpora, however, and mainly confined to elderly speakers.

(56) a. you don’t think “oh I got a Welsh name on my street” (TC: 6b)
b. “Some of you know, you got your spare time on you. Why don’t you

write?” (LC: 2e)
c. it does annoy me that um on times you know (Voices: Builth Wells)
d. our parents have a go on us (Voices: Bethesda)
e. what we do is, most of us gather the- o- on- we’re on the same group

(LC: 2d)

For and of are also prepositions with Welsh-induced usages. The phrase know
for sth produces the majority of nonstandard instances of for in SAWD, men-
tioned in the southwestern volume (Parry 1979: 161) and recorded in Clwyd as
well. It is also found in LC (57a). King (1993: 307) gives a parallel construction in
Welsh which is used with relative clauses. The Welsh preposition i has functions
of both to and for (among some others; King 1993: 281–282), which may well ex-
plain situations where a bilingual L1 Welsh-speaker uses one in place of another
(57b). Most quantity expressions, then, employ the preposition o ‘of, out of’ in
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Welsh (King 1993: 125), producing some transfer effects in WelE. There are nu-
merous occurrences of enough of recorded in SAWD, particularly in the south
(Parry 1999: 118). LC contains examples (57c-d) which operate according to the
same principle.

(57) a. Do you know for Saron? (LC: 1a)
b. But funny enough erm, just be- prior for me- f- me going to the- to the- to

the grammar school… (NWC: 2b; cf. cyn i mi fynd, King 1993: 282)
c. …there was hundred and ninety of cows that were milked. (LC: 1c)
d. I- well, both of us still do a little of walking now. (LC: 2e)

Welsh o induces the complex preposition ‘out of’ in a few cases recorded in the
SAWD corpus (58a-b). The only occurrence in the more recent corpora may result
from a combination with the phrasal verb die out; however, of is ungrammatical in
this context (58c).

(58) a. [But you’d use slots *>or shalots..]
Slots, slots<* and when slots is growing innit, you get four or five out of
a slots, don’t you.
[Yeah.]
But out of spring onions you won’t get- only one, it’s a seed that it would
come. (SAWD: Gn 9: 1)

b. There’s a tremendous big bog in there, but you can’t do anything out of
it. (i.e. ‘it’s useless’; SAWD: Gn 7: 2)

c. I cannot see Welsh being dying, absolutely dying out of Wales, oh no.
(LC: 1d)

Off is used in place of from in some dialects. The following instances are recorded
in the Voices interviews, this time in Mid and North Wales. Penhallurick (1991)
and Parry (1999) make no mention of these, which together with similar findings
in SED suggests that this is an EngE dialect contact feature. However, with the
broad semantic scope of o and related prepositions, definitive explanations can-
not be given.

(59) a. it’s just the sort of saying I’ve picked up off someone else you know
(Voices: Builth Wells; 0:55:32)

b. you come ‘off’ Flint you don’t come ‘from’ Flint (Voices: Flint)
c. I certainly don’t want a cwtch off you then (Voices: Holyhead)
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Paulasto’s notes on northern SAWD interviews contain a number of instances,
where the adverbials here/there are accompanied by in in contexts where it is not
required in StE (see 58b and 60a). Similar instances are again recorded in SED,
and there is no apparent (structural) counterpart for this construction in Welsh.
Southeastern WelE, however, contains the regionally distinctive phrase by here/
by there, not used in the bilingual regions. The informants in Tonypandy are
highly aware of this feature in their dialect and it is discussed during several inter-
views (60b-c). The construction is accompanied by a regionally salient pronuncia-
tion /bəɪˈjøː/ (and /bəˈðɛː/), which is highlighted in the interviews (e.g. 60d).

(60) a. Well when you’re cutting- cleaning the hedges in here you use a hook.
(SAWD: Gn 7: 2)

b. you know H. doesn’t sound any different to when she lived by here so…
(TC: 5a)

c. …you came through a place called Porth, did you see that?
[That’s right yeah.]
It’s just by there. (TC: 3a)

d. A: Yeah they don’t- they don’t say come by here. <laughs>
[Yeah.]
A: They don’t- they- they- they pronounce things
B: Differently.
A: pro- more, you know, correctly, properly. (TC: 6b)

Unlike the Welsh-induced prepositional features in the bilingual regions, which
are confined to the elderly speaker generation, by here/there is used by middle-
aged Tonypandy informants as well (a total of 17 instances, 3.41 pttw). Although
children or young adults are not recorded in TC, this feature is productive enough
in the Rhondda dialect that we would, nevertheless, expect it to be used by the
younger generations, too. However, its use may be affected by its status as a dia-
lectal, low-prestige feature (see 60d).

Coupland (1988: 37) finds by here/by there to be used in Cardiff English in
“phonologically standardized realizations”. He also mentions the interrogative
form where by? used in other (presumably southeastern) varieties of WelE, while
Cardiff English has the “well-known” variant where to? in both positional and di-
rectional contexts: where to’s the hammer? or where’s my wallet to? (Coupland
1988: 37). The compound forms trigger the following anecdote about the TV series
Gavin and Stacey (with southeast Welsh characters) in TC:
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(61) A: and in the wedding this man was talking to her- and the- she was saying
about her boyfriend, and the- and he s- or he said about his girlfriend
rather, and she said, “Where to is she by now then?” <laughter>
[Mm. <laughter>]

A: and he said to her then, to the one who wrote the film you know,
B: Aye.
A: the fat one Smithy they called him,
B: Aye that’s right.
A: and he said “Why don’t you learn to speak English?” <laughter>

Where’s he to by then.
B: <laughs> Where’s he to by then.
A: Where’s he to by now.

[Would people actually say that then?]
A: Yeah.
B: Yeah. (TC: 2, 3b)

In fact, the informants in (61) exaggerate the construction by adding the by prepo-
sition used locally; the actual quote isWhere to is she now?1 The extract illustrates
the salience of these prepositional features in southeastern WelE, however.

Another positional preposition in present-day WelE is at used with place
names (62a-b, 62a spoken by an informant originating from the Rhondda). At also
occurs in place of to in the expression listen at, recorded in South Glamorgan in
Parry (1999: 118) and in Flint in the Voices interviews (62c).

(62) a. but I’m now quite happy and proud to live and work at Holyhead
(Voices: Holyhead)

b. they probably converse in Welsh in the house then, say, well my rela-
tions out at America (LC: 2c)

c. let’s have a listen at you! (Voices: Flint)

Further prepositions which in SAWD are occasionally used in nonstandard con-
texts are about (e.g. the English/Welsh name about), by (e.g. we see by our eye),
over (e.g. an old proverb over that) and to (e.g. I’m very cross to you; Parry 1999:
118–119). These are not found in LC, NWC, TC or the Voices commentaries. Based
on the research materials available, our general impression is that Welsh-induced
preposition replacement occurs in the speech of the elderly generation only, and

1 BBC Gavin and Stacey Episode #1.6 (30 Sept 2008). See a clip in YouTube: https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=-T-100FEomg (accessed 9 Apr 2020).
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StE prepositions have subsequently taken over. Prepositional features which sur-
vive in present-day WelE are either superstratal or regional innovations relatively
independent of Welsh contact influence.

Preposition omission
In SAWD, loss of prepositions is noted in a few, varied contexts (63a; Parry 1999:
118–119). More typically, however, omission occurs in WelE with days of the week
(63b) and in complex prepositions such as up/down at/to/in and out of (63c-d),
especially in combination with a place name:

(63) a. the other side Ø Mold (Cl 3; Parry 1999: 118)
b. then I’m back to work ØMonday (LC: 7e); they flew out Ø Tuesday morn-

ing (TC: 2); we go for meals Ø Saturday night (NWC: 8c)
c. I always thought it’s a bit camp, “going up Ø the loo”, to hear a fellow

say that “I’m going up Ø the loo” (TC: 6a); We tend to go down Ø Am-
manford or Swansea. (LC: 7a)

d. I’m going back in and out Ø the car (LC: 2f); years ago we’d be em, out Ø
the street down on the corner (TC: 4); when I came out Ø the army I
worked away (NWC: 2a)

Coupland (1988: 35) observes the reduction of complex prepositions in Cardiff, but
as this feature is shared by varieties of EngE, he categorizes it as a British social
dialect feature rather than a regional Welsh one. True enough, similar instances
(including omission with days of the week) can be found aplenty in ICE-GB (Meri-
läinen & Paulasto 2015). Coupland (1988: 35) records run out Ø the door; round Ø
Dave’s place; over Ø Canton; up Ø Ely; and Windsor Lewis (1990c: 117) and Con-
nolly (1990: 127) give similar examples from Glamorgan and Port Talbot English.
In the present corpora, these instances are particularly common in TC, although
a few can be found in LC and NWC, as well. Preposition omission with days of the
week also seems to be somewhat more common in the south than north of Wales.

Types of omission which are not shared by ICE-GB are few in the WelE cor-
pora. These are illustrated by (64):

(64) a. But still as I’m saying Ø you, they are bit difficult for us to understand.
(LC: 2c)

b. my mother was born Ø next farm (NWC: 2c)
c. Might get mild winters if you go to the peninsula.

[Yeah.]
Cause Ø the sea, you know (NWC: 6d)
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Example (64a) may well be triggered by the internal irregularity of English on the
one hand and Welsh contact influence on the other. English has pairs of semanti-
cally similar expressions, such as say to vs. tell, where one requires a preposition
while the other does not (see Nesselhauf 2009). Moreover, the Welsh verb dweud
translates as both ‘say’ and ‘tell’. Contact-induced explanations are unlikely for
the other two types of omission. Rather, they may have to do with associated
phrases (e.g. live next door) or semantic redundancy (also affecting complex pre-
positions in ex. 63).

3.5 Vernacular features shared with English English

In addition to the above grammatical features, which aremore or less distinctive of
varieties of WelE and typically (or potentially) originate from Welsh contact influ-
ence, spoken English in Wales exhibits features which clearly arise from vernacu-
lar EngE. These may be traditional dialect features with long regional histories,
particularly in the longstanding English-speaking areas of Wales, or they may be
general vernacular features of modern BrE which are used across the country. The
former tend to be receding from present-dayWelE. Indeed, there is hardly any evi-
dence of them in the recent corpora. The latter, on the other hand, are of common
currency. Both types are examined in the following subsections.

3.5.1 Plural marking

We begin by examining a feature where Welsh contact influence is a possibility,
but not a strong candidate. Zero plural marking (ZPM) in measure nouns (e.g. two
foot, five mile, four pound) is a feature of BrE and IrE (see below). It is also attested
in several American varieties and a number of pidgins and creoles (Kortmann et
al. 2020). SAWD indicates that WelE speakers, too, may use the feature in measure
nouns following cardinal numerals. Parry (1999: 107) gives several instances of
zero marking in the survey item two year ago from various parts of Wales. Gwy-
nedd is excluded, however, and it is noteworthy that all of these instances have
been recorded along the English border or in the longstanding English regions in
Pembrokeshire, the Gower, or the southeast of Wales. The non-morphological and
incidental materials collected for SAWD contain further instances with diverse
measure nouns. The geographic spread is wider, extending into the bilingual
Welsh regions, but the majority are again recorded in the east and south of the
country (Parry 1999: 107):
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(65) two gallon (Gn 10); three acre big (Dy 24); two or three ton (Dy 3/10, Gw: New-
port); four ounce (Dy 23); two inch (Cl 5); twenty-odd mile away (Cl 6); (eight)
foot (long) (P 15–16/20, WG 2/4/6, MG 1, SG 4, Gw: Newport)

ZPM is also a feature of Cardiff English (Coupland 1988: 35). Parry (1999: 107)
points out that it is widespread in the traditional dialects of England, although
there is also potential for Welsh contact influence, Welsh having no plural mark-
ing for nouns after cardinal numerals (see Thorne 1993: 149–50). Based on the
geographic distribution of the above findings, it is more likely that this feature re-
sults from EngE influence.

Filppula, Klemola and Paulasto (2009: 234–37) carry out a quantitative in-
vestigation ZPM in traditional EngE (SED Spoken Corpus), traditional IrE (Filppu-
la 1986), and WelE represented by twelve elderly informants from the Llandybie
Corpus (LC age group I plus one; see Section 1.6). Despite similar age ranges, the
SED informants were born in the final decades of the nineteenth century and the
IrE and WelE informants some 30–50 years later. The normalized frequencies of
ZPM are very different: while the SED and IrE corpora yield 11.98 and 10.82 in-
stances per 10,000 words (pttw), respectively, the WelE corpus contains only
3.75 instances. The percentages of ZPM in the three corpora give similar results:
51.5 % for SED, 34.1 % for IrE and 15.1 % for WelE. These figures are further
evidence of the EngE origin of the feature in WelE, and possibly also in IrE (Filp-
pula et al. 2009: 236–237). In traditional EngE, then, the feature is likely to origi-
nate from Old English measure nouns uninflected for the plural (e.g. gēar ‘year’,
pūnd ‘pound’).

There is vast lexical variation in the percentages of ZPM (Filppula et al. 2009:
236). The research data behind the article show that in the WelE corpus, the typi-
cal items that lack plural marking are pound and foot, both of which yield high
percentages. Year and mile make a few appearances as well:

(66) a. I mean, if you had ten pound in those days you were a millionaire.
(LC: 1a)

b. …an iron ring, about, wouldn’t be two- somewhere around two foot, not
quite two foot in diameter. (LC: 4c)

c. Years ago, everybody used to walk.
[M-hm.]
Even, two or three mile, some of them. (LC: 2e)

The younger generations from Llandybie display very little use of ZPM. The only
noun that systematically attracts this feature is pound, with a few instances of foot
and year in age groups II and III (for the age groups, see Section 1.6). In NWC, too,
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there are very few instances overall, but interestingly, the majority occur with year
rather than pound, in spite of a total opposite in Welsh: blwyddin ‘year’ is one of
the few nouns which actually take the plural form (blynedd) following numerals
(Thorne 1993: 150). SAWD indicates that ZPM has never been a feature of northern
WelE and the present results from North Wales support this. In the Tonypandy
Corpus (TC), mile has explicit plural marking in the majority of cases, and other
items are too few in number for any robust conclusions. The WelE corpora indi-
cate that this feature is receding from these dialects, coming only to be associated
with particular lexical items. This trend aligns with general BrE: 4.4 % of all in-
stances investigated in the unscripted spoken sections of ICE-GB contain ZPM,
and it is basically restricted to two nouns: stone and foot (Filppula et al. 2009:
238).

3.5.2 Pronouns

There is very little information on nonstandard pronoun usage outside SAWD and
some historical sources (see Penhallurick 1994: 163–165), which is telling of the
marginal status of these features at present. Pronouns are not affected by Welsh
contact influence in WelE, and thus, any irregularities that occur arise from EngE
dialect contact affecting the longstanding English regions in the south and east of
Wales. Along with the gradual loss of distinctive Gower and south Pembroke dia-
lects and the levelling and standardization of traditional EngE dialects across the
border, this set of features is bound to fade out (see also Penhallurick 2008b: 363–
365).

The nonstandard vernacular usages in SAWD described by Parry (1999: 108–
109) can be divided into a few different types. Firstly, there are the archaic singu-
lar pronouns: nominative thou (Cl 3, Dy 14/20), objective thee (Cl 3, P 15–16, Dy
14/20, WG 5–6), and possessive thy (Dy 20/25, WG 4–6). The second type involves
usages where the subject and object forms are switched: nominative thee (Cl 3, P
15–16, Dy 21, WG 5–6, SG 3), nominative her (Cl 3, P 10/13/17–18/20, Gw 1), objec-
tive we (P 15–17/20) and objective they (MG 3). Morgan (1886: 51) also attests ob-
jective I (‘help I!’) in the Gower. The distribution of the above localities indicates
that these usages are restricted to the specific areas mentioned above: South
Pembrokeshire, the Gower peninsula, South Glamorgan, and the eastern border
area, with an inland wedge in Radnorshire, Powys, which also Anglicized rela-
tively early on (see Chapter 5). Pronoun exchange is a feature of the traditional
Southwest and West Midlands dialects (e.g. Klemola 2003), with limited use
(mainly we/wor for us) in the Northeast (Beal et al. 2012: 51–54). In Welsh, the
same forms of personal pronouns are used in both subject and object positions
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(e.g. Thorne 1993: 154–159), but Welsh is unlikely to have influenced this feature
in WelE. Filppula et al. (2008: 114) point out, however, that historical Celtic con-
tact should be considered a possibility in the development of pronoun exchange
in EngE.

Linked to the above types are uninflected possessive determiners it ‘its’ (Dy
19), us ‘our’ (Cl 3, WG 3) and they ‘their’ (SG 1/4) and the dialectal possessive pro-
nouns (called “disjunctive” by Parry 1999: 109) yourn, he’s, ourn, theirn and they’s,
which primarily occur in Radnorshire (as well as thine, attested somewhat more
widely in the longstanding English regions). In SED, these forms are used quite
widely in the North, West Midlands and South (especially the southwestern coun-
ties).

Pronominal features which originate specifically from the southwest of Eng-
land include the 3SGSG masculine nominative a and objective en (Parry 1999: 109).
The latter is also used of inanimate objects (e.g. put en down; Cl 3, Dy 12–13/19/
24–25, WG 3/5). These are recorded in South Pembrokeshire and the Gower, as
well as, curiously, in Cl 3 (Buckley), near the English border in Flintshire. Also
earlier descriptions of the Gower dialect by Morgan (1886), Davies (1920) and
Tucker (1950, 1957) mention the pronouns a (or ah) and en (or un). Parry (1999:
109) points to Old English hine as the source for en in southwest English. An alter-
native explanation has, however, been sought in Brythonic contact influence (see
Filppula et al. 2008: 114–117, also Klemola 2003: 270–273).

Reflexive pronouns are regularized primarily in the southeast. The following
examples are from TC:

(67) a. I don’t know whether he knows hisself <laughs> (TC: 4)
b. they present theirselves different (TC: 3b)

Coupland (1988: 35) notes these forms in Cardiff English and categorizes them as
British social dialect features rather than regional ones.

WelE relative pronouns are subject to some variation, too. SAWD indicates
that zero relative in a subject position (as in 68a) and as for that/who (68b) are pri-
marily used in Powys, while there are a few instances with what and which from
South Wales as well as with the possessive relative that his (68c) from Powys and
West Glamorgan (SAWD, Parry 1999: 109–110):

(68) a. I know a man Ø will do it for you
b. He’s the man as looks after the cows
c. That’s the man that his uncle has drowned
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The distribution of these instances, too, points to EngE influence, and their pre-
sent-day role in WelE is likely to be small, based on the corpora. In fictional repre-
sentations of WelE they emerge rather often (Section 5.6), but this may result from
their distinctly dialectal sound rather than actual use (see below). The only corpus
and location where relative what and as have been spotted is the dubious Talbot
Green in the BBC Voices data (69a-b). A few zero relatives (69c) and that for who
(69d) are found elsewhere, indicating that these are somewhat more frequent:

(69) a. you might get the odd showman what is really Scotch (Voices: Talbot
Green)

b. and he died on the same piece of ground as my wife was borned on
(Voices: Talbot Green)

c. there’s a lot of English um Ø come here to live now (Voices: Holyhead)
d. I’m the one that’s there normally (Voices: Builth Wells)

In EngE, relative what is characteristic of southeastern and southwestern dialects
(e.g. Trudgill 2008: 410, Wagner 2008: 429, Szmrecsanyi 2013: 63–64), although it
is found to occur in the north as well (Tagliamonte et al. 2005: 86–88, Beal et al.
2012: 54–56). Relative as, on the other hand, appears to be disappearing even
from its primary region in the southwest (Wagner 2008: 429, Britain 2007: 101–
102). That for a human antecedent, on the other hand, is a frequent choice in most
parts of the west and north of England, and zero subject relatives occur practically
everywhere to some extent (see Britain 2007: 99–100).

3.5.3 Verb inflection

Agreement
Nonstandard agreement features concern the extension or absence of third per-
son singular -s and past tense was/were variation. As regards SAWD, the most in-
formative volumes are the southwestern (Parry 1979) and northern ones (Penhal-
lurick 1991: 194–206), both of which provide a rich variety of instances. The
information from the southeast (Parry 1977) is more limited, especially on 3SGSG -s
usage, but it is hard to believe that this feature would not occur in the southeast-
ern counties as well. In the present-day data, nonstandard agreement features
emerge primarily in the southeast. A third type, default singular is/was with exis-
tential/presentational there, is discussed in brief below.

Parry (1979: 147) lists extension of -s (also known as verbal -s; see, e.g. God-
frey and Tagliamonte 1999) under the heading “Present tense habitual”, and it
seems indeed that most usages mentioned here and in Penhallurick (1991: 194) oc-
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cur in a generic-habitual (or stative) context. The instances include (70a-b), while
(70c) is found in the transcribed SAWD data.

(70) a. I believes you (Dy/Pem 10); we calls it (Dy/Pem 3/10); bulls bellows (Dy/
Pem 4; Parry 1979: 147)

b. things like that sometimes comes along (Cl 2); the people wants to see
them (Gn 1; Penhallurick 1991: 194)

c. If you goes on the mountain now there’ll be a- sheep paths all over the
place there. (SAWD: Fro 1)

The above sources record extension of -s primarily in Pembrokeshire and the
northeast of Wales. A very few instances concern the verbs be and do (e.g. is they,
Penhallurick 1991: 199; they does, Parry 1979: 158). Coupland (1988: 33–34) men-
tions this feature in Cardiff English, calling it the “central aspect of non-standard-
ness” as regards present-tense verbs. It concerns both lexical verbs (e.g. I likes it;
we lives in Splott) and be and do as main verbs (e.g. they’s awful; we does it often),
occasionally including have (we never has homework; Coupland 1999: 35). Further
observations are made in Glamorganshire, “frequently observed in the least so-
phisticated speakers” (Windsor Lewis 1990c: 118), and Port Talbot (Connolly
1990: 127).

In the present corpora extension of -s is low in frequency. TC contains a single
instance (71a), while in LC some of the elderly speakers employ extended -s in nar-
rative contexts, as in (71b), or in a habitual-general context (as in 71a). Windsor
Lewis (1990c: 118), too, finds that extension of -s in Glamorgan English is con-
nected to the habitual (or iterative) function.

(71) a. I goes in the club and the first thing they say to me if I’m in there is er “is
P. coming down tonight” (TC: 4)

b. I was reading in the church now, you know […] and they says “can you
read without glasses”, “yes I can” I said (LC: 1d)

There are no instances in the NWC. The distribution indicates that this is a region-
ally restricted and most likely an English dialect feature: It is attested quite widely
in EngE, particularly in the southeast (Kortmann et al. 2020, Anderwald 2008:
451) but also in the southwest of England (see, e.g. Godfrey & Tagliamonte 1999,
who also discuss the habitual and narrative functions of the feature).

The opposite case, absence of -s with a 3SGSG subject, is also attested in WelE.
Based on the SAWD volumes, this feature does not concern lexical verbs but
rather the auxiliaries do and have: Uninflected lexical verbs are few (ex. 72a from
the southwest), while uninflected do is widespread in both southern volumes and
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have makes a few appearances also in the north (see, e.g. Parry 1977: 173–177;
1979: 158–160). The incidental materials include the examples in (72b).

(72) a. At four o’clock, school finish (Dy/Pem 7, Dy/Cth 2–3); the man that look
after the cows (Dy/Cdg 1; Parry 1979: 147)

b. My clock have stopped (Dy/Cth 3; Parry 1979: 159); a cow that have seen
the bull (Cl 5; Penhallurick 1991: 206)

In the present-day corpora, absence of -s is largely confined to the southeast, To-
nypandy and Cardiff/Splott (BBC Voices), and to the verbs do and, in particular,
have:

(73) a. well his mother th- I don’t know she er, she don’t speak like some of
them do speak up there (TC: 3b)

b. he’ve still got the Rhondda accent but he’ve got that Newport- to me
they don’t sound Welsh (TC: 5a); K.’ve ordered them (TC: 2)

Coupland (1988: 34), too, notes the absence of -s with have in Cardiff English, as
does Connolly (1990: 126–127) for Port Talbot, and it is a widespread feature in
SED (see, e.g. Parry 1979: 159–160).

Other present tense agreement features described in SAWD are by now archa-
ic. They concern, for example, the dialectal 2SGSG inflectional forms (and pronouns;
e.g. thee art/bist/beest; thee artn’t) and the be-paradigm (e.g. I be, thee be, her be,
they be; I bain’t, she bain’t, they bain’t; Parry 1999: 114). These forms are also re-
corded in older sources describing traditional South Pembrokeshire and Gower
English (see Penhallurick 1994: 165–167), but they have no bearing on present-
day WelE.

In the past tense, the most notable agreement feature is that of was/were-var-
iation, was/wasn’t being used with plural subjects and were/weren’t with 1SGSG and
3SGSG. The former feature is considerably more widespread in SAWD, being recorded
in all three volumes (see Parry 1999: 114 for a summary). The instances are more
sporadic in the north than the south, however.

Unlike the present-tense agreement features, generalized was occurs in all
WelE corpora: LC, NWC, TC and Voices (in, e.g. Bon-y-maen, Treorchy and Car-
diff). It is thus in current use throughout Wales, as illustrated by the following ex-
amples, but the instances are nevertheless too few for a quantitative analysis.
Most informants using this feature are middle-aged or older.

(74) a. we was in a Welsh class for two years, the first and second year (NWC,
Llwyngwril: 6a)
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b. I thought you was off K., like a pint of sour milk (TC: 2)

Was-generalization takes place quite frequently in BrE and varieties of English
worldwide (see, e.g. Tagliamonte 2009).

The second type, were-generalization, is much less common in WelE, accord-
ing to both SAWD and corpus evidence. The instances are few and far between, re-
corded in all corners of the country bar the northwest (Parry 1999: 114, Penhallur-
ick 1991: 202). In TC this feature occurs in the negative form only (75a-b), while LC
and NWC have a few random occurrences (75c).

(75) a. your gym was up there weren’t it (TC: 2)
b. her father weren’t in good health (TC: 3b)
c. Well after the Roman period were finished, then a gentleman by the

name of Mitchell came there… (LC: 2g)

The dialectal distribution of were-generalization in EngE is described by, for ex-
ample, Trudgill (2008: 349–350), who finds it characteristic of many northern and
central Midlands counties, along with the southwest of England.

The above instances do not include existential/presentational there is/was
with plural subjects, which is a highly productive “common core” feature in spo-
ken British English, WelE included (see, e.g. Britain 2007: 78, Szmrecsanyi 2013:
61–62). The eWAVE ranks it as pervasive or obligatory in most L1 varieties of Eng-
lish, both traditional and high-contact ones (Kortmann et al. 2020).

(76) a. Then opposite to my mom there’s two new bungalows there as well
(NWC: 8d)

b. at the time there was no mobile phones so they couldn’t go like that and
turn away (TC: 5c)

In the present corpora, there is/has been (nearly always in the contracted form
there’s [been]) is the default choice with a notional plural subject in 68–74 %of all
occurrences in LC (with the exception of 30 % in Age group II), while in NWC the
figures are 26–70 %, rising steadily towards the youngest speakers, and 68 % in
TC. Past tense was is the less common variant in LC (8–61 %) and NWC (4–38 %)
but the more common one in TC (74 %). This difference may result from a more
widespread acceptance of was-generalization in the southeast.
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Verb morphology
Dialectal features of verb morphology in WelE concern mainly regular, zero, or
otherwise nonstandard forms of past tense and past participle inflection of irregu-
lar verbs, for example, bringed, come, lied and speaked instead of brought, came,
lay and spoke, or ate, drank, give and knowed instead of eaten, drunk, given and
known (Parry 1999: 112–113). Globally speaking, regularization of irregular verb
paradigms is a feature of many vernacular L1 Englishes, whether traditional and
low-contact ones or high-contact varieties (Kortmann et al. 2020). It is less fre-
quent in L2 varieties and pidgins and creoles. Unmarked forms, then, are a feature
of pidgins and creoles, but also of L1 varieties in the British Isles and the US (Kort-
mann et al. 2020). Parry’s account for SAWD shows that the majority of instances
have been recorded in the longstanding English regions, which is indicative of
EngE influence, particularly as similar forms are common in traditional EngE dia-
lects (based on, e.g. SED and EDG data; see also Anderwald 2009). Nonstandard
forms are, however, also used in SAWD localities where the informants are L1
Welsh speakers, in which case they may result from EngE influence or regulariza-
tion strategies adopted by speakers with incomplete command of English verbal
paradigms.

In the contemporary WelE corpora, uninflected past tense forms are recorded
in the south and east (Voices: Builth Wells, Cardiff, Talbot Green; and TC). Most of
them concern the verb come, with one instance of run. Both dialect forms are de-
scribed in detail by Anderwald (2009: 149–182), who finds past tense come espe-
cially frequent in EngE, including West Midlands.

(77) a. I come back here then er nineteen ninety . em . and I’ve been here ever
since (TC: 5c)

b. and he run into the caravan (Voices: Talbot Green)

Coupland (1988: 34–35), too, notes that zero past tense marking is found in Cardiff
English (e.g. he give me a quid; they run off; he come over here). However, he does
not find “over-generalized” past tense forms such as gived, holded, swinged being
used in Cardiff, nor are they attested in the present corpora apart from a few in-
stances in Voices/Talbot Green (borned, growed; for the questionable representa-
tiveness of the Talbot Green interview, see Section 1.6). Roller (2016: 47, 103) ex-
amines the frequencies of zero marking of regular past tense forms in FRED and
RWC and finds them to be highly infrequent (0.23 pttw in FRED and 0.15 pttw in
RWC).

Other types of nonstandard forms, either simple past for past participle (ex.
78a) or vice versa (78b), are recorded in some of the southern and eastern Voices
localities and TC, the latter variant being more common (for the EngE distribution,
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see Anderwald 2009: 98f). These are scarcely found at all in the interview corpora
from the bilingual Welsh regions.

(78) a. and some haven’t spoke a word of English have they? (Voices: Bon-y-
Maen); we’ve sang with the best we’ve sang with Bryn Terfel (Voices:
Flint)

b. and I went back and I done two years (Voices: Bon-y-Maen); and I sung
‘Delilah’ by Tom Jones (Voices: Builth Wells); I seen him on the front of
the Rhon- (TC: 3a)

SAWD contains a few instances of the now-extinct a-prefixing with past participle
forms (e.g. a-had, a-found, a-fetched, a-got, a-lost; Parry 1999: 113). These are re-
corded in Pembrokeshire and the Gower, as also noted in Penhallurick (1994:
167), which points to EngE dialect origin. There is no evidence of these forms in
any of the recent corpora.

3.5.4 Negation

Vernacular negation features in WelE are of three main types: multiple nega-
tion, never as a past tense negator, and distinctive forms of negative auxiliaries.
None of these are found to be highly frequent in the corpora, however, and the
final type, negative auxiliary forms canna ‘can’t’, couldna ‘couldn’t’, munna
‘mustn’t’, shanna ‘shan’t’ and oona ‘won’t’ (see Parry 1999: 118) are confined to
the traditional dialects of Powys. They therefore have little relevance in present-
day WelE.

Parry (1999: 119) finds multiple negation or negative concord widespread in
SAWD. Indeed, it occurs in all present corpora too and in various localities from
Tonypandy to Llanuwchllyn, although the frequencies are low. The Voices com-
mentaries also indicate that this feature is not associated with any particular re-
gion or type of community. There may be some functional variation, however. For
instance, an elderly L1 Welsh informant in Llandybie uses it to reinforce the nega-
tion (79d), while for other informants this is a neutral construction.

(79) a. I don’t like it neither (Voices: Flint)
b. jewellery is not called jewellery no more, you’ve got to call it ‘bling’

(Voices: Splott)
c. there’s no grant or nothing that you have now like (NWC, Llanuwchllyn:

6b)
d. I like the English people, I haven’t got nothing against them.
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[*>Well that’s good.]
I have <* not got nothing against them.
[Mm.]
Nothing. (LC: 1c)

Never is used to some extent as a past tense negator in varying contexts. It is re-
corded with definite time reference, as in BrE (see Britain 2007: 86), primarily in
the south and east (80a-b; see also Coupland 1988: 35). In some cases, never oc-
curs with the simple past where the present (or past) perfect would be expected
(81a-b).

(80) a. they’d ask me to go up and help in the school as well so I was offered a
job but I never- I never took that either. (TC: 5b)

b. but we never kept the tape unfortunately, would have done really good
for this program (Voices: Flint)

(81) a. [Have you- what about ffodrwm?]
No I never heard the word. (SAWD: Bot 2)

b. [Pobol y Cwm?]
No.
[No?]
No, I never liked it, no. I don’t watch things like that. (NWC: 8d)

The latter instances are recorded from L1 Welsh speakers only, which raises the
question of Welsh input. As pointed out by Kallen (2013: 95) with regard to the
“indefinite anterior perfect” in IrE, the distinction between the past and perfect
time references in English is not a straightforward matter. The eWAVE indicates
that the simple past for the (experiential) present perfect is fairly common in
Englishes worldwide (Kortmann et al. 2020), but in WelE this feature seems to
be restricted to expressions involving never. Besides LC and NWC, the construc-
tion is used in two North Welsh localities of the SAWD corpus, which points to a
home-grown origin. The semantics of the simple past and perfect in Welsh basi-
cally correspond to those of English, but the perfective time adverb erioed ‘ever,
never’ is used in the preterite as well as the perfect tenses (King 1993: 247,
Thorne 1993: 418), and this may have an effect on the WelE usages. However,
matters are complicated by other vernacular BrE uses of never, as in (80a-b),
and some degree of overlapping between the simple past and perfect.
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3.5.5 Adverbs

Manner adverbs can sometimes remain unmarked in WelE. Again, this is a rela-
tively common characteristic of EngE in the south as well as north of the country
(Britain 2007: 93–94) and considered by Coupland (1988: 35) an urban vernacular
BrE feature in Cardiff English. The majority of instances in the present-day WelE
corpora are recorded in TC and, unlike in Tagliamonte and Ito’s (2002) study on
York English (reported in Britain 2007: 93–94), the intensifier real(ly) does not
play a large role in the findings. It does occur in LC to some extent, particularly in
older speakers’ interviews. Proper also functions as an intensifier (e.g. proper an-
noyed; Jones 2016b: 27). In example (82e) the speaker, in contrast, employs an ad-
verb where an adjective would be expected in StE.

(82) a. …he’s doing it regular. (TC: 2)
b. A: Well some some people do, perhaps they’re just speaking proper,

B: Innit?
A: you know what I mean,
[Yeah.]
B: Innit? My- and my father’s er, sisters they spoke nice didn’t they?
[Okay.]
B: They were like- my father’s sisters, they all spoke nice they did. (TC:
5b & 3b)

c. That’s you know, really low isn’t it?
[Mhm.]
Low ability and real sloppy. (TC: 6b)

d. And our doctor now, er, well, he was real English but he’s learnt Welsh,
speaks Welsh as good as I- me. (LC: 2c)

e. I think we sound differently and we got different phrases too. (TC: 6b)

In NWC this feature is rare. However, it is reported in the linguistic commentaries
for the Voices interviews in Flint and Holyhead in the north, Builth Wells, New-
town and Tregaron in mid-Wales, and Bon-y-Maen, Risca, Talbot Green and
Treorchy in the south. It is clearly geographically widespread, although the fre-
quencies may vary.
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4 Lexis and discourse features

4.1 Introduction

In general accounts of the variety (e.g. Penhallurick 1993: 38–40; Thomas 1994:
142–144), it is pointed out that, unlike phonology, WelE lexicon is not strongly af-
fected by the Welsh language. Thomas (1994: 142), for example, states that Welsh
loanwords of general currency are “less than a handful”. The situation is very dif-
ferent from IrE, where Irish-derived lexicon has a firm current as well as historical
standing (see Kallen 2013: 132–143). The comparatively meagre number of Welsh
items results from the more recent Anglicization and formal acquisition of English
in Welsh-speakingWales on the one hand, and of the strong impact of EngE in the
longstanding English regions on the other. The combined effect seems to have left
fairly little room for Welsh loanwords in general usage. The above authors draw
attention to the numerous geographically restricted loanwords, however. Penhal-
lurick (1993: 38–40) also observes that in SAWD, in the heavily Welsh-speaking
areas, their emergence may well signify the informants’ status as L1 Welsh speak-
ers. Rather than being established and common dialect words in the English spo-
ken in the area, Welsh words are used to fill in lexical gaps, as the English words
for many of the questionnaire items may be completely unfamiliar to the respon-
dents (see also Parry 1985a: 51–56). This issue is discussed further below.

Instead of Welsh, the majority of dialect lexicon in WelE is of English origin:
In the SAWD glossary (Parry 1999: 121–201) they constitute c. 95 %of all lexical en-
tries. SAWD also indicates geographic patterns of distribution of EngE dialect vo-
cabulary, which align well with the history of Anglicization and dialect contact in
Wales. The longstanding English regions of South Pembrokeshire, Gower, and the
southeast and border areas have historical depth of English lexicon not found in
other parts of the country, and hence the density and regional distinctiveness of
the dialect words is also greater in these parts. In contrast, some EngE items in
SAWD have spread across the entire country, while others occur nearly every-
where, only the westernmost areas excepted.

Because of the regional differences, the following sections will examine WelE
dialect lexis from the perspectives of source language (Welsh, English, other) and
geographic distribution. The focus is on present-day rather than historical usage,
but it is important to note the role of Welsh in older regional dialect vocabulary,
be it that much of this lexicon has fallen out of active use or is associated with
“fairly consciously picturesque speaking” (as commented by Windsor Lewis
1990c: 110). It is impossible, of course, to give a comprehensive description of
WelE dialect lexicon here, and hence, we refer you to the sources below for further
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information. We shall also take a closer look at select lexical items and their distri-
butions in the research data.

Lexicon is the most salient domain of language, and thus is it a central target
of traditional dialect research. Studies and documents of WelE dialect lexicon can
be broadly divided into four types: traditional rural dialect lexicon studies as re-
presented by SAWD, historical as well as recent descriptions focusing on regional
lexicon, popularized accounts, and the BBC Voices survey. A recent addition to
the above isWelsh English Dialect (Jones 2016a), an accessible yet research-based
booklet focusing on WelE dialect lexis. The main sources for the following sec-
tions represent all of these to an extent. Findings in SAWD (Parry 1977, 1979,
1999, and Penhallurick 1991) are referred to whenever the item in question is in-
cluded in the survey or its incidental material. Regional dialect descriptions
which are accessible to us and most relevant for the present purposes are con-
sulted as well; these include Windsor Lewis (1964) on Glamorganshire, George
(1990) on the Rhondda, Penhallurick (1994) on the Gower, and Jones (2013,
2016b) on Gwent, as well as other smaller or older contributions.

By popularized accounts we refer to the publications depicting the dialect of
the southeastern Valleys: Talk Tidy: The Art of Speaking Wenglish (1985) andMore
Talk Tidy (1986) by John Edwards, and Wenglish: The Dialect of the South Wales
Valleys (2008) by Robert Lewis. As the titles may indicate, neither book ap-
proaches its subject purely academically but is intended for the enlightenment
and entertainment of the general public. The glossaries in the books are long and
comprehensive, containing not only dialect words of Welsh and English origin,
but also expressions and idioms, nonstandard grammar items and regionally dis-
tinctive pronunciations of specific words. As such, they offer an interesting win-
dow into the dialect of the Valleys, coloured by the region’s bilingual past as an
industrial hotspot. Both Edwards and Lewis are local to the area, which is an ad-
vantage but also a problem, as they base their glossaries and descriptions on their
own knowledge and experience of the dialect rather than systematic data collec-
tion or corpus evidence: no further references or sources of information are given.
The glossaries are also uninformative on the frequencies and time frames of the
words, and thus it is likely that there is a great deal of quantitative, regional and
diachronic variation in their actual use. The authors do not contextualize “Wengl-
ish” or its features as part of English in Wales more generally but present it as an
independent development.

Welsh English Dialect (Jones 2016a) is likewise intended for a wide audience,
and although concise, it is more systematic in its approach and regionally com-
prehensive. Besides a general word list, the booklet includes lexical case studies
and thematic sections on, for example, the language of children’s games, food,
work, music, and the home, as well as WelE phraseology.
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WelE dialect lexicon has recently been charted alongside EngE dialects, in
the BBC Voices project (BBC Voices 2014) through an online “Language Lab” sur-
vey and a radio survey (2004–2005; see Penhallurick 2013). The Language Lab re-
sults are available in the form of lexical maps at the BBC Voices website. The
Voices radio survey, in turn, involved groups of informants who were gathered to-
gether to discuss the topic of dialects and accents in various parts of the country.
They were furthermore presented with a list of lexical items, and the outcomes of
the discussions have been worked into linguistic commentaries which are availed
of in the present description (see Section 1.6 and Chapter 6). The Voices word list
formed the basis for the lexical questionnaire in Jones (2013, 2016b) as well as in
the Tonypandy interviews in 2012. Central observations from TC are included be-
low as well.

4.2 Welsh lexicon in Welsh English

Parry (1985a: 51–56) discusses the position of Welsh loanwords in WelE from the
technical perspective of compiling the SAWD dialect atlas. In areas which are pri-
marily English-speaking and lacking in heavy Welsh input in phonology and
grammar, it is not difficult to perceive Welsh responses to the lexical question-
naire as fully established “importations”, as Parry calls them. In this category, he
lists, for example, twp ‘silly, stupid’, pentan ‘the hob of a grate’ and ach-y-fi! ‘ex-
clamation of disgust’, all recorded in long-standing English regions as well as bi-
lingual areas (1985a: 52). However, when English is the informant’s second lan-
guage, it is harder to discern whether the Welsh responses are genuine dialect
words or “intruders”, that is, words drawn from the informant’s Welsh word-stock
to fill gaps in the English one. In such cases, Parry (1985a: 52–53) finds that one
must seek further support from dialect-external evidence (such as the geographic
distribution of the word outside the locality), dialect-internal evidence (such as
the general linguistic characteristics of the speaker’s dialect), and one’s own in-
tuition (such as recognizing the role of tŷ bach, lit. ‘little house’, as a useful eu-
phemism for ‘toilet, outhouse’).

Parry is thus essentially describing the distinction between borrowing and
code-switching, a matter of considerable amount of debate in contact-linguistic
literature (e.g. Matras 2009: 106‒114). Let us pause on this issue for a moment, as
it is relevant to multilingual practices and language contact phenomena in
Wales. The current evidence suggests that code-switching in the form of sponta-
neous insertions from the speaker’s L1 Welsh is quite infrequent in WelE. Margar-
et Deuchar (personal e-mail communication, Feb 2017) observes that in the Siar-
ad corpus of bilingual Welsh-English communication, only 1 % of all bilingual
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clauses can be identified as having English as the matrix language. (Only 4 % of
the words in the corpus are English overall; Deuchar et al. 2016: 223.) Moreover,
she concludes that Welsh insertions tend to occur in clause-peripheral positions,
which “suggests that the English grammar of our speakers is in some sense more
impervious to the influence of Welsh than their Welsh grammar is to English”
(p.c.).

Further reasons why code-switching is not observed in the present-day WelE
corpora are functional (as the interviewer or at least one of the discussants is
non-Welsh-speaking), contextual (as highly specific lexical items are not sought),
as well as proficiency-related (as bilingual speakers’ English language compe-
tence today is higher than that of the L1 Welsh SAWD informants). This does not
mean that it does not take place, but the fact is that the entire body of literature on
code-switching in Wales concerns English input into Welsh rather than vice versa
(see Deuchar et al. 2016: 215‒216).

We concur with Matras (2009: 110‒114) that code-switching and borrowing
form a continuum rather than a strict dichotomy and operate across various di-
mensions that are related to the speaker, the structural and functional attributes
of the items in question, and their frequency. The interaction of these dimensions
can certainly be observed in the use of the Welsh loanwords below. Another rele-
vant factor is the concept of listedness (as in Muysken 2000: 71‒72): “the degree to
which a particular element or structure is part of a memorized list which has
gained acceptance within a particular speech community.” This, too, is a scalar
rather than binary property.

4.2.1 General currency items

Despite being described as “general currency items”, the Welsh words below are
used in WelE (and general English usage) for different reasons. Some are cultural
loans, which means that there is no meaningful English word for them and hence
their use is independent of individual or community-based bilingualism (see
Myers-Scotton 1993: 168–172): Eisteddfod and Cymanfa are Welsh cultural festi-
vals, penillion is a traditional Welsh way of performing a song and crwth a Welsh
instrument. The list also includes words or expressions which are culturally well
known, such as cariad or tŷ bach, although they may be seldom used in actual
English discourse. Mam-gu/nain ‘grandmother’ and tad-cu/taid ‘grandfather’,
then, are the southern and northern counterparts for the same term, and their dis-
tribution in WelE follows the Welsh dialect divide. Neither is thus of “general cur-
rency”, but overall, one may say that the Welsh terms for grandparents continue
to be used in present-day WelE in the north as well as south.
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Cariad [ˈkariad] n. ‘love, sweetheart’. This term of endearment is well-known in
Wales, even for monoglot English speakers, although it is used fairly little in
WelE discourse. Windsor Lewis (1964: 213) finds it rare in Glamorganshire,
“used chiefly by those more or less familiar with W”. Tonypandy informants
comment that cariad is a word older people would use. In the Voices data it
appears as a word for ‘female partner’ in Bethesda but not elsewhere. It is,
however, something of a stereotypical Welsh word, also covered by OED On-
line and the Urban Dictionary. Jones (2016a: 40) notes that many Welsh busi-
nesses, such as wedding planners, cafés, cake makers or other random types
utilize the loving aura of cariad in their advertising.

Cawl [kaul]n. ‘broth,mixed leek/vegetable soup’,whichmayalso include lamb.Ac-
cording to SAWD this ismainly a southernword in bothWelsh andWelE, being
recorded in Dyfed and South Glamorgan (Parry 1999: 140). It is alsomentioned
by the Glamorganshire authors Windsor Lewis (1964: 215), Edwards (1985: 14)
and Lewis (2008: 74). In fact, the word is well-known enough across Britain to
elicit a number of recipes for “Welsh cawl” on the internet. Food terms can be
considered cultural loans; other similar ones are teisen lap ‘flat currant cake’
(Windsor Lewis 1964: 336; Parry 1999: 192), bara brith ‘fruit loaf’, lit. ‘speckled
bread’ (Thomas 1994: 143) andbara ceirch ‘oatcake’ (SAWDDrefach). See Jones
(2016a: 50‒54) for a fuller description of the distinctiveWelsh cuisine.

Crwth [kruːθ] n. ‘archaic string instrument’, played with a bow. Both the original
Welsh crwth and the Anglicized form crowd are in use, but as this is not a dia-
lect word in any sense, it is not recorded in any of the sources used here. What
distinguishes crwth from globally widespread Welsh words such as corgi is its
regional cultural context. Another historical Welsh instrument is pibgorn
‘hornpipe’, a reed instrument made of wood or bone. These are both listed in
OED Online, unlike pibau cyrn, Welsh bagpipes. (See also Jones 2016a: 59)

Cymanfa (Ganu), Gymanfa [kə ̍manva ̍ ganɨ] n. ‘meeting or festival of singing’,
more specifically a “singing festival held in the (usu. Welsh) non-conformist
chapels, often at Easter” (George 1990: 312). This cultural loan is occasionally
mentioned by the LC and NWC informants, although it may also be dubbed as
“the Welsh singing festival”.

Cwtch, cwtsh [kʊʧ] n. either ‘hug, cuddle’ or ‘small storage space (pantry, potato-
clamp etc.), hiding place’, both meanings associated with closeness and tight
spaces. It also appears in the compounds cwtsh-dan-staer (or hybrid form
cwtsh-under-the-stairs) and cwtsh glô ‘coal storage’ (George 1990: 283–284,
also Parry 1979: 221–222). Cwtch is a highly enregistered word in WelE, known
and used across South Wales and further north too, although as Parry (1985a:
56) points out, it is not strictly-speaking a Welsh word despite native-speaker
intuitions to the contrary. The [ʧ] affricate is alien to Welsh, which may be
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why its spelling varies: Parry and George favour -tsh-spelling, while Tonypan-
dy informants (and OED Online) spell the word with -tch. Its origin is in an
(Old) French loanword couche, borrowed into both Middle English as couch
and Welsh as cwts/cwtsh n. ‘recess, kennel, hiding-place’, ‘cuddle’ (Penhal-
lurick 1991: 352, Parry 1985a: 56, Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru [GPC] Online).
SAWD finds the word used in its second meaning throughout the southern
counties, as far north as southern Gwynedd (Parry 1999: 147; the first sense
‘cuddle’ probably did not arise in the survey). TC informants use both mean-
ings and clearly associate it with Welsh (e.g. give us a cwtch, 6a; where’s the
sweeping brush, go in the cwtch and fetch it now, 3c). They find that younger
people would not say cwtch for ‘hug’, but this view is contradicted by the
young Gwent informants, for whom cwtch is the most frequent choice (Jones
2013: 71). Beyond survey and corpus data, it seems that cwtch in the sense of
‘hug, cuddle’ – whether a noun or a verb – has found a new life in public do-
mains with its culturally significant, positive connotations. Jones (2016a: 39)
points out that in 2013 cwtch was voted as the favourite word in Wales and in-
creasing numbers of businesses, including cafés, crechés and shops, are
adopting it in their advertising. Recent observations confirm that rather than
fading out, the word is evolving both grammatically and semantically: in Oc-
tober 2017 the Welsh tourism site visitwales.com ran a story on Facebook list-
ing “10 cwtchy Welsh pubs” or pubs with “serious cwtch appeal”.

Cwtch, cwtsh v. ‘hug, cuddle’, ‘squat down, hide’, the verbal counterpart of the
noun. The verb is common in SAWD in the meaning ‘to squat down on the
haunches’, but interestingly, it is not used in Gwent and Glamorganshire but
in Dyfed and eastern parts of Powys (Parry 1999: 147). This is perhaps indica-
tive of its French language contact origins in both English and Welsh; how-
ever, Parry indicates that in SED neither the verb nor noun is found in any
sense beyond Monmouth and Herefordshire. (There is nevertheless some evi-
dence of its use in Gloucestershire through Michelle Braña-Straw, p.c.) Other
meanings are recorded sporadically across South Wales, and the word is used
in the sense ‘to cuddle’ by the older informants of TC (e.g. to cwtch a baby, TC:
3c). See above.

Eisteddfod [ə(i) ̍ stɛðvɔd] n. ‘Welsh festival of the arts’, i.e. music, literature, drama
and the Welsh language, involving performances and competitions. In addi-
tion to the annual National Eisteddfod, there are numerous smaller, regional
ones held every year. OED Online only gives the historical definition ‘a con-
gress of (Welsh) bards’. Eisteddfod is a cultural institution which is discussed
in the LC and NWC interviews quite often.

Hiraeth [ˈhiraɪθ̯] n. ‘longing, homesickness’, associated with theWelsh cultural ex-
perienceand frequently consideredaword thathasnoexact translation inEng-
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lish. GPC Online gives it the definition ‘grief or sadness after the lost or de-
parted, longing, yearning, nostalgia, wistfulness, homesickness, earnest de-
sire’. It is tellingof the cultural significanceof the term that anon-Welsh-speak-
ing informant inCarmarthenuses it indefenceofhisWelsh identity: I amstill as
much Welsh as he is […] I’m full of hiraeth, full of it. I’m full of my native country
(Urban SAWD, Carm). The word crops up in Voices Flint and TC as well but is
absent in the dialect descriptions ofWindsor Lewis (1964) and Parry (1999).

Hwyl [hʊɨl] n. ‘gusto, enthusiasm, spiritedness’ (Thomas 1994: 142). Hwyl is the
closest WelE equivalent to IrE craic, and its exact meaning varies according to
the context. In the Voices commentaries it simply means ‘fun’: e.g. we were
there it was hwyl and we were having a great time (Flint); for ‘fun’, I think most
people use hwyl around here you know… they… it’s just part of the language
(Newtown). GPC Online gives two related meanings in Welsh which involve
either ‘fervour (esp. religious), ecstasy, unction, gusto, zest’ or ‘jollity, mirth,
gaiety, amusement, fun’. Hwyl is also listed in OED Online, where it is inter-
preted as ‘impassioned eloquence; also, the fervour of emotion characteristic
of gatherings of Welsh people’.

Mam-gu [mamgɨ] n. ‘grandmother’ (lit. ‘cherished mother’) in South Welsh. SAWD
(Parry 1999: 167–168) records the word as widespread in Dyfed (the item
‘granny’ is omitted from the southwestern volume; Parry 1979) and Hengoed
(southeast).Mam-gu and a variant old mam Jones are also found in southwes-
tern and southeastern localities of the Voices survey (Llanelli, Treorchy, Pon-
typridd) and in Tonypandy.

Moel [mɔɨl],moiled, moiling adj. ‘hornless’, used of cows or sheep. This traditional
dialect word is found to be highly common in SAWD, occurring throughout
the country apart from the extreme southeast (Parry 1999: 169). Moil and
moiled are also used in western EngE dialects, and OED Online derives the
terms from Welsh moel ‘bald, beardless’ and Irish maol ‘bald’. Other related
terms in regional BrE and AmE,mull ‘heifer’ andmuley ‘hornless cow’, appear
to have similar origins.

Nain [nain] n. ‘grandmother’, a child’s term of address in North Welsh. Recorded
in SAWD in Gwynedd and Clwyd (north; Penhallurick 1991: 339–340) and
North Powys (southeast; Parry 1977: 236). It is a well-known word also to the
North Welsh informants in the Voices survey (Flint, Holyhead, Llangollen).
Much as it resembles nan, nana, and nanny, the relationship is unclear. In Ho-
lyhead, nain is described as “really Welsh”, while nana is the “new, posh”
term. Nana, nan, nanny and nanno are widespread in southwestern and
southeastern localities, as well as in Tonypandy, while nain is not. OED On-
line derives nan and nana from nanny ‘child’s nurse’, yet the similarity with
the Welsh term may influence its frequent use in Wales.
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Penillion [pɛnɨɬjɔn] n. ‘originally improvised but now usually traditional Welsh
verses and melody sung (as in an eisteddfod) in counterpoint to a familiar
tune played on the harp’, as comprehensively defined by the Merriam-Web-
ster Dictionary Online. The term more commonly used of this style of music
today is cerdd dant (see http://www.cerdd-dant.org/, accessed 9 April 2020),
but again, there is no English term equivalent of these cultural loans.

Sut mae, shumai [ʃʊ m̍aːɨ] ‘how are you’, a greeting. Reported in the elderly Rhon-
dda informants’ speech, where George (1990: 315) states that it “appears to
have been used more by men than women” but “seems to be falling out of
use”. The pronunciation [ʃʊ] for sut is characteristic of South Welsh, while the
north favours [sɪt].

Tad-cu [tadkɨ] n. ‘grandfather’ in SouthWelsh. SAWD finds it used primarily in the
southwest (Parry 1999: 192; the item is not included in the southeastern vo-
lume), but the Voices informants in the southeast (Treorchy) as well as south-
west (Llanelli) mention this word. It is also used in Tonypandy, alongside
many other terms.

Taid [taid] n. ‘grandfather’ in North Welsh. Similar to nain, taid appears in SAWD
in Gwynedd, Clwyd (north) and northern Powys (southeast; Parry 1999: 192).
It is widely known also to northern Voices informants, some of whom (in
Llangollen) comment that it is used even by the English.

Twp [tʊp] adj. ‘silly, stupid’. Recorded in SAWD as widespread in South Wales
(Dyfed, West Glamorgan and south Powys; Parry 1999: 197) but not in the
North. George (1990: 333–335) gives an interesting description of both genera-
tional and semantic shifts in the use of the word in the Rhondda. On the one
hand, it is associated with bilingual Welsh-speakers’ dialect, where the term
is quite derogatory, but the younger, monoglot English generation of infor-
mants has to an extent adopted it into their WelE idiolect, using it “in a more
indulgent and affectionate sense”. The term appears in expressions such as
don’t be so twp or twp as a bicycle (George 1990: 333–335) and the idiomati-
cally WelE there’s twp you are (LC: 2c; see also Section 5.6).

Tŷ bach [tɨː ̍baːx] n. ‘outhouse’, ‘toilet’ (lit. ‘little house’). The Rhondda informants
in both George (1990: 291) and TC point out that although the word is known
to them, they do not use it themselves. It is something “the typically Welsh
person would say” (George 1990: 291) or only used when speaking English at
school. This is a well-known euphemism across the country: in SAWD it oc-
curs in all parts of Wales bar Gwent and south Powys (Parry 1999: 197). It is
also recorded in LC and several localities in the Voices survey (Holyhead,
Bethesda, Flint, Newtown, Risca & Llanelli).
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Toasting for health or in someone’s honour tends to be associated with indigen-
ous language and culture. As the Irish Sláinte!, the Welsh toast for good health,
Iechyd da!, is well-known and used throughout the country, although it makes no
appearance in the sources used here apart from Lewis (2008). Besides cultural
loans such as those listed above, manyWelsh institutions are regularly referred to
by their Welsh rather than English names, even when they have both. These in-
clude Plaid Cymru ‘The Party of Wales’ and Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg ‘Welsh
Language Society’. Other organizations, too, which are strongly associated with
Welsh-language culture, are typically discussed by their Welsh names in the LC
and NWC interviews; for example, Urdd (Gobaith Cymru) ‘The Welsh League of
Youth’, Mentrau Iaith (Cymru) lit. ‘language initiatives’, community-based Welsh
language organizations, and Merched y Wawr lit. ‘Daughters of the Dawn’, the
Welsh language Women’s Institute. The National Assembly of Wales, on the other
hand, is best known as the Welsh Assembly; not even the stoutest Welsh activists
in the corpora use its Welsh name Cynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru when speaking
English.

4.2.2 Welsh dialect words with limited use

Sources which focus on specific dialect areas may include Welsh words with re-
gional use only. However, as most older English dialect descriptions in Wales ex-
amine the longstanding English areas (e.g. Owen 1871–78, Morgan 1886, Mat-
thews 1913, Howse 1949), the numbers of Welsh loanwords are modest.
Penhallurick (1994: 123) mentions Davies (1877–94) as “almost unique” among
scholars of Gower English in drawing attention to Welsh lexis in the regional dia-
lect with his list of five items (ach-a-fi, Gŵrac, mapsant, mochyr and pentan).
SAWD lists numerous words which only occur in the predominantly Welsh-speak-
ing areas but as pointed out in the introductory section, they may be used by the
L1 Welsh informants as lexical gap-fillers rather than established dialect words.
The following words are ones which occur in the present research materials or
which are relatively common in SAWD and other sources.

Bach, fach [baːx, vaːx] adj. ‘little’, ‘dear’; bachgen n. ‘boy’; South Welsh terms of
address or endearment. Bachgen (“a term of address used by boys or coal-
miners of each other”, Parry 1999: 129) is unlikely to be used in present-day
WelE, but bach is occasionally slipped into the conversation, typically by a
L1 Welsh-speaker (e.g. in Llandybie). It is also mentioned in TC (e.g. you know
B. always says oh bach, innit; 6b), listed in Windsor Lewis (1964: 196) and in
the popularized accounts of Valleys English lexicon by Edwards (1985) and
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Lewis (2008). Thomas (1994: 143) mentions the northern counterpart del,
which occurs in northern localities of the Voices survey meaning ‘pretty, at-
tractive’. The sources indicate that the gender references of these terms are
changeable.

Bopa [ˈbopa] n. ‘aunty’, Mid Glamorgan (Parry 1999: 135; also Windsor Lewis 1964:
205). George (1990: 275–276) states that in her elderly Rhondda informants’
lexicon the term also has “wider application as a term of respect for an older
lady”, such as the lady next door.

Crachach [ˈkraxax] n. ‘the elite; posh people, snobs’. Recorded in southeast Wales
by, for example, Windsor Lewis (1964: 226–227) and Connolly (1990: 127), as
well as Edwards (1985) and Lewis (2008). Theword is alsomentioned inVoices
Pontypridd, which indicates that it continues to be used at present. The word
also appears to have experienced a slight semantic shift: Hitt (2006)writes that
“the term used to denote local gentry but 21st century crachach is the Taffia,
the largely Welsh-speaking elite who dominate the arts, culture and media of
Wales and to a lesser extent its political life”. Other online sources suggest that
the termmaybeused of practically anyone that the speakerwishes to label as a
snob, whether Welsh-speaking or English-speaking elite.

Duw! [dɪʊ] excl. ‘God!’. Repeated Duw duw translates roughly as ‘good God’, ‘oh
dear’, ‘dear me’. In SAWD, Duw! is recorded in Gwynedd (e.g. Duw! I don’t
know; Penhallurick 1991: 353), but Duw duw also occurs as a comment to the
interlocutor in TC (e.g. A: I must have gone up there about twenty odd times.
B: Duw duw duw). It seems to be mainly elderly people who use the word, but
in their speech it is quite well integrated into the English language (e.g. Oh
Duw and you could recognize them straight away; LC: 3g). We have also heard
duw used by younger people in Swansea but in a rather tongue-in-cheek or fa-
cetious manner.

Llawchwith [ˈɬauxwɪθ] adj. ‘left-handed’, llaw bwt ‘left-handed’, lit. ‘hand stump’.
Neither word is recorded in SAWD, but the Voices survey has llawchwith in
Holyhead and Risca and llaw bwt in Treorchy and Glyn Neath. The use of both
is restricted: llawchwith is a Welsh speaker’s term, while llaw bwt is a case of
retention in the southeastern dialect. Tonypandy informants use it in deroga-
tory contexts, e.g. “come on you old llaw bwt” I’d say that to the kids (TC: 6b),
and the same apparently applies to llawchwith: e.g. “bach y bwtchwr llawch-
with” my father used to call people who were doing things wrongly (lit. ‘left-
handed butcher’s hook’; Voices: Risca). See the following sections.

Mochyn [ˈmoxɪn] n. ‘pig’, a term of abuse or scolding. Similar to terms of endear-
ment, this word does not appear in SAWD, but it is used in TC: e.g. you say “oh
mochyn mawr du”, you big black pig (TC: 6b). Windsor Lewis (1964: 419) and
Lewis (2008: 153) observe this word in the southeast as well.
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Mwnci [mʊnkɪ] n. ‘hames’, lit. ‘monkey’. This is a word which in SAWD has a very
neat geolinguistic distribution, being used in all of North Wales bar the east-
ern border area, and in the heart of Dyfed in the southwest, Carmarthenshire
and Ceredigion (Parry 1999: 266).

Other rural items used across the rural north and west include bargod ‘eaves of
the haystack’, beudy ‘cow-house’; and col, cola ‘bristles of barley’ (Parry 1999:
128–201). Welsh loanwords with regional dialectal variation in SAWD are, for ex-
ample, bwbach, bubbock (south) v. bwcci bra(i)n, bwgan bra(i)n (north) ‘scare-
crow’; and cardidwyn, credidwyn, cardottyn, cardodwyn (south) v. cull, cwlin
(north) ‘weakling of a litter of pigs’ (English neskwal, nisgal being used along the
eastern border). Other south Welsh words include bwl, bwlyn, bwlcyn ‘hub of a
wheel’ and pentans ‘hobs of a grate’, while northWelsh ones are, for example, pis-
tyll ‘water welling from a hill or rock-face’ and twrch ddaear ‘mole’ (Parry 1999).
This lexicon does not emerge in the present-day corpora, nor in the Glamorgan-
shire accounts (Windsor Lewis 1964, Edwards 1985, Lewis 2008). Although these
loanwords are some of the most common ones in SAWD, it is safe to say that their
presence in today’s WelE is limited.

The lexis recorded in the extensive Glamorganshire dialect description by
Windsor Lewis (1964) mainly comprises words of English origin. However, Welsh
dialect words with an apparent established status in the area are didoreth ‘lazy,
shiftless’, twti/tooty down ‘squat down’, and wus/was/gwas [wʌs, was] “a not par-
ticularly polite term of address” to a male (Windsor Lewis 1964: 236, 395, 413).
These are listed also in Edwards (1985) and Lewis (2008), alongside many other,
possibly more local or idiolectal items.

AWelsh expression which is mentioned in many of the sources (and recorded
in WelE literature, for example, Allen Raine’s Queen of the Rushes and Dylan Tho-
mas’ Under Milk Wood) but which does not emerge in any of the corpus data is
ach-y-fi! ‘exclamation of disgust, i.e. ugh’ (Parry 1999: 128; Windsor Lewis 1964:
186). Jones (2016b: 27-28; 2013) finds the expression used in Gwent to some extent,
and several current online dictionaries of English – bar OED Online – recognize
the term despite few occurrences in the data.

Some dialect words and expressions, especially in the dialects described by
SAWD, are Welsh loan translations and hence also the outcome of language con-
tact. These are discussed under Section 4.5 on Welsh English phraseology.
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4.3 English dialect lexicon in Welsh English

The accounts of English-derived dialect lexicon in WelE are so abundant in their
numbers of entries that it is not feasible to cover them here. This section will
therefore describe the general sources of this dialect lexicon, draw patterns of re-
gional distribution, and focus on the results of the recent BBC Voices survey, ac-
companied by respective data from the Tonypandy Corpus.

4.3.1 Origins and geographic patterns of English-derived dialect lexicon

This area of WelE requires a bit of framing. First, there is the history of Angliciza-
tion in Wales, which began with the longstanding English regions in the eight to
twelfth centuries. This era was followed by a long period of relative stability be-
tween the monoglot Welsh and early English-speaking areas and increasingly
heavy diglossia. The Anglicization of the Welsh-speaking areas gained momen-
tum along with population growth and industrialization from the late eighteenth
century onwards, intensified by free and compulsory English education a century
later. From this period onwards, the mobility of population, goods, ideologies and
linguistic influences was sped up, resulting in English becoming either the first or
an important second language in all parts of the country (see Chapter 5 for de-
tails). These processes have left their mark also in the distribution of English dia-
lect lexicon in Wales.

A second introductory point concerns the complexity of this language do-
main, which has been implied in the section above, but which is all the more tan-
gible, whenWelE dialect lexicon is investigated in its entirety. In the following ex-
tract, Parry (1985a: 58) describes the historical layeredness and change in the
dialect lexicon recorded in SAWD, while also illustrating the diversity through
dialect words of the same reference:

The old-established (1300) compound cow-house itself spreads into the eastern borders of
Wales from the EnglishWest Midlands; the modern (nineteenth-century) cow-shed is ousting
Welsh beudy in Dyfed after having securely established itself in the longstanding-English
territory of South and Southwest Wales; beast-house in Mid-Wales extends from a very small
Herefordshire enclave of the same (SED found part of Monmouthshire to belong to this en-
clave, but SAWD has not found the word there); Gower has cow-stall that is recorded spora-
dically in Somerset, Surrey, Dorset and Sussex; North Powys cow-bay is apparently unique
in the whole of Wales and England. The Southwest English enclave of shippon has had no
apparent influence on South Pembrokeshire/Gower, where it might have been expected, but
the Lancashire/Cheshire enclave of shippon spreads right across North Wales into Anglesey.
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Cow-house is not an extreme example of the variability of dialect lexicon; some
of the SAWD Questionnaire items elicit over twenty different responses (Parry
1999: 121–127). They may arise from EngE dialects or they may be unique to the
region, as is the case with many South Pembrokeshire words (see Parry 1990b:
160). Moreover, English and Welsh-derived dialect words are often in competi-
tion with each other. Such is the case, for example, with ‘weakling of a litter of
pigs’, which displays regional variation in both languages. As shown by Parry
(1999: 285–286), the Welsh and English items are in near-complete complemen-
tary distribution across the country, and the isoglosses of the English variants
are neatly linked to their neighbouring English counties: rit is found in Cheshire
and eastern Clwyd, ratling in Shropshire and north Powys, neskwal/nisgal in
Herefordshire and the eastern parts of south Powys and Gwent, and nestle-tripe
in the Somerset-Dorset area and the Gower (for the variation in Welsh, see the
section above).

Parry’s (1999: 261–307) interpretive maps reveal yet another matter which
adds to the complexity: the isoglosses of each survey item tend to look very differ-
ent. Whereas phonological variation has a certain amount of systematicity, co-
alignment of lexical isoglosses is much less consistent, which indicates that regio-
nal dialects have notable fluidity across their lexical inventories. One reason for
this is the open-endedness of lexicon: the numbers of possible variants are, in the-
ory, infinite. Another is the salience of lexicon for the speakers, which leads to
conscious choices, creativity and shifting usages more easily than in the case of
language structure (see Chambers & Trudgill 1998: 97). These factors also mean
that much of the dialect lexicon described in SAWD, whether in Welsh or English,
is no longer in use.

However, it is possible to draft certain broad geographic patterns based on
SAWD and other studies. The most consistent use and the highest number of EngE
dialect words are found in areas where English has been spoken the longest. The
history of Anglicization also intertwines with regionally more or less specific dia-
lect contacts. The longstanding English pockets of South Pembrokeshire and the
Gower peninsula, for example, have maintained distinctive traditional lexicon
which has its roots in southwest English dialects. Some of these words are culm
‘slack of coal’ (EDD: Somerset, Devon, Hampshire), evil ‘agricultural fork’ (SED:
Cornwall; EDD Online: South West, Hrf., Shr.), nuddock ‘neck’ (SED: Cornwall, De-
von), foriers/voriers ‘headlands of a field’ (SED: Cornwall, Devon), and oavese/of-
fis ‘eaves of a stack of corn’ (SED: southeast England; Parry 1999, also 1990b).

Both of these regions also have characteristic lexicon of their own. Words
which have not been recorded outside South Pembrokeshire are, for example,
hantries ‘hames’, moil ‘to root’ (of pigs; elsewhere in Wales moel/moil is used of
hornless cows or sheep; see above), preen ‘to butt’ (of cows), labigan ‘a gossiping
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woman’, and scaddly ‘greedy’ (Parry 1990b: 160, Parry 1999). The traditional
Gower dialect, then, has adopted words such as angle-touch ‘a worm’ (EDD: an-
gle-twitch in Cornwall and Devon), brims ‘a horsefly’ (EDD: Kent), cammit ‘clumsy’
(EDD: cammed ‘crooked’ in Northern England, also cam ‘crooked’ in Welsh), clup
(pit) ‘broody’ (of hens), etc. (Parry 1999, Penhallurick 1994). Despite their distinc-
tiveness, both South Pembrokeshire and the Gower nevertheless share much of
their dialect lexicon with other parts of England and Wales, as can be seen when
comparing the regional descriptions in Parry (1990b) and Penhallurick (1994)
against survey data (SAWD and SED).

Southeast Wales and the eastern border areas also attracted dialectologists’
attention early on (for an overview of the research on the Border country, see
Awbery 1997: 93). As pointed out above, the Welsh heartlands Anglicized so late
that one can barely speak of so-called traditional dialects of English in this con-
text. Along the border, however, the language shift began in the Old/Middle Eng-
lish period and proceeded at a moderate pace for several centuries, the lexicon of
the neighbouring English counties thereby diffusing into a new environment. Par-
ry’s (1999) maps yield abundant evidence of the impact of English lexicon on the
Welsh border counties, so let us mention a few examples. For the item stye, the
isogloss for wisp extends from Gloucestershire along the south coast to Gwent and
Glamorganshire, while powk from West Midlands occurs in Brecknockshire,
South Powys. Of the variants for bread-bin, (bread-)mug occurs in the Cheshire-
Lancashire region, extending to Flintshire; (bread-)stean is used in the West Mid-
lands and all across eastern Mid-Wales; while the widespread southern English
(bread-)pan has only spread along the south coast of Wales (Parry 1999: 302, 305).

Other EngE dialect words which in have been attested in southeast Wales or
near the English border include (a-)brimming ‘on heat’ (of sows; SED: all regions
of England), eft/evet (and asker/askgel) ‘newt’ (SED: Midlands and central South),
pleach/glat ‘to plash’ (SED: lower North West and West Midlands), (potato-)tump
‘potato-clamp’ (SED: West Midlands), quist ‘wood-pigeon’ (EDD: Scotland, Ire-
land, West Midlands and southern England), sally ‘willow’ (SED: Yorkshire, Man
&West Midlands), and want/oont ‘mole’ (eastern SouthWest; Parry 1999). It is no-
teworthy that, to the west of these isoglosses, the word chosen by the informants
is often the standard one: newt, clamp, pigeon, willow, mole, etc. (Parry 1977:
189–210). This is clearly indicative of a different mode and period of English lan-
guage transmission.

As to the southeastern Valley dialects, which are described at length byWind-
sor Lewis (1964), Edwards (1985) and Lewis (2008), there is relatively little infor-
mation in the SAWD compilation volume. Parry (1999: 1) points out that many of
the localities in the original volumes (Parry 1977, 1979) were omitted from the final
publication either due to being “comparatively urban” or because of the time
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lapse between the earliest and more recent field work. The Valley dialects are, of
course, urban rather than rural, as they have evolved in the late nineteenth-cen-
tury industrial hotspots. SAWD largely circumvents these areas with its focus on
traditional rural dialects, the 1977 volume being a little more informative. The aim
of the above dialect descriptions (i.e. Windsor Lewis 1964, Edwards 1985, Lewis
2008) is to give a comprehensive idea of a specific regional variety through exten-
sive word-lists, which however make it difficult to assess the roles and distribu-
tions of the words cited. Glamorganshire English words which nevertheless ap-
pear in both SAWD (Parry 1999) and one or several of the above are, for
example, butty ‘friend, workmate’, cag(gy)/cack/coggy-handed ‘left-handed’ (pos-
sibly also ‘clumsy, stupid’), chute(s) ‘drainpipes, guttering’, fry ‘pluck of a slaugh-
tered animal’, gambo ‘farm-wagon, cart’ (also used in Powys), jibbons/ gibbons/
shibwns ‘spring onions’, pikelet ‘crumpet, drop scone’, scram(b) ‘to scratch’, tamp
‘to bounce’, also tamping or tamping-mad ‘very angry’, tooty down ‘squat down’,
andwisp ‘stye’. Some of the above are used in South and East Wales or neighbour-
ing English counties more generally.

English dialect words with wider regional distributions in Wales have often
spread primarily to the South or North. From Parry (1999) we can deduce that gen-
eral South Welsh items include bakestone ‘iron plate on the stove for baking on’,
pikel ‘agricultural fork’, rip(per)/ripe/rib/riff ‘whetstone’, spreader ‘stretcher on a
harness keeping traces apart’, and tun-dish ‘domestic funnel’. In North Wales,
particularly along the coast, we find, for example, launders ‘guttering’, lay ‘to
plash a hedge’, shippon ‘cow-house’, and starved/starving ‘of a person; very cold’.
Widespread EngE dialect words may also have made their way into Wales along
both northern and southern coastlines and the border area; these are, for exam-
ple, fiddle ‘container used when sowing seeds by hand’, hogget ‘male or ewe-
lamb, wether, or ewe-hog’, and learnt ‘taught’. Practically all over Wales bar the
westernmost parts we find poll ‘hornless cow’, rig ‘ridgel’, tack ‘hired pasturage’,
and yorks ‘knee-straps for trousers’. A word which appears to be ubiquitous is gilt
‘young sow’, but because of the great regional variability, such words are ex-
tremely infrequent. The wave-like patterns of distribution indicate that the
strongly Welsh-speaking counties of Gwynedd and Dyfed have not received high
numbers of EngE dialect lexicon overall. The reasons for this are the recency of
the language shift and, in consequence, the mode of language transmission: Eng-
lish has largely entered these areas through formal education from the late nine-
teenth century onwards.

Over the centuries, English spoken in Wales has also absorbed influences
from languages other than Welsh. However, their impact on WelE dialect lexicon
is minor and mainly based on secondary sources: loanwords from Old Irish, Old
Norse or (Anglo-Norman) French have first entered regional dialects of English in
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England and later WelE as well. The same applies to words with German or Dutch
ancestry.

Words in SAWD which Parry (1999) identifies as Old Norse in origin are, for
example, haggard ‘stackyard for storing hay’ (southern Dyfed; EDD: Scotland, Ire-
land, Man, Carmarthenshire), segs ‘callosities on the hands’, skrike ‘to scream’
(both in Clwyd; SED: North West, Yorkshire and West Midlands), and speel ‘splin-
ter’ (Clwyd; SED: Northern England). The examples indicate that many of these
words occur in the northeast of Wales, connecting to the Northern English dialect
area. Haggard is an interesting exception in this respect and may originate from
the Norse settlement in the area (see Thomas 1994: 104). Windsor Lewis (1990c:
111) mentions also other Scandinavian items in Glamorganshire English, each of
them with an EngE dialect origin. Of French origin are, for example, launders ‘gut-
tering’ (North Wales), leagers ‘gently, in a leisured manner’ (South Pembrokshire
and Gower), scarifier ‘implement for rooting up weeds’ (Gower), and skew ‘diago-
nal bar of a gate’ (Gwent).

The word jibbons/gibbons/shibwns ‘spring onions’, mentioned above as a
southeastern dialect word, shares its roots most likely with both Welsh and
French. The respective Welsh word is varyingly sibwns, sibwls, sibol or chibol (GPC
Online), probably from French ciboules ‘spring onions’. A Google search of the
word produces some discussions on its dialectal distribution, the majority opi-
nion being that it is associated with South Wales. EDD, however, finds jibbole or
jibble/gibble used in Southwest England, too (Windsor Lewis 1964: 287; EDD On-
line). Secondary language contact throughWelsh is therefore also a possibility, as
in the case with cwtch, discussed above.

Few of the above dialect words seem to be considered salient in present-day
WelE, at least when it comes to Cardiffians or British Twitter users. Coupland
(1988: 38‒39) reports on the results of street interviews carried out in Cardiff.
Items which some of the respondents recognized, but wouldn’t necessarily use,
were, for example, pine-end ‘gable-end’, tump ‘hillock, bump in the road, mound
of grass’, lose ‘miss’ (e.g. lose the bus; Welsh colli ‘miss, lose’), off ‘hostile, angry’.
Only eisteddfod was considered to be in general use, while the majority of the
listed words were not familiar to the respondents. Durham (2015), then, examines
tweeters’ observations and performance tweets on WelE during 2012–2015. As re-
gards lexicon, the items which draw the most attention are lush ‘lovely’, tamping
(or fuming / raging) ‘furious’, tidy ‘nice, decent, excellent’, boyo, butt(y) ‘friend’,
cwtch, and mun, a term of address or pragmatic marker ‘man’. The phrase What’s
occurring? ‘what’s going on?’ is frequent in the data as well.

Durham points out that many of the tweeters are not Welsh, and hence they
mainly draw on TV series and other hearsay in their descriptions. She mentions
that shows such as Gavin and Stacey, The Valleys, or The Call Centremainly depict
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the accents and dialects of southeast Wales and Swansea. Corpus evidence shows
that the results are nevertheless indicative of actual present-day language use in
these areas. Thewords cwtch andbutt(y) are commented on elsewhere in this chap-
ter. Lush, then, is one of the terms given for ‘attractive woman’ by Voices infor-
mants in Cardiff, Llanelli and Treorchy, and also mentioned several times in
Jones’s Gwent data (2013: 71). Tamping is likewise frequent in southeast Welsh lo-
calities, while fuming emerges in Cardiff and Bangor. Tidy gets a few randommen-
tions in the Voices commentaries, butmun does not. Boyo is in fact rated rather ne-
gatively and commented on as a term which the British media like to use of the
Welsh, for example, that’s all you’ve seen in some of the papers, “the boyos have
done it” (Voices: Tregaron).Boyo is also the onlyword onDurham’s list which is not
found in Lewis (2008). It can be considered a linguistic stereotype of the dialect.

The WelE dialect attracts attention also on the Internet, where one can find
several lists of miscellaneous words and expressions that are considered specific
of Wales. These must be taken with a pinch of salt, but again, they give an idea of
what kinds of expressions people consider regionally salient. For example, the
news website WalesOnline.com presents its own list of “25 English words and
phrases you only hear in Wales” (Rhys 2014). These include, besides the above
(and other expressions and language features varyingly discussed elsewhere in
this book), words like chopsing ‘arguing’, gomping ‘nasty, unpleasant’, buzzing
‘really unpleasant’ and dwt ‘a small person’. None of these emerge in the Voices or
TC data, but Lewis (2008) and Jones (2016a, 2016b) mention chopsing as ‘gossip-
ing, talking a lot’, chopsy ‘chatty’ and dwt as ‘a small thing, small child’ (dwt dis-
cussed further in Jones 2016b: 28).

Another development worth noting in present-day English in Wales is the im-
pact of ethnic diversity on language use. On the one hand, the numbers of citizens
of Asian, African and Caribbean descent are on the increase within Wales itself.
On the other, the most influential spoken variety of BrE, London English, is cur-
rently adopting features from Multicultural London English especially when it
comes to youth language (e.g. Cheshire et al. 2011). Consequently, this input is dif-
fusing into other parts of Britain, including Wales. The development is commen-
ted on by McCarthy (2013) in his online article “Forget Butty… it’s Bruv now, in-
nit!” The title suggests that words favoured in current British youth language are
ousting traditional dialect words in Wales, although this is not explicitly claimed
in the article itself. Kerswill (2014: 140‒146) examines the use of terms such as
bruv and chav in London youth language, and indeed, chav is mentioned by TC in-
formants as a term for ‘a young person in cheap trendy clothes and jewellery’.
They also point out that mainly young people would use this word. Lexis is sub-
ject to trends, however, and although some changes may be under way, there is,
as of now, little research on this phenomenon from the WelE perspective.
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4.3.2 Lexical surveys in BBC Voices and in Tonypandy

This section presents a case study combining data from the BBC Voices survey and
the Tonypandy corpus. The Voices survey consisted of field-recordings made with
groups of local informants all across Britain and Northern Ireland in 2004‒2005,
accompanied by the Voices Language Lab, an online lexical questionnaire survey
for which responses were collected during 2005‒2007 (BBC Voices 2014). The pro-
ject was originally focused on linguistic and cultural diversity in Britain, but dia-
lectologists and sociolinguists had a major influence on how the survey was ulti-
mately carried out.

Penhallurick (2013) describes the process of creating the survey and the meth-
ods of data collection in detail. He also undertakes an effort to conduct a diachro-
nic analysis on changes in WelE dialect lexicon in light of SAWD and Voices, but
concludes that the surveys are too different from each other to allow such a com-
parison. Continuity is hampered, first, by very different sets of lexical items: rural
and agricultural for SAWD, general everyday items for Voices. The scales and foci
of data collection are also quite different: while SAWD consists of systematic,
questionnaire-based interviews with elderly informants in evenly spaced rural lo-
calities, Voices involves informal, lexically themed interviews with informant
groups of different ages in more scattered and mainly urban localities. However,
Penhallurick (2013: 130‒131) sees possibilities as well, as some of the lexical items
in the surveys are the same (e.g. grandmother, grandfather, ill, left-handed, living
room, (outside) toilet, feeling cold & some incidental items). The geographic distri-
bution and the linguistic descriptions of the Voices interviews (see Robinson et al.
2013) also allow for some comparisons and analyses.

Central for the present purposes are the linguistic commentaries which were
written on the basis of the audio recordings by the Voices of the UK team at the
British Library (Robinson et al. 2009‒2012). The commentaries sum up the lin-
guistic findings of the interviews: elicited lexis (survey), spontaneous lexis, pho-
nology, and grammatical dialect features. The results obtained from the commen-
taries are somewhat varying, however, as the lexical survey was not conducted
everywhere or with the same consistency. Overall, the survey involves 23 local-
ities with an uneven distribution (e.g. the rural southwest is largely ignored), 4‒
7 informants of varying ages in each locality, and 40 lexical items. Of these, the
study below focuses on ten localities: three in North Wales (Flint, Holyhead,
Llangollen), three near the South/Southwest coast (Bon-y-maen, Llanelli, Milford
Haven) and four in the Southeast (Newport, Cardiff Portcanna, Pontypridd, Treor-
chy).

In parallel with Voices, we will be looking into results obtained from the lexi-
cal survey in the Tonypandy corpus. The Rhondda is an area which experienced a
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fast and complete language shift from Welsh to English. The entire southeastern
coalfield was still fully Welsh-speaking in late eighteenth century, but by the cen-
sus of 1921, Welsh speakers were only 38 % of the population, 2 % being monoglot
Welsh. In many families, the language shifted within three generations. Accord-
ing to the census of 2011, 12 % of the population speak Welsh in the present
county of Rhondda Cynon Taff.

The lexical survey included in the Tonypandy interviews consists of list of 41
words in total, largely the same ones as in the Voices survey. Responses were eli-
cited using the indirect method (McDavid 1985), circumventing the item itself so
as not to influence the respondents’ answers (e.g. In the middle of July when the
sun is beaming down, you feel… [hot, boiling, roasting, clammy…]). Ten informants
aged 43‒85 (and some children on the side) participated in the survey, all friends
or relatives with each other, and all monoglot English speakers.

Seven of the items were selected for the present study, as they were found to
elicit either Welsh language dialect words or regionally distinctive English dialect
words. Table 4.1 presents the lexical variants of the first type and the responses re-
corded for these in the Voices linguistic commentaries. Some words are accompa-
nied by comments from the Voices informants.

Table 4.1: Items eliciting Welsh language dialect words in the Voices survey.

North: Flint, Holyhead,
Llangollen

South/SW coast: Bon-y-
maen, Llanelli, Milford
Haven

Southeast: Newport,
Cardiff Portcanna,
Pontypridd, Treorchy

grandmother nana; nain (used even by
English) (Fl)
nainey; nain (“really
Welsh”); nana (new,
“posh”) (Hh)
grandma; nana; granny;
nanny; nain (Lg)

nana; grandma; nan (Bm)
mams; nan; mam-gu (Ll)
grandma; nana; granny
(MH)

nan (Np)
nan (CP)
granny; nan; nanny; old
mam Jones (Pp)
nan; nana; mam-gu (Tr)

grandfather grandad (used by
grandson); taid (used
even by English) (Fl)
didey; taid (Hh)
grandpa; pops; grandad;
taid (Lg)

bampa; grandad;
grandpa; gramps (Bm)
grandad; gramps; tad-cu
(Ll)
grandfer; pop; gagga;
bampy; granddad (MH)

ganker; grandsire;
granddad (Np)
grampy; dada; grandpa;
bampy; granddad (CP)
grandpa; the old man;
grandad; grampy (Pp)
grandsire; tad-cu (Tr)

left-handed cack-handed (Fl)
left-handed; lefty;
llawchwith ‘left handed’

cack-handed (“horrible
word”); coochie (Bm)

left-handed (Np)
left-handed; flexible (CP)
left-handed; southpaw;
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North: Flint, Holyhead,
Llangollen

South/SW coast: Bon-y-
maen, Llanelli, Milford
Haven

Southeast: Newport,
Cardiff Portcanna,
Pontypridd, Treorchy

(Hh)
cack-handed (Lg)

left; split-brain (Ll)
kift; cack-handed (MH)

cag-handed (Pp)
lefty; llaw bwt, lit.‘hand
stump’; llawi (Tr)

toilet lav (“pretty universal”);
tŷ bach (Fl)
toilet; lavatory; netty;
bog; tŷ bach (Hh)
bog; loo; toilet (Lg)

lav; bog; ladies; loo (Bm)
the bog; loo; tŷ bach (Ll)
loo; bog; crapper (“not a
very nice one”) (MH)

lavatory; loo; washroom;
lav (Np)
loo; bog; ladies; lavatory
(CP)
loo; toilet; out the back
(Pp)
lav(atory) (outside toilet);
W.C.; ladies; gents;
bathroom; little boys/
girls room; john; loo;
powder room; bog
(“crude”); toilet (used
now), tŷ bach (“very
Welsh”, not used now)
(Tr)

Terms for grandparents have a great deal of diversity within each locality. The
Welsh language dialect words nain,mam-gu, taid, and tad-cu are discussed above
in section 4.2.1. The Voices data confirm the regional division into northern and
southern items as regards these terms; grandma, grandpa, nana and related
words, on the other hand, are widespread throughout the country. Bampy (or
bampi), then, is a South Welsh dialect term, with variants in Gwent such as bam-
pa and bamp (Jones 2013: 70). Southeast Welsh informants mention the term
grandsire [ˈgranʃə], also recorded in Voices Risca and Builth Wells as well as in
Gwent (Jones 2013) but not elsewhere. OED Online first attests the word from c.
1300, describing it at present as archaic or regional. Its origins are in French grant-
sire and EDD Online finds it used in Scotland, Yorkshire and Shropshire. It has not
been recorded in SAWD, which is why its current existence in southeast Wales is
quite interesting.

Llawchwith and llaw bwt ‘left-handed’ are also examined above. Another
word of interest is cack-handed, listed above under southeastern dialect words in
SAWD but also extending to northeast Wales. Penhallurick (2013: 128‒130) dis-
cusses the distribution of this word and related ones at length (cag[gy]-handed,
coochy, gammy-handed, keck-fisted, left-keg), noting the distributional similarity

Table 4.1: (continued).
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between cag(gy)-handed in Parry (1999) and cack-handed in Voices Language Lab
(SAWD not listing the latter word). He notes that, inconclusive as this kind of sur-
vey data is, it would appear that cack-handed, a majority non-standard form in
present-day EngE, has largely taken over this domain from other variants in WelE
as well. Caggy-handed, however, remains a minority form in southeast and north-
east Wales.

The Voices commentaries show that tŷ bach holds its position as a euphe-
mism for ‘toilet’ across the country, among a multitude of English ones. The com-
mentaries include a Treorchy informant’s observation that the word is “very
Welsh” and not used nowadays.

The Tonypandy results for the same items are given in Table 4.2, this time
grouped according to the ages of the informants. The category young involves
sporadic comments obtained from the c. 10-year-old daughter of two of the infor-
mants, and the numbers refer to the number of informants who produced the
item.

Table 4.2: Items eliciting Welsh language dialect words in Tonypandy.

Elderly Middle-aged Young

grandmother nanny 2
mam Jones, nan, mom,
granny, mambo,mam-
gu, gran (used by some)

nan 3
nanno 2
nanan, gran, grandma,
nanny,
mam-gu, mam Jones

granny, nanny, nanny
granny (overheard)

grandfather grandsire 2
dad, tad-cu, grandpa
(some say)

daddo, dadad, tad-cu,
dad Jones, grandsire,
bampy

bampy

left-handed left-handed 4
llaw bwt 4
southpaw (boxing term),
throwing Swansea
(darts term)

left-handed 3
llaw bwt 2 (old)
left-hander

toilet toilet 3
ladies’ 2
lav(vie) (used to say) 2
loo, bathroom, bog
(men use), gents’, tŷ
bach (a Welsh word)

toilet 4
bathroom 2
bog 2 (some say/used
as a teenager)
loo 2 (some say)
lavatory (some say),
WC (some say), tŷ bach
(a Welsh word)

toilet, tŷ bach (used
when speaking Welsh
at school)
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In TC, the South Welsh mam-gu and tad-cu are known and have been used in the
families of the elderly speakers, but they seem to be disappearing; the youngest
informant claims not to use these. ‘Words for grandparents’ is again a highly pro-
ductive category, but the more widespread nanny and granny seem to be growing
in popularity. Grandsire emerges in this survey, too, being used or known in the
old and middle age groups, whereas bampy is mentioned by the middle-aged and
young informants. Shifting usages are emergent.

Llaw bwt is mentioned by several informants in TC. Its distribution in the
Rhondda and Glyn Neath implies that it is mainly a Valleys word. Although the TC
informants consider themselves monoglot English speakers, they use llaw bwt be-
cause, as one of them states, I think it’s nice for [the children] to hear the odd Welsh
word you know (TC: 6b). Tŷ bach, then, is mentioned as the Welsh word for toilet,
but the informants maintain that they do not use it themselves when speaking
English. It is restricted to speaking Welsh.

As for (Welsh) English dialect words, the focus is here on three items: child’s
soft shoes worn for PE, to play truant, and friend.

Table 4.3: (Welsh) English dialect words in Voices.

North: Flint, Holyhead,
Llangollen

South/SW coast:
Bon-y-maen, Llanelli,
Milford Haven

Southeast: Newport,
Cardiff Portcanna,
Pontypridd, Treorchy

child’s soft PE shoes pumps; daps;
plimsolls (Fl)
pumps; daps;
plimsolls (Hh)
trainers; pumps (Lg)

gyms; plimsolls; daps;
gym-shoes (Bm)
daps (learnt from
parents); trainers
(used by young
people) (Ll)
daps (used as a child);
trainers (used today);
plimsolls (MH)

plimsolls; pumps;
dappers; daps (used as
a child); trainers (used
now); canvas shoes
(Np)
trainers; plimsolls
(used when younger);
daps (CP)
plimsolls (used in
London); daps (Pp)
daps; plimsolls;
trainers (Tr)

to play truant to dodge school; to
play wag (Fl)
to mitch; dodging;
mitsio (‘to mitch’);
trwant (‘truant’) (Hh)
skive; wagging (Lg)

on the mitch; absent
without leave; to
mitch; skipping
school; mitching (Bm)
mitch; skive (Ll)
tell lies; hide out;
mitching; mitch (MH)

mooched, mooching
(Np)
mitching; bunk off
(used in London); go
on the mitch; on the
knock (used by 14-
year-old niece) (CP)
skiving off; skive;
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North: Flint, Holyhead,
Llangollen

South/SW coast:
Bon-y-maen, Llanelli,
Milford Haven

Southeast: Newport,
Cardiff Portcanna,
Pontypridd, Treorchy

mitching (Pp)
mitching (used in the
past, not heard today);
bunking off (used now)
(Tr)

friend butty; butt; mate (Hh)
pal; bud; friend (Lg)

pal; mate; friend (Bm)
mate; buddy; bro (Ll)
matey; love; pal; high
girl; high maid; oppo
(MH)

mate; buddy (Np)
mate; my gal; bum
chum (used by 14 year
old niece) (CP)
mates (of males/
females); friends;
mate; friend (Pp)
butty; mate; chum (Tr)

Table 4.3 presents the responses from the Voices survey. At first glance, there
seem to be few clear patterns for the first item: daps and plimsolls are used all
around, but pumps would appear to be mainly a northern word. The map for this
item on the Voices Language Lab website confirms that pumps is indeed a word
strongly associated with the Liverpool–Leeds–Birmingham area, although it is
also used in London and less frequently across the country. Daps is the second fa-
vourite, the regional foci this time in London, Bristol area and Southeast Wales.
OED Online lists daps (from 1924) as colloquial and dialectal, with the possible
etymology of dap v., ‘to rebound, bounce; to hop or skip’. Parry (1999: 307) con-
firms that dap ‘to bounce’ occurs in the area around Bristol and in very southeast
Wales.

As to the wide distribution in the Voices recordings, we should note that the
southwestern localities are not outside the Voices area for this word, and the Holy-
head response turns out to be deceiving: daps is recorded from an informant who
has moved to the area from the Rhondda. Another matter is that the informants
are in fact using the word for quite different kind of shoes. In many localities, the
informants state that daps were used as children in the past, whereas present-day
children use trainers. The TC informants (Table 4.4), however, mention daps as
the majority variant, and although the elderly speakers perhaps associate the
word with an old-fashioned kind of shoe, the middle-aged and youngest infor-
mants use it of modern canvas shoes or trainers. The word has in other words
shifted its referent to meet present-day fashion standards. This is confirmed by

Table 4.3: (continued).
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Jones (2013: 68), whose young Gwent informants choose daps (or dappers, dapes
or dabs) as by far the most popular term.

The next word of interest is mitching ‘to play truant’, which has a consider-
ably narrower regional distribution in Voices Language Lab than daps, being pri-
marily found in southeast (and southwest) Wales and Belfast. It is therefore no
surprise that it is also recorded in the same areas in the Voices interviews. Again,
the Holyhead responses are given by the Rhondda man, as is the case for butty be-
low, too. OED Online regards mitching (from 1672) as a British regional and Irish
English word, apparently of Anglo-Norman origins (muscer,muscier, etc. and Old
French mucier, muchier ‘to hide, conceal [oneself]’). Jones (2013: 68, also 2016a:
41) finds that in Gwent the word takes the formmutching ormuching; the orthogra-
phy is from the informants themselves and suggests a vowel sound closer to /ʌ/.
Skiving is nearly as common. In Tonypandy, mitching is the traditional dialect
word used by the elderly informants, but it appears to be losing ground to bunk-
ing, which is widespread throughout southern England.

Finally, the regionally distinctive word for friend in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 is
butty, or butt, used by men of their male friends. EDD in fact finds that the word
occurs all across West Midlands and the Southwest, but the Voices Language Lab
indicates that its focal area at present is southeast Wales. At the Voices website,
Susie Dent reports that the use of butty to mean a friend or workmate probably
comes from the nouns booty and booty fellow, someone who you share your plun-
der with. Butty is also a nineteenth-century term for the middleman in the mine,
whose butty-colliers or butty-gangs shared a job and divided the proceeds (see also
OED Online). “Throughout these uses of the word, right up to the present day, the
idea of sharing and comradeship is a constant theme” (Dent 2014). The TC infor-
mants feel that butty is distinctly the elderly generation’s word. However, they are
a bit averse tomate, which is described as alien to the local dialect. The Voices in-
terviews indicate that mate is, in fact, in use throughout Wales, and the AmE var-
iant bud(dy) is emerging as well. There are no responses to this from the youngest
informant, but friend, mate and buddy, in this order, are the most common
choices for the young informants in Gwent as well (Jones 2013: 70).

Table 4.4: (Welsh) English dialect words in TC.

Elderly Middle-aged Young

child’s soft PE shoes daps 6 (years ago 2)
trainers, plimsoles
(used by some)

trainers 4
daps 4 (used by
some 1)
pumps, strides

daps (canvas)
trainers
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Elderly Middle-aged Young

to play truant mitching 5
truanting, bunking

bunking 2
bunked off 2
mitching 2
playing truant (used
by some)

bunking

friend friend 4
butty 2 (male)
butt (male)
mate 2
buddy, pal

friend 4
pal, the boys, butty,
mate (some say, not
local, a Cardiff word 3)

Overall, the results are indicative of the resilience and covert prestige of WelE dia-
lect vocabulary on the one hand, as well as of the gradual changes taking place
across generations on the other. The above words are very different in terms of
their distributions and cultural connotations, which will affect their future fates.
The Welsh terms for grandparents have cultural significance in the north, which
will most likely sustain them, but the southern variants appear to be losing to
English alternatives. Llaw bwt is highly local and tŷ bach associated with the
Welsh language. Of the English dialect words, butty has the smallest regional
spread and heaviest competition from other terms widespread in young people’s
language. It is hence probably the likeliest one to fade out of use.

4.4 Discourse features

Apart from a few studies involving invariant question tags (Jones 1990a, 1990b,
Paulasto 2016, Williams 2003), research on WelE discourse phenomena is close to
non-existent. We believe that one of the main reasons for this is the spoken lan-
guage continuum with EngE, which gives the impression that there is fairly little
in this domain of WelE that is genuinely distinctive and worthy of attention. Dis-
course and pragmatics are not the first domains of language to be examined in
traditional dialect descriptions, either, rather the opposite, and hence they do not
easily emerge as salient objects of research. Lack of salience, the vast diversity of
linguistic forms and functions involved, and deprecation of spoken language
have hindered research in this field overall (Pichler 2013: 6‒9). In the field of IrE
linguistics there are by this stage numerous articles and whole books dedicated to
discourse and pragmatics (e.g. Barron & Schneider 2005, Amador-Moreno et al.
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2015). However, in the case of IrE, too, the interest has only arisen since the turn of
the twenty-first century and there is still “a dearth of research” into sociolinguistic
and regional variation in this field (Corrigan 2015: 38). WelE is comparatively new
as an object of linguistic interest, and hence, there are many more areas of lan-
guage as well as language variation that remain unexplored. Discourse and prag-
matics are some of these, to a great extent. We will, nevertheless, examine invar-
iant tag usage and give an overview of other existing studies and observations.
These mainly concern discourse-pragmatic markers.

4.4.1 Invariant question tags

WelE speakers make frequent and functionally varying use of invariant question
tags isn’t it and is it. Along with focus fronting, this is one of the most salient and
productive features of WelE, common enough to be considered “stereotypical”
(Coupland 1988: 36), although its role as a distinctly Welsh feature of English can
be contested: Thomas (1994: 141), for example, categorizes it among general BrE
vernacular features. Invariant question tags are common in varieties across the
world: 68 % of the 77 varieties in eWAVE (mainly high-contact L1, indigenized L2
or P/C) have an invariant non-concord tag of some kind, and isn’t it and is it are
among the most frequent ones (Kortmann et al. 2020). In the British Isles, this fea-
ture is considered “pervasive or obligatory” only in WelE and Channel Islands
English.

The WelE invariant question tags are obviously used alongside the complex
question tag system of StE (see Quirk et al. 1985: 810‒811) and a large variety of
other invariant tags (e.g. You know? Right? Yeah? OK? Eh?; Algeo 1988, Columbus
2009). Another invariant tag that is mentioned in WelE literature is yes/yeah
(Jones 1990a: 19; 1990b: 184‒189; Thomas 1994: 141), used in North Wales. Let us
begin with the former types, however.

The negative invariant question tag isn’t it is recorded in SAWD, although
with considerable geographic delimitations which may of course simply be a by-
product of the structured methods whereby morphosyntactic data is often col-
lected. Parry (1977, 1979) makes no note of it, but Penhallurick (1991: 204‒205)
draws attention to the use of isn’t it in the northern volume (see also Thomas
1984: 192, Trudgill and Hannah [1982] 1994: 35). The feature is subsequently in-
cluded in Parry (1999: 115‒6), where the negative question tag is considered
“fairly widespread except in Gwent”. Penhallurick (1991), Parry (1999) and Coup-
land (1988: 36) find that the tag is broad in scope, applying to the whole of the
preceding statement rather than just to the subject NP. They also consider this a
Welsh contact feature, although they each cite slightly different Welsh invariant
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tag forms (see below). Penhallurick’s (1991: 204‒205) examples include those in
(83). This feature is also pointed out in the commentaries to the Voices inter-
views, attested at least in southern and southeastern localities as well as in the
northeast (84).

(83) a. You have to rig him up in his clothes, isn’t it? (SAWD: Gwynedd 2)
b. We saw some the other day, isn’t it? (SAWD: Clwyd 1)

(84) a. you turn round and you say, “tidy” isn’t it? (Voices: Bon-y-maen)
b. and only now recently can girls wear trousers, isn’t it? (Voices: Risca)

Although the positive invariant question tag is it is not mentioned in the above
sources, both positive and negative tags are found to be quite common in the pre-
sent corpora. The positive question tag is discussed in the studies by Jones
(1990a, 1990b) and Williams (2003; see also Connolly 1990: 127). Jones (1990b:
174) finds that in his WelE corpus, the positive tag is in fact more common than
the negative one. He presents a careful analysis of the linguistic contexts in
which variant and invariant tags are used, but the results are clearly influenced
by his method of data collection, which involves 5–7-year-old children at play.
The majority of the invariant tags occur with directive clauses, such as the follow-
ing (Jones 1990b: 179):

(85) a. Let’s finish this off, isn’t it?
b. Fill the boxes up, is it?
c. We’ll just leave that there like that, yeah?

Directives and imperatives barely emerge in the present corpora, but these in-
stances are an interesting indication of the functional range of the WelE invariant
tags: they replace not only canonical question tags and imperative clause tags
like shall we,would you, but also lexical tags such as right, alright or okay (see also
below).

In the present corpora, these invariant tags have been categorized by four dis-
course contexts: question tags proper, tags in verbless clauses, follow-ups, and
phrasal tags. They frequently occur in constant polarity to the preceding state-
ment, for example, a positive tag following a positive anchor clause (Jones
1990b: 175). This is unusual in StE, where question tags are generally in reverse
polarity to the preceding statement (Quirk et al. 1985: 810–811). When constant
positive polarity tags as used, they often carry “an emotive meaning of disap-
proval, reproach, belligerence, or the like”, or they can indicate surprise or ac-
knowledgement of the news value contained within the proposition (Huddleston
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& Pullum 2002: 895). Constant negative polarity tags, on the other hand, are con-
sidered ungrammatical in StE.

The following examples illustrate invariant question tags proper (QUE) in LC,
NWC and TC. In accordance with Jones (1990b: 175), WelE positive and negative
tags behave very differently in terms of their polarity: positive question tags tend
to have constant polarity (76 %; 16/21), while negative ones favour reverse polar-
ity (96 %; 131/136). This of course results in part from the main clauses usually
being positive rather than negative, but it also shows that the two question tags
have different functions. In addition to declarative sentences, LC contains a few
question tags in interrogative and imperative sentences.

(86) Reverse: a. So you wouldn’t have any sheep at all in Finland, is it?
(NWC, Ruthin: 4e)

Constant: b. You know, thank you, if I’ve- if- if I’ve been any help at all,
is it? (LC: 2f)
c. Our nephew you know he went to- to Stockholm, is it? Or
Oslo, or elsewhere. (LC: 2b)

Interrogative: d. Oh did you travel by car, is it? (LC: 2e)
Imperative: e. Carry on, is it, yeah? (LC: 5c)

(87) Reverse: a. That depends on the individual really I suppose isn’ it?
(NWC, Llwyngwril: 6f)
b. He is a Welsh one, you see, from erm, Hendy, isn’ it? No,
Llangennech. (LC: 2c)

Constant: c. Wouldn’ say it’s worse, innit? My own opinion an’ that.
(LC: 7a)

The present functional analysis is rough in the sense that it is based on context
alone, disregarding intonation patterns. Scholars take varying approaches to the
functional characteristics of tag questions (e.g. Holmes 1995, Andersen 2001,
Pichler 2013), but for the present purposes, we will settle for Algeo’s (1988: 180-
187) categorization, with the addition of observations made by Williams (2003)
and Pichler (2013, 2016).

Out of Algeo’s four categories, we find that positive question tags in our WelE
corpora tend to be informational, while negative ones are mainly confirmatory.
Algeo’s negatively coloured peremptory and aggressive tags do not occur, but this
may result from the method of data collection. In other words, the informants are
quite unlikely to express hostility towards the interviewer in the context in which
they are speaking. Both positive and negative question tags (but mostly isn’t it)
can also be used in a generalized, accord-building function, for example, in
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(86b, 86e, 87c) and (88) below. In these situations, the interlocutor is not expected
to answer the speaker or confirm their viewpoint but the meaning of the question
tag is similar to the discourse-pragmatic marker you know (see Williams 2003:
209). Pichler (2013: 188‒189, 193) defines these types of tags as subjective and
non-conducive; they are interactional and attitudinal rather than epistemic or re-
sponse-eliciting. She also points out (2013: 193) that “unlike the non-conducive
tags described in Algeo (1988, 1990) and Cheshire (1981), however, they do not
generally carry a hostile or antagonistic overtone.” In (88), for example, the
speaker uses both innit and you know to establish rapport with the interviewer and
the hedges I suppose and like are then used to frame the concept “your native ton-
gue”, that is, Welsh, and the interviewee’s feelings about it.

(88) I suppose, you look back and you regret that you never learnt
[Mhm.]
to speak your- your native tongue innit I suppose like you know. (TC: 4)

The above examples also illustrate the scope of the question tag. It is narrow in
(86c), (86d) and (87b), with a focus on the adverbials to Stockholm, by car and
from Hendy. Sentences with these kinds of focusing tag could, in theory, be re-
phrased as clefts (see Section 3.4.2): Is it Stockholm he went to? By contrast, the
scope is broad in examples (86a; informational) and (87a; confirmatory). In these
contexts, the question tag seems to stand for the introductory clause Is it / isn’t it
so that… A similar relationship between clefting and invariant is it tags is found to
exist in IrE as well. Kallen (2013: 75) states that in cases such as (86a), is it func-
tions as “the inverse of a cleft”, referring to the whole of the preceding statement.
In WelE, this also applies to isn’t it (ex. 87a), as pointed out by Coupland (1988:
36). It follows that polarity is not at issue in the selection of the question tag.
Rather, what is central is the presupposition which the tag expresses: with a neu-
tral presupposition, the tag is positive (is it so?) and with an affirmative one, it is
negative (isn’t it so?), regardless of whether the anchor clause is positive or nega-
tive.

In addition to question tags proper, invariant is it and isn’t it occur in elliptical
verbless clauses (CLAU). This is a subcategory of question tags proper, because as
Pichler (2016: 63) points out, often the “ellipted subject and finite verb can be
fairly straightforwardly inferred from the surrounding linguistic context”. The in-
ference is hampered by the invariability of the tag, however. In (89a), for exam-
ple, the full sentence in StE could be ‘You’re going to be a teacher, are you?’, but
in WelE it might be ‘It’s a teacher you’re going to be, is it?’ In other cases, it is un-
clear what the ellipted elements would be, yet the negative invariant tag seems to
have been selected as the default option (90). The tag takes a canonical post-finite
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position, as in question tags proper. The primary functions are informational (89),
confirmatory (90a) and accord-building (90b).

(89) a. [I’m going to be a teacher.]
Teacher, is it? (LC: 2e)

b. Where- where are you staying?
[Milo.]
(…) Like an exchanger, is it? (LC: 5f)

(90) a. AD: Ryan aye, well his- his son gin- with the ginger hair innit?
IB: That’s right aye. (TC: 2)

b. Not many of us now. No, of the old Llwyngwril, isn’t it? (NWC, Llwyng-
wril: 2c)

Verbless clause tags are utilized particularly in the SAWD sample corpus and TC,
where the interviews (or parts of them) are based on a lexical questionnaire for-
mat. However, the majority of instances can be considered paradigmatic, for ex-
ample, Q: When milk stands, what rises to the top then? A: Oh, the fat isn’ it.
(SAWD: Fro4).

Thirdly, Andersen (2001: 101‒102) points out that invariant tags can be used
as follow-up questions to the preceding statement (FOL). These usually “signal
either surprise at or alignment with previous speakers’ propositions” (Pichler
2016: 64). In WelE, follow-ups are nearly always positive and informational in
meaning. The negative tag in (92) is confirmatory.

(91) a. [Well, you’re just a year older than I am then.]
Is it? (LC: 7i)

b. A: So, then er- I- I used to put it here but indeed, I got to-
B: Is it?
A: Yeah, I got to put it very very hot… (SAWD: Drefach 4)

(92) [Well thank goodness that’s been changing.]
Yes, isn’ it? (LC: 6f)

Finally, the data include some instances similar to Pichler’s (2016: 60‒61) non-ca-
nonical phrasal tags in the Linguistic Innovators Corpus on Multicultural London
English (MLE). She points out (Pichler 2016: 64‒65) that non-canonical positions
have been typically associated with invariant lexical tags, such as right or yeah,
not question tags (see also Stenström et al. 2002: 172ff.). Jones (1990b: 187‒188)
finds that the North Welsh invariant yeah may also be positioned sentence-medi-
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ally, following a subclause or noun phrase, but is(n’t) it does not occur in this po-
sition in his data:

(93) a. Now when I stop the wheel, yeah, (you) don’t want no more in
b. Hey my dad, yeah, he goes in rallies through the night

In our corpora, phrasal tags appear in the form innit in two informants’s speech: a
young man in LC IV (2 instances) and an elderly woman in TC (2 instances). An in-
stance of isn’t it by a middle-aged informant in LC III (94c) can also be categorized
in this group. These are all working-class, monoglot English speakers, but there is
little point in drawing sociolinguistic generalizations based on just three infor-
mants.

(94) a. You know, I think it’s probably better- you know like with some people,
you know, when they’re young, innit, young, it’s hard enough for them
in English then, when you’ve learnt English then. (LC: 7a)

b. oh and when I went up to Gloucester mind you and er, my stepdaughter
innit, she used to speak a bit I used to think er […] I used to say to her
father now “hearken her”, she used to put on airs like… (TC: 3b)

c. As- as I mentioned earlier on about the village, the growth in the village
for a start,
[Yeah.]
erm, well, jobs again, isn’t it, back to the collieries, the collieries are
closing. (LC: 5a)

Pichler (2016: 70–76) analyses similar instances in MLE and concludes that the
primary function of these tags is to mark the information structure of the utter-
ance, activating or identifying referents in the discussion or indicating the refer-
ents’ discourse prominence. The WelE extracts above align with Pichler’s inter-
pretation. In (94a), the speaker comments on Welsh-medium education and
uses innit to highlight the young age of L1 English students, who may have en-
ough trouble carrying out their studies in English, let alone in Welsh. In (94b),
my stepdaughter is tagged as the topic of the ensuing story on posh English, and
(94c) involves reactivating the topic of jobs in order to comment on the fate of
the collieries.

Phrasal tags are functionally distinct and so few in the corpora as to make no
difference in the results below, but they signal the evolution of isn’t it from an in-
variant question tag to a discourse marker, most likely under the influence of Lon-
don English. In Pichler’s words (2016: 80), “real and apparent-time evidence sup-
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ports the view that these uses are very recent innovations in the neg-tag system of
MLE”, which indicates that they must also be very recent in WelE.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the normalized frequencies of invariant question tag
usage in WelE, including the SAWD sample corpus, LC, NWC and TC. For the cate-
gory “other” (OTH), see below.

Figure 4.1: Invariant question tags isn’t it / is it as question tags proper (QUE), in verbless
clauses (CLAU), follow-ups (FOL), and other nonstandard question tags (OTH) in WelE corpora
(instances pttw).

The figure shows that isn’t it appears in all corpora much more frequently than is
it does. The differences are particularly great in TC and NWC. What is distinctive
about TC is also the form of the negative question tag, that is, the informants tend
to say innit (77 %) rather than isn’t it, while the opposite is the case in LC (7 %)
and NWC (1 %). Coupland (1988: 36) observes that in Cardiff English, too, the ne-
gative tag is frequently realized as /ˈɪnɪt/ rather than isn’t it. Both forms are used
in SAWD (innit 44 %), indicating that the form itself is not a recent innovation in
WelE. Question tags are highly susceptible to the method of data collection,
which shows up very clearly in the questionnaire-based SAWD when compared
to the others used here. The TC results for verbless clause tags are also affected
by the lexical survey section in the interviews, but this does not change the fact
that most of the informants use the tag innit remarkably often throughout the in-
terviews.
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The above frequencies of invariant isn’t it can again be set against those in
Roller (2016), who investigates this feature in the Welsh sections of FRED and in
the transcribed Radio Wales Corpus. Interestingly, both corpora yield compara-
tively low frequencies: 0.9 instances pttw in FRED and only 0.45 pttw in RWC
(Roller 2016: 47, 103). Our only explanation for the vast differences is that they
must result from actual regional, sociolectal and idiolectal variation combined
with the somewhat different kinds of discourse settings in the corpora. Roller
(2016: 105) also finds that the low frequencies in her data are curiously out of
balance with the high salience which her informants assign to isn’t it as a fea-
ture of WelE. She shows (Roller 2016: 108‒111) through the Linguistic Innovators
Corpus that in MLE the invariant tag systematically takes the form innit and not
isn’t it, which can be interpreted as a possible cause of the salience of isn’t it as
a feature of WelE. However, the high frequencies of invariant isn’t it in Paulasto
(2016) and the present volume suggest that Roller’s informants are in fact quite
well in tune with the frequency of isn’t it in WelE, and the usages observed for
this particular feature in FRED and RWC are not regionally and situationally
fully representative.

The SAWD corpus deviates from the contemporary corpora in its methods of
interview, but it also displays types of nonstandard tags not found elsewhere (ca-
tegory “other” in Figure 4.1). Some informants in Gwynedd use the construction
‘aren’t + subject pronoun’ fairly systematically (95a-b), while there are also other,
probably more random types of occurrence (95c-d).

(95) a. Just the same as this one see, but two hooks on it (has?) hangin’, see,
understand me, aren’t you? (SAWD: Gn 9: 4)

b. Been- they been drained aren’t they, and those been blocked. (SAWD:
Gn 9: 1)

c. …if you’d burnt some- some timber, it’d be ashes,will it? (SAWD: Gn 9: 1)
d. …that’sgoneout, nownobodydoes it nowadays,does it? (SAWD:Dy 5: 4)

Table 4.5, then, gives the percentages of invariant is it and isn’t it in relation to
their paradigmatic use. Invariant use is proportionally quite common in most ca-
tegories, but interesting peaks are found in question tags proper in SAWD and in
positive verbless clauses and follow-ups in LC. The latter, in particular, are barely
used outside the LC dataset.
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Table 4.5: Numbers and percentages of invariant question tags is it / isn’t it in proportion to the
total number of invariant and paradigmatic instances (question tags proper (QUE), verbless
clauses (CLAU) and follow-ups (FOL)) in four WelE corpora.

SAWD LC NWC TC

N % N % N % N %

QUE
is it
isn’t it

8/10
15/29

80.0
51.7

15/43
49/145

34.9
33.8

4/10
26/82

40.0
29.3

2/14
59/127

14.3
46.5

CLAU
is it
isn’t it

2/9
7/23

22.2
30.4

7/11
12/23

63.6
52.2

0/1
8/13

0.0
61.5

3/13
13/52

23.1
25.0

FOL
is it
isn’t it

1/1
–

100.0 13/29
1/2

44.8
50.0

0/4
–

0.0 1/7
–

14.3

An overview of the results confirms the stronger role of positive question tags in
SAWD and LC in comparison to NWC and TC. This raises the issue of the role that
Welsh contact influence, EngE dialect contact influence and standardization
might play in the four types of variety.

Although many sources (e.g. Jones 1990a: 200‒201, Parry 1999: 115‒116, Wil-
liams 2003: 206‒209) note that the invariant tag usage in WelE arises from Welsh
language influence, the exact Welsh counterparts for the WelE invariant tags can
be somewhat difficult to define, as the sources refer to different constructions.
Generally speaking, question tags in Welsh inflect according to the tense and per-
son of the preceding statement (Jones and Thomas 1977: 302‒303, King 1993: 159‒
160). However, there are invariant question tags, too, which display some regio-
nal variation. Jones (1990a: 200, based on Jones and Thomas 1977) gives the posi-
tive variants ie (north) and efe (south) and negative ones ynte (north) and yntefe
(south), while George (1990: 243) comments that the invariant question tag in
Rhondda English “probably arises as a result of the influence of the Welsh gener-
alised confirmatory interrogative ydy fe? ‘is it?’ or the confirmatory negative on-
tefe? ‘isn’t it?’” (see also Jones 1999: 90‒91).

If we compare the four age groups in LC and NWC (Figure 4.2) for diachronic
change, we find regional differences between both positive and negative question
tags. The positive tags, both invariant and paradigmatic, are disappearing in
NWC, while LC indicates a rise resulting, for example, from increased use of is it
as an invariant follow-up question in Age group IV. In the case of negative tags,
LC again displays highly frequent use of the invariant type in Age group IV, while
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in NWC the respective columns remain fairly level across groups II-IV and the use
of isn’t it in paradigmatic contexts is on the rise. However, the numbers of in-
stances in NWC are too small for definitive conclusions.

Figure 4.2: Apparent-time change in invariant and paradigmatic question tags, all types
included.

Both question tags in LC as well as isn’t it in NWC experience a considerable drop
in Age group II, after which the frequencies rise again. The drop may partly be
caused by age-grading, the older middle-aged informants in the second age
groups being disinclined to use these question tags in an interview situation. The
results also show that the oldest speakers do employ this feature quite frequently.

While Welsh contact influence is a plausible answer for the high frequencies
in Age group I, there remains the question of what causes the increasing use in
Age group IV in Llandybie but not in NWC. Functionally speaking, there is a clear
proportional increase in accord-building negative tags in LC, from 8 % in Age
group I to 48 % in IV. These are not unusual in NWC, either (27 % on average), nor
in TC (27 %). In LC Age group IV, however, the form innit tends to co-occur with
the accord-building function (5/9, 56 %) and especially with phrasal tags, few as
they are (2/2, 100 %). It is our conclusion that the southern development feeds
from the regional Welsh-induced usage, on the one hand, and from London Eng-
lish, on the other.

EngE invariant tags, innit in particular, have attracted considerable academic
interest in recent decades. In Andersen’s (2001: 183‒195) study, invariant innit is
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associated primarily with ethnic minorities, which he interprets as the source of
the usage, but also with speakers under the age of 30, the greater London area,
lower socio-economic backgrounds, and females (albeit males are found to drive
the spread of the feature into higher social classes). In other parts of England, in-
nit is likely to be used in the south rather than the north, and by young males of
lower socio-economic backgrounds (Krug 1998, Cheshire et al. 2005). Function-
ally, for example, Cheshire (1982) and Krug (1998) suggest that innit is used espe-
cially in peremptory and aggressive functions (as described in Algeo 1988: 180‒
187), which are non-conducive and attitudinal. As shown by Pichler (2013: 193) as
well as the present data, however, non-conducive invariant tags need not be an-
tagonistic; they can also carry positive interactional significance. Finally, Pich-
ler’s (2013: 203‒205) results from Berwick English indicate that non-conducive
functions strongly correlate with the form innit rather than with canonical tags,
including the form isn’t it. This, together with the emergence of phrasal innit tags,
is a strong indicator of EngE input in the southern WelE usages.

As mentioned above, there is also another type of invariant question tag in
WelE which is discussed in, for example, Jones (1990a, 1990b). Studying 5‒7-year
old children’s English across schools with a broad regional range, he finds a clear
geographical difference in the use of southern is it / isn’t it and the northern var-
iant yes (1990a: 219–220). He ascribes this to Welsh dialect influence, as the
southern and northern invariant question tags are different in the language. Jones
(1990b) studies the use of yes/yeah/aye in a WelE child language corpus and finds
that it is used with directives (see ex. 85), as well as declarative clauses (96a), in-
terrogatives (96b), and zero verb clauses (96c; 1990b: 187):

(96) a. It was good, aye?
b. D’ya want red, yeah?
c. Cleaning the floor (tonight), yes?

Yeah is also found in non-canonical sentence-medial positions (see ex. 93), which
is befitting to its character as a lexical tag.

Curiously, our data yield little evidence of invariant yes/yeah in any part of
Wales. There are very few occurrences of in NWC and none in the other corpora,
while isn’t it is quite common in the north, too. The following examples illustrate
the findings in NWC:
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(97) a. Well, you used erm, paper which was very mutl- much like grease proof
paper,
[Mm.]
< > grease proof paper you see that you use to bake a *>cake. Yeah?
[Oh, right.<* Yeah.] (NWC, Llanuwchllyn: 4d)

b. I make a point to have the Welsh language.
[That’s right. I’ve tried it sometimes.]
Yes?
[Just- just to see if you c- I can manage, you know.] (i.e. choosing Welsh
in cash machines; NWC, Pencaenewydd: 8d)

In example (97a) the question tag can be considered accord-building (‘you
know?’), while in (97b) it functions as a confirmatory follow-up question (‘Have
you?’). As these tags are barely used by any informant in any age group in NWC,
it is at present difficult to say whether isn’t it or some pragmatic marker or another
has taken their place in North Wales, or whether there is some other reason why
they do not show in the corpora.

4.4.2 Other discourse-pragmatic markers

Windsor Lewis (1964: 297‒298) draws attention to the word like in Glamorgan
English, stating that it is “a very characteristic word of the dial often carrying very
little meaning and occurring in various positions in the sentence”. He lists five dif-
ferent types of like, which can in present-day terms be identified as discourse mar-
kers (e.g. to make sure like), comparative prepositions (e.g. He had like a cloak on;
He acted like he was crazy), and as a “‘suffix to modify the force of adjectives’
(EDD)” or adverbs (e.g. He’s daft-like; It happened so sudden-like). Despite the hy-
phenated spelling, Windsor Lewis points out that the final type is very similar to
the first, discourse marker function. Similar instances can be found in WelE fic-
tion, for example, Lewis Jones’s Cwmardy (1937) Ron Berry’s So Long Hector Bebb
(1970), which implies that this feature has some salience in the dialect (see also
James 2011: 60). The Voices commentaries make numerous mentions of like,
whether as a discourse marker in a clause-medial position (98) or clause-final po-
sition (99) or as a quotative (100):

(98) a. it’s just we have so many like English influences around us (Voices:
Bethesda)

b. women like want to be more socially aware (Voices: Rhos-on-Sea)
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(99) a. little bit… common mm a bit too um sharp like, not smooth like, um
(Voices: Bethesda)

b. I won’t go any further, like (Voices: Flint)

(100) I’m like, “no I haven’t,” and she’s like, “yeah,” and I’m like, “well what
kind of accent have I got then?” and she’s like, “well Welsh,” and I’m like,
“oh right” (Voices: Bon-y-Maen)

(101) and you go, “crumbs did I just say the f-word?” and your friends go…
(Voices: Splott)

The evidence available at present is somewhat sporadic and hence a closer func-
tional examination is not feasible. It is safe to say that discourse functions of like
which occur in spoken EngE can also be found in WelE, but the potential patterns
of regional or sociolinguistic variation and change in these usages are yet to be
uncovered. Like in its different functions has been studied extensively in various
Englishes (e.g. Andersen 2001, Buchstaller 2001, D’Arcy 2008, Schweinberger
2012), and quotatives make another interesting variable in themselves. The Voices
commentaries include a few instances of quotative go as well, as in (101). WelE
perspectives into these features would be very welcome.

Now is also used in WelE as a discourse marker or pragmatic marker. It has
distinctive functions as an adverb, too, according to Edwards (1985) and Lewis
(2008), as the temporal span of now can be quite flexible (e.g. I’ll see to it now,
when I get home; Edwards 1985: 29). Migge (2015) describes the discursive func-
tions of now in IrE and other Englishes and states that that as a discourse marker,
it occurs utterance-initially, while as a pragmatic marker, for example, with an af-
fective or intensifying meaning, it can also take other positions. WelE usages,
however, appear to deviate from this pattern. Williams (2003: 209–212) investi-
gates now in the Miners’ Library and Ceri George’s interview data from southeast
Wales, and concludes that it operates primarily as a thematic marker, frequently
positioned after the theme (102). It can also be highly prolific in the elderly infor-
mants’ speech (103), which Williams interprets as a means of organizing one’s
thoughts in an unfamiliar interview setting. Example (103) furthermore illustrates
the interrelatedness of temporal and discursive functions pointed out by Migge
(2015: 396, with reference to Schiffrin 1987).

(102) My brother now that died, Dai, when I started work, er, he was driving from
[sic] my father, driving a horse then. (CG: TS; Williams 2003: 209)
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(103) And I got a sister older than me now she haven’t had a voice now eight
years now coming this month. (CG: KL; Williams 2003: 210)

Williams (2003: 211‒212) discusses the possibility that the thematic function is a
result of the rheme-theme information structure commonly employed by Welsh
and WelE, leading to an impulse to mark initial thematic elements explicitly.
There is thus far no definitive explanation however.

A related discourse-pragmatic marker, which appears to be more characteris-
tic still in WelE, is now then. It is particularly common in LC but occurs in other
corpora as well and displays similar functions to now, as an adverbial (104), dis-
course marker (105; e.g. thematic, introductory or indicating a shift in the narra-
tive) or pragmatic marker (106; e.g. affective, emphatic or intensifying). The func-
tions can overlap.

(104) a. what was the other one I was thinking now then you know (TC: 6b)
b. I ended my mining days about- ’bout six years ago, yes. And I’m now,

of course, retired now then. (LC: 3d)

(105) a. Right. Ah, Milo now then, there’s a thing. That’s a prime example of a
little village that’s been totally changed… (LC: 5f)

b. Now then, the minority language there is Slovenian. Now then I met
some- some teachers out there… (NWC, Pencaenewydd: 6e)

(106) a. whereas with me now then, my mother is Welsh-speaking (LC: 7i)
b. we only speak English now then to someone who doesn’t understand

Welsh. (LC: 3d)

A comprehensive examination of the whole range of discourse-pragmatic vari-
ables in the above functions would most likely reveal patterns that are quite dis-
tinctive of WelE.

TC contains another phrase, now just (107), which however clearly functions
as an adverbial. Lewis (2008: 160) records it in the Rhondda, too, as indicating a
time point in the near future or recent past. Although the TC informants discuss
now just during the interview – and comment on the curious semantics – there
are no instances in the corpora where informants would in fact be using it (also
now in a minute, e.g. Lewis 2008: 159).

(107) A: they’ve got . there’s a lot who say I’ll do it now just I’ll do it just now or
now ju-
[Mm]
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A: instead of now just though
B: Aye
A: I don’t know which is right <laughter>
B: No . that’s right
A: How can you do it now just <laughter> (TC: 2, 3a)

A superficial search through the WelE corpora at hand shows that you know is ex-
tremely frequent. Searching for you know without a manual extraction of non-dis-
cursive instances gives frequencies of 121 pttw (NWC), 127 pttw (LC), and 133 pttw
(TC). Palma-Fahey (2015: 355), using the very same method, arrives at frequencies
from 40 to 51 pttw in three corpora of fictionalized IrE dialogues, and Kallen’s
(2005: 65) figures of the discourse marker you know in ICE-Ireland and ICE-GB are
lower as well. In his study, which also involves formal spoken language, the total
normalized frequencies are 61.6 pttw for Northern Ireland, 33.4 for the Republic of
Ireland, and 28.9 for Great Britain, and the highest frequencies of 105.4 pttw arise
from Northern Irish telephone conversations. The WelE figures have been ob-
tained from interview corpora, which perhaps raises the frequencies along with
the “quick and dirty” search method, but one can nevertheless conclude that the
Welsh are active users of this item.

The discourse marker you see appears to have been studied much less in vari-
eties of English. The above type of dirty search in the WelE corpora produces nor-
malized frequencies of 8 pttw (NWC), 20 pttw (LC) and 5 pttw (TC) for the chunk
you see. The reduced variant, see, seems to be considered quite salient in WelE, as
it appears relatively often in fictional accounts of the dialect. The data suggest
that there is age-related variation regarding this discourse marker; it seems to be
used by older rather than younger speakers. Like you know or you see, see can be
positioned utterance-finally or initially. In (108b) it combines with the invariant
tag innit.

(108) a. I remember going to Avonmouth […] em . my wife had an auntie living
in Avonmouth docks see (TC: 6b)

b. there’s Welsh schools opening see innit (TC: 2)
c. See once the limestone became- once they became bigger, more effi-

cient,
[Yeah.]
then there was no work for them so they- they just moved away.
(LC: 4c)

A further item, mentioned in the Voices commentaries, ismind ormind you, whose
main function is discourse-structural, highlighting and positioning a piece of in-
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formation against the prior context. Mind is a tag-like utterance-final element
(109), whereas mind you can also take an introductory, initial position, and on
some rare occasions even a medial one (110). Mind (you) emerges to some extent
in all present WelE corpora, perhaps more so in the south than north, but a closer
examination of the usages against other varieties of English remains to be carried
out.

(109) a. and I had the AA 4 man out the front… out the back there… only to
mend my car, mind (Voices: Bon-y-Maen)

b. I used to catch lobsters too, mind (NWC: 2c)

(110) a. Mind you, having said that, my father was never against me having an
education or anything like that. (LC: 6f)

b. I never bothered then
[Yeah yeah]
although I liked going mind you to work (TC: 3b)

Older WelE fiction contains instances, where mind (now) is used as an imperative
clause rather than a discourse marker (e.g. But, mind, do not say it after me, Cere-
dig [Owen Parry], Among the Mountains 1870; Mind now what I am telling you,
Margiad Evans, Country Dance 1937). This is indicative of the origins of the dis-
course marker function.

General extenders are another type of tag which might be of interest in WelE.
The variant which is brought up in the Voices commentaries is and that, but many
others are of course used as well. In her study on adolescent speech in EngE, Che-
shire (2007) finds that and that is associated with working class speech, whereas
middle class informants prefer, for example, and stuff or and things. In the present
WelE corpora, and that emerges primarily in the northern, eastern and southern
edges of Wales.

(111) a. I feel much better with myself and that (Voices: Splott)
b. and they were on about these ‘mutations’ and stuff (Voices: Builth

Wells)
c. a lot of people are playing on their computers and stuff like that aren’t

they (TC: 4)
d. most people my age go on holiday now, they go in a big group or some-

thing (LC: 7d)
e. he goes occasionally to places like Barcelona and things like that

(NWC: 2b)
f. And I suppose I’ve got time to see friends and things... (LC: 6e)
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4.5 Welsh English phraseology

When addressing the phraseology of WelE, focus here is placed upon local ex-
pressions and coinages rather than those that may have wider currency
amongst other English varieties. The distinctive phraseology of Welsh English
has received little treatment or analysis in the literature, although Jones (2016)
provides a short list of phrases largely taken from material such as the SAWD,
as well as Gower material from Penhallurick (1994). Currently, there are two
strands from which WelE phraseology can be interrogated. The first concern
phrases that are a result of the language contact situation, in that they were
likely translated from a Welsh source. Indeed, these phrases may well be some
of the more contemporary examples of WelE phraseology, deriving from the
late nineteenth- and twentieth-century contact situation. The second concern
the phrases coined in regions in which there have been long-standing traditions
of English within speech communities, for example, the Gower and the Border
country.

First are several phrases recorded that have analogous meaning in Welsh.
For example, pulling one’s tongue out ‘putting one’s tongue out’ (tynnu tafod,
found in Gwynedd & Clwyd in Parry 1999: 177); in the bone ‘fundamentally’ (yn
y bôn, South Wales; Lewis 2008: 66); and keep (the dishes) ‘put dishes away after
washing up’ (cadw [llestri], Gwynedd, Clwyd, North Powys; Parry 1999). The
phrase keep the dishes arises in Voices (Holyhead), but the present corpora re-
veal nothing further about the current use of these expressions. The use of stop
in place of stay is recorded from a Llandybie informant in collocations such as
stop indoors and stop up for me (LC: 2c), likely deriving from Welsh sefyll ‘stop,
wait, stand’. Several noun phrases recorded in SAWD also result from loan
translations, for example dog’s grass ‘couchgrass’ (porfa ci, Gwent & Dyfed) and
white lady ‘bindweed’ (ladi wen, Dyfed; both in Parry 1999).

The second category concerns WelE phrases that have developed from a
long-established settlement of English-speaking communities, namely in the re-
gions descendent of the Welsh Marches, such as the Gower peninsula, and
eastern border regions such as Monmouthshire and Flintshire.

Penhallurick’s Gowerland and its Language (1994), being a repository of nu-
merous dialect glossaries since the seventeenth century, includes over thirty-
five phrases, many distinct to Gower (this is reproduced as an independent list-
ing in Jones & Penhallurick 2018). Some of the earliest come from 1697, such as
the idiom blesse ye windowe ‘to fasten the window tight’ and a religious oath
god and our lady keepe us. Proverbs were also in use in Gower such as if Candle-
mas day is fair and fine, there’s forty days of winter behind, a weather adage re-
corded from Llanmadoc in 1879.
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Of importance to a discussion of WelE lexis overall is that several Gower
phrases incorporate local lexis, for example zemmit ‘sieve’ in another proverb
noted in 1951: if thee cast make a zemmit wi’out acrinkle, thee’t git a husband wi’out
a wrinkle, i.e. ‘hard work pays off’. There is also hyst thee calks ‘make an escape’
(Tucker 1957) derived from hyst ‘hoist’ and calk ‘a part of horse-shoes’, and toad
under the harass ‘a lively person’ (Upton 1969) derived from harass ‘a harrow, a
farming instrument for turning soil’.

Dennis Griffiths also notes some phrase usages for the “Buckley dialect”, a
northern Borders variety supposedly formed around the end of the twelfth century
when English-speaking miners and potters emigrated to Buckley mountain (Grif-
fiths 1969). Several lexical items in Griffiths’ Talk of My Town are unique to the
area like above a bit ‘a great deal’, ‘substantial’. Most of them however share simi-
larity with West Midlands EngE varieties, being phonetic respellings of the phrase
structure, such as haud/owd thee naise, a declarative ‘be quiet’, lit. ‘hold your
nose’; a pair for neets ‘pyjama bottoms’, lit. ‘pair for nights’; as well as fane and
wet ‘very wet’, lit. ‘fine and wet’ (although there is a possibility that fane here re-
fers toweather-fane rather than a respelling of fine). Two prepositional phrases for
location exist too, o’er the ‘ills ‘to send somebody to Denbigh Lunatic Asylum’ and
on the bonk ‘a Pithead waste bank’.

Correspondingly, Ivor Waters’ observation of the southern Borders variety
(east Gwent) provides several phrases in his Folklore and Dialect of the Lower Wye
Valley (1973). Waters states that this dialect “resembles the dialect of Gloucester-
shire rather than that of West Monmouthshire” (Waters 1973: 21). He records have
it to go ‘to quarrel noisily’ and both a bit of and bits of in the sense ‘barely’ in he’s a
bit of a foreman or they’re only bits of girls (1973: 22). Some phrases are attested in
other sources like all of a bodge ‘untidy’ (Parry 1999: 134) derived from bodge ‘to
mend clumsily’ (EDD) and a Bristolman’s sleep ‘watchful, cunning’ (also in Jack
Windsor Lewis’ database below) derived from Bristol tradesmen cunningly sleep-
ing with one eye open. Waters (1973: 22) also alludes to a Wye custom of adding
determiners to nouns and pluralization to their stems, as in the phrase a touch of
the shorts ‘to have no money’ where the shorts likely derived from being ‘short of
money’. This modification of nouns with determiners is attested in east Gwent in
reference to headaches: I got the headache / I got the toothache (Parry 1999: 108;
see also Section 3.2).

There is also the case of Jack Windsor Lewis’ (1964) database of material for
Glamorganshire. This differs from the above material in that the speech commu-
nities here were Anglicized at a later period. Windsor Lewis lists over sixty
phrases, of which about half are distinct in that they do not appear in other dialec-
tological records. To what degree this wealth of unique phraseological material
corresponds with phrases from Welsh is currently unclear. Windsor Lewis does
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note that in the phrase to have one’s pang out ‘to vent one’s temper’, pangmay de-
rive from the Welsh ‘spasm, attack’ (GPC), whilst over the bottle ‘drinking from the
bottle’ might derive from the Welsh dros y bottel. In the material there are oaths
like damn my rags, simile constructions like black as the hob ‘very dirty’, and nu-
merous verbal phrases like to bath the baby ‘get things done’, to not care whether
it snows ‘to be indifferent’, to feel like a bloated cockroach ‘very full’ (Cardiff in ori-
gin), and to have one’s heart up ‘being severely bilious’ (similar sense to turn one’s
heart over in EDD).

Finally, there are a number of phrases which are relatively recent to WelE.
Some of these are discussed in connection with discourse-pragmatic markers in
the above subsection 4.4.2, such as now just. A related adverbial phrase is now in
a minute for ‘relatively soon’. Much like cwtch and cariad, the expression has a de-
gree of enregisterment in South Wales, appearing on lay wordlists (e.g. Pay 2015)
and dialect merchandise such as T-shirts. Its specific origins are unclear,
although its popularity may have been boosted by Welsh singer-songwriter Don-
na Lewis’ platinum certified 1994 album Now In a Minute.

Popular culture has also done much to popularize one final expression,
what’s occurring? ‘what’s going on?’, a phrase from the television show Gavin and
Stacey, where it serves as a catchphrase for the character Nessa (Ruth Jones).
Although the popularity of the termmay lead it to be used facetiously by fans who
areWelE speakers, confusion as to whether it is a genuineWelE termmay exist for
those outside Wales.
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5 History of Welsh English

5.1 Introduction

Although from year to year we knowmore about the historical and social develop-
ments of the Welsh varieties of English, on the whole there is still much about the
variety’s history we have yet to learn, especially regarding early WelE. Through-
out its history, one consistent feature of WelE has been the impact of the Welsh
language on English usage.

The study of WelE history is limited by the unfortunate dearth of first-hand
evidence of the variety before the twentieth century (Thomas 1994: 109). Before
that century, the degree of English language literacy amongst the native Welsh
was low; those that could write in both languages, used Standard English for their
model, whether it was personal letters or official documents. Much of this chapter
discusses the perceived notion of this “Welsh English” by commentators and wri-
ters within sociohistorical contexts.

We now have the beginnings of a detailed account of the representation of
Welsh English in fictive contexts (see Jones 2018), therefore this chapter is de-
signed to canvas, for the first time in sociolinguistic and dialectological discus-
sion of the dialect, the history of the variety from its early inception until present
day through such means. Most of what we know of the historical nature of WelE
comes from written texts, both fictive and non-fictive, and thus these modes will
take precedence here, informing us of the forms in which earlier renditions of
WelE may have taken. It should be noted that in using historical examples from
fictive sources (e.g. plays, novels, film), dialect writers take artistic liberties when
depicting dialect. Krapp (1926: 525) emphasizes that such linguistic observers are
“dialect artists” rather than trained linguists, and produce content for casual
readers or viewers. That being said, dialect depictions from such sources consti-
tute important linguistic evidence (Shorrocks 1996: 385, Sullivan 1980: 205), espe-
cially in perceived commonality of particular linguistic forms, but also in the
larger metalinguistic awareness that the variety had value for its speakers. There-
fore, in supplement to these illustrative examples of WelE in primary written
texts, the larger socio-historical context of the usage of English in Wales will also
inform this chapter’s discussion.

We should perhaps begin by discussing the history of the term used of the
variety, that is, how scholars and laymen have named the Welsh variet(ies) of
English. Welsh English is the term used by linguists today to cover all (spoken)
English usage in Wales. As an umbrella term, we are really referring to the plural,
Welsh Englishes, in that there are several geographic variations within this vari-
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ety (Garrett, Coupland and Williams 1999: 325–237). Most of these dialect zones
correspond with historical periods of Anglicization, where, as Welsh language di-
minished to be supplanted by English, new contact Englishes emerged. The Eng-
lishes of the Gower and south Pembrokeshire were the earliest, followed by the
varieties found along the English–Welsh border. These date back to the Norman
invasions of the eleventh century. Later, during the nineteenth century, the Indus-
trial Revolution that brought English-speaking migrants to Wales led to English
becoming widespread throughout south Welsh valleys. Even the cities and their
environs, like Cardiff, Swansea, and Wrexham today have complex, distinct lin-
guistic makeups. Unlike southern varieties, which have completed a language
shift to English, northern varieties of WelE could be classified as being in a shift
process due to L1 Welsh language influence. Few of these speech communities
have designations, however. Though we may hypothetically label them with
names such as Gower English, Welsh Borders English, Valleys English, or Cardiff
Conurbation English, the borders of such regions are uncertain (Thomas 1984:
178–179), and few lay speakers of these Welsh Englishes even acknowledge that
Welsh English could be classified as a dialect (see also Sections 1.4 and 1.5).

The term Welsh English was used by philologist A.J. Ellis (1882) in passing in
his nineteenth-century dialectological survey. It referenced the use of English
along the borders of Wales and England: “[the] southern part of Shropshire was
a Welsh speaking country, on which English was forced hundreds of years ago. It
is therefore an old English speaking region, but the English was always a Welsh
English” (emphasis present authors’; Ellis 1882: 18). However, Ellis preferred to
use the term “Cambrian English” to refer to English in Wales, using a Latinate ad-
jective. He also acknowledged a divide between North and South Cambrian Eng-
lish (Ellis 1882: 20). During the twentieth century, dialectologist David Parry
(1977, 1979, and 1999) used the term Anglo-Welsh, in doing so highlighting an An-
glicized quality to a speech from Wales. At the time, Parry’s decision corre-
sponded with popular usage in other academic circles, primarily the literary
movement of English writers from Wales, and the labelling of Irish varieties of
English as “Anglo-Irish” (see Henry 1957: 3–4).

More recently, lay investigators in the southeast Valleys’ dialect have adopted
the term “Wenglish” to refer to English speech in Wales. This blend parallels
other lay movements around the world that have coined terms for contact vari-
eties like Chinglish (Chinese English) or Konglish (Korean English). Subsequent
usage of the term by the public can be controversial: Hadikin (2014) notes that
these terms can be “disparaging”, presenting speakers of these varieties as comi-
cal or unable to master a Standard “global” English, although the variety’s users
may also find solidarity with the blend (Bae 2014). All of this is true of Wenglish.
Layman glossaries (Edwards 1985, Lewis 2008) that use the term treat the variety
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with some degree of comic airs, rather than the professionalism inherent in socio-
linguistic investigations.

5.2 The Anglo-Saxon period

The history of WelE can be said to begin with the first contacts of Britons and An-
glo-Saxons. Current research (see Filppula et al. 2008) shows that the contacts
were not exclusively devastating to the Britons, as traditionally believed, but that
large numbers of Britons remained in place in central England, where there was
most likely a long period of bilingualism. English was possibly spoken in the east-
ern Radnorshire plain in Mid-Wales as early as the eighth century (Williams 1935,
Watkin 1964), but in all other respects Wales was thoroughly monoglot Welsh.

Although classical thought (e.g. Venerable Bede and later nineteenth-century
biased historians) suggested the invaders exterminated the native Britons, driving
them to the northern and westerly regions, modern historians suggest that,
although raids did occur (Tristam 1999: 5, 8–9; Jackson [1953] 1994: 198–219), Brit-
ons and Germanic tribes assimilated their societies. Eventually, the early English
language gained prominence (Higham 1992: 229). This was the first contact be-
tween a Brythonic [Welsh] language and a Germanic [English] one. The archaeo-
logical record demonstrates the Germanic impact in culture-specific burial rites
and paleobotantical findings, but the influence was mutual, evidenced in the lin-
guistic record. There was likely widespread bi/multi-lingualism throughout the
speech communities (German 2000: 368–369), and the survival of large numbers
of Brythonic place names in England indeed suggests a successful coexistence be-
tween the two groups (Coates & Breeze 2000).

The question of the effect of Brythonic on the morphosyntactic component of
Old and Middle English is a matter of growing interest, recent research indicating
that the substrate language affected the superstrate (see Tristram 2000, 2003,
2006; Filppula et al. 2002, 2008). Celtic impact on the development of English as
a whole is relevant for present-day WelE in regards to the historical layeredness of
Celtic contact influence in WelE. Some of these features are discussed further in
Chapter 3, the complementary distribution of habitual periphrastic do (represent-
ing the “old” Brythonic layer) and habitual extension of the progressive (arising
from “new” Welsh contact influence) being the most obvious case.

During this early contact era, the Anglo-Saxons referred to the Britons aswea-
las ‘foreigners’, and this term would later become the English language’s adjecti-
val demonym, Welsh (Germanic speakers semantically expanded the term’s
usage for all Romanized Celtic peoples, for example, Walloons of Belgium and the
Welsch of the Italian Tyrol; Davies [1993] 2007: 69). Conversely, the Welsh called
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themselves Y Cymry ‘the compatriots’, and their language Cymraeg, referring to
the Anglo-Saxons as Saesneg ‘Saxons’, a term still used of the English today.

5.3 The Norman Conquest and the Late Middle Ages

If the previous period marked the foundation of English in Wales, the Norman
Conquest of 1066 led to establishing the contact between the two languages,
which then remained fairly stable for several centuries. The area today known as
Wales was undergoing considerable changes. Following the Norman invasion of
Britain in 1066, Marcher Lordships were formed along its border regions with the
English kingdoms and southern coastline to repel the Welsh kingdoms from gain-
ing territory outside the Welsh peninsula. This formed a dichotomy: the Marchia
Wallie ruled by Anglo-Norman Marcher Lords and the Pura Wallia ruled by the
Welsh princes.

To consolidate the claim to the land, Henry I ordered English and Flemish
peasants to settle in South Pembrokeshire and the Gower peninsula; in reference
to this method, John Davies (1993: 111) elaborates that “a dense settlement of pea-
sants [was] always a more effective way of consolidating conquest than a thin
layer of gentry”. These regions were the first English language settlements in
Wales (bearing in mind that the structure of Flemish was similar to English at this
time) and remained pockets of English with dialects of their own well into the
twentieth century (see Parry 1990 for discussion of South Pembrokeshire English
and Penhallurick 1994 for discussion of Gower English). In the late medieval per-
iod, topological names were given to the south Pembrokeshire region: Anglia
Transwalliana and Little England Beyond Wales.

Most of the Marches, however, remained largely Welsh-speaking until their
disestablishment and well into the industrial age (Williams 1985: 65). During the
late medieval period, the Marches were controlled by Anglo-Norman Marcher
Lords. The regional distinctions and factions that controlled the Marches were nu-
merous and complex (see Lieberman 2008: 129). What we know of the March to-
day encompasses the historic Welsh counties of Denbighshire, Montgomeryshire,
Flintshire, Brecknockshire, Radnorshire, Monmouthshire, Glamorganshire, Car-
marthenshire and Pembrokeshire.

Despite Anglo-Norman rulers subjugating much of Welsh culture, thus leav-
ing us with little record of Welsh life under Anglo-Norman authority, these Angli-
cized Marcher Lordship communities were not devoid of a Welsh culture and lan-
guage (Meecham-Jones 2008: 30). The Welsh Marches were very much a frontier
region. Although the area housed both Welsh and Anglo-Norman armies, they
shared it with the local peasantry. Consequently, these were regions of rich lin-
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guistic diversity (Meecham-Jones 2008: 30–31). The native Welsh speech commu-
nity was joined by immigrants from Norman possessions in England, Norman-
controlled France, and Flanders, thereby bringing French, Anglo-Norman and
Flemish to the Marches. Eventually, English too began gaining footholds in the re-
gion (German 2009: 27), however, the native Welsh language remained a central
language amongst peasantry. As Meecham-Jones (2008: 31) states, “the pattern of
conquest and appropriation in the March ensured that Welsh functioned as a cru-
cial linguistic and cultural substrate in the development of Marcher culture”.

Take for example the ancient Brythonic kingdom of Ergyng (later known as
Archenfield) which lies today between English Herefordshire and Welsh Mon-
mouthshire. Before the Norman Conquest it was often passed between Welsh roy-
al houses, belonging to either Gwent, Glywysing or Morgannwg. As part of the
Welsh March, it remained a prominently Welsh-speaking area. A collection of
Middle English texts known as the Katherine Group detail that Welsh lexical items
were clearly influencing the English written texts of the region. Both Ancrene
Wisse and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight contain borrowed Welsh language lex-
ical features; indeed, it is these features that helped historians locate the texts’
origins to present-day Herefordshire (Meecham-Jones 2008: 31–32). The English
dialect of Herefordshire circa 1200 contained at least three Welsh words. Cader
‘candle’ featured in both Ancrene Wisse and Hali Meiðhad, genow ‘mouth’ was
used in Ste Margarete, and keis was used for both ‘satellites’ and ‘henchmen’ in
Sawles Warde (Dobson 1976: 115–16).

AlthoughWelsh law was distinct from English law, Welsh law still influenced
the Marcher system. This can be evidenced in the Welsh legal words galanas, a
word to do with homicide, and anghyfarch, a word associated with thievery. In
Marcher texts, these were often left untranslated in both English and Latin trans-
lations within the territories, perhaps because the concepts could not be directly
translated (Roberts 2008: 89).

As is expected, the cross-linguistic influence was not a one-way system. Eng-
lish loanwords found their way into the territory’s Welsh too. For example, the
Welsh edling is a loan from Old English aetheling ‘male heir’ (Roberts 2008: 89).
Though these examples are not strictly instances of early WelE, they tell us that
the Marcher languages were malleable; lexical items were borrowed across the
speech communities. The cross-linguistic practices of the Marches represent one
of the cornerstones for the development of Welsh English as variety in its own
right.

After two centuries, the many conflicts between the Welsh princes and the
Anglo-Norman lords saw the defeat of the last indigenous Prince of Wales, Llywe-
lyn ap Gruffudd, in 1282. With Llywelyn’s defeat, political power was transferred
to the English, which marked the beginning of the cultural subjugation of Wales
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(John Davies [1993] 2007: 158–161). Effectively, Wales may be seen as the “first
colony of an expanding British state” (Williams 1990: 19).

The Late Middle Ages were marked by a clear-cut separation between the
English-speaking gentry and the monoglot Welsh peasants. English became the
language of law and administration by the fifteenth century replacing Anglo-
French and Latin, and found usage among the upper classes, including the Welsh
gentry (Janet Davies 1993: 22). With the gentry learning English as a second lan-
guage, the beginnings of Welsh English as a contact variety had emerged. Geogra-
phically, of course, the language situation was stable: English was seeping in ex-
tremely slowly from the east but already had widespread usage in Gower and
South Pembrokeshire, albeit it derived largely from the English used by colonis-
ing peasants centuries before. Individual bilingualism was therefore only found
in towns along the borders.

The 1400s saw Wales featuring as a backdrop for various Middle English ro-
mance tales. One notable tale, the anonymous Sir Cleges, featured two Welsh
characters conversing in English language discourse in “Cardyff syde” (Daven-
port 2008: 141–142). There is little of note regarding any semblance of a distinct
Welsh Marcher language variety of English besides one character possibly using
focus fronting, a Welsh-induced feature (e.g. “Tomorrow to Cardyff, I will go”)
(see Section 3.4.2.), bearing in mind, however, that this is a feature common in
other English varieties, too.

But what of Welsh writers of English in this period? During the late medieval
period, there are few examples of Welsh people writing in English. The most nota-
ble was William Salesbury, a scholar and translator born in 1520 in Denbighshire,
who likely received education in both Wales and Oxford (Evans 2008a: 255). First
active in Edward VI’s reign, Salesbury made good use of the printing revolution in
London, printing Welsh language material. At this time, London’s Welsh popula-
tion was far greater than any Welsh urban settlement (Evans 2008a: 250–253). Of
the four works he wrote in English, two are notable: A Dictionary of Englyshe and
Welshe (1547) and A brief and a Playne Introduction [to] the Brytysh Tongue
(1550). Both texts’ aims were to help non-Welsh clergy to practise their faith in
Wales; whether his native Welsh influenced his English writing or orthography is
debatable.

There is, fortunately, record of one Welsh person, Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal,
whose English writing matches the manner in which he pronounced it, that is,
with a Welsh accent. His poem Hymn to the Virgin (1480) was notably written as
a retaliation to his English classmates who claimed the Welsh had no worthwhile
culture (Dobson 1953: 112, cited in German 2009: 28).

The poem, reproduced in Chapter 7, uses Welsh orthography, and its conser-
vative writtenWelsh means that we are able to view the precise phonetic values of
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the English phonemes perceived by L1 Welsh speakers of English in 1480 (German
2009: 28). Most notable is that fricative phonemes such as /z/, /ʒ/, and /ʃ/, and af-
fricates such as /tʃ/, and /dʒ/, are absent from the poem, as are initial glides like
/j/, with /w/ often represented as a long vowel (these exist in Welsh and WelE to-
day). For example, dazzle is rendered <taslio>, wish <wys>, such <sits>, your <iur>,
and would <uld>. Another feature is the absence of voiced stops and fricatives, so
that band becomes <bant> and of <off> (see Section 2.5.1.; Penhallurick 1991 and
Thomas 1984 attest to this in some WelE varieties today). German (2009: 33) quite
rightly believes that this text is of “utmost sociolinguistic significance”, being the
first text in which a Welsh language influenced English variety is used by a Welsh
person to commend Welsh national identity.

Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal was early to the game, however. The idea of WelE
users using their variety in a text to mark social solidarity would not prosper until
the nineteenth century, over three hundred years later (Section 5.5). Not long after
Ieuan’s inventive dialectological experiment, users of other varieties began to use
his template for the creation of their own fictive, stock characters. The earliest of
which was a collection of English jests called A Hundred Merry Tales (1526; see
Zall 1963: 131). Here, the Welsh were discriminated against both culturally and
linguistically, notably in Tale 31, which saw devoicing of several plosives and the
rendering of possessive pronouns solely as ‘her’ which may have erroneously de-
rived from EngE users overhearing WelE users referring to concepts like the
weather as female, for example, mae hi’n bwrw glaw, lit. ‘she is raining’ (Blank
1996: 134; Bartley 1954: 73). Take for example: “Master, by Cot’s bloot [God’s
Blood] and her [his] nail I have stand yonder this two hours and I could see never
a male [deer] but a little male that a man had hanging at his saddle bow” (quoted
in Zall 1963: 93–94). These linguistic features would become stereotyped staples
in the then-imminent era of Elizabethan theatre.

Some writers, like Sussex-born Andrew Borde (b. 1490), also wrote non-fic-
tional texts that mentioned the variety in its earlier years. Borde’s Fyrst Boke of the
Introduction of Knowledge (1547; Evans 2008b: 89) set out to be a linguistic guide-
book for merchants travelling in Europe and Asia Minor, with vocabulary items il-
lustrated as they might sound to EngE users. The Welsh chapter contains 164
lines, the longest in the guidebook. Like Salesbury, Borde included the Welsh lan-
guage in his writing, the first Englishman to do so, providing set phrases for Eng-
lish speakers to use in the Welsh language. Though Borde deserves commenda-
tion here, there are also 24 lines devoted to a first-person poem written in a
(stock) WelE. It highlights various cultural stereotypes like loving roasted cheese
and walking barefoot, and adheres to linguistic stereotypes. Cawse ‘cheese’ is left
untranslated, as is metheglin ‘mead’ which was well-known as a drink associated
with Wales at this time (Warner 1897: 55). The habitual periphrastic do emerges as
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well: “I am a Welshman, and do dwel in Wales”. Although highlighted as a fea-
ture of WelE, it should be noted that the periphrastic do in affirmative declaratives
was, to some extent, used more generally in EModE than at present. Borde also at-
tempted to render Welsh language and WelE phonemes, though this is of mixed
result. He mishears the voiceless lateral fricative /ɬ/, a sound not found in English
in his era nor today, as <cl> in llety and lletywraig, and <kl> in Llundain, although
he does pick up on the devoicing of final stops, such as /d/ becoming /t/ and /g/
becoming /k/.

Figure 5.1: A print from Andrew Borde’s Fyrst Boke (1547 [1870]: 125). Public domain.
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5.4 Acts of Union, Elizabethan theatre, and the early
industrialization

Between 1535 and 1542, English parliamentary measures were known as the Laws
inWales Act (also the “Acts of Union”). The English government’s underlying lan-
guage ideology suggested that English should replace Welsh, and the policy that
followed asked for English to be used in all legal matters and that English should
be the official language of Wales. Thus, monoglot users of Welsh were barred
from legal courts and administrative activity unless they learnt English (Janet Da-
vies 1993: 23). The Welsh Marches were dissolved, as was the remaining Principal-
ity of Wales, thereby annexing Wales into England proper.

This created a new period in the political history of Wales as well as in the his-
tory of theWelsh language. The diglossia was deepened into an official division of
roles, English being the unequivocal High domain language while Welsh re-
mained in vigorous use in the Low domain; though stripped of any public or ad-
ministrative functions, it still fulfilled literary and religious ones. Indeed, the reli-
gious aspect of Welsh usage was perhaps what led to its longevity of use, with
Welsh being the first non-state European language to complete and print its own
translation of the Bible in 1588 (Williams 1990: 21).

During the Tudor period, the profitable venture of London continued to entice
Welsh people. They attended English universities, studied law and became
tradesmen (Lloyd 2010: 59). Owen (1962: 68) writes that “there was hardly one
sphere of [trading] activity into which Welshmen did not penetrate”. They became
an integral part of the community, distinguishable perhaps only by their use of
English. The Welsh language had a widespread distribution amongst the London
Welsh, with non-Welsh Londoners likely recognizing the odd Welsh lexical item
(Bartley & Richards 1947: 40, cited in Lloyd 2010: 60). On the other hand, some of
the Welsh in London were critical of their compatriots who chose to abandon their
Welsh usage in favour of the prestige, preferment or power associated with a
Standard London English. One Welsh person, Gruffydd Robert, notes that “you
will find some people, who as soon as they see the Severn, or the bell-towers of
Shrewsbury, and once hear an Englishman say ‘Good Morrow’, they begin to let
their Welsh fall away” (cited in Morgan 1966: 14).

Although it cannot be determined how removed these Welsh were from the
Welsh language, some sources cited in Owen (1962: 60) indicate that the Welsh
were very self-conscious about their English speech, with some even perceiving it
as a disadvantage or physical disability. In 1598, a Captain Thomas Madryn apol-
ogized for his “false [accented] English” to the Earl of Essex: “If I have in anywise
offended you, either in speaking false English or otherwise in my simple manner
of speech, I beseech you to consider that I am a Welshman” (Williams 1987:
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464). Such a remark by a Welsh person may have been spurred on by cultural at-
titudes. One anonymous English writer associated WelE with mental disabilities
caused by cultural and even racial differences (Blank 1996: 130), whilst a seven-
teenth-century source said the Welsh in Abergavenny could not speak English
“without corruption from [their] mother tongue”, stating the accent was full of
“vicious pronunciation [and] idiotisms” therefore being an “infection” upon Eng-
land (cited in Williams 1987: 465).

It should come as little surprise that WelE speakers were then easy targets of
early English language purists who sought to “improve” (i.e. level or standardize)
linguistic features of dialect speakers. In 1603, the Welsh from the former Marches
and London had come into contact with this form of Anglicization. (Blank 1996:
128). Though efforts were made to ensure that political and legal written represen-
tation was denied to Welsh language speakers, forcing many to outwardly seek
education in English, Welsh language usage remained dominant in most Welsh
areas, creating a community of Welsh people who wrote in English, yet spoke in
Welsh (Blank 1996: 131). Ultimately, such language planning led to transfer be-
tween the two languages, and consequently, to more WelE speakers. Although
the purpose of English language ideologies had been to convert Welsh language
users to English language users and to eradicate dialectal features of WelE, the
unexpected result was that the variety was catapulted into then-mainstream en-
tertainment: that of Early Modern Elizabethan theatre.

Despite the lack of worth some of the Welsh felt about their English speech,
playwrights from England put WelE to use in many plays (Lloyd 2010: 61), and
such representations are the quintessential description of the variety during this
era. Many other foreign varieties were transcribed by playwrights; whether French
or Dutch, accented speech served the purpose of providing local colour and rea-
lism to the multicultural urban centre (Griffiths 2010: 111). Celtic (i.e. non-Anglic)
characters were common, and during the Elizabethan era, Welsh characters far
exceeded representations of the Irish and Scottish (Lloyd 2010: 61). For Griffiths
(2010: 116), the singling out of the Welsh fulfilled two reasons. First, the cadence
and musicality of the accents was “amusing” to London audiences and drew in
audiences, and second, depicting WelE as “nonsense” fulfilled the underlying
language ideology of the era: that WelE and other varieties were exemplars of
“poor English”.

The principal text of this era that used WelE features was William Shake-
speare’s Henry V (1599), which featured the comedic Welsh captain Fluellen. The
representation chiefly “relies on ethnic humour” with dialect jokes and comic
stereotyping (Powers 1994: 120). German (2009: 34) argues that Shakespeare’s re-
presentation of WelE was remarkably close to then-contemporary records, and to
ridicule it as “unrealistic” or dismiss it as “stage Welsh” is not wholly justified. He
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continues that Shakespeare “was a much better dialectologist than most people
might believe today” (Powers 1994: 120). Indeed, several of the linguistic features
match those used by Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal. We should not forget, however,
that Shakespeare did utilize the dialect for comedic purposes. A key scene from
Henry V concerns Fluellen’s translation of the name Alexander the Great from the
Welsh Alexander Fawr to “Alexander the Pig” [Big]. When corrected, he responds:
“Why, I pray you, is not pig great? The pig, or the great, or the mighty, or the
huge, or the magnanimous, are all one reckonings, save the phrase there is a little
variations” (Shakespeare 1599: Act 4, Scene 7). The underlying humour here is
that Fluellen understands synonymy, yet does not realize the discrepancies of
meaning created by his WelE pronunciation, producing a devoiced bilabial plo-
sive /p/ rather than /b/ (Section 2.5.1). Indeed, this is a North Walian feature that
was recorded as late as the twentieth century; therefore, either devoiced bilabials
were common in southeast Wales in the sixteenth century, or maybe Shakespeare
was taking some artistic liberties.

Fluellen is not always the butt of every joke; in some scenes he offers worldly
advice. Shakespeare also approximates several linguistic features of this WelE era
including glidal omission (’orld ‘world’) and an alveolarized production of post-
alveolar sibilants (sall ‘shall’). Henry V also contains the first documentation of
the discourse marker look you, a well-known linguistic stereotype of WelE even to-
day. Popularized by Fluellen’s character, later playwrights also adopted the dis-
course marker for Welsh characters, despite the marker also being used by other
characters in the play.

Shakespeare’sMerry Wives of Windsor (1597), too, features examples of WelE,
but it is perhaps most notable for its attitudinal metalinguistic commentary re-
garding the variety. In a scene where two learned men (one Welsh – Sir Hugh
Evans, one French – Doctor Caius) argue in English, the English host disarms the
combatants, stating: “Let them keep their limbs whole, and hack our English”
(Shakespeare 1597: Act 3, Scene 1). This scene suggests that the pretence of the
underlying language ideology was in place: to use WelE was to “hack” at “good”
English. In another scene, an English character, Falstaff, takes offence to Welsh
accented English, he proceeds to mock the WelE user’s pronunciation of cheese
and butter concluding with: “Have I liv’d to stand at the taunt of one that makes
fritters of English?” (Shakespeare 1597: Act 4, Scene 7 ).

Shakespeare’s representation of WelE was very influential. Many of his con-
temporaries used the forms he introduced, and several added additional linguis-
tic features, quite likely transcribed from genuine WelE users. Plays which use
WelE include Thomas Dekker’s The Welsh Embassador (1597) and The Patient
Grissill (1600), Anonymous Sir John Oldcastle (1600), Robert Armin’s Two Maids of
More-Clacke (1606), Thomas Middleton’s A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613), and
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Ben Jonson’s For the Honor of Wales (1618). Phonetic respelling was a large focus
for playwrights using “theatrical WelE”. The most common features are summar-
ized in Table 5.1. For example, along with devoicing bilabial stops, alveolar and
velar stops were also devoiced, as were labiodental fricatives and sibilant alveolar
fricatives. Other techniques included writing palato-alveolar fricatives as alveolar
fricatives, omission of initial glides, and affricate sounds becoming sibilantized
alveolar fricatives or palato-alveolar fricatives. For a detailed discussion per text
see Jones (2018: 82–96).

Table 5.1: Summary of Elizabethan era Welsh English phonetic respelling

Phonological feature English English
phonemes

Theatrical WelE
phonetic respelling

Example quotation

Bilabial, alveolar, and
velar plosives

Initial /b/, /d/, and /g/ /p/, /t/, /k/ Prave (brave)

Medial or final /p/, /t/,
and /k/

/b/, /d/, and /g/ Tawge (talk)

Labiodental Fricative Initial and medial /v/ /f/ Falorous (valorous)

Sibilant alveolar
fricative
Sibilant palato-
alveolar fricative

Medial & final /z/
/ʃ / <sh>

/s/
/s/

Asse (as)
Welse (Welsh)

Affricate 1
Affricate 2

/tʃ/ <ch>
/dʒ/ <j>

/s/ Sarles (Charles)
Sentilman (gentle-
man)

/ʧ/ <ch>
/dʒ/ <j>

/ʃ / <sh> Shallenge (challenge)
Sheshu (Jesus)

Glides Initial /w/ Omitted Urld (world)

Because some of these features match Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal’s fifteenth-cen-
tury poem (Section 5.3), and others were recorded as late as the twentieth cen-
tury, it is likely that these playwrights were making accurate linguistic enquiry
into the variety, but whether all their recorded features can be validated is uncer-
tain. What we do know is that the popularity of these linguistic forms created a
subset of linguistic stereotypes for Elizabethan WelE, many of which were uti-
lized tirelessly over the next few centuries alongside the character stereotype of
a “comic” Welsh person (Bartley 1954: 154, 144). New plays that were produced
during the 1700s continued to use Elizabethan forms, suggesting that popularity
took precedence over realism; indeed, writers added no new linguistic forms to
their texts during this period. Examples include Lacy Ryan’s Cobler’s Opera
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(1730), John Hippisley’s Journey to Bristol (1730), Richard Cumberland’s Fashion-
able Lover (1772) and Charles Dibdin’s Liberty-Hall (1785), all of which were more
concerned with using an antiquated (possibly erroneous in places) WelE to cre-
ate comical characters.

Despite the sociopolitical changes and the full-scale Anglicization of the gen-
try, the language situation changed very little geographically in this period. There
was little migration within the country and the advance of English from the east
was slow up until the beginning of the industrial era. Pryce (1990) examines
Church in Wales Records that contain details on the language of religious service
from the eighteenth century, and concludes that the River Usk in southeast Wales
formed a language boundary in 1771 (Pryce 1990: 52). Some parishes recorded
both English and Welsh speakers, however, Pryce believes that this does not de-
note large-scale bilingualism but rather the presence of two separate speech com-
munities with odd bilingual parishioners acting as mediators between the speech
groups, considering that there is no evidence of a sort of pidgin in Wales (Pryce
1990: 54). Thomas (1994: 96), too, points out that the Welsh gentry acted in a med-
iator position in the earlier Elizabethan period. As bilingualism continued to be
rare, the English language in Wales kept its exonormative status. That is not to
say that the English speech along the borders was not in some way affected by
both bilingualism and the language shift from Welsh.

Exterior perceptions of WelE users at this time are largely unknown. We do
know that one traveller, Rev. Richard Warner, perceived the variety favourably
around 1798/1800 (cited in Ellis 1882: 189–190). Speaking of bilingual children
in Flintshire, Warner states: “all the children of Flintshire speak English very
well, and were it not for a little curl, or elevation of the voice, at the conclusion
of the sentence (which has a pleasing effect), one should perceive no difference
in this respect between the North Walians and the natives of England.” The “lit-
tle curl” Warner describes likely references the observation of WelE’s supraseg-
mental phonological features (see Section 2.6).

5.5 The language shift

5.5.1 Changes in society

It is remarkable, considering the fate of other Celtic languages in Britain, that
although English began to be spoken in parts of Wales in the eighth century, it
took over a thousand years for it to become the dominant language.

The dawn of industry in the 1770s had profound long-term effects for the
Welsh linguistic and cultural landscape (Pryce 1978: 229–230). Urban settlements
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were expanding, and in-migration drew rural workers to the coalmining seams in
the south; consequently, administration became centralized to the south as well
as the northeast close to the English port, Liverpool. Migration to Wales from
other European locales contributed to a staggering population growth; indeed,
before the First World War, Wales was the only nation outside the U.S. to register
net immigration (Williams 1985: 178). Between 1770 and 1851, the population
soared from 500,000 to 1,188,914. By 1911, it was 2,442,041 (Jenkins 1998: 1; statis-
tics from Jones 1998). John Davies (1993: 322–323) argues that Wales also saw
great emigration to England and the Americas in this time and therefore suggests
that the growth in population likely corresponds with a decrease in death-rate
and increase in birth-rate and quantity of offspring, being spurred on by the con-
fidence in economic prospects.

The linguistic situation was understandably complex, and there is still much
we have to learn about it. Jenkins (1998: 11) describes the South Wales coalfield as
a “huge, complex, amorphous, even chaotic, sprawl of intensely divergent lin-
guistic communities”. By the closure of the nineteenth century, a paradoxical lin-
guistic situation had occurred that saw the actual number of Welsh speakers
reach an all-time high (below 600,000 in 1801 to 977,366 in 1901), yet the propor-
tion of the population speaking Welsh begin to fall (95 % in 1801 to 44.6 % in 1911)
(Jenkins 1998: 3). Perhaps most damaging to the survival of Welsh was the sudden
decline in monolingual speakers. In less than twenty years monoglot Welsh
speakers declined from 30.4 % in 1891 to 15.1 % in 1901 and to 8.7 % in 1911. At the
start of the twentieth century, the majority (55.2 %) of the population living in
Wales were English monoglots, with the remainder being bilingual (35.9 %). The
bilingualism became widespread; Welsh users learnt English, and monoglot Eng-
lish users learnt Welsh to communicate with their co-workers. This is particularly
evidenced in that, at this time of increasing English usage, Welsh periodical pub-
lications also abounded.

Besides the Industrial Revolution’s notable effects on the language situa-
tion, another significant event that led to rapid Anglicization was the 1847 pub-
lication of the Reports of the Commissioners of Inquiry into the State of Education
in Wales (attributed in Welsh as “The Treachery of the Blue Books”, Roberts
1996: 190), an action that was instrumental in turning popular opinion against
Welsh usage. The earlier part of the nineteenth century saw many civil unrests
in South Wales, where the working class revolted against various institutional
organizations that had cut wages and dismissed workers. Industrial and rural
areas of South Wales from West Wales to eastern Newport witnessed mining
strikes, protests and even riots. Pressured with the development of the political
movement of Chartism and the “Newport rising” riots, English commentators be-
lieved one solution to remedy social disaffection would be to provide a more
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thorough English language education, whilst critically side-lining the impor-
tance of Welsh. For English commissioners, “English not only emphasized the
official status of Wales as incorporated into, and subordinate to, England, it was
also perceived as the means by which English culture and civilization could be
internalized” (Roberts 1996: 175).

Interesting to this discussion on the emerging WelE variety is that in the re-
port, the Commissioners made clear their linguistic prejudices even against the
phonological quality of this new “Welsh” English. The classroom recital of Eng-
lish material is likened by one commissioner as “aWelsh screech which seems ex-
pressly devised to annihilate all chance of expression or modulation of tone” (ci-
ted in Roberts 1996: 187). The conclusion was that the Welsh language influence
was a barrier to “progress” for the Welsh. To quote the commissioners’ report (as
cited in Roberts 1996: 185):

the Welsh language is a drawback to Wales, and a manifold barrier to the moral progress
and commercial prosperity of the people. It is not easy to over-estimate its evil effects […]
Good schools would remove… this disastrous barrier to all moral improvement and popular
progress in Wales.

Later into the century, the educational reform of 1870 made English-medium edu-
cation compulsory, although free for all at the elementary level, and Welsh usage
was banned from classrooms; those found speaking it were subject to the infa-
mous Welsh Not, a humiliating placard placed around their necks (although its
infamy likely outranks any sort of widespread use; Janet Davies 1993: 48–49). The
combined impact of the above developments would lead to English becoming the
majority language by the census of 1911, when Welsh speakers would fall from
49.9 per cent in 1901 to 43.5 per cent 1911 (Janet Davies 1993: 56). This period
marks the establishment of “new”Wales – industrial and urbanizing, with its ad-
ministration and population centring in the southeast – and the birth of Welsh
English as a nativized variety.

5.5.2 Writers’ use of Welsh English

Features of WelE were rare in personal letters and legal documents, as the bilin-
gual Welsh used StE as their model for writing in English (thereby reducing pho-
nological, lexical, and morphosyntax features), but some features nevertheless
made it to written documents, likely covertly. Thomas (1994: 110–111) quotes a let-
ter written by a W. Davies in 1826, which features some structural features af-
fected by Welsh.
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(112) “I am against you to come”
cf. ‘wyf yn erbyn ichwi ddod’ (lit. am(-I) against for-you come)

(113) “I think to be at Newtown…”
cf. ‘wyf yn meddwl bod yn…’ (lit. am(-I) ‘in’ think/expect/intend be in…)

Paulasto (2006: 16) examines further the Voelas Estate correspondence from An-
glesey, including writings that contain short notes in Welsh English. They differ
stylistically from personal letters, being brief notes or marginalia written between
farmhands and estate owners. Some of her examples feature nonstandard agree-
ment:

(114) “…my later neighbours there knows this…”
“…I suppose the landlord and tenant together reaps the benefit.” (C 782–3)

Another example potentially results fromWelsh language contact: in Welsh, exis-
tential sentences are formed using an existential form of the verb BODBOD ‘be’ (here
mae ‘is’), which may have led to the lack of existential there in English. Example
(115) also features article omission:

(115) “All is finished inside but painting , roof is on the chaff house”
cf. ‘mae to ar y tŷ’ (lit. is roof on the house)

The nineteenth century saw the prominent beginnings of the Welsh writing in
English movement (otherwise known as Anglo-Welsh literature). With literacy in
the English language increasing in Wales, WelE users, like the fifteenth-century
poet Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal before them, were beginning to represent their re-
gional English speech in writing. Identifying WelE forms present in writing before
the nineteenth century was difficult largely because Welsh writers of English of-
ten clung to the English written standard. Garlick & Mathias (1982: 36) comment
upon this, concluding that this meant that a lot of writing was “the English of the
Welsh professional class”.

Bilingualism affected writers and poets’ linguistic identities and written
styles, and the Welsh were beginning to recognize English as a language of
Wales. Ieuan Ddu (John L. Thomas, 1795–1871), a Carmarthen schoolmaster, ar-
gued in 1867 that English was a language of Wales (Garlick & Mathias 1982: 35).
Ddu’s writing reflected this, as lexis borrowed from Welsh often featured in his
English verse. In his poem Harry Vaughan, Ddu created a rhythmic coupling that
rhymed English history, with Welsh Llyfr du, a couplet that only works if the Eng-
lish speaker also knows Welsh colour-adjectives:
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(116) A place that once could boast, Saith history / [Seven history]
A castle proud which kept the Llyfr Du. [Black book, pronounced: /diː/,
not /duː/]
(in Garlick & Mathias 1982: 111)

Ruthin-based Thomas Hughes (1818–1865) similarly used Welsh lexis within his
English poetry. In A Cheese for the Archdeacon, Hughes uses two Welsh phrases,
perhaps demonstrating the lexical borrowing in his speech community: bara a
chaws ‘bread and cheese’ and chroesaw, a phonetic respelling of croeso ‘wel-
come’. Rather than English playwrights misappropriating WelE usage, Welsh
people used what they knew of WelE to form a new “literary dialect”, thus hand-
ing WelE depiction back to the Welsh.

The first novelist who usedWelE literary dialect was T.J.L. Prichard in The Ad-
ventures and Vagaries of Twm Shon Catti (1828). Not only was it the first to feature
WelE, but Prichard’s Twm Shon Catti was the first English language novel of
Welsh origin to be published (Mathias 1987: 65; Knight 2004: 8). Prichard was
from the Welsh borders, and he was fascinated with English outlaw folk tradition,
taking it upon himself to write a Welsh outlaw analogue from Welsh folk tales of
the sixteenth century. Evans and Knight (2011: 91–93) consider Prichard’s work a
“major text” in the canon of Welsh writing in English; even if it is chronologically
distinct from the canon’s later works (see Section 5.6), it heralded the incoming
potency of Anglophone culture in Wales.

Prichard’s preface indicates his awareness of both linguistic inquiry, helping
us to understand the method behind his writing technique. His chief concerns
were that non-Welsh writers mispronounced andmistranscribed phonemic inven-
tory used in Welsh speech communities (whether Welsh or English). Prichard
notes that London playwrights were mispronouncing the eponymous Welsh high-
wayman, and that it was his duty to make amends (Prichard 1828: 3).

Lexically, Prichard had an awareness of the Welsh loans that were present in
the English-speaking community. For example, he uses the endearment term
vach, ystavell ‘floor’, and eisteddvod, a Welsh festival, phonetically respelling the
Welsh <f> (/v/) to English orthography <v>. Also present are words that were re-
corded inWales and its borders in later systematic surveys (e.g. EDD, SAWD). One
is bwlch ‘gap’, later recorded in Mid-Wales and Dyfed (the setting of Twm Shon
Catti), and others are found in EngE varieties (and present in later WelE surveys)
too, such as tump ‘hill’, shift ‘chemise’, and sidling ‘shimmying’. Prichard even
used forms that do not appear in surveys, such as rusties ‘drunkards’, and wea-
zon-faced ‘wheezy-faced’. And, grammatically, Prichard is the first writer of WelE
to capture in writing a grammatical staple for future writers of WelE: exclamative
there (“There’s an impious rascal, for you!” Prichard 1828: 50; see 3.4.4).
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Prichard’s text also highlights the sociolectal attitudes of his era (1790–1820).
In one skit, Twm shifts his speech to a working class register of WelE to mock the
naiveté of the Welsh gentry, for example: “Twm answered [the Welsh gentleman]
in broken English, imitating the dialect of the lower class” (Prichard 1828: 218),
suggesting that Twm (i.e. Prichard) viewed several class-divisions in the usage of
WelE: lower-class, his own variety, and an “upper-class”. Prichard viewed this
lower-class English, that takes the form of Shakespeare’s stage Welsh, as “bro-
ken”, possibly inferring commentary upon Prichard’s opinion that earlier non-
Welsh writers had done the dialect disservice in writing.

The next important depictions of WelE in fictive texts were those of Amy Dill-
wyn and Allen Raine, two women who though built upon previous conventions,
set the foundations for Welsh writing in English fiction. Both novelists aimed to
depict the variety of WelE that was forming in west Wales bilingual communities
(Gramich 2008). Inspired by George Eliot’s Middlemarch, Dillwyn’s The Rebecca
Rioter ([1880] 2008) was to be a “real novel, about real people”, their “racy slang”
included (Painting 1987: 72–75).

Although implied in-text that all speech in the novel wasWelsh, it was “trans-
lated” by Dillwyn from Welsh into a WelE proxy, the kind Dillwyn professed to
have heard. Called a “striking […] experiment” by Gramich, it thus represented the
qualities of the early contact variety of WelE around west Wales.

Like in Prichard’s work, both exclamative there and focus fronting were pre-
sent, with Dillwyn recording some grammatical forms that would later show up in
dialect surveys such as the use of us in the subject position (“suppose if us was to
take it”, Prichard 1828: 33) as well as habitual do and as as a relative pronoun
(“there was a boy here as was very like what you do say”, Prichard 1828: 52).

Raine further developed Dillwyn’s method, writing her dialogue with her own
experience with Welsh, English, and the emerging contact variety. Indeed,
Mathias (1987: 7–8) describes the dialogue in Queen of the Rushes ([1906] 1998) as
“an advance on the efforts of previous writers [from Wales]”. Gramich (1998: 7)
notes that Raine “[balanced] on that bridging hyphen between a Welsh Wales
which she knew first hand and an Anglicized or English reading public”.

Raine’s discourse featured familiar and newly attested literary dialect usages
for both lexis (e.g. whintell ‘wooden basket’, ach-y-fi ‘expression of disgust’) and
grammar (e.g. focus fronting), and she left many Welsh words for concepts “un-
translated” in discourse, a likely testament to the shifting language situation. To
avoid “reader resistance” (seeToolan 1992) oropaqueness inher text, Rainewas the
firstWelEwriter toprovideacomprehensiveparatextualglossarydetailing28terms.

Similar to Shakespearean phonetic respelling (see 5.4), Raine also used ex-
tensive phonetic respelling to capture the sounds of her contact variety. Respell-
ings such as pwr ‘poor’ and fforwel ‘farewell’match their Welsh language equiva-
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lents, whilst dono and oction render RP diphthong /əʊ/ as a half-close back vowel
/ɒ/, a sound that matches SAWD records (See section 2.4.1.: FACEFACE/STAYSTAY and GOATGOAT/
SNOWSNOW). Table 7.5 documents some of these items, noting their standardized spel-
ling, followed by phonetic respelling of the standard (by way of RP) and a specu-
lative dialectal representation.

Table 7.5: List of phonetic respellings in Raine ([1880] 1998)

Respelling Standard form RP IPA Dialectal IPA

Well, I dono (p. 29) Dunno /dʌnəʊ/ /dɒnɒ/

Oction at poor Jinni Owen’s
to-day (p. 31)

Auction /ɔːkʃʌn/ /ɒkʃʌn/

Hai (p. 32) Hi /haɪ/ /haɪː/

Oh fforwel! (p. 43) Farewell /feəwɛl/ /fɔːwɛl/

Alreit, alreit! (p. 49) Alright /ɔːlraɪt/ /ɔːlreɪt/

Pwr fellow (p. 60) Poor /pɔː/ /puːə/

I told mestress (p. 213) Mistress /mɪstrɪs/ /mɛstrɪs/ or /mɛstrɛs/

5.6 From the twentieth to the twenty-first century

The primary developments in the twentieth century have been the continued de-
cline of the Welsh language, particularly in the rural areas which were sheltered
from Anglicization earlier, and the rise of the Anglo-Welsh ethnolinguistic com-
munity, bringing questions of nationalism and identity to the fore in politics and
culture.

Several factors led to the dominance of English in Wales during the twentieth
century. First, the Great War was devastating for the Welsh economy, and resul-
tant class wars in the coalfields led to unemployment and emigration (Thomas
1987: 437; cited in Aitchison & Carter 2000: 38). Janet Davies (1993: 59) states that
perhaps some 390,000 people left Wales for southeast England and the Midlands.
After this, the industrial valleys became bastions of Marxism, catering to noncon-
formist and liberalist Welsh traditions; here, many adopted English, which gave
workers the possibility to unite labour movements across the country (Jones
1980). We must also consider the growth of mass media in the 1920s and 1930s,
which aided English proliferation in the nation. English newspapers outnum-
bered weekly or monthly Welsh language papers, and the BBC’s English language
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programming started its broadcasting from Cardiff and Swansea (Janet Davies
1993: 60).

Census figures show that the decline of Welsh halted at a little under 20 per
cent of the nation’s population in the 1980s and the numbers of speakers are now
relatively level. The end result is a language maintenance situation and a bi-cul-
tural country, as described in Chapter 1 above. Varieties of Welsh English are spo-
ken throughout, but the term itself is not well-known, nor do the Welsh necessa-
rily recognize WelE as a distinct English dialect although they do recognize the
Welsh accent, as discovered in the interviews conducted by Penhallurick and
Paulasto (see Section 1.5). Towards the end of the twentieth century, however, lay
observers and users of the dialect began to identify, or enregister, several linguis-
tic features of the dialect. Agha (2007: 81) defines the process as “performable
signs [becoming] recognized (and regrouped) as belonging to distinct, differen-
tially valorized semiotic registers by a population”. This led to several enregis-
tered features dominating popular media, early examples of which are John Ed-
wards’ Talk Tidy books (1985, 1986).

As will be seen below, the variety begins to see greater depiction in modes of
fiction literature and film during the twentieth century, through the stylistic mode
of “literary dialect”. Although writers, actors, and producers may not explicitly
know the term Welsh English, many have clear conceptions of the words, gram-
mar, and phonology that constitutes WelE.

As regards the present-day relationship between the two languages of Wales,
Welsh as the indigenous minority language holds a high level of prestige and na-
tional significance. It has received administrative support through several Lan-
guage Acts over the past century, and today, its “official” status parallels that of
English with bilingual language policy encouraged by the Welsh government
(Welsh Government 2012). The Welsh language is also widely supported by the
people, although symbolic support and everyday use may not go hand-in-hand
(Durham & Morris 2016: 10–12). English remains the first language of over eighty
per cent of the Welsh people, hence being the language of the majority. Yet con-
sidering the history of the two languages, acceptance of English as a cultural and
historical language of Wales in its own right can be a charged topic (Coupland
and Thomas 1990; Penhallurick 1993, 1998). The language attitude studies exam-
ined in Section 1.5 nevertheless indicate that Welsh English, too, is seen as a med-
ium of national and linguistic identity.

The regional variation within WelE began to receive systematic attention in
the 1960s, notably with David Parry’s Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects, which com-
menced in 1968. The survey focused on residents of 60 years and above, thereby
examining WelE variation as it existed from the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury (see Chapter 6). When compared with Orton’s Survey of English Dialects, evi-
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dence from the Gwent network (a.k.a. Monmouthshire; Parry 1985c: 83–90)
showed that many lexical, phonological, and grammatical items were shared with
neighbouring western English counties, which indicated a longstanding relation-
ship between eastern WelE varieties and the west of England. For example, r-col-
ouring (see subsection 2.4.1) in the region likely stems from the southwest Mid-
lands and southwest England, and the intrusive initial /j/ in, for example, ears
[jœːz], common throughout South Wales, arrived in WelE from southwestern dia-
lects as early as the late medieval era (Parry 1985c: 85). There is also lexis that
point to this relationship along the borderland, for example dap ‘bounce’ and
gammy-handed ‘left-handed’ arrived from the Southwest and tine ‘fork prong’ and
fitchet ‘polceat’ from the West Midlands.

Parry (1985c: 85) concludes that:

distinctively English influences on the sounds – such as R-colouring – appear only on the
eastern borders. The chief influences on lexis and grammar are those of the neighbouring
English [dialects], a good deal of linguistic material having been imported from Somerset
and from the south-west midlands.

Such influences led scholars such as Thomas (1984: 178) to hypothesize that this
close proximity to England would result in southern Welsh Englishes eventually
shedding all Welsh linguistic influence, adopting West Midlands and South-West
English features as a result. This prediction has of yet not come to pass, likely be-
cause the cultural identity of the Anglo-Welsh is very much tied to the dialect (see
also Paulasto 2016).

From the earliest years of the twentieth century, the Anglo-Welsh have fought
to have their variety of English legitimized. One of the prominent means for this
was through representation in English media such as novels and film. The salient
variety of Welsh English that dominated the southern coalfield began to gain re-
cognition in its speech community. Following in the wake of early Welsh writers
of English such as T.J. Prichard, Amy Dillwyn, and Allen Raine (Section 5.5.2), a
movement that literary critics dub “The First Flowering” introduced further meth-
ods through which the WelE variety could be represented. This meant not only
writing in a literary dialect but also providing metalinguistic insights into the
changing speech communities.

One early example was Jack Jones, a Merthyr-born novelist, public speaker
and politician, who in 1935 published Black Parade, a text situated in Merthyr be-
tween 1905 and 1926. Jones expressed interest in capturing the Anglicization of
South Wales, in particular its “hybrid culture and [its] peculiar linguistic habits”
(Edwards 1974: 20). LikeDillwyn’s approach, the novel’s dialogue is implied at first
to be Welsh, translated into Welsh English for the reader. As the novel progresses,
Jones providesmetalinguistic observations from his characters that there has been
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a language shift from Welsh to English throughout the younger generation and
across various modes both written and spoken. The character Saran laments:

[the new generation] thought differently, and talked differently, in the English tongue. And
they read books and papers – couldn’t live without the Merthyr Express and The Echo – and
shouting themselves hoarse and in English at the football matches on Saturday afternoons.
(Jones [1935] 2009: 205)

Other writers were intrigued by specific domains of language use in WelE during
this period. One such writer was Glyn Jones. Just one decade before systematic
dialect surveying began (i.e. SAWD etc.), Jones incorporated a lifetime of dialect
enquiry into his novel Island of Apples ([1965] 1992), recording both dialectal
usages and even schoolyard sociolectal ones. In a 1992 edition of the text, Jones
even provides a paratextual glossary in the novel’s preface, highlighting 35 forms,
some of which are of Welsh origin, others with EngE etymologies, positioning
Jones as an accomplished lay observer of WelE’s lexicography. Ron Berry’s So
Long Hector Bebb (1970) also depicts the southern variety. Unique to Berry’s lit-
erary dialect is not only his depiction of fourteen unique idiolects of the variety,
but also first-person commentary about how the WelE community perceived their
own variety and other related varieties. For example, one character metalinguisti-
cally observes of another that: “his voice sounds […] loud and fast, the way they
gab [talk] up the valleys” (Berry 1970: 29). Similar lay contemplations on the vari-
ety are evident in Joe Dunthorne’s Submarine (2008), where protagonist Oliver
Tate provides numerous prescriptivist comments of the variety. The character,
whose parents are from England, also focuses upon concerns of linguistic pres-
tige, recognising that the WelE speech community is an in-group that he does not
belong to, as he is bullied for not sharing the accent of his classmates.

What we can surmise from such commentary is that laymen during this peri-
od in the history of WelE began to write about the way in which the variety had
become endonormative by offering metalinguistic commentary on generational
language shift, sociolectal or regional differences, and ideas of covert prestige. In
creating their renditions of WelE literary dialects, many of the aforementioned
writers as well as others (for a comprehensive list and detailed description per
text, see Jones 2018) utilize a subset of familiar forms that we can consider to be
highly enregistered, that is, “enshrined” and overtly recognisable within the com-
munity. Whether lexical, grammatical, or phonological, the forms were likely to
be familiar to Welsh readers. Lexically, Welsh-derived words were common, such
as endearment term bach/fach, expression of disgust ach-y-fi, mam ‘mother’, and
cwtch ‘cuddle’. Although many lexical items are English in origin, such as affir-
mative aye, adjective tidy ‘decent’, verbsmitch/mouch/mwch ‘to truant’ and tamp-
ing ‘raging’, they are distinctive of WelE (see Section 4.3.). For grammar and dis-
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course features, by far the most common linguistic forms present in this literary
dialect movement were exclamative there (e.g. “There’s ungrateful, Mr. Davies”;
Jones [1965] 1992: 30) and focus fronting (e.g. “Pretty to watch, Sammy was”; Ber-
ry [1970] 2006: 7). Other salient features include discourse markers see and like, as
well as use of as as a relative pronoun (e.g. “They’ll be saying as I’m stuck up”;
Jones [1935] 2009: 94).

These Anglo-Welsh “dialect artists” also attempted to render WelE phonology
in writing. Common methods include treating the RP diphthong /əʊ/ as a mono-
phthong /ɒ/ or /ɔː/ (e.g. rendering postcards as posscards, i.e. /pəʊskɑːdz/ to
/pɒskɑːdz/ (Goodwin [1936] 2008: 15), dropping the glottal fricative /h/, (e.g. home
as ome, Goodwin [1936] 2008: 107) and spelling the WelE diphthong /ɪu/ as <ew>
or <iw> (e.g. you as yew, Dunthorne 2008: 149; see Tuesday in Section 2.4.1).

Furthermore, it should be noted that the southern Valleys variety of WelE was
not the only variety represented in literature. Authors such as Margiad Evans and
Geraint Goodwin also attempted to write the WelE variety common along and
across the Welsh border with England. Both Evans and Goodwin utilized lexis,
grammar, and phonology familiar from their southern contemporaries, such as
Welsh loanwords and grammatical structures, they also incorporated forms that
the EDD and later SAWD attributed to the Welsh-English border counties. For ex-
ample, Evans in Country Dance [1932] 2006) included the verb tan ‘strike’ (Evans
[1932] 2006: 78), as well as archaic features of grammar such as 2SGSG pronoun thou
and the respective inflectional verb form art. Goodwin in The Heyday in the Blood
[1936] 2008) likewise uses 2SGSG objective pronoun thee and 3SGSG negative contrac-
tions inna ‘(he) is not’ and dunna ‘(he) does not’ (Goodwin [1936] 2008: 152–
153) – forms that are recorded in SAWD in the Welsh borders (Parry 1999: 108–
109, 114, 116).

Indeed, when compared to the material collected in later systematic surveys,
it becomes evident that the fiction writers who chose to use WelE used it with
some degree of accuracy. Unsurprisingly, there are also linguistic items in this
body of work hitherto undiscovered in dialect surveys. From Prichard’s rusties
‘drunkards’ and weazon-faced ‘wheezy-faced’, to Goodwin’s robin-run-the-hedge
cleaver plant and Glyn Jones’ horse-tods ‘horse manure’, writers were able to re-
cord such items because they were keen observers of the variety’s usage. By the
twentieth century, at the latest, speakers of WelE especially in the south recog-
nized the features of their dialects, and a process of enregisterment was arguably
underway.

With the emergence of film came another medium through which creative
writers could display an awareness, appreciation and/or application of WelE.
Although there have been many WelE-speaking characters in minor roles (some
portrayed with contrived performances), some of the best-received Welsh films
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have featured attested users of WelE in prominent roles, providing audiences with
an insight into English language speech communities from Wales.

Early films such as Charles Frend’s BAFTA-nominated A Run For Your Money
(1949) (section 7.1) prominently placed two Welsh protagonists at the forefront of
his comedy and ran the gamut of attested lexical and grammatical forms, whilst
phonological features were authentically represented through the casting of Do-
nald Houston and Meredith Edwards. Later, films such as J. Lee Thompson’s Tiger
Bay (1959) and Andrew Grieve’s On the Black Hill (1987) offered audiences insight
in the usage of specific WelE varieties such as Cardiff English and Borders WelE
respectively, but it was not until Kevin Allen’s Twin Town (1997) that southern
Welsh cinemagoers had a quintessential “Welsh” film. Set in Swansea, the dark
comedy uses the Swansea variety of WelE, performed largely with a southern
Welsh cast (bar the protagonist twins’ actors, who are natives of North Wales).

Filmmakers use similar lexico-grammatical forms in their screenplays as no-
velists in literature, thus making similar linguistic observations about the variety.
Lexically, bach, mam, and aye are common, the vocative mun/man, focus front-
ing, invariant question tags is it/isn’t it, and exclamative there are all common
markers of “dialect” in the filmic sphere.

Of course, film being a visual medium offers a new means in which WelE can
be defined for viewers both familiar and unfamiliar with the variety. Fascinat-
ingly, paralinguistic gestures are used in both Twin Town (1997) and Christopher
Monger’s The Englishman Who Went Up A Hill… (1995). Twin Town uses a paralin-
guistic gesture, hands crossed across the chest, for the noun cwtch ‘cuddle’, and
Englishman elaborates the adjective twp ‘stupid’ with the speaker’s index finger
pointed at his temple.

5.7 Changes in progress

Like many languages and varieties, Welsh English is in a process of change. Con-
tinued in-migration to large urban areas like Cardiff and Swansea brings along
new linguistic features. The “conservative rural” data from Parry’s SAWD is now
long out of date, and the changes that can be witnessed in spoken English in dif-
ferent parts of the country are of ongoing interest.

There are no large-scale studies on diachronic developments in the phonol-
ogy of WelE. However, Podhovnik’s (2010) apparent-time study on segmental fea-
tures in Neath English indicates that, if anything, phonological features charac-
teristic of WelE (e.g. monophthong /eː/ in FACEFACE//STAYSTAY and semi-vowel realizations
/auwə/ and /aijə/ in POWERPOWER and FIREFIRE) are strengthened or at least maintained in
her youngest informants’ speech. Hejná (2015: 248–249), too, observes that pre-
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aspiration of consonants is more frequent and longer among her younger than
older Aberystwyth informants. Rowan Campbell's (forthc.) PhD research charts
ongoing accent and dialect change in Cardiff English. This area of WelE sociolin-
guistics is however in need of further study.

As regards morphosyntax, some of the earlier research (notably Paulasto
2006, 2016) has uncovered apparent-time changes that indicate levelling in Welsh
contact-induced features: younger generations of speakers are employing, for ex-
ample, focus fronting and the habitual progressive less frequently than elderly
speakers and in forms and functions which approach general vernacular BrE. The
apparent-time (and, as regards the Rhondda, real-time) research into the dialect
grammar of WelE is continued in the present volume, specifically in Llandybie
English and on those features which are frequent enough to enable the analysis.
All Welsh-induced features experience a drop in use from the oldest towards the
younger age groups in Llandybie, which is unsurprising considering the socioeco-
nomic and educational backgrounds of the speakers as well as the societal
changes enabling StE and spoken EngE input in all corners of the UK. However,
apart from the extended progressive usages, there is some indication that the
youngest speaker group ismaintainingWelE dialect features in some forms or con-
texts. Extended definite article use is quite frequent with names of languages (sub-
section 3.2), and embedded inversion rises slightly in WH-questions (3.4.1). Focus
fronting, too, is maintained by young WelE speakers (3.4.2). Extended uses of the
prepositionwith are declining in the most “Welsh” POSSESSIVEPOSSESSIVE and INTEGRALINTEGRAL//PROXI-PROXI-

MATEMATE functions but there is a sharp increase among the youngest speakers in the
function ININ ONEONE’’SS CASECASE, not far removed from the INTEGRALINTEGRAL//PROXIMATEPROXIMATE (3.4.5). The
invariant tags isn’t it and is it are also on the rise among young Llandybie infor-
mants, accompanied by increasing use of the form innit and the accord-building
function of the tag (4.4.1). Together with the maintenance of phonological charac-
teristics of WelE, these findings are indicative of a level of covert prestige and re-
gional or national linguistic significance of WelE; hence the dialect is not likely to
merge with neighbouring EngE dialects any time soon (see also Paulasto 2016).

Lexical changes inWelE are examined in Chapter 4, which is in fact one of the
few descriptons of this topic in existence. Penhallurick (2013) is another source
drawing together evidence on lexical change based on the survey data in SAWD
and Voices. Lexicon is the most salient domain of language and hence changes
and usages are also observed and reported by the dialect speakers themselves.
Chapter 4 indicates that there are relatively few Welsh words in general use in
WelE; of these, for example, cariad, cwtch and hiraeth have clear and identifiable
cultural value. Many other Welsh dialect words, however, are regionally restricted
or used primarily by older generations of speakers, and thus, possibly fading out
of use (e.g. bach, bopa, Duw!). The same goes for the vast majority of English dia-
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lect words recorded in SAWD (e.g. Parry 1999). On the other hand, specific English
language items, including lush, tamping, mun, and tidy, have been found to repre-
sent present-day Welsh English in TV programmes and social media (e.g. Durham
2015).

A recent trend of change which can be witnessed across different domains of
language involves the increasing impact of Estuary English. Certain features
emerging especially in the southeast of the country can be traced back to London.
These include TH-fronting (e.g. think [fɪŋk], with [wɪv]) discussed in subsection
2.5.2, the structural and discourse-pragmatic alignment of the Welsh invariant tag
isn’t it with innit (4.4.1) and words such as chav and bruv becoming a part of the
WelE lexical inventory (4.3.1). The change is gradual and clearly spreading geo-
graphically from the southeast, hence indicating that Estuary English continues
to extend its sphere of influence towards the north and west, and across the bor-
der from England to Wales.

There is no question that globalization is also having significant effects on
WelE along with all other varieties of English and hundreds of other languages of
the world. The introduction of the internet and electronic communication as well
as the influence of audio-visual media have led not only to increased exposure to
other varieties of English but also to computer-mediated vernaculars merging
with the notion of WelE especially for young people. For example, Jones’s
(2016b: 30–31) survey of young people’s use of dialect in Gwent inadvertently eli-
cited several forms of computer-mediated vernacular initialisms like WTF ‘what
the fuck’ and LMAO ‘laughing my ass off’, although it is uncertain whether such
forms derived from written lects are part of young people’s spoken discourse. It
would also be interesting to gain further insight into the impact that AmE is cur-
rently having on varieties of WelE.

Although some studies demonstrate that attitudes and perceptions towards
WelE were mixed during the late twentieth century, the variety has since gained
prestige amongst other British varieties (subsection 1.5.1), as also shown by a con-
temporary study into WelE language attitudes by Durham (2016), utilizing meta-
linguistic evidence from Twitter. This upward social prestige regarding WelE
dovetails into its acceptance, interest, and visibility on the world stage. We will
turn to other contemporary representations of the dialect in fiction and metalin-
guistic commentaries for some further discussion on this. Although for much of
cinematic history, demand for the Welsh accent on-screen was negligible (and
this was not helped by a considerable dearth of Welsh actors), by the twenty-first
century the desire for screen-presence of WelE has been changing.

A highly influential contemporary narrative form that has been making use of
the variety is the videogame. This relatively young media form has dominated
creative industries in the twenty-first century; in 2011 revenues were $55.5 billion
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with 8.2 % increase per year, higher than the film industry’s 5.9 % (Egenfeldt-Niel-
sen, Smith & Tosca 2013), demonstrating a significant potential as a mass media
product. Here, game developers have not only sought the authenticity of WelE
voice-actors for their narratives, but have also invited them to collaboratively
shape the stories. One critically acclaimed title was Assassin’s Creed: Black Flag
(2013), a historical pirating adventure with a Swansea-born protagonist (Matt
Ryan). When Ryan auditioned and was cast in Black Flag, the developers chose to
rewrite the story to better suit his Welsh accent; so influential was this decision
that the creators were later inundated with gamers worldwide asking to know
more about WelE, a variety many were unfamiliar with (Williams 2013).

It should be mentioned in the closing of this chapter that today WelE is also
being used to index, or semiotically stand in for, several underlying character
stereotypes of the Welsh people. The first is “The Fantastical”, a character stereo-
type that has long been associated with Celtic nations like Wales and Ireland. Lit-
erary Romanticists like William Wordsworth made reference to Wales’ other-
worldly qualities (Jones 2018: 61), whilst twentieth-century fantasy authors such
as J.R.R. Tolkien cemented the idea of a “Welsh” elf/fairy by constructing an El-
ven language largely based on Welsh. Tolkien himself stated that Welsh “seemed
to fit the rather ‘Celtic’ type of legends and stories told of [my Elven] speakers”
(Tolkien 1981: 176). Two prominent examples that use a fairy/elven trope in recent
videogames are Ni No Kuni: Wrath of the White Witch (2013), a fantasy tale that de-
picts members of a WelE-speaking fairy race as supporting characters (the lead
being voiced by Steffan Rhodri), and Dragon Age II (2011), where actress Eve
Myles plays a subjugated resistance fighter in a community of WelE and IrE-ac-
cented Elves. Both actors were headhunted by producers for their accent.

The second stereotype is “The Comic”, where WelE as a nonstandard accent
(as is often the case with many varieties in the English-speaking world) is con-
trasted, perhaps discriminatively, with StE to evoke negative qualities (see Lippi-
Green 1997 on linguistic discrimination in the media). As seen above, Shake-
speare and contemporaries (Section 5.4) used the dialect to generate humour in
the Elizabethan period, and today we continue to see similar uses in videogaming
narratives. In Ni No Kuni, not only are the fairies WelE-accented, but every fairy is
a bumbling comedian. Arguably, other videogames like Timesplitters: Future Per-
fect (2005), Fable III (2010), and Star Wars: The Old Republic (2011) have all used
WelE to signify WelE speakers as Comedians.

Although from textual evidences we can discern that the form and represen-
tation of WelE has changed greatly over the centuries, some habits associated
with WelE, such as linguistic and character stereotyping, have persevered. Never-
theless, by using both historical commentary as well as evidences from fictional
texts, this chapter has demonstrated that we today have a more complete picture
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of the way that the Welsh English dialect has developed during the last six hun-
dred years. There is still much more to be done in this emerging historical field of
Welsh English studies.
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6 Survey of essential works and resources

In this chapter we provide a guide to the main larger-scale works and resources on
Welsh English (WelE) and to a concise selection of the more locally focused stu-
dies as well as to some interesting lesser-known publications. In the Welsh con-
text, contemplation of the bonds between language, identity, politics, and policy
has produced abundant discussion, but here we focus on research which deals
with varieties of spoken English in Wales. For a complete bibliography and webo-
graphy of all the sources used in the writing of the present book, including those
discussed here, please turn to the end of the volume.

6.1 Large-scale works and resources, and national overviews

There have been some national-scale surveys of WelE. The most extensive is the
Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects (SAWD), directed by David R. Parry between
1968 and 1995.

SAWD was begun in October 1968 at Swansea University, conceived by Parry
as an inquiry into the English speech of Wales in the philological tradition and in-
spired by his experience as a postgraduate student under Harold Orton and Stan-
ley Ellis at Leeds University between 1959 and 1961, and as a fieldworker in Mon-
mouthshire in 1960 for Orton’s Survey of English Dialects (SED). As Parry (1975:
1) himself put it: “It is because the editor of the Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects
was privileged to be a pupil of Professor Orton that the Survey of Anglo-Welsh
Dialects exists at all.” Parry’s choice of the label Anglo-Welsh rather than Welsh
English for his Survey reflects the customary use of the term to refer to the
English-speaking community of Wales or to the English language as employed by
Welsh speakers and writers, as in phrases such as “Anglo-Welsh literature” – in
fact, David Parry’s use of it features as a citation in the OED’s entry for the term.

The aims and methods of SAWD emulated those of the SED, with the inten-
tion being “to provide material for Wales that is directly comparable with that ob-
tained in England” (Parry 1999: 1), a comparison that would include the construc-
tion of composite maps from SAWD and SED data. The SAWD questionnaire
(Chesters, Upton & Parry: 1968) was a modified version of the Dieth-Orton SED
questionnaire (1962), with 33 of the original 1,092 numbered questions edited out,
23 new ones added, and a further 75 amended. Like many of its predecessors in
philological dialectology, the questionnaire was lengthy and designed to elicit a
large quantity of lexical, grammatical, and pronunciation features. Up to 1982,
postgraduate and undergraduate student fieldworkers trained by Parry travelled
to all parts of rural Wales to interview and audio-record speakers of WelE, until
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a network of 90 SAWD localities was chosen from the nearly 120 investigated. The
Survey relied on a judgement sample of informants. A handful per locality were
sought, the questionnaire being asked once in each locality. Parry (1999: 1) lists
the criteria for SAWD’s standard informant: “(i) aged over 60; (ii) knowledgeable
about agricultural life and work; (iii) not formally educated beyond the age of
15; (iv) resident in the native area without significant interruption; (v) free from
speech impediments.”

By 1982, two print volumes of data and analysis had already been edited and
published by Parry: The Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dialects, Vol. 1: The south-east
(1977), containing material from 34 localities; and The Survey of Anglo-Welsh Dia-
lects, Vol. 2: The south-west (1979), covering 25 localities. Each volume includes
a description of methodology, details of localities and informants, a comprehen-
sive account of the recorded WelE vowels and consonants of the region, a discus-
sion of non-standard features of morphology and syntax, a glossary of non-stan-
dard lexis, and a selection of isogloss-and-display-symbol maps showing the
geographical distribution of features and variants. The volumes combine a his-
torically framed consideration of the data with the aim of making as much of the
elicited basic material as possible available to scholars wishing to use it for their
own research, though this can be a painstaking process for researchers used to
searchable electronic databases. A third volume following the same format and
encompassing 17 northern localities was published in 1991: The Anglo-Welsh dia-
lects of North Wales (Penhallurick).

While there has been no SAWD atlas to date, in 1985, in a chapter by Parry in
the collection of essays on linguistic geography edited by Kirk, Sanderson and
Widdowson, the first composite maps of England and Wales appeared, six in all
(Parry 1985a). Another 50 were published (along with 90 maps of Wales only) in
Parry’s A grammar and glossary of the conservative Anglo-Welsh dialects of rural
Wales (1999), which was an in-depth overview of all the rural SAWD data. For the
first time, a cartographic view of the patterns of regional continuity and difference
in features of the traditional WelE and English English dialects was available.
(See also Voices and Gabmap, below.) This later volume by Parry is important in
another way too, for it presents complete sound-systems for each of the 90 local-
ities, and shows the regional distribution of each phonemic unit and its realiza-
tions in 144 keywords. In his own history of SAWD (2008), Parry says: “Although
the collected material contained no ‘minimal pairs’ (unless fortuitously), it still
seemed worthwhile to attempt a grouping, a systematization, a kind of ‘tenta-
tively proposed phonemicization’ based on intuition and upon our own observa-
tional experience of what sound-differences appear to be phonemically signifi-
cant to native speakers and what do not.” In 2015, Parry finished a typescript
which adds further phonetic detail to his modestly designated “tentatively pro-
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posed phonemicization” of the full rural network of Anglo-Welsh dialects, includ-
ing an informative table of the SAWD/SED phonological keywords cross-refer-
enced to John Wells’s lexical sets (1982). As yet unpublished, the 2015 typescript
was generously given to the authors of the present volume and we draw upon it in
our Chapter 2.

A second phase of SAWD was begun in 1985 using a more sociolinguistic
methodology to collect material from a number of age-groups in urban areas of
Wales. For this purpose, a short phonological questionnaire was compiled by Par-
ry (1985b), and a more casual style was used for the rest of the interview, centred
upon discussion of the personal histories of the informants and their perceptions
of local speech in relation to other varieties. Four broad age-groups were inter-
viewed in each locality visited: teenagers; 20–30 years old; 30–60 years old; and
over 60 years old. In total, 54 informants were interviewed, with ages ranging
from 12 to 82. All were natives of the locality in question, and very few had gone
through higher education. Total interview time of the resulting audio recordings
was nearly 24 hours. The localities were Caernarfon and Wrexham in the north,
and Carmarthen and the Grangetown district of Cardiff in the south. The record-
ings remained unexploited until Heli Paulasto used them in her research on WelE
grammar – see Paulasto (2006) discussed below.

The archives of SAWD – including all of the original field transcriptions and
surviving analogue audio recordings – are now in the care of Rob Penhallurick.
Among those scholars who have consulted the archives for their work are Gary
German, Heli Paulasto, and Malcolm Williams, all of whom feature below. In
2008, 502 digital audio transfers from 151 audio compact cassette recordings (dat-
ing from 1965–1991) were deposited by Penhallurick at the British Library. These
recordings (which include those from urban Wales) can be listened to on site at
the BL via the Library’s catalogue and a selection, together with transcripts and
commentaries by Jonnie Robinson, is available online at the BL’s British accents
and dialects web pages: https://www.bl.uk/british-accents-and-dialects.

The British Library possesses several other audio resources that contain WelE
material of value to researchers and students, three of them deriving from na-
tional-scale surveys. These are the Millennium Memory Bank (MMB), BBC Voices,
and the SED.

The MMB was a large oral history project by the BBC, based on recordings
made by its local radio stations in the UK of all age-groups in 1998–1999. The
authors of the present volume had access to unpublished linguistic commentaries
by the BL’s Jonnie Robinson on 20 of the MMB localities in Wales. These localities
are: Bangor, Bethesda, Llanwnda, and Trefor in the north; Aberhosan and Rhaya-
der in Mid Wales; and Aberbeeg, Aberporth, Brynamman, Cardiff, Cwmfelinfach,
Gorseinon, Maerdy, Monmouth, Mumbles, Mynydd-y-Garreg, Newport (Mon-
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mouthshire), Resolven, Swansea, and Tremorfa (Cardiff) in the south. The audio
recordings can be accessed on site at the BL via the Library’s catalogue, and a se-
lection from theWelsh localities together with commentaries is available online at
the BL’s British accents and dialectsweb pages and via the MMB tab of the Accents
and dialects page of British Library Sounds: https://sounds.bl.uk/Accents-and-
dialects.

The BBC Voices project originated in the New Media department at BBC
Wales. Its aim was to tap into the linguistic and cultural diversity of Britain, mak-
ing productive use of the BBC’s regional resources. Scholars from dialectology
and sociolinguistics were consulted, the preliminary discussions taking place in
Cardiff. The project offered the opportunity to collect a substantial amount of data
in a small period of time – a goal beyond the means of previous national linguis-
tic surveys. By the time the BBC journalists started interviewing informants in
2004, Voices had adopted a methodology developed by Clive Upton and others at
Leeds and Sheffield Universities (Elmes 2013). Focused on lexis, and informed by
the SED questionnaire, this used a set of prompts designed to guide conversations
with informants (nearly 1,300 in over 300 locations in total), aiming to create a
more informal environment than the traditional field interview. The same set of
lexical prompts was used for the online Voices Language Lab survey, which by
2006 had received over 62,500 submissions from users.

The Voices website was launched in 2004 to coincide with a wave of national
and local radio broadcasts (Jaffe 2013: 51). In that they contained links to many lo-
cal glossaries, the Voices web pages were in tune with the long tradition of dialect
lexicography, but the centrepiece was cartographic, a series of Word Maps, dis-
playing responses to a selection of the lexical prompts. Although the website
stopped being updated in 2014, one can still use its interactive mapping facility,
which accesses Voices data for the whole of the UK. There is scope to compare the
data from Wales with SAWD material, as approximately 50 per cent of the lexical
notions targeted by the Voices methodology have an equivalent in the SAWD
questionnaire. Furthermore, by means of the free web-based application for dia-
lectometry, Gabmap, Martijn Wieling and his collaborators at the University of
Groningen have developed a website where users can construct linguistic maps of
various types based on the Voices data.

The Voices audio interviews are held at the British Library, where from 2009–
2012 the follow-up Voices of the UK project catalogued the recordings and the
team of Robinson, Gilbert and Herring compiled detailed linguistic descriptions of
the majority of interviews for online access via British Library Sounds. Audio and
commentary are available for 21 Welsh locations: Bangor, Bethesda, Flint, Holy-
head, Llangollen, Rhosgadfan, Rhos-on-Sea, and Wrexham in the north; Builth
Wells, Newtown, and Tregaron in Mid Wales; and Bonymaen (Swansea), Glyn
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Neath, Llanelli, Milford Haven, Newport (Monmouthshire), Pontcanna (Cardiff),
Pontypridd, Risca, Talbot Green, and Treorchy in the south. The authors of the
present volume had access to the draft unpublished versions of the linguistic de-
scriptions for the Welsh Voices locations, including an additional commentary for
Splott (Cardiff).

Although the Voices recordings focused on elicitation of lexis, 13 of the Voices
of the UK linguistic descriptions also list all non-standard grammar used by infor-
mants in the interviews, and give vowel inventories and notes on non-standard
consonants, using standard lexical sets.

And finally, the British Library Sound Archive holds 288 audio recordings
from SED localities investigated from the early 1950s to 1974. These are of signifi-
cance –as are the data and publications of the SED generally – to any scholar
wishing to compare the features and regions of WelE with those of English Eng-
lish, but of particular interest are six SED localities in Monmouthshire, which in-
clude two where the original fieldwork was done by David Parry in the summer of
1960, Llanfrechfa and Newport, though the audio dates from 1974. The remaining
localities are Llanellen, Raglan, Shirenewton, and Skenfrith, all represented by
audio from 1955. Linguistic descriptions by Jonnie Robinson and samples of the
audio are available online via the SED tab of the Accents and dialects page of Brit-
ish Library Sounds: https://sounds.bl.uk/Accents-and-dialects.

For her PhD study, Katja Roller compiled and transcribed a corpus of present-
day spoken WelE by combining material from the two BBC radio collections, the
BBC Voices Radio Wales interviews and Welsh-locality recordings from the MMB,
and titled it the Radio Wales Corpus (see Roller 2016: 78–87). The first component
includes 110 informants born 1923–1989 and 20 hours of speech. The MMB compo-
nent is smaller, comprising nine hours of recordings and 22 speakers, who are
aged 25–35 or 60–70. These are mainly single interviews, in contrast to the Voices
section, where the number of informants participating in the conversations varies
between three and eight. The Voices conversations in Roller’s corpus comprise c.
191,000 words and the MMB interviews c. 78,000 words, that is, 269,000 in total.
Together they represent the present-dayWelE dialects spoken in all parts of Wales
and all decades of birth from 1920s to 1980s (Roller 2016: 84–85).

Another corpus with a WelE component is the Freiburg English Dialect Cor-
pus (FRED), a database of audio recordings and transcripts in ordinary orthogra-
phy totalling 300 hours of speech and 2.5 million words of text. The sound record-
ings were made mainly in the 1970s and 1980s of 432 English-dialect-speaking
informants from England, Scotland, andWales, the majority born before 1920 (see
Hernández 2006). The compilers of FRED, Bernd Kortmann and his team, had re-
search on morphosyntactic variation in mind primarily, but the corpus is suited to
a range of interests (see Kortmann & Wagner 2005, Szmrecsanyi 2013). There are
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11 WelE localities in FRED, four in Denbighshire and seven in Glamorganshire,
providing a total of over 110,000 words of text transcription (FRED does not have
sound recordings of these interviews). There is an online free-access sampler ver-
sion of the database, FRED-S, but the WelE material is not at present available via
this, which means that one would normally have to be on site at Freiburg in order
to access it.

The studies based on FRED usually account for dialect variation across the
board in Britain, rather than focusing on Wales in particular. However, insights
into the two regional varieties of WelE represented in FRED can be gleaned from
Anderwald (2009) and Szmrecsanyi (2013).

A number of other significant collections and corpora can be mentioned
here.

The National Museum of History at St Fagans, Cardiff, houses a collection of
oral history recordings in WelE as well as Welsh which has on occasion been used
by linguists, for example, Malcolm Williams (2003). The recordings are available
by prior arrangement with the archivist. Beth Thomas (personal e-mail communi-
cation, February 2015) informs us that some of the recordings have been tran-
scribed in full, but most are simply summarized for content. For further informa-
tion, see the Museum website: https://museum.wales/curatorial/social-cultural-
history/archives.

The South Wales Miners’ Library (Swansea University) is home to the South
Wales Coalfield Collection (SWCC), which, in addition to documentary records of
the mining community, includes a collection of audio-recorded interviews. Huber
(2003: 184–186) states that the collection consists of 678 recordingsmade in 120 lo-
calities in southeast Wales, mostly in the 1970s and early 1980s. The informants
(75 % male) were of varying ages, born between the 1870s and 1960s. Huber in-
itiated a corpus project in 2000 with the aim of transcribing the SWCC recordings
and creating a 3.2-million-word corpus of English in SoutheastWales, although the
project has not been completed thus far. Recordings of the oldest speakers in the
SWCC (born around 1900) have been transcribed, and other recordings are at vary-
ing stagesof completion (MagnusHuber, personal communication, February 2015).

The Miners’ Library staff inform us that the audio collection is available for re-
search purposes, mostly as audio cassettes but increasingly in a digitized format.
About a third of the interviews were transcribed shortly after they were conducted
in the 1970s and 1980s, but these transcriptions are not available digitally. Catalo-
gues of the collection can be found on the library websites at www.swansea.ac.
uk/swcc and www.agor.org.uk/cwm (both accessed in December 2019). The cata-
logues do not reveal which interviews have been transcribed, but the information
is available if needed (Siân Williams, personal communication, February 2015;
Joanne E. Waller, personal communication, September 2016).
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The ICAME collection includes the Polytechnic of Wales corpus, which has
61,000 words of spoken English collected from children aged 6–12 in the Ponty-
pridd area (Souter 1989). The corpus was compiled with the aim of studying first
language acquisition, and thus the methods of data collection and selection of in-
formants are not ideal for dialectological purposes.

Other regionally focused, unpublished corpora collected for masters and doc-
toral dissertations include those for Schmidt (1990; Darran Valley, southeast
Wales), Elton (1994; the Rhondda), Walters (1999; the Rhondda), and Hejná
(2015; Aberystwyth).

We return now to a summary of print volumes, chapters, and articles that of-
fer overviews of WelE.

English in Wales: Diversity, conflict and change (1990) is a miscellany edited
by two of the major figures of dialect study in Wales, Nikolas Coupland and Alan
R. Thomas. It is a wide-ranging collection comprising sections on the Angliciza-
tion of Wales, on sociolinguistic processes in WelE (including Coupland on the
elusiveness of any “Standard Welsh English”, and Howard Giles on the study of
social attitudes to WelE), as well as a set of descriptive sketches of some urban
and rural WelE dialects. The sketches are inclined towards varieties of southern
WelE, including Port Talbot (Connolly), Abercrave (Tench), and the historical rur-
al dialects of north Carmarthenshire and south Pembrokeshire (both by Parry).
The lack of material on northern WelE was, we must confess, partly due to one of
the present authors. Rob Penhallurick, having completed his doctoral dissertation
on northern WelE in 1986 (published as Penhallurick 1991), was invited to submit
a chapter, but found himself scurrying between jobs and countries and, not for
the first time, he missed the deadline. Also in the collection are chapters on Car-
diff English by Collins and Mees, part of a long-term study which they would revi-
sit (Mees and Collins 1999), and by Jack Windsor Lewis. The chapters by Windsor
Lewis on Cardiff and Glamorgan English are based on a detailed 420-page type-
script from 1964 titled Glamorgan spoken English. The typescript is of some signif-
icance but it remains unpublished. It contains six chapters on the vowels and con-
sonants of Glamorgan English, two on grammar, and a glossary of over 2,600
entries “based on general observations and informal discussions” (Windsor Lewis
1990c: 109). A copy is in the care of Rob Penhallurick.

A later collection with national breadth is Sociolinguistics in Wales (2016), edi-
ted by Mercedes Durham and Jonathan Morris, although only one of its three main
parts is specifically on WelE, the others dealing with the Welsh language and bi-
lingualism/multilingualism. Of the three chapters on WelE, two are on social atti-
tudes to dialect and accent variation: Chris Montgomery presents the principal
findings from a survey that asked respondents in four locations along the Wales-
England border to complete a “draw-a-map” task as used in the perceptual dialec-
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tology pioneered by Dennis R. Preston in the USA and by Montgomery himself in
Britain; and Mercedes Durham analyses material collected in 2012–2013 from
Twitter that discusses WelE accents. The study of WelE has been particularly well
served by research on attitudes to and perceptions of dialect, and we come back to
this shortly, below. The third chapter on WelE in Durham and Morris (2016) is by
Heli Paulasto. This is a diachronic review of three Welsh-language-induced fea-
tures of WelE grammar based on data from four corpora, three of which were col-
lected on separate fieldwork trips to North and South Wales by Paulasto between
1995–2012, with the fourth taken from Ceri George’s 1981 Rhondda interviews for a
survey (1990) which was an off-shoot of SAWD. The chapter develops from Pau-
lasto’s sustained interest in WelE grammar which also yielded in 2006 a rarity in
WelE studies, that is, a book-length national-scale investigation of selected char-
acteristic features of WelE. This was Welsh English syntax: Contact and variation
(2006), which analyses as fully as possible the distributions, functions, history,
and causes of focus fronting and non-standard progressive verb constructions in
WelE, using corpora collected by Paulasto and SAWD, and adding much detail to
preceding research on these features, such as that by Malcom Williams (2000,
2003) in relation to focus fronting, and Rob Penhallurick (1996) and Alan R. Tho-
mas (1984, 1985, 1994) on progressive forms.

Also published in 2016, drawing on academic sources while aiming at acces-
sibility and a general readership, there is Benjamin A. Jones’s Welsh English dia-
lect, a small volume crammed with examples of WelE vocabulary, pronunciation,
grammar, and illustrations of their use.

A good number of shorter descriptive summaries of WelE and its elements ex-
ist, several written by Penhallurick, whose output includes a discursive overview
(1993), accounts of phonology (2004a, 2008a) and grammar (2004b, 2008b,
2011/2013, 2012), an outline of WelE overall (2007), and an evaluation of the com-
patability of the SAWD and BBC Voices data sets (2013). Other perspectives are
available too! Charles V. J. Russ (1982) covers a lot of ground in his summary of
the history and variety of English in England as well as in Wales. There are four
separate chapters by Alan R. Thomas to note: two on phonology (1983, 1984), one
on grammar (1985), and the last one a lengthier, more extensive depiction of the
history, social significance, and features of WelE (1994). All of these pieces by
Thomas are centred on description of southern WelE, although the last account
devotes more space to northern dialects than the earlier chapters do (around three
pages in total). Despite its title of “The English language in Wales”, Gwenllian
Awbery’s 1997 contribution (to the first volume of papers produced by the Celtic
Englishes project of the University of Potsdam) is more a survey of work on WelE
than a survey of WelE itself. As such it is an informative companion to the present
chapter, particularly in its references to unpublished dissertations, and in the at-
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tention it pays to WelE material in Joseph Wright’s English Dialect Dictionary
(1898–1905), the SED, and that lodged in the sound archive of the National Mu-
seum of (Welsh) History at St Fagan’s. The tone of Awbery’s commentary is at
other times somewhat disdainful of “traditional linguistic geography” (Awbery
1997: 99) and reminiscent of the dispute that arose in dialect study in the 1960s-
to-1980s between sociolinguists and dialectologists. Awbery’s model of WelE is to
the fore in Marion Löffler’s (2009) short but broadly ranging sketch. At greater
length and drawing on a large number of sources, Colin H. Williams (2012) pro-
vides an authoritative linguistic history and an outline of Welsh writing in English
(or Anglo-Welsh literature), and says more than Löffler on the features of WelE, as
well as discussing education and language policy.

Although more concerned with probing the relationship between English-
speaking and Welsh-speaking in Wales than with describing WelE, the 1973 essay
by Roland Mathias is worth mentioning here. Mathias tells at information-packed
length the story of the arrivals and subsequent fluctuations of the Welsh and Eng-
lish languages in Wales, before putting forward his recipe for safeguarding the fu-
tures of both “Welsh-speaking Wales” and the “English-only majority” (Mathias
1973: 58). The issues addressed are not a million miles away from those discussed
in the 1989 paper by Nikolas Coupland and Martin J. Ball on the sociolinguistic
approach to the relative prestige in Wales of differing varieties of Welsh and Eng-
lish. The paper includes a summary of work up until the late 1980s in the research
strand on attitudes to varieties mentioned a couple of times above.

It is with this strand that we conclude this section. Much of the profusion of
research from 1970 onwards on social attitudes towards WelE has been carried
out by a group of scholars based at Cardiff University’s Language and Communi-
cation section, among them Justine Coupland, Nikolas Coupland, Peter Garrett,
Howard Giles, and Angie Williams. Taking cues from the work of William Labov,
Wallace Lambert (the matched-guise technique), and Dennis R. Preston (percep-
tual dialectology), the Cardiff group developed an integrated programme of re-
search that used a battery of procedures to gather data from teachers and teen-
agers in Welsh schools. There is a comprehensive summing-up of this project in
Investigating language attitudes (Garrett, Coupland &Williams 2003), the findings
of which suggest, among other things, that one should treat attempts to model the
major regional linguistic and cultural divisions of Wales as masking some signifi-
cant perceptual complexities on the part of speakers of WelE (139–140, 214–215).
This volume also serves as a review of the field of attitudes research in general
and of the Cardiff group’s work in particular. An informative earlier book-length
exposition of the field is Speech style and social evaluation (Giles & Powesland
1975), which includes some reference to Wales as well as an early version of Ho-
ward Giles’s accommodation theory of linguistic diversity and interpersonal com-
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munication. Shorter pieces with WelE relevance include, in rough chronological
order, Giles (1970, 1971), Giles & Bourhis (1975), Bourhis & Giles (1976), Coupland,
Williams & Garrett (1994, 1999), Garrett, Coupland & Williams (1995, 1999), and
Williams, Garrett & Coupland (1996). Later entries are: Bishop, Coupland & Gar-
rett (2005) and Coupland & Bishop (2007), both of which examine data gathered
by an attitudes part of the BBC Voices survey from respondents across the UK; and
Durham (2016) and Montgomery (2016) from the Sociolinguistics in Wales collec-
tion. From outside this paradigm, but nevertheless relevant, there is also a report
on Attitudes to Welsh and English in the schools of Wales (1973) by Sharp, Thomas,
Price, Francis & Davies.

6.2 Works on individual localities and regions, and other items
of interest

A number of the older regional varieties of WelE are relatively well covered by dia-
lect studies.

A major urban variety of WelE is described in Nikolas Coupland’s Dialect in
use: Sociolinguistic variation in Cardiff English (1988). Coupland draws onmethods
and ideas from dialectology, sociolinguistics, and accommodation theory in order
to present a description of the phonology (including intonation), grammar, and
distinctive lexis of Cardiff English, and to discuss the semiotic significance of
speakers’ choices from the range of linguistic variants at their disposal. He col-
lected his data from interviews and less structured recordings of local radio
broadcasts and interactions in a travel agency.

The long history of the English dialect of the Gower Peninsula is told in Rob
Penhallurick’s Gowerland and its language (1994), a compendium and analysis of
word lists and accounts from the late seventeenth to the late twentieth century. A
selection from this volume was recast in 2018 as The Gower glossary, a pocket
book aimed at a general readership co-authored by Penhallurick and Benjamin
A. Jones. (Penhallurick’s Gowerland aims to be comprehensive, but there is one
lesser-known omission in its sources to note: the MA dissertation by Richard Rees
Griffiths, An enquiry into the dialect of Gower 1923.)

In 1999, a pioneering inquiry into the phonology of the English of the Rhond-
da Valleys was completed by Rod Walters – pioneering in that it includes the first
extensive description of the prosody of any variety of WelE. Originally a doctoral
dissertation focusing on working-class male speech, a condensed version is avail-
able from: http://phonetics.research.glam.ac.uk, and also from http://phonol-
ogy.org (2019 edition). Walters also produced a number of shorter pieces that de-
veloped out of the main study (Walters 2001, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c).
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Another exhaustive survey of prosody – in this case of the WelE of northwest
and mid-west Wales – is Stefano Quaino’s The intonation of Welsh English: The
case of Ceredigion and Gwynedd (2011). Using nearly 200 extracts from digitized
audio recordings of 19 informants in ten SAWD localities, and with supervisory
advice from Rod Walters, Quaino’s dissertation painstakingly examines pitch,
stress, rhythm, and the alignment of certain pitch movements (such as pitch
peak) with segmental features. A subsequent article by Quaino on alignment in
the mid-west was published in 2014. Both Walters (for example, 2003a: 82;
2003b: 235) and Quaino (2014: 46–48) indicate that the position and intensity of
the pitch peak might be a distinguishing feature of WelE intonation (it can be
preceded by a comparatively long delay, to put it rather simply). Also from
2014, there is a small-scale intonation study of Carmarthen English by Marina
Arashiro.

One other item about the English of the Valleys of the southeast can be noted:
Robert Lewis’s Wenglish: The dialect of the South Wales Valleys (2008, 2016).
Wenglish is a label coined by John Edwards for his Talk Tidy booklets (1985,
1986) and the accompanying audio cassettes and after dinner speeches, a project
very much in the time-honoured tradition of celebratory comic performance of re-
gional dialect. Lewis’s volume is considerably more copious and detailed, but is
still something of a hybrid. Apparently based on personal observation, as well as
on the collections of Edwards, it “sets Wenglish in its rightful place as an authen-
tic regional dialect” (Lewis 2016: 10). One gets what Lewis is fighting against – the
perception of non-standard dialects as sub-standard – but the whole premise of
“Wenglish” colludes with the problem. Rhondda Valleys English is already an
authentic regional dialect, and Welsh English is already a group of authentic re-
gional dialects.

There are glossarial contributions on the English of Pembrokeshire and the
borders too, on the dialects of Flintshire, Montgomeryshire, Radnorshire, and
Monmouthshire.

For south Pembrokeshire, we have Percy Valentine Harris’s Pembrokeshire
place-names and dialect (1960, 1974), and Bertie Charles’s The English dialect of
south Pembrokeshire (1982), a slim companion to the substantial Place-names of
Pembrokeshire (1992), also by Charles. Brian John includes a short word-list in his
discussion of the historical north/south division of Pembrokeshire into a Welshry
and an Englishry (John 1995: 153–164), and Gwen Awbery (1990) provides a con-
vincing case for the Old English origins of the term for the boundary line between
the two areas, landsker.

For Flintshire, there is Talk of my town (1969), by Dennis Griffiths, on the old
dialect of the town of Buckley in the northeast corner of Wales, very close to the
border with England.
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Between 1871–1881, a dozen articles by Elias Owen appeared in the Montgo-
meryshire Collections journal on the “Archaic words, phrases, etc., of Montgo-
meryshire”. Owen, in line with guidance from the English Dialect Society, aimed
to compile a full glossary of dialect words occurring in Montgomeryshire, and he
followed this series with another on “Folk-lore, superstitions, or what-not, in
Montgomeryshire and elsewhere”. In total his dialect series amounts to 85 pages.
Other contributors to the Collections emulated Owen. In 1877, in the eleventh
chapter of his “Parochial account of Llanidloes”, Edward Hamer gave a list of “Lo-
cal words and phrases”; and Richard Williams produced a short supplement to
Owen’s series in 1889, plus a dialogue in 1890 in the dialect of Newton.

The historic county of Montgomeryshire is currently the main part of the
north of the principal area and county of Powys. South Powys covers the area that
includes the historic county of Radnorshire, and for Radnorshire we have a meti-
culous consideration of both the English and Welsh languages of the county by
William Henry Howse in his topographical and historical guide, Radnorshire,
published in 1949 (Howse 1949: 274–300, 301–315). The account of Radnorshire
English includes a glossary, and builds on previous descriptions by Howse
(1944, 1945) and W. E. T. Morgan (1918).

Further south, into Monmouthshire, in 1913 John Hobson Matthews supplied
a short glossary of the dialect of the county town, together with descriptions of lo-
cal grammar, nicknames, idioms, and superstitions. The prolific founding mem-
ber of the Chepstow Society, Ivor Waters, gave us a ten-page glossary in his Folk-
lore and dialect of the lower Wye Valley (1973) that updated his Chepstow talk
pamphlet (1950). David Parry, writing in the early days of SAWD, delivered a
beautifully concise and expert portrayal of Newport English in The Anglo-Welsh
Review (1971). And in 2016, Ben Jones compared the results of his 2013 Voices-
questionnaire-based survey of contemporary lexis with SAWD data.

In Chapter 4 of the present book, we offer an analysis of the lexicon of con-
temporary WelE, but the inventory above surely indicates that there is a wealth of
material crying out to be amalgamated into a historical dictionary of traditional
Welsh English.

In this chapter, we have aimed to provide a survey of the works and resources
that can guide and inform future enterprises. We end by noting three publications
on the history of WelE, and one example of research on present-day multilingual-
ism in Wales.

Gary German’s (2009) article on Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal’s fifteenth-century
poem Hymn to the Virgin and Shakespeare’s character Fluellen from Henry V
(1599) gives us a picture of early perceptions of WelE (see Section 7.1). The 1882 ar-
ticle by the great English dialectologist Alexander J. Ellis and Chapter IX of the
1892 book by John E. Southall (1892: 336–364) both attempt to chart the geogra-
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phical limits of predominantly English- and Welsh-speaking areas of Wales at the
end of the nineteenth century. There is a map associated with each estimation,
one at the back of Ellis (1889) and another at the front of Southall (1892), respec-
tively. Southall produced a further map in 1895, using statistics from the 1891 cen-
sus on percentages of those speaking Welsh in each registration district.

We have indicated elsewhere in the present volume that there is a gap in our
knowledge of the interplay between varieties of Welsh English and more recently
imported languages (and dialects) of immigrant communities in Wales. Mirona
Moraru’s research (2016, 2019), using a framework influenced by the work of the
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, analyses the linguistic practices and beliefs of 13 sec-
ond-generation immigrants in Cardiff. Although not a study of linguistic features,
the research provides an insight into the connections between the perceptions,
uses, and circumstances of use of English in relation to other languages such as
Arabic, Bengali, Hindi, Punjabi, Somali, and Urdu in the communities repre-
sented by these participants. Such insight could prove extremely useful to future
research on the kinds of English that are emerging in such contexts.
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7 Sample texts

The sample texts in this chapter have been selected from depictions of Welsh Eng-
lish in creative works (poetry, literature, and film) as well as from the Llandybie,
North Wales, and Tonypandy interview corpora (see Section 1.6). The fictive texts,
although literary dialect, give us vital historical information about WelE from
time periods predating dialect surveys, whilst the corpus samples represent
Welsh English as it emerges in the present-day research data utilized for this vo-
lume.

7.1 Fictional text samples

1. Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal’s Hymn to the Virgin (1480) [poem]

Ieuan apHywel Swrdwal’s fifteenth-century poemHymn to the Virgin is the earliest
record ofWelsh English. The poemwaswritten primarily usingWelsh orthography
of the fifteenth century thereby illustrating for readers the manner in which a L1
Welsh speaker theoretically pronounced an L2 English. Perhaps most striking is
that Ieuanwrote the poem tomark a sort of social solidaritywith other English vari-
eties, having been confronted by his peers that Welsh speakers of English had no
cultural worth. This extract is adapted from Anglo-Welsh Poetry: 1480–1980, a col-
lection by Garlick and Mathias (1984). Unlike in Garlick and Mathias (1984), the
translated version on the right is written tomatch the original syntactically, and no
vocabulary has been altered to any modern equivalent. Glosses for these archaic
terms are found below the poem. See Section 5.3 for further discussion.

Table 7.1: Reproduction of Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal’s Hymn to the Virgin and translation

Original rendering Modern respelling (adapted from Garlick &
Mathias, 1984)

I
O michti ladi, owr leding/tw haf
At hefn owr abeiding:
Yntw ddy ffest efrlesting
I set a braents ws tw bring.

II
I wann ddys wyth blys, ddy blessing/off God
Ffor iwr gwd abering,
Hwier I bynn ffor iwr wyning

1.
Oh mighty lady, our leading / to have
At heaven our abiding:
Into the feast everlasting
Ye set a branch us to bring

2.
Ye won this with bliss, the blessing / of God
For your good a’bearing
Where ye been for your winning
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Original rendering Modern respelling (adapted from Garlick &
Mathias, 1984)

Syns kwin, and iwr swnn ys king.
III
Owr ffadyrs ffadyr, owr ffiding,/owr pop,
On iwr paps had swking;
Yn hefn-blys i haf thys thing,
Atendans wythowt ending.

IV
Wi sin ddy bricht kwin wyth kwning/and blys,
Ddy bloswm ffruwt bering;
Ei wowld, as owld as ei sing,
Wynn iwr lwf on iwr lofing.

V
Kwin od off owr God, owr geiding/mwdyr
Maedyn notwythstanding,
Hwo wed syts wyth a ryts ring
As God wod ddys gwd weding

VI
Help ws, prae ffor ws, preffering/owr sowls;
Asoel ws at owr ending.
Mak ddat awl wi ffawl tw ffing
Iwr swns lwf, owr syns lefing.

VII
As wi mae ddy dae off deiing/resef
Owr safiowr yn howsling;
As hi mae tak ws waking
Tw wwn yn hys michti wing.

VIII
Michti, i twk, mi ocht tw tel
Owt, sowls off hel tw soels off hicht.
Wi aes wyth bwk, wi wys wyth bel,
Tw hefn ffwl welt w haf on fflicht

Awl dids wel dwn,
Tabeit te bwn–
A god-mat trwn,

A gwd, mit wricht;

Since queen, and your son is king.
3.
Our father’s father, our feeding, / our pope
On your paps had sucking;
In heaven’s bliss ye have this thing,
Attendance without ending.

4.
We seen the bright queen with knowing/ and
bliss,
The blossom fruit bearing
I would, as old as I sing,
Win your love on your loving.

5.
Queen [g]od*[sole] of our God, our guiding /
mother
Maiden notwithstanding
Who wed such with a rich ring
As God wo’d this good wedding

6.
Help us, pray for us, preferring / our souls
Absolve us at our ending.
Make that all we fall to fing
Your son’s love, our sins leaving

7.
As we may the day of dying/ receive
Our saviour in houseling
As he may take us waking
To wone in his mighty wing

8.
Mighty he took, me ought to tell
Out, souls of Hell to soels of height.
We ask with book, we wish with bell,
To heaven full well to have on flight

All deeds well done
To abide the boon–
A god-made throne

A good, mete wright;

Table 7.1: (continued).
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Original rendering Modern respelling (adapted from Garlick &
Mathias, 1984)

And si so swn
And north and nwn
An swnn an mwn

An swnn on micht.

* * * * *
* * * * *

XII
O trysti Kreist tat werst a krown,
Er wi dei down, aredi dicht

Tw thank tw thi
At te rwt-tri
Dden went awl wi,

Ddein own, tw licht.
Tw grawnt agri,
Amen, wy mi,
Ddat ei mae si

Ddi tw mei sicht!

XIII
Owr lwk, owr king, owr lok, owr kae–
Mei God, ei prae, mei geid wpricht!
Ei sik, ei sing, ei siak, ei sae,
Ei wer awae, a wiri wicht.

Agast ei go,
Mei ffrynds mi ffro

Ei ffond a ffo,
Wy ffynd ei fficht;

Eil sing awlso
Yn welth an wo
(ei kann no mo)

Tw kwin o micht.

And see so soon
And north and noon
And sun and moon

And the Son on might.

* * * * *
* * * * *

12.
Oh trusty Christ that wearest a crown,
Ere we die down, already dight

To thank to thee
At the rood-tree
Then wend all we,

Thine own, to light.
To grant agree,
Amen, with me,
That I may see

Thee to my sight!

13.
Our luck, our king, our lock, owr key–
My God, I pray, my guide upright!
I seek, I sing, I shake, I say,
I wear away, a weary wight.

Aghast I go,
My friends me fro
I found a foe,

With fiend I fight;
I’ll sing also
In wealth and woe
(I can no more)

To queen of might.

Translations of archaic terms (bold): Verse 1 (abiding – abode); Verse 3 (paps – breasts); Verse 5
(wo’d – to will, ordain), ([g]od – euphemistic use of the Christian God); Verse 6 (fing – trust/
accept); Verse 7 (houseling – communion), (wone – dwell); Verse 8 (soels – site/foundation of a
city), (mete – suitable), (wright – divine creator); Verse 12 (wearest – 2nd person sing. pres. of
wears); (dight – adorned); Verse 13 (wight – spectre).

Table 7.1: (continued).
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2. William Shakespeare’s Henry V (1599) [play]

William Shakespeare’sHenry V featured the second significant literary iteration of
a Welsh English. Though not penned by a Welsh person, and laced with a mock-
ing character stereotyping of the Welsh, Shakespeare’s (and his Elizabethan play-
wright contemporaries) efforts were the result of careful inquiry into what was at
the time a common variety of English especially amongst the London Welsh. In
this extract from Scene VII of Act IV, Welshman Fluellen (lit. Llewelyn, for Shake-
speare could not either hear or mark down the fricative distinction in the Welsh
language phoneme <ll> [ɬ]) uses a sort of WelE that focuses on devoiced plosives,
notably devoicing of bilabial plosives /b/ to /p/. It is also the source of the dis-
course marker look you, a well-known linguistic stereotype of WelE today.

See Section 5.4 for further discussion.

SCENE VII. Another part of the field

Enter FLUELLEN and GOWER

FLUELLEN
Kill the poys and the luggage! ’tis expressly
against the law of arms: ’tis as arrant a piece of
knavery, mark you now, as can be offer’t; in your
conscience, now, is it not?

GOWER
’Tis certain there’s not a boy left alive; and the
cowardly rascals that ran from the battle ha’ done
this slaughter: besides, they have burned and
carried away all that was in the king’s tent;
wherefore the king, most worthily, hath caused every
soldier to cut his prisoner’s throat. O, ’tis a
gallant king!

FLUELLEN
Ay, he was porn at Monmouth, Captain Gower. What
call you the town’s name where Alexander the Pig was born!

GOWER
Alexander the Great.

FLUELLEN
Why, I pray you, is not pig great? the pig, or the
great, or the mighty, or the huge, or the
magnanimous, are all one reckonings, save the phrase
is a little variations.
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GOWER
I think Alexander the Great was born in Macedon; his
father was called Philip of Macedon, as I take it.

FLUELLEN
I think it is in Macedon where Alexander is porn. I
tell you, captain, if you look in the maps of the
’orld, I warrant you sall find, in the comparisons
between Macedon and Monmouth, that the situations,
look you, is both alike. There is a river in
Macedon; and there is also moreover a river at
Monmouth: it is called Wye at Monmouth; but it is
out of my prains what is the name of the other
river; but ’tis all one, ’tis alike as my fingers is
to my fingers, and there is salmons in both. If you
mark Alexander’s life well, Harry of Monmouth’s life
is come after it indifferent well; for there is
figures in all things. Alexander, God knows, and
you know, in his rages, and his furies, and his
wraths, and his cholers, and his moods, and his
displeasures, and his indignations, and also being a
little intoxicates in his prains, did, in his ales and
his angers, look you, kill his best friend, Cleitus.

GOWER
Our king is not like him in that: he never killed
any of his friends.

FLUELLEN
It is not well done, mark you now take the tales out
of my mouth, ere it is made and finished. I speak
but in the figures and comparisons of it: as
Alexander killed his friend Cleitus, being in his
ales and his cups; so also Harry Monmouth, being in
his right wits and his good judgments, turned away
the fat knight with the great belly-doublet: he
was full of jests, and gipes, and knaveries, and
mocks; I have forgot his name.

GOWER
Sir John Falstaff.

FLUELLEN
That is he: I’ll tell you there is good men porn at Monmouth.

GOWER
Here comes his majesty.
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3. Geraint Goodwin’s The Heyday in the Blood (1936) [novel] (pp.106–109)

Written in just two months, Montgomeryshire-born Geraint Goodwin intended
Heyday to be a contemporary piece that captured both Welsh and English border-
land cultural identity. Commended by critics for its naturalistic dialogue yet also
criticized by some for his dialect-writing potentially alienating readers, Good-
win’s linguistic contribution is today finally coming to light amongst linguists
studying literary dialect as one of the key WelE dialect texts.

In the extract below, Goodwin’s “naturalistic dialogue” is depicted as Dici,
Wati, and Twmi, three men of the borders, strike up conversation with several
shonihois (a derogatory Welsh language term for south-Walian miners) on their
way to Liverpool. Besides non-standard verb agreement, several distinctly WelE
morphosyntax is represented, for example exclamative there in there’s a boy, for
you, see as discourse marker, and focus fronting in ignorant, he iss. Phonologi-
cally, we see phonetic respellings used to render devoicing of consonants in
ploody and wass, as well as respellings used to convey vowels occurring higher in
the mouth in murdah, laf and shutapp. Goodwin also experiments with including
both rhoticity in arr and farr for the Borders speakers and hyphenization for the
shonihois to render intonational differences in men-shun, cuck-oo and work-ahs.
Lexically we see loaned Welsh lexis myn uffern i (lit. ‘by hell’, an interjection), af-
firmative aye, tamping to denote ‘furiously’, and both mun and gwas used voca-
tively.

They were two shonihois from the South, one could see at a glance, even if the lit-
tle blue streaks of coal dust, worked under the skin like tiny veins, did not give
them away.

The one man went over to look for the bar and the other took his seat beside
’rhen Shacob.

“Cardiff City – going down an’ down”, he said confidentially.
Shacob went on moving his toothless gums. But the stranger was not de-

terred.
“Things is bad down South,” he said again in the same easy confidential tone.

But still Shacob did not answer. In a final effort the man spoke again.
“Jack Petersen – there’s a boy for you!”
There was still no answer, and he was now vaguely alarmed. “Hey, Ianto!” he

called to his butty and cocked his head at the old man. “Ploody waxworks, myn
uffern i!”

Dici leaned across. He had not heard what was going on in the general hub-
bub. He tapped his ear knowingly.

“Hard of hearing, he iss,” he said apologetically. The man’s face lightened.
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“Don’t men-shun,” he answered waving his hand affably.
“You come a long way?” broke in Wati, making conversation.
“Down South,” he said briefly and then, to be more explicit. “You know that

murdah – how long ago, Ianto, aye two yeahs sure to be – when they found the
girl on the tip. That’s our ’ome,” he said with finality.

“Never?” Dici answered in astonishment.
“Aye aye, mun. Knew him well.” He wiped a hand backwards across his

mouth. “Little pugah he wass, too.”
They crowded round the men as if they had been monkeys. Their ways, their

talk, their dress were all different. “Down South” was another world.
“Arr you going farr?” asked Wati anxiously. He looked down at his feet. Their

boots, patched and tied with string, were hanging from their feet.
“Farr enough,” he replied. “What you say, Ianto? It’s all done down there.”

He cocked his finger over his shoulder and shook his head hopelessly. “Thirty-
four yeahs of it mun. Look at me now! Look at ’im.”

He did not want to say any more. They were men who did not parade their sor-
rows. He took a gulp at his beer and his face brightened.

“Plenty jobs in London. So they say.”
“You come a long way round,” broke in Twmi. He stood there a moment fa-

cing them, the same old changeless expression on his face.
“Wrong for you, mun,” said the old miner looking from the fire. “Up ’eah we

got it,” and he tapped his head knowingly.
“We goin’ to try the Mersey Tunnel,” broke in his mate, a thin, hatchet-faced

man, with bright quick eyes.
“We wass only saying,” said Wili in his most ponderous way. “We wass only

saying as how Wales iss all done and finished for.”
“Done, you say?” The miner lifted his face, gone haggard, put his hands on

his knees and spat in the fire. He was deep in thought.
“Damn it all mun, what do you know?” he said, a light in his eye. “You come

down South and see.”He dropped his voice: and the light went out in his eye. “We
gone past been done for,” he said after a while. He put his hands to his head and
looked at the floor. He had gone beyond words.

“The Rhondda…” He could say no more. “One end to the other. Tonypandy,
Ton Pentre, Treorchy… worse than death; not as quick.”

But now it was Ianto’s turn. He was a different type altogether.
“Four yeahs I been out. Laf that wan off! I go to the overman. He got a down

on me – I’m a communist, see? ‘What about it now, boss?’ He looks me up and
down as though I was a bit of dirt. ‘Come back in Spring’ he says. Diawl ario’d –
up comes the lamp. ‘What do you think I am, gwas – a ploody cuck-oo.’ No more
work for me. That done it.”
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The older man, his head whitened, his eyes tired and hopeless, let him have
his head. He was like the jackal after the lion.

“There was Iddy Pryce now…” went on the younger man in his shrill high
voice. “A sort of relation of mine…”

“Shutapp, mun,” said his mate, roused from out of himself. “Sort of relation!
No relation at all.”

“Yess, yess, he iss,” went on the other in his shrill way. “Ignorant, he iss.”
Then dropping his voice to a confidential whisper. “My wife wass haf a kid by
him, see?”

The company looked down their noses, and moved uneasily in their seats.
And Ianto, having disposed of the point, went scampering off.
“When the work-ahs get together, you wait! Ploody ruckshuns I tell you! I’m

on the committee, see?” He nodded knowingly.
“What iss he?” asked Wili pointing to the older man who had sunk back into

himself.
“He’s labah,” he said apologetically. “But he’s tamping to the left fast.”

4. Charles Frend’s’ A Run for your Money [film] [00:16:56–00:19:23]

Directed by Charles Frend, A Run for Your Money was one of the earliest films to
feature Welsh protagonists, as well as to have been written by Welsh writers, Clif-
ford Evans, Richard Hughes, and dialogue writer, Diana Morgan. It was also
thereby one of the earliest depictions of WelE in a motion picture.

In the transcript below, Twm and Dai sit at a table after serving themselves
breakfast at a London café. There are numerous WelE features. Morphosyntactic
elements include the vocative usage of mun, focus fronting (diddled, you’ve been)
exclamative there (there’s money for you), see as a discourse marker, and omission
of the suffix -ly for adverbial (see it proper), as well as lexis such as affirmative
aye, and Welsh loans twp ‘stupid’ and expletive duw ‘god’. The discourse is parti-
cularly remarkable due to its metalinguistic and socially perceptual elements.
Although con-woman Jo’s ears prick up at their comment of two hundred pounds,
it could be argued that her recognition of their Welsh English performances make
them easy targets to con.

Twm: Huh. Thought I’d lost you, mun.
Dai: Don’t talk nonsense.
Twm: Not nonsense at all. Nearly lost each other on the train didn’t we?

Well then –much easier in London. Suppose we do. If it’s the morn-
ing: each go to Twickenham. Meet at the entrance outside. If it’s
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after the match, we meet at Paddington, under the clock, see. Now,
we must have a plan. Suppose, we go there first, see it proper.

Dai: Aye, and then The Echo. Two hundred pounds, there’s money for
you. We might even have some over at the end of the day.

[Con-woman Jo’s ears prick up. Begins listening to the conversation]
Twm: Talking of money, did you count your change?
Dai: Ah, don’t be so twp, they wouldn’t cheat you in a place like this.
Twm: ha ha
Dai: I’m supposed to have four pounds seventeen.
[Counts money and unknowingly drops some on the floor, Jo notices]

I’m ten-bob short!
Twm: What did I tell you. Diddled, you’ve been.
Dai: Ah! Duw. What’s ten-bob to a man with two hundred pounds?

Chicken feed is ten-bob!
Twm: Chicken feed’s to be counted as well as chickens.
[Jo picks up Dai’s misplaced money]
Jo: Is this yours?
Dai: Really? Why yes it is. Thank you very much.
Twm: Very decent of you I’m sure, miss.
Jo: Pleasure. You’re Welsh aren’t you?
Dai: Yes
Twm: How did you guess?
Dai: Aye, we are.
Twm: Won’t you sit down and join us, miss? Have a cuppa coffee.
Dai: Aye. Indeed.
Jo: Well, I’ve finished really
Twm: Gooo-on!
Jo: I’ll just sit down for a minute then. Is this your first visit to London?
Dai: Aye, first visit to England.
Jo: But … Wales is part of England?
Dai & Twm: Oh! Ho-ho ho!
Dai: Shame on you! [Laughing]
Twm: It’s easy to see you’ve never been to Wales, miss.
Jo: That’s right, never been further west than the West End.
[All laugh]
Twm: See, Dai, this is one of those young ladies you were warned

against.
Jo: Oh. Really?
Twm: Oh it’s alright, miss. Only joking, I was. Back home, they were say-

ing that Dai would lose his heart up here.
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Jo: Depends how long you’re going to be here.
Twm: Ah well, only up for a day, see.
Jo: I see, well you can’t come to much harm in that time, can you?
[Jo begins to leave]
Dai: Hey, not going, are you?
Jo: Yes, I’m afraid I must. Well, have a good time. And if you can’t be

careful, be clever. Bye-bye.
Twm: So long now.
Dai: Goodbye.
Dai: Well, there’s a nice girl for you.
Twm: Very nice indeed. No side, either.
Dai: No, plenty of everything else though.
Waitress: Is this yours? [Holds Jo’s misplaced purse]
Twm: Diawl! It must be hers, that young lady.
Dai: Here, I’ll take it to her!

7.2 Spoken Welsh English in the interview corpora

To represent spoken language we have selected three short extracts from Heli
Paulasto’s corpora: one from Llandybie in the southwest of Wales, one from Lla-
nuwchllyn in the north, and one from Tonypandy in the southeast. The infor-
mants thus come from different parts of Wales but they share some characteristics
in other respects: they were all born prior to the 1940s and they have worked in
fields which require fairly little vocational or professional education.

Three short clips cannot be expected to illustrate the scope of regional or so-
ciolinguistic diversity of Welsh dialects of English, nor include every feature of
WelE examined in this book. They do, however, give a fair idea of the data used as
the basis for the analysis of morphosyntactic and discourse features. They also
show that WelE speakers rarely use dialect features systematically. These are var-
iants, which the speakers may have at their disposal, but for the most past, their
English is not structurally or lexically highly distinctive.

1. LC. Llandybie, Carmarthenshire. Informants aged 72 and 73, both L1
Welsh-speakers. Interviewed and transcribed by Heli Paulasto in 1995.

The Llandybie sample was among the first set of interviews recorded by Heli Pau-
lasto. The speakers are an elderly couple, who seem a bit uncertain as to how
much their Finnish interviewer in fact understands of what they say. E, in particu-
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lar, speaks slowly and carefully. Their concern is somewhat justified, as C’s ac-
cent presents occasional difficulties for the interviewer. Despite the somewhat for-
mal air of the discussion, the interview includes many characteristics of south-
western WelE both in terms of structure and discourse.

In this extract, the most prominent feature is the habitual use of the progres-
sive. However, only the expressions related to miners’ bathing habits (recurring
events) have been classified as extended use. Other instances concern, for exam-
ple, the collieries as significant employers in the area (a state) or Londoners flock-
ing into the area to work as “Bevin boys” (a trend), meaning work force con-
scripted into the mines by the war-time Minister of Labour and National Service,
Ernest Bevin. What is and is not considered “extended use” is certainly a some-
what subjective matter, but it is safe to say that the informants favour the progres-
sive in imperfective habitual/generic contexts.

Of other Welsh-induced features, the sample also includes focus fronting
(Bevin boys we used to call them), but all other vernacular features are of EngE ori-
gin: generalizedwas andwasn’t, the discourse marker like and the be perfect (they
are settled down). C is, furthermore, an avid user of the adverbial/discourse mar-
ker then, which is functionally similar to now and now then, discussed in Chapter
4 in the context of discourse-pragmatic markers.

C: but during when I was starting work in nineteen thirty-six, there was about
seven collieries down here

E: yes, wasn’ it?
C: only about two miles from each other
E: yes.
C: and they were all employin’ about- well, at least three hundred men
I: mm
C: up to five hundred men
E: and at that time there were no baths in the [collieries
I: oh!]
C: [oh no!
E: they were] comin’ back black as [anything
C: oh aye], bathin’ ho-, bathin’ home
E: bathin’ home
C: big erm, tin baths
E: yeah, because there wasn’t any bathrooms
C: no
I: well, of course not, no
E: you know, at that time . in front of the fire.
C: oh aye.
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E: mm . they were comin’ home, black as anything
I: mm
E: but of course they had baths then in the collieries, so they were changin’

into clean clothes, comin’ home
I: I see, yeah
<pause>
E: mm . everything is changin’ . you know
C: an’ ah, I was called up when I was eighteen
E: yes, because
C: [the war
E: your] colliery, where you were workin’, Pencae, in [Llandybie,
I: yeah]
E: it had [closed, hadn’t it
C: yes, it closed] (that time?) (2), well they didn’ want any coal, (well it was

the?) government whatyoucall, I don’ know, then more people then had to
go in the forces like you know (the?) . they’d shut the colliery down and I
was called up then, eighteen, so I went into the air force . so I- there for- till
nineteen forty-four . then, you (1) they wanted coal then, so they released
me back to go into the colliery then

I: mhm
C: see they- they they wanted it both ways
I: yeah
C: they released me then to go back to the colliery . they wanted miners then,

for the coal, to get coal
E: well of course the boys from London and those places, England, they were

comin’ here as Bevin [boys
C: oh yes]
E: (int?) . not to go into the forces,
I: [mm
E: they] were comin’ here as Bevin boys
C: yes, (2) [(attracted them?)
I: I see]
E: [yes
C: into the] coal mine, (you know they were?) short of coal, then . now they

wanted coal . and they were closin’ ’em down before that .
E: [so
C: well a] lot of- lot of people then- you know, we call them in- in Welsh saes-

neg, were Cockneys and all that, (you probably [know?)
I: yeah I]
C: and lot of them now are . settled down here now er
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E: yes
C: and the Bevin boys we used to call them

2. NWC. Llanuwchllyn, Gwynedd. Informant aged 61, L1 Welsh-speaking.
Interviewed and transcribed by Heli Paulasto in 2000.

The North Welsh informant was interviewed at her house, accompanied only by
her cat. The speaker’s English shares some dialectal characteristics with the pre-
vious interview, such as focus fronting (three an’ a half we went to school; to Ber-
maw we used to say). The invariant question tag isn’t it is also used in both inter-
views, although it makes no appearance in the specific extract above. G,
however, uses the habitual modals would and used to instead of the progressive
form. Other vernacular features are shared with EngE: them for determiner those
(in them days), off instead of from and reduction of the indefinite article (I had a
card off her [a] fortnight ago, birthday card). As to the preposition with (we enjoyed
it and the sandwiches with him), it is difficult to say whether its scope extends to
the man, indicating accompaniment, or simply to the preceding sandwiches, indi-
cating possession (i.e. his sandwiches). The latter usage would reflect the respec-
tive Welsh language construction, but similar instances are in fact quite rare
throughout the corpora. We suggest that the former interpretation is likelier; there
is also the possibility of a functionally mixed case.

Of the discourse features, now appears here as a discourse marker, indicating
a new topic of conversation (now, in them days) or acting as a thematic marker on
some occasions (goin’ back to J–P– Old Goat now).

I: mm, well, having lived here just about all your life, can you remember any
stories relating to the village or village characters or things like that?

G: not really
I: Mm.
<pause>
G: well yes, this should interest you really, erm, there’s a lane that goes u- past

the back of the house you know I’ll [show you
I: yeah]
G: before you go
I: [okay
G: and it goes] up to four farms in the (1)
I: mhm
G: now, in them days the council workers were on foot with their wheelbar-

rows an’ their brushes an’ their spades,
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I: yeah
G: an’ not machinery as they are today. an’ there was a little ditch running

down this side of this lane, so every Friday morning old J–P– Old Goat, as
we called him,

I: mm
G: it was his duty to clear this road an’ clean it . so just- well during the war,

really, erm, a lady had lived on the front here . her sister lived in London an’
she had a daughter, an’- A–N–, she is four days older than me . so because
of the bombing et cetera in London, A– came here to h- her aunt as an evac-
uee, an’ she [came to

I: mm]
G: school with me at four, or three an’ a half I think we went to school be-

cause we were a nuisance by the gate watching the children
I: mhm
G: and erm- so we used to play now up the lane here, all the children in the

village, an’ my grandmother now had said to me- the only holiday we had
was a day in Barmouth by the sea,

I: [yeah
G: which is] what, thirty odd miles on the train, right up the coast . so my

grandmother said to me, “ask the little girl if she’d like to come with you” .
A– couldn’ work- speak a word of Welsh,

I: mm
G: an’ I couldn’t speak English either then, really . so goin’ back to J–P– Old

Goat now, my grandmother had told him, “tell her to ask that little girl if she
wants to come to Barmouth” . well J–P– he said- we were havin’ a cup of tea
an’ then he always used to s- share his erm, tin of tea

I: yeah
G: with us, you know, we’d have a sip of tea, oh we enjoyed it an’ the sand-

wiches with him . now he said, “you wanna ask this little girl if she’s com-
ing with you to- to Barmouth” . to Bermaw we used to say, not Barmouth

I: okay
G: the version, Bermaw alright? an’ A– still remembers to this day, I had a card

off her (a) fortnight ago, birthday card . “Will you come Barmouth to me?”
an’ that’s the way I asked it an’ she understood me . and old J–P– Old Goat,
he’s died now, but every time I saw him, he would mention this, you know

[…]
I: well talkin’ about the English language then, erm, do you think that there’s

a Welsh variety of English that is different from English in England?
G: yes, definitely
I: is it just the accent or is it shom- something else as well?
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G: no I think the culture comes into it as well, isn’ it?
I: mhm
G: erm, yes, definitely there is a... I would think so, yes
I: what do you mean by the culture coming into it?
G: oh I know there’s a culture in England as well,
I: mm
G: but erm, English people do tend to be more sort of independent, don’t they?
I: mhm
G: more sort of self... what’s the word I’m looking for?
I: reliant?
G: probably, yes,
I: [right
G: whereas] in Wales, even South Wales as well, erm, if you’ve moved in, if you

want to be on your own and not mix,
I: yeah
G: yes, fine, but if you want a life that’s friendly an’ full of- you know, you’ve

got to
I: yeah
G: mix in an’ I don’t think it really matters with the language really,
I: [okay
G: erm] not so much

3. TC. Tonypandy, Rhondda Cynon Taff. Informants aged 84 (B) and 80 (C),
L1 English-speaking. Interviewed by Heli Paulasto (A) in 2012, transcribed
by Marja Kilpiö.

These Tonypany informants, two old friends, were interviewed at a local café,
which produced a lot of background noise. The situation was fairly informal
though, as Heli Paulasto had already been chatting with the men in a larger group
for a while.

The extract includes many vernacular features typical of the Tonypandy area,
some of which are distinctly Welsh English, while others originate from EngE dia-
lect input. The Welsh-induced features below are primarily focus fronting (only
one phrase he come out with), the invariant tags is it and innit. As discussed in Sec-
tions 3.4.2 and 4.4.1, both features appear in spoken EngE as well. The mixed sen-
tence structure in he was speaking English he was with its two SV-clauses can be
considered an instance of “edited” focus fronting or emphatic tag use, common in
spoken EngE (Paulasto 2006: 169–170). It is possible that the EngE propensity for
the latter combines with the WelE tendency for contrastive focus fronting here.
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The positive invariant tag is it appears in the unusual confirmatory rather than in-
formational function, while the negative question tag takes the form innit, echo-
ing London English. Note that the Finnish interviewer has by now adopted the in-
variant follow-up tag is it and is using it quite fluently! The extract also includes
an instance of extended use of the definite article with names of languages (the
Welsh).

EngE dialect features are more numerous still. These include an unmarked
adverb (it comes natural), generalized was (we was) and default singular there’s,
uninflected past tense of come, zero copular be (you from Scotland?), omission of
the subject pronoun (sound Scottish), left dislocation (one kid he said to me), and
addition of the preposition in (in there). The interview includes the local expres-
sion by there as well, although it does not appear in this clip. Discourse-pragmatic
markers in this extract are, for example, like, see, and then.

<A> youdon’t . well howdoyou feel about theRhonddadialect of English then </A>
<B> pardon </B>
<A> the Rhondda accent of English </A>
<B> well . it’s what I’ve been used to then is it </B>
<A> (mm) </A>
<B> great <laughs> </B>
<A> yeah it’s the best thing to- yeah yeah alright </A>
<C> aye . yeah well I . I told you before (then?) . we are very attached to it </C>
<A> (mm) </A>
<B> you know </B>
<C> so it comes a- natural to us </C>
<A> yeah </A>
<C> and we enjoy it . because it’s the only way we know how to speak </C>
<A> that’s right </A>
<B> when I was in Scotland when . when C– was with us . and wewas staying in
this woman’s house </B>
<A> (mm) </A>
<B> and there was a kiddy in there . and he was speaking and the kiddy would
say to his mother “what did he what did he say” </B>
<A> yeah </A>
<B> cos the mother could understand . and he spoke he said something in Welsh
one day . and he said “what . wha=” em . “what did he say” and his mother said
the mother said to the little boy . “he spoke in Welsh then” . and the kiddy said
“I thought he was speaking Welsh all the time” <laughter> and only and only one
phrase he come out with </B>
<A> yeah </A>
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<C> aye . aye </C>
<B> and the boy thought he was speaking Welsh </B>
<C> [there you are </C>
<B> he was speaking] English he was </B>
<C> there you are </C>
<B> but er . different accent in Scotland [altogether innit </B>
<C> that’s right] that’s right yeah . I remember going to Evenmouth </C>
<B> (eh) </B>
<C> (em) . my wife had an auntie living in Evenmouth dock see . in the council
area council (3) (like?) . and I went out on the . outside her house one daywewas
up there for about a . three or four days staying there like </C>
<A> (mm) </A>
<C> and (eh) . there was two children . two boys playing </C>
<A> yeah </A>
<C> so I spoke to the kids we got we talked (with the kid?) we talked a bit (3) . and I
spoke to these kids and then . one kid he said to me . “you from Scotland?” </C>
<laughter>
<C> “are you from Scotland” I said “no from Wales” . “sound Scottish” </C>
<B> yeah </B>
<A> yeah </A>
<C> and nothing like (1) sound Scottish </C>
<A> how weird . (em) how far do you have to go from the Rhondda to . find that
people are speaking differently . people have a different kind of accent </A>
<B> you can stay in the Rhondda </B>
<C> <laughter> </C>
<A> yeah </A>
<B> you know<?> </B>
<A> <overlap /> but if you </A>
<B> <overlap /> fur= further up the valley they’re more Welshy still </B>
<A> is it </A>
<B> yeah </B>
<C> yeah </C>
<A> oh . it’s that close by then </A>
<C> yeah </C>
<B> yeah </B>
<C> that was the last place that used the Welsh were up there </C>
<A> yeah . okay </A>
<B> my father . father-in-law said something about the the alphabet he . where we
would say A B C he’d say /e:/ . instead of /ei/ he’d say /e:/ </B>
<A> okay </A>
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<B> he was always . that’s only . about six miles up . from where we are now </B>
<A> yeah </A>
<B> it changes as you as you as you go up and </B>
<A> alright </A>
<B> but I don’t know where the borderline is </B>
<A> yeah </A>
<C> no . and they say (2) . is from up there from . Treherbert </C>
<B> yeah </B>
<C> that’s (near here?) </C>
<B> yeah </B>
<C> the closer you go to Cardiff the more English you become </C>
<A> yeah </A>
<B> down (1) through the cities innit </B>
<C> yeah </C>
<A> okay </A>
<C> it’s it is right because you know </C>
<A> but the Cardiff people speak differently from the English </A>
<C> oh yes </C>
<B> yeah . it’s Caediff </B>
<A> Caediff </A>
<C> it’s a hard accent </C>
<A> (mm) </A>
<C> hard old accent </C>
<A> so how does the Cardiff accent sound to you </A>
<B> yeah . and yet there’s a lot ofWelshback in Cardiff now through the school </B>
<A> (mm) </A>
<B> there’sWelsh schools opening see innit </B>
<C> there’s more Welsh schools in Cardiff </C>
<B> yeah </B>
<C> than in other any other city . now </C>
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